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This thesis critically explores what negotiating a politics of emplacement looks like by engaging with 
two urban property struggles in Latin America. The thesis refines our understanding of the 
importance of space in resistance politics as space provides not only location but also is deployed 
strategically and is the base for the creation of resistance identities. The research analyses the 
resurgence of the local Mapuche (Indigenous) spaces in Santiago de Chile and a squatting movement 
in downtown São Paulo, Brazil. Both case studies are grounded in extensive fieldwork in each city. 
Two sets of semi-structured qualitative interviews were produced with participants at each site and 
with government officials in each city. The thesis analyses the politics of emplacement to investigate 
the spatial qualities of the resistance at these sites. This politics is a positioning to resist but also the 
creation of a place from which to resist. The emplacements analysed include three moments: gaining 
access to spaces in the city; transforming these spaces into differential social spaces; and politicising 
those spaces.  
The discussion presented in this thesis shows how the emplacements create narratives of resistance 
in relation to space, property and territory. The groups at each of the two struggles create a 
differential space through their intense mobilisation and spatial politics. They build on top of that 
spatial politics to create alternative property arrangements at the sites. These alternative forms of 
property engage with the fetishism for legal formality of the two local Latin American states. And the 
groups change internal and external territorial relations to build up a fragmented territoriality in the 
city. In this sense this thesis contributes to these actually existing struggles against displacement but 
avoids reinforcing the role of state recognised and sanctioned forms of property. 
  




Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Luz Neighbourhood, São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil, 3 October 2010. 
Hundreds of people gather on a dark street at night. They are told to turn off their mobile phones 
and ushered onto four buses which will each go simultaneously to four separate sites (FLM 2010). 
One busload arrives at 911 Prestes Maia Avenue. This is not the first time the sem-teto (literally roof-
less) are attempting to occupy the Prestes Maia building as it is called. After a five-year occupation 
was evicted from the building in 2007, there were short-lived attempts in 2008, 2009 and 2010. But 
this night will be different. The coordination of simultaneous occupations helps to spread out the 
police forces and increase the chance of the occupation’s success. They break the padlock and chains 
on the door and rush inside the dark building. They are afraid of what they might run into in the dark 
conscious this building has been abandoned for years. It is filled with rubbish and entulho (rubble) 
which can prove dangerous in the dark. The group waits nervously for the 24 to 72 hours that signal 
when the police will stop attempting to evict them and let the problem move over to the justice 
department. Then the real work begins as they have to clean out literally hundreds of truckloads of 
rubbish, organise cleaning shifts and groups to cook meals, and begin to set up spaces that can 
provide temporary homes for the hundreds of families that will live in this building. 
 
SERVIU office, 45 Serrano street, downtown Santiago de Chile, January 2000. 
A small group of people are off to visit one more government office. The group is composed entirely 
of Mapuche people, the original inhabitants displaced of these lands by the Spaniards almost five 
centuries ago. They are knocking on the door of one more government institution insisting all they 
want is a plot of land to build a community centre on. They have been at it for years now. This time 
they are offered a small plot in a working class neighbourhood composed mostly of dilapidated 
social housing projects. The plot is covered in rubbish. They accept because it is close to their 
houses. They spend weeks cleaning up rubbish and rubble and carting out truckloads of soil to make 
the terrain flat enough to build on (Raimundo Nahuel, interview). They build a makeshift fence to 
separate the plot from the street. They bring tools and start to build a small temporary house in the 
back of the lot. Their tools are stolen one night. The next night they bring a big dog to live on site to 
scare thieves away. Their plan is to slowly save up and self-finance and build a traditional straw-
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roofed Mapuche house, called a ruka, on the site. This will be a space where they can really be 
Mapuche in the city. 
 
1.1 Preface  
Space is often thought of as the impersonal passive stage on which life is lived. Even after almost 
half a century of theorisation from critical scholars showing how space is socially produced (Lefebvre 
1991) and how it can be better thought of as constructed out of contingent constellations of 
trajectories (Massey 1994, 2005), even now the passive view of space tends to easily slip back in, to 
dominate our thinking. We often find ourselves, almost against our better judgment, thinking of 
activities and people as simply and unambiguously located in space. But in both cases sketched 
above space is very much a part of the life at each site as it contributes to the strategies and even 
the identities of the groups. The commonplace view of space as an impersonal stage implies that 
space is static, nothing more than an empty container for the activities of life. In the past couple of 
decades a small literature on the use of space in resistance politics has been growing (Hershkovitz 
1993, Bayat 1997, Moore 1998, Hodkinson & Chatterton 2006, Maeckelbergh 2012, Vasudevan 
2015c). This literature builds on broader intellectual work on everyday politics (by Antonio Gramsci, 
James C. Scott and others) and on the conceptualisation of space as deeply political (by Doreen 
Massey, Henri Lefebvre and others). Yet it lacks greater clarity and systematisation of what is 
involved in the use of space for politics. What components make up a spatial politics of resistance? 
In what ways is space present in the politics of groups who negotiate life from a disadvantaged 
position with the state? Clearly viewing space as empty and static – as simply the location for 
activities – limits our ability to see much of the subtler forms of politics that marginalised groups are 
involved in. But how can we best understand the place of space in their politics? 
Space is always part and parcel of all politics. Ultimately all politics takes place in space. Space often 
stands in for politics because certain groups in society do not want to or cannot use other means. 
Space often appears a more impersonal way of dealing with social problems (Smith 1998). So certain 
groups are classified by their location in space and not by their physical, social or racial traits (Sack 
1983). People are displaced from certain areas in town through the impersonal workings of zoning 
regulations (Dikeç 2009). Guards are posted on the borders of spaces to keep others out. Though 
people are actually present in these three examples they seem to recede into the background 
because they are seen as enforcing impersonal, spatially defined regulations. Space is at times used 
to cover up controversial political programmes because according to the empty container view of 
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space it would be innocent of any political machinations. Spatial configurations appear to be simply 
there and not at fault for anything.  
But space is not only used to implement policies in an apparently impersonal manner. It is also used 
by those who do not have other means of furthering their resistance politics. Space is fundamental 
for the homeless to create a home. Space is what is needed for communities such as the Indigenous 
Mapuche in Santiago to gather. But it is not simply location that these groups seek. Space itself can 
be a powerful lever to pressure the local government into responding to their demands. And it can 
be through space that the group creates an identity for themselves.  
This thesis starts from the assertion that space is a contingent creation of the social groups that 
inhabit it, space is used in these groups’ politics and these places in turn create spatially grounded 
identities for these social groups (Massey 2005). In this thesis this collective creation of spaces will 
be called spatial politics. The focus will be on the way groups collectively negotiate emplacement in 
and through space. In this way this thesis will contribute to the growing body of literature on spatial 
politics of resistance (Routledge 1996, Bayat 2000, Anderson 2004, Leitner, Sheppard & Sziarto 2008, 
Vasudevan 2011) by bringing together work on space, property and territory to show the ways space 
is used both strategically and in the creation of placebased identities.  
 
1.2. Research Context  
The broader issue this thesis speaks to is the use of space in politics. Space is used in politics of all 
sorts, all the time, yet most literature still slips into discussing space as the empty container where 
that politics is located (Owen & Daskin 1998). Most often space is equated with the position where 
activities, firms and social groups are located in space (Raffestin 1993). Space is political because the 
apparently neutral location of land uses in space (Blomley 2017a) often leads to displacement which 
in turn leads to efforts by those who are being displaced to stay put. Resistance to displacement can 
take many forms because displacement itself is varied. In fact space is implied in all the physical, 
economic and sociocultural dimensions of displacement.  
There is resistance to the more visually spectacular form of physical displacement. When threatened 
with eviction from an occupied building, occupants might barricade themselves in, resisting tear gas 
and police violence (Pereira 2012). There is also resistance against economic pressures in gentrifying 
neighbourhoods. Blomley (2004) presents the resistance of poor residents of the Downtown 
Eastside of Vancouver against the slow encroachment by market and government attempts to 
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redevelop their neighbourhood. And then there is resistance against the socio-cultural dimensions of 
displacement which is related to the more subtle experience of displacement (Christensen 2013). 
Socio-cultural displacement refers to the loss of roots to place, to the experience of not belonging 
whether or not people have access to a physical space. The loss of home can be a life shattering 
experience (Friedman 1966, Fullilove 2004). Displacement can result in socio-cultural confusion and 
loss of identity, including among other things family disintegration, phsycho-social consequences, 
stigmatisation and low self-esteem (Lemassa 2005). The resistances analysed in this thesis to this 
broader, more properly understood displacement happen through strategic emplacements which 
include positioning of resistance groups in space but also the creation of a certain kind of social 
space of resistance. This is a kind of placemaking from below where places are created by the 
specific practices of collective mobilisation in space.  
Yet space is much more than that. This thesis starts from the assertion that space is political and that 
politics is negotiated in space in broadly three ways. First, space is political because it is constantly 
being constructed. It is not static. The empty container view of space, besides insisting on the 
primacy of location also misses the process-based, contingent nature of space. Since space is 
fundamentally social it is always contingent (Lefebvre 1991). It always needs to be reconstructed 
even if only to be able to maintain its current configuration (Keenan 2014). Space is always either 
being reaffirmed or else changing, decaying or dying. If a certain kind of social space is not being 
reinforced than others are subtly taking its place. This process nature of space opens up the 
possibility for resistance through the reconfiguration of the contingent characteristics of space. 
Marginalised groups in particular are more vulnerable to the commodification and control of space 
and they will at times resist this by taking over places whether in spectacular occupations or in 
quietly subversive fashion. Places can become weapons of emancipation even though more often 
places are elements in strategies of oppression. This could be considered a ‘double consciousness’ of 
land – paraphrasing Du Bois’ double consciousness in black Americans (Gilroy 1993) – because that 
land is both a place of exploitation and of resistance (McKittrick 2013, Li 2014). Space is both 'a 
political instrument and a means of social regulation' (Bulter 2013, p.45). Places of the dominant 
social order can be used for subversive ends as in the Situationist strategy of détournement 
(Hershkovitz 1993, Shields 1991). Whereas hegemonic domination through space leads to the 
colonisation of everyday life, the counter-hegemonic subversion of that same space can lead to its 
liberation through the progressive importance given to the use value of that place (Kipfer 2008). The 
space of these struggles then takes on an almost object-like character as space becomes a thing to 
be struggled for. Yet these groups do not only struggle for physical space. The spatial ‘object’ they 
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struggle for is both physical space and also the social construction of a lived social space including ‘os 
objetos (a materialidade) e as ações (a sociedade)’ (objects (materiality) and actions (society), Santos 
et al. 2000, p.104).  
Second, space is political because it is used strategically to gain advantages. Location can be a 
strategic advantage for firms as they compete with other firms (Owen & Daskin 1998). Location can 
also be a strategic advantage for families as they seek to gain better access to employment, 
education and community services. But because some spaces are easier to control than others, 
space provides other strategic advantages as well (Sack 1983). Mountain ranges such as the Andes 
provide a strategic barrier for defensive purposes for countries such as Chile. Long, relatively porous 
borders can be harder to control as evidenced by serious control issues of Brazil’s national border in 
the Amazon region. In some cases space appears more impersonal, in other cases it is politicised by 
transgressive uses being made of it (Earle 2012). The occupation of an abandoned building in São 
Paulo in the first opening vignette of the preface has only one entrance door making it easier to 
control than favelas with their more extensive borders.  
One key strategic use of space is to tap into the rough and ready societal consensus that (formal) 
property is a fundamental right. Because formal property is the collectively believed fiction that 
people can own places, ‘property is the material foundation for creating and maintaining the proper 
social order’ (Alexander 1998, p.668). Marginalised groups involved in property struggles are 
considered to be lacking formal property. In this view, following the ownership model of property, if 
there is no formal ownership there is no property (de Soto 2000). Yet to view these groups as having 
no property misses the elaborate spatial politics they practice and the alternative arrangements of 
property that spatial politics is holding up. This thesis starts from the position that in fact these 
groups are practicing property where society sees none. 
Private property is the dominant form of property in society today and it is presented as being 
fundamentally based on the right to exclude (Merrill 1998). One person can only ‘have’ a place 
according to this logic if they can exclude all others from it. This leads through an almost 
grammatical logic to displacement. For one to own a place, all others must not own it and be at least 
conceptually displaced from it. This thesis does not theorise what displacement is (Marcuse 1985, 
Davidson 2009, Rossi 2012, Delaney 2004), or describe its effects (Yntiso 2008, Lovering & Türkmen 
2011), or even attempt to prove it is in fact happening (López-Morales 2013, Newman & Wyly 2006). 
This thesis is looking instead at the way groups resist pressures of displacement (Newman & Wyly 
2006, DeVerteuil 2012, Maeckelbergh 2012, Lees, Annunziata & Rivas 2018). 
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And the third way in which space is political is that it is the source of social identities that are 
themselves politically contested. Much has been written lately about the rise of identity politics. But 
suffice it to say here that space is implied in the construction of the different identities groups 
present in their political manoeuvring. Space in this thesis is used to refer to the existing physical and 
social (space-time) substrate. Space is both the location for and the source of social identities. 
Indigenous peoples’ identities are visibly tied up with the territories with which they have existed for 
centuries or in some cases even millennia. But all group identities are created in place (Shields 1991). 
Working class identities are forged in factories where workers struggle with managers and CEOs over 
wages and working conditions (Davidson 2011). Working class identities are also partially created in 
working class suburbs where workers live, sleep, eat and spend time with other workers (Dikeç 
2009). National identities are formed in – and in relation to – national territories (Ferguson & 
Raffestin 1986, Bourdieu 1994). The identities of disabled people are formed in relation to city 
spaces that are, or are not, adequate for their accessibility. The second opening vignette of the 
preface highlights the creation of a specific space by a group of Mapuche people in the city of 
Santiago. The group that built the ruka (ancestral straw and wood home) is reinforcing their own 
identity in the process of the construction of the ruka (Zúñiga 2014a). They continue to reinforce 
that identity to this day as they meet as Mapuche families at the finished ruka.  
Yet if identities are created in space, and more importantly in a dialectical relationship to those 
spaces, then it is crucial to understand who belongs on the land. This is to follow Krueckeberg (1995) 
in asking not where things (or spaces) belong but to whom they belong. Property in this thesis is 
presented as the legal control of access to space, whether individual or collective. On any specific 
site, who are the guests and who are the hosts (Fredericks 2013)? Do those who have formal title to 
land have an irrevocable right to dispose of land in the way they see fit? According to the state’s 
fetish for legal formality the answer is quite simply yes (Kennedy 1973). Yet with their collective 
politics of resistance groups insist the answer must be otherwise. Capitulating to the state’s logic 
would mean belonging would only be enacted through the formalities of the law. Alternatively this 
thesis insists meaningful belonging can be forged through collective mobilisation of active political 
communities.  
Finally if space is political then the key way political collectivities manage their relation with the land 
they inhabit is through territory (Raffestin 1993). Territory in this thesis is discussed as a forward 
looking political project, involving strategic or identity considerations, allowing for a different, more 
indirect control of space. Territory sums up the collective forms of control, or jurisdiction (Jampolsky 
2016), over a land base (Elden 2010). This does not only include nation-states but also resistance 
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groups that are able to set up meaningful relationships to the land in such a way as to reinforce 
territorial relations on site (Clare, Habermehl & Mason-Deese 2017). 
 
1.3. Research Problem  
Viewing space as empty and static limits our ability to see much of what happens in actually existing 
everyday politics of marginalised groups. Some initial work has been done to show that space is part 
and parcel of what happens in the politics of these groups. But this study goes beyond that initial 
scoping and begins to analyse the different ways space participates in these politics. The focus 
moves beyond highlighting that space is used in everyday politics to begin to understand how it is 
used.  
There is a large and growing literature documenting the negative impacts of displacement, 
gentrification and dispossession. Studies on displacement generally attempt to prove the existence 
or the significance of the phenomenon of displacement in urban areas (López-Morales 2013, Slater 
2009, Newman & Wyly 2006, Marcuse 1985, Zayim 2014, Yntiso 2008). In these studies the displaced 
are usually considered passive subjects. Significantly the very word ‘displaced’ denotes passivity as it 
is the passive form of the verb ‘displace’. These invisibilised groups of people are ‘displaced’ by the 
supposedly more active forces of the property market and the local state. More recently there has 
been a move to create studies on resistance to displacement and gentrification. Studies that focus 
on resistance to displacement are especially prominent in Latin America due to historic ties between 
exiled Latin American academics living in Spain and French Marxist philosophers (Janoschka, 
Sequera, & Salinas 2014). This displacement resistance literature most often begins from the 
assumption that resistance must come in the form of politically organised social movements. 
However while conflicts and organised protests are in fact important as these groups attempt to 
protect the spaces for which they have already gained recognition (Bayat 2000), what is lacking in 
the literature is to inquire into the broader variety of forms a politics of resistance can take. Lees, 
Annunziata & Rivas-Alonso (2018, p.349) point to the 'difference between the storming the 
barricade type of antigentrification battle and the everyday practices of resistance'. This important 
work suffers from the same problems with conceptual clarity that afflict the broader field of 
resistance studies especially after Foucault (1978, p.95) and Scott’s (1985) contributions meant 
resistance progressively has come to be seen everywhere.  
Some of the literature on resistance to displacement looks at the production of alternatives, others 
to mitigation measures (delaying evictions, compensation, legal strategies and counter-narratives) 
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and still others at institutional prevention (implementation of public housing policies, enforcing 
tenants’ protections and community planning tools) (Annunziata and Rivas-Alonso 2018). That 
literature, focussed as it often is on spectacular instances of political protest, misses the everyday 
enactments of resistance that make up the bulk of resistance. Drawing on Massey (2005), Lees, 
Annunziata & Rivas-Alonso (2018, p.352) explain the importance of 'reclaiming of spaces as "the 
product of interrelations," where actors become entangled with each other more or less willingly 
and where battles of all sizes are won sometimes by the sheer ability to belong to a threatened 
landscape'. Yet there has been very little written on the use of space in everyday constructions of 
resistance. This thesis will analyse two cases of emplacements by marginalised groups where these 
groups gain access to space and transform it in order to use space to actively contribute to their 
resistance to the displacement pressures they are subject to.  
 
1.4. Research Response  
This thesis then explores the specifically spatial aspects of the politics of marginalised groups in two 
long-standing South American property struggles. It looks at how space is not only the location for 
their struggles but that it is a strategic element in their politics and moreover in the constitution of 
their identities-in-place. The analysis in this thesis has been guided by the following research 
question: How is the politics of marginalised groups enacted through emplacement?1 
This was investigated using two parallel ethnographic case studies with semi-structured interviews 
with participants at each site and with local government officials involved more or less directly with 
each group in each city.2 Extensive amounts of time were spent at each site and in the neighbouring 
areas. The cases this thesis engages with are two prolonged property struggles in two different Latin 
American countries. One is the occupation of a privately owned building by homeless people in the 
city of São Paulo, Brazil (fig. 1.1). The other case is a ruka (traditional hut) built by Mapuche people 
on a comodato (free leasehold) to a state-owned property in the city of Santiago de Chile (fig. 1.2).  
                                                          
1 See Appendix 1 for a list of previous research questions. 
2 See Appendices 2-5 for the interview schedules used in Santiago (Appendix 2 for ruka and 3 for government) 
and in São Paulo (Appendix 4 for occupation and 5 for government).  




Figure 1.1: Entrance to Prestes Maia. Source: Libby Porter. Figure 1.2: Ruka Folilche Aflaiai. Source: Jiménez (2015). 
 
1.4.1. Occupation in São Paulo 
In Brazil the case is an occupation called Prestes Maia. The occupation gets its name from the 
avenue Prestes Maia on which it is located in the centre of São Paulo (fig. 1.1). The building was left 
vacant by the private owner for over 20 years before it was first occupied in 2002. The owner 
speculatively played the market as he waited for the expropriation value to be significantly higher 
than the unpaid property taxes he owed the city. The 23 floor building is iconic for its size and 
because the occupation has been evicted four times over the 15 years of its lifespan but the 
movement has returned each time. Though numbers vary somewhat, there are roughly 1,500 
people, some 400 families, living in the building. Desidério (2009) counted 378 families in her 
research on the occupation. The occupation of Prestes Maia is coordinated by the housing 
movement Movimento Moradia, Luta e Justiça (MMLJ, in English: Housing, Struggle and Justice 
Movement). This is one of many highly organised groups, together comprising a larger urban social 
movement, that share the tactic of occupying abandoned buildings in the centre of São Paulo (fig. 
1.3). This small movement has one more stable occupation – whose building has also already been 
expropriated – around the corner on Rua Mauá where the top coordinator Neti lives. From time to 
time MMLJ will attempt to occupy other buildings in the centre. Again numbers vary frequently but 
there might be anywhere between 30 and 50 occupied buildings in the centre of São Paulo at any 
given moment. The housing movement occupying Prestes Maia uses their repertoire of 
confrontational tactics such as squatting and protest marches (Tatagiba, Paterniani & Trindade 2012) 
to demand more well-located social housing policies from a relatively flexible local state. At the 
moment the building has entered into a process that should eventually remodel it and give 
remodelled apartments to residents of the occupation.  
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The movement is composed of a broad coalition of sem-teto (homeless in an expansive sense). There 
are the visible homeless,3 people who live in cortiços (insecure downtown tenements) and people 
from favelas who commute on a daily basis to the centre of the city to work. For decades the only 
options for poor people to find homes was either: a) to occupy unused land out in the periphery to 
build houses in favelas or b) to rent rooms in boarding houses known as cortiços in disinvested, 
central neighbourhoods. The peripheral favelas have been an expensive option in terms of 
commuting time while the central cortiços have been expensive in monetary terms. Within the 
central area where most occupations can be found, Prestes Maia is located more specifically in what 
is known as cracolândia because it is the area where the highest concentration of crack-cocaine 
users in the city can be found. It is also very close to the administrative centre of the city where 
government functions are located. In figure 1.3 each building that has been occupied at some time 
between 1997 and 2012 is indicated by a dot. The big yellow dot indicates the Prestes Maia 
occupation. ‘Cracolândia’ is circled in red and the administrative centre of the city is circled in blue. 
Thus it is not surprising this centre has been the site of a guerra dos lugares (war for places, Rolnik 
2015) including ongoing struggles between the municipal administration and the property market, 
on the one hand, and social movements on the other.  
                                                          
3 The term is from Christensen (2013) who distinguishes between the visible homeless who sleep rough on the 
streets and the invisible homeless who might spend nights in boarding rooms or other insecure forms of 
housing. 




Figure 1.3: Occupations, ‘cracolândia’ and administrative  
centre of city. Sources: GEMU (n.d.), Melo (2012). 
1.4.2. Ruka in Santiago 
In Santiago the research was focussed on the coordinators and participants at a ruka – traditional 
round, wooden-framed Mapuche house with pitched straw roof – called Folilche Aflaiai (fig. 1.2). 
Folilche Aflaiai is part of a very loosely organised Mapuche urban ruka ‘movement’4 for the most 
part located in areas with higher concentrations of Indigenous population in poor peripheral 
neighbourhoods of Santiago. In figure 1.4 red dots refer to rukas that were interviewed, black dots 
to rukas that were not interviewed and white dots to those that have been abandoned. There have 
been 27 rukas in the city of Santiago since the first was built in 1995, 24 of which are active today 
(Pilowski 2007, Carmona 2017). They are spread out over much of the city but most are located in 
poorer peripheral neighbourhoods whereas more central neighbourhoods present at most only one 
token institutional ruka. In figure 1.4 municipalities with Indigenous populations that comprises 9.5% 
of the total municipal population and over according to the Casen survey of 2013 are circled in black. 
Areas where property values are low are marked in green whereas areas with higher values are 
marked in red. For example, Folilche Aflaiai (the yellow dot on fig. 1.4) is located in Peñalolén, a local 
municipal area with one of the higher concentrations (12.2%) of Indigenous populations in Santiago. 
                                                          
4 The word ‘movement’ is placed in inverted commas because it is a movement by implication only. This is only 
because of the organisers’ shared belonging to the Mapuche people and shared strategy of building rukas 
rather than any explicit organisational structure. See Bayat (2007) for a discussion of the term non-movement. 
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The rukas are used by the communities as gravitational nodes to reaffirm Indigenous belonging 
among the urban Indigenous population. They use non-confrontational tactics to gain access to land 
and funds from the local state. They host workshops of various culturally relevant activities 
(weaving, Mapuche language, silver smithing, traditional medicinal herbs) and celebrate nguillatuns 
– traditional rogation ceremonies – recreating ancestral rituals in the city (Aravena 2001). The use of 
comodatos – free leasehold contracts to land – in Santiago to make rukas cannot be understood 
without referring to struggles for Indigenous autonomy in traditional Mapuche lands in the south of 
the country. Many of the inhabitants refer to the way the ruka evokes the rural south – due to the 
use of traditional materials and forms but also the mental contrast as they seem ‘out of place’ in the 
city (Carmona 2014, 2015a). These rukas exist in an imaginary place situated halfway between the 
rural and the urban just as the Mapuche people in the city exist in a tension between those 
considered real and committed political activists in the rural south of the country and those only 
recently even classified as Indigenous by Censuses in the big city (Aravena 2014). 
 
Figure 1.4: Rukas, property values and municipal areas of high Indigenous population.  
Sources: Ministerio de Desarrollo Social (2013) and X-Lab (2005). 
The two cases are very different from each other. They are differentially situated in property 
relations, different in terms of racialisation, different in terms of settler-colonial relations of power, 
different in the way they practice their politics. Those differences reveal the different ways the 
property contexts of struggles and the property ‘solutions’ groups in resistance choose to engage in 
impact on their spatial politics. They highlight the differences between significantly constituted 
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groups and groups constituted almost entirely on-site. They reveal differences for different groups 
as they engage with structural racism or revanchist politics of the local state. They reveal the 
constraints on different groups that impact on their choices to practice more visible forms of protest 
versus quieter forms of resurgence.  
 
1.5. Contribution  
The analytical work in this thesis is based on three position statements. The first position statement 
is that, against much of the common-sense and even academic usage of the term (Heller 1998, 
Rodríguez & Sugranyes 2000, Neuman 2005), space is political. This means not only that location in 
space is political but that the construction of certain (social) spaces is a political act. The two cases 
analysed in this thesis highlight specifically the way groups that are marginalised by mainstream 
society politicise space in their resistance to the displacement pressures they are subjected to. The 
second statement echoes a small but significant critical literature that sees property as not simply 
equivalent with formal property (Blomley 2008a, Roy 2005). Groups can practice informal or 
alternative arrangements of property and this can happen whether or not they have any formal 
property title to the land. The third position statement is that not all politics looks the same and that 
there are different forms of collective politics (Bayat 2000). Extra-parliamentary politics tends to be 
confused with protest activism. Even when it is not simplified to that extent in the literature it still 
tends to be conflated with highly visible and organised forms of activism (Anderson 2004). This 
means that more everyday and relatively invisible forms of politics are routinely ignored.  
The main contribution of this thesis lies in bringing together literature on the politics of space, 
property and territory to show how space is used both strategically and in the creation of place-
based identities to resist. This thesis will contribute by bringing together three different ways of 
discussing community activism of marginalised groups. The first stream of scholarship believes 
collective politics can productively be analysed as spatial politics (Anderson 2004, Vasudevan 2011). 
This does not only mean a form of politics in space but also the politics of creating spaces and how 
those spaces are politicised. The second stream of thinking views activism as prefiguratively 
practicing alternative arrangements of property (Authers 2016, Cooper 2007, Van de Sande 2013). 
This way of thinking about collective politics insists we should not conflate property with private 
property but also not limit it to formal property, forms of property that are formally accepted by the 
state. And finally the third stream of scholarship views collective politics as constructions of 
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territory, as specifically territorial claims are constructed relationally (Clare, Habermehl & Mason-
Deese 2017, Newman & Paasi 1998). 
The thesis presents these two cases of a politics of emplacement and how they relate to their 
immediate surroundings and to the broader contextual backgrounds of property relations. This 
thesis is an exploration of this profoundly spatial process that help marginalised groups resist 
broader processes of physical and socio-cultural displacement. They are emplacements because they 
are both the placing (emplacement) of communities of in specific spaces and the transformation 
(placemaking) of these spaces into significant elements in the politics of these communities. And just 
as these are spatial configurations of their politics, they are also part of the process of changing 
broader narratives. This is because the groups involved in the struggles at the two case study sites 
are creating narratives of resistance, albeit spatially grounded narratives of resistance.  
This thesis explores the variety of forms of securing a space from which to resist displacement 
pressures, the forms in which the groups are organised and the ways these spaces are politicised. 
The analytical contribution of this thesis focusses on a grounded understanding from a rich 
ethnographically inspired account of two diverse cases of resistance. This includes how space 
contributes to the everyday politics in both the more spectacularly organised forms of protest and 
negotiations with the local state and everyday constructions of belonging at each site. In this way 
the case studies analysed here are attentive to the agency of poor and marginalised groups 
themselves as expressed in their lived narratives in space. 
 
1.6. Structure of the thesis 
Chapter 2 will look into the existing literature on spatial forms of everyday politics. First the chapter 
reviews ideas of cultural hegemony and the everyday in resistance studies and how that plays out in 
space. The literature review chapter introduces the politics of emplacement that will frame the 
subsequent analysis. Fundamentally the politics of emplacement is built on a specifically spatial 
politics. Space is the key element throughout the entirety of that politics. The chapter defines the 
politics of emplacement in three moments of gaining access to space, transforming it and politicising 
it. Those three moments are discussed in relation to the three analytical concepts used throughout 
the thesis of space, property and territory. The politics of emplacement constructs legal meanings of 
space through property and creates novel forms of territory in space. 
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The next chapter, Chapter 3, presents the approach of this study. The research was designed as two 
parallel ethnographically inspired case studies with a six month engagement in the field. The process 
of choosing the specific groups at these sites is discussed as well as the process of data collection in 
the field. During the analysis I made an effort to stay attuned to the stories I had heard from the 
participants in the two struggles so that the analysis would be attentive to the politics at each site. I 
shared emerging ideas with Mapuche coordinators and with local researchers with experience on 
these issues. Some of the current debates about the production of urban knowledge are situated in 
relation to dominant centres and marginalised peripheries of knowledge production (Robinson 
2016). The chapter ends with reflections on the impact of my positionality and privileges.  
The analytical chapters of the thesis start with politics in space, then move to the importance of 
property for that politics and finish with the ways that politics constructs territory. In Chapter 4 the 
occupation at Prestes Maia is analysed as a specifically spatial form of politics. This focus on spatial 
politics helps analyse the importance of space for the politics of the housing movement in São Paulo. 
They gain access to a space they can use as a lever to demand social housing units in the centre. 
They make the building into a profoundly different social space by imagining it differently, practicing 
it differently and because it is materially different. That different social space constructs a 
hierarchically structured imagined community through the use of slogans in the everyday 
interactions of people. It is created through spatial practices of cleaning and protesting organised by 
a point system. The materially degraded physical space discourages evictions and throws a spotlight 
on their political message. The space that is thus constituted is politically different. It is a collective 
provision of temporary housing that contributes to the housing movement’s demand for the right to 
decision-making in the social housing policies of the local municipality. 
In Chapter 5 the ruka at Folilche Aflaiai is analysed as a form of spatial politics where a Mapuche 
group has gained access to a space, transformed it into a differential (Mapuche) space and used it to 
open up more interstitial political space for the Mapuche people. This analytical focus on spatial 
politics helps analyse the importance of space for the politics of the Mapuche people in Santiago. 
This is a spatial politics that secures access to vacant space, builds a ruka and then fills it with 
meaningful activities to persuade society of the benefits of renewing the comodato. The spatial 
politics of the Mapuche in Santiago is constrained to dealing with the bureaucratic logic of 
requesting these comodatos from state land holding institutions because the property structure of 
the city excludes them from most of the land in the city of Santiago. Yet these Mapuche groups 
stretch these constraints in many ways. They apply for funds to build the rukas and to run 
workshops there. More importantly these ruka communities exist in a political in-between space. 
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They live in the metropolitan city of Santiago and ‘in’ the Mapuche struggles for land restitution in 
the south because of their identity as a people. The ruka Folilche Aflaiai is creating a specific 
Mapuche belonging-in-space in the city of Santiago. 
In Chapter 6 the two cases are viewed not as struggles for property, and thus as groups that lack 
property, but as alternative property arrangements. Viewing these two cases not simply as property 
conflicts but as already existing forms of property illuminates the stakes involved in any solution 
advocating formalisation. Both groups are wary of state formalisation but pragmatically take 
advantage of the limited opportunities on offer. A key finding of the research is that as long as we 
view these two cases (and others like them) as struggles for property, we will view the groups and 
thus any formalisation as normatively good because it would give them the property they currently 
lack. If we instead view these two struggles as already existing forms of property, then we can begin 
to understand the gains and losses involved in increasing security of tenure by exchanging their 
current property arrangements for other arrangements such as formal, private or even common 
forms of property.  
Chapter 7 shows how these property struggles are constructing fragmentary territories as they build 
socio-spatially grounded imaginaries in the city. These are intimations of sovereignty creating 
resistance jurisdictions counter to the state’s insistence on being the sole source of legitimacy for 
the national society. This analysis dismisses the state-centric logic that considers territory can only 
ever equal the nation-state’s land base. On the contrary, these are territories constructed with a mix 
of strategic control and relationally built socio-spatial identities. By viewing these cases as 
specifically territorial forms of politics we gain a better understanding of the broader projects in 
these back-to-the-city movements. Each group stretches existing property categories to 
accommodate their relationally constructed forms of territory. In one, through a process reminiscent 
of Paulo Freire’s work, new citizens are created through the pedagogia do confronto (pedagogy of 
confrontation). In the other comodatos (free leaseholds) are being made into Indigenous territories 
in the city. 
The last chapter draws together the insights from the previous chapters on the politics of 
emplacement, on the importance of space in that politics and the possibilities of viewing property 
struggles as already existing forms of property and constructions of territory. In the face of 
oppressing formalities, the thesis ends by affirming that significant community mobilisation can 
create significant back-to-the-city movements and a prefigurative politics-in-space.   




Chapter 2: Negotiating Emplacement 
 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter will review the concepts needed for the analysis of the spatial politics at the two sites of 
Prestes Maia and Folilche Aflaiai that is presented in Chapters 4 through 7. First the structural 
importance of processes of displacement is reviewed. This is extended by looking at the socio-
cultural dimensions of displacement to better understand the experience of marginalised groups. 
Then in order to understand the politics of the communities at the two sites the concepts of cultural 
hegemony and everyday resistance are reviewed. From this various concepts regarding politics in 
space are covered. The community mobilisation at each site is explained as alternative property 
arrangements. Each community engages with the local state’s fetish for formality. And these 
communities create group identities-in-place. In the second half of the chapter the concept of 
emplacement is explained through the three moments of its politics: gaining access to space, 
transformation of space and politicisation of space. The emplacements at each site interact with 
three further concepts of space, property and territory. 
 
2.2 Negotiating 
2.2.1. Structural displacement 
Processes of displacement have always been structurally important for capitalist markets. The most 
recent phase of capitalist expansion is what Ananya Roy (2006) has termed the frontier of urban 
renewal. This typology of a global frontier of urban renewal as colonial-capitalism pulls together 
scholarly work on global gentrifications (Smith 2002, Wyly 2015, Lees, Shin & López-Morales 2016) 
and on empire as a contemporary expression of capitalism (Amin 2001, Harvey 2003, Smith 2006). 
Land parcels are currently packaged through technologies of property to capture global investment 
monies as capital seeks spatial fixes for its periodic crises of accumulation (Harvey 2001). This 
explains why so many different urban renewal policies around the globe are justified by similar 
discourses. Increasingly, since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, there has been a steady price rise 
in rural and urban land as growing population and growing food scarcity lead to higher global food 
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prices (Li 2014). This has led in turn to an apparent policy consensus of urban densification as ‘the’ 
solution to the planet’s environmental woes and more specifically to urban sprawl.  
Urban renewal then is proposed as a win-win-win solution where denser cities equal less pollution, 
more protection of non-urban green areas, and more economic growth led by the construction 
industry (Marcuse 1998). This feeds back into a continuous rise in urban land prices. This apparently 
seamless discourse has created a frontier of urban renewal that invests by feeding off of the land. It 
is in this frontier context that land must be freed up so it can ‘fulfil its destiny’ of providing the 
highest and best use for investors (Blomley 2004).5 This almost inevitably means breaking up any 
significant relationships between people and land. This frontier moves restlessly across the globe, 
seeking new sites of accumulation not in one single forward movement but scattered in a multitude 
of plots on both sides of the urban-rural divide in order to squeeze a second (or third or fourth) rent 
out of these lands.  
The rhythms of accumulation mean lands are made vacant to free them up for investment. These 
lands then often sit vacant for years in anticipation of a higher and better use that does not 
immediately materialise. In some cases it never materialises as large peripheral areas of cities are 
abandoned by state and market.6 Other areas become ripe for reinvestement. Disinvested centres 
are once again sites of accumulation by dispossession (Smith 1986), Indigenous reserves are placed 
on the open market (Coulthard 2014, Míguez 2013) and informal settlements are opened up as sites 
of investment following Hernando de Soto’s infamous advice (Rolnik 2015). Recent reconfigurations 
of capital from industrial investments to investments in the frontier of urban renewal have again 
classified Mapuche populations as superfluous whereas the lands they sit on have increasingly 
become of interest. Pinochet’s early neoliberal experiment put Mapuche communal lands, in the 
region south of the Biobío river, on the open property market in order to dispossess their lands 
through market mechanisms. That institutionalised land theft has led to a huge increase in territorial 
conflicts in the south of Chile where – between 1997 and 2006 alone – at least 173 conflicts were 
publicly identified relating to territorial recovery and political autonomy (Fontana 2008).  
In Latin America the implementation of the Structural Adjustment plans of the Washington 
Consensus in the 1980s (Harvey 2005, Davis 2004) led to increased pressure to service national debts 
and a string of negative consequences for all Latin American countries. More recently the continual 
                                                          
5 Blomley (2004) discusses how highest and best use, though apparently coming from ‘jurisprudence relating 
to the condemnation or appropriation of private property by the state’, became understood under the Chicago 
School as an irreversible teleological sequence. See also Blomley (2002). 
6 The use of the term abandonment is not meant to imply there is no activity of the state and the market. 
Rather it is strategic disinvestment as discussed by Marcuse (1985). 
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retrenchments of neoliberal policies have further increased the gross social inequalities and high 
poverty rates of the region (Harvey 2005, Smith 2002, López-Morales 2015, 2010). Thus while urban 
renewal may at times seem to be shorthand for the entire global state mode of production of space 
(Butler 2013), in third world countries this is less dissimulated and glaringly obvious wherever one 
looks (Maricato 1999, López-Morales 2010). Displacement has become even more entrenched as an 
important process to facilitate accumulation through dispossession than when Marx first analysed 
early industrialisation processes in the nineteenth century (Harvey 2005). But urban redevelopment 
also functions as a convenient justification for local states as it helps naturalise ethnic cleansing 
(Yiftachel 2009, Yiftachel & Yakobi 2004) and class wars (Harvey 1987, Slater 2008) through the 
supposedly impartial mechanisms of the property market and its displacement of unwanted groups 
of people from targeted areas of contemporary cities (López-Morales 2010, AlSayaad & Roy 2006). 
This further destabilises urban space in order to favour flexible accumulation (Harvey 1987). Amin 
(2001, p.24) suggests 'we are already witnessing the rise of struggles involving the working people 
who are victims of the system'. The massive displacements resulting from this current phase of 
colonial-capitalism are resisted by new and more urban forms of social movements (Pickvance 2003, 
Pruijt 2003). Yet in specific instances it is in the vacant spaces created by the frontier of urban 
renewal that those considered superfluous people find a foothold, an emplacement, to resist the 
disintegration of their collective hope and ways of life.  
 
2.2.2. Socio-cultural displacement 
Marcuse (1985), in his now classic article ‘Gentrification, Abandonment and Displacement’, defines 
four different kinds of displacement: direct physical displacement, direct economic displacement, 
exclusionary displacement and pressures of displacement. People are evicted out of an occupied 
building or out of an illegal cortiço (slum tenement) through the most spectacular and most visible 
form of direct physical displacement (Ramos 2009). Cortiço residents in the centre of São Paulo are 
often forced out through the direct economic displacement of rising rental prices (Kohara 2013). 
People who are not able to pay the exorbitant rents in cortiços in the city centre are excluded 
through exclusionary displacement from where they otherwise would have lived and have to move 
to favelas on the periphery of the city. Similarly exclusionary displacement explains why so few 
Mapuche people live in wealthier areas of the city of Santiago. In other cases a neighbourhood might 
change dramatically putting pressures of displacement on people to go ahead and move instead of 
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waiting to be priced out or evicted.7 The Mapuche are not ‘migrants’ to Santiago rather they have 
been displaced by pressures of displacement from their homes in the reducciones (reserves) and the 
cramped conditions of being reduced to 5% of their historical territory with the economic hardships 
that followed. Mapuche authors use the terms exilio forzado – ‘forced exile’, diáspora mapuche – 
‘Mapuche diaspora’, éxodo – ‘exodus’ and desterrados (exiled)8 to convey the sense of economic 
exile – or displacement pressures in Marcuse’s terms – that forces their people to move to big cities 
like Santiago (Antileo 2007). On arriving in Santiago these Mapuche people have been further 
displaced throughout the Metropolitan region by being randomly assigned to different locations by 
the state’s social housing programmes (Fontana & Caulkins 2016).  
However this focus on physical and economic forms of displacement misses important collective and 
structural dimensions of what it is like to be displaced. No groups are ‘naturally’ marginal. Certain 
groups are made marginal in each society. The word marginalised attests precisely to this act of 
marginalisation. The word ‘marginalised’ conveys the ideas of ‘being marginal’, living on the margins. 
But the word also conveys the idea of ‘being marginalised’, of being put there against one’s will, of 
being on the receiving end of an act of marginalisation. Yet the fact that these groups are marginal 
does not mean they are numerically few.9 Quite the contrary. There are many insecurely housed 
people and many people visibly experiencing homelessness in São Paulo. The official housing deficit 
is around 650,000 households (Pereira 2012). The number of visibly homeless is in the tens of 
thousands (globo.com 2017). There are also many people of Indigenous descent in the city of 
Santiago. The latest census indicated half a million people living in Santiago self-declared Indigenous 
belonging (Aravena 2014). Both the sem-teto and the Mapuche are structurally excluded from 
mainstream forms of belonging in the city.  
Those who are marginalised are separated both from mainstream culture and from decision-making 
power. These groups are marginal to the mainstream cultural narratives of society (MacIntyre 1981). 
Their way of living in the city as displaced people is not even visible to the majority culture. In this 
sense they are like minority cultures that need to constantly translate their experiences into the 
mainstream cultural referents in the hopes of being even partially understood. But it is not only 
about this. They are marginalised because they are made to not belong by the dominant spatial 
                                                          
7 For a fascinating example of a micro-resistance to these pressures see Gray & Porter (2015). 
8 This last term can also be translated to the English word ‘exiled’ but the etymology of the word brings it 
closer to ‘unlanded’ (‘des-tierra-do’) or ‘those who lost their land’. 
9 The complexities of their dual position as marginalised is evocatively presented in the recent slogan of the 
Occupy Wall Street movement: We are the 99%. The slogan shows that the weak and marginalised are a 
numerical majority. The oppressed are in fact the majority world as more people are marginalised from 
decision making power and socio-cultural narratives than those who are empowered by them. 
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culture (Fredericks 2013). Furthermore decision making power is on the side of the state and 
corporations who buy and sell land. Poor homeless and Indigenous migrants are not able to depend 
on existing economic or political capital to find a secure place in these cities.  
This marginalisation often includes physical and economic forms of displacement but goes much 
further by destroying communities and their shared ways of life. Displaced individuals suffer more 
than the simple expulsion from an abstract space (Davidson 2009), they also experience the loss of 
their place in the world, the rupture of community ties and familiarity with an area. Davidson & Lees 
(2010) refer to this as phenomenological displacement. Displacement is never simply an individual 
phenomenon. Individuals are displaced from collective support networks. Most often displacement 
physically affects a collective group and the phenomenological displacement is intensified due to 
collective experiences of socio-cultural displacement (Christensen 2013). A collective sense of 
belonging is damaged and people are constantly forced to recreate tenuous forms of belonging in 
order to survive. This is not to say socio-cultural displacement is ‘merely’ cultural or ‘merely’ 
emotional. It is also a deeply socio-spatial affair. Belonging is supported by spaces as much as it is 
supported by collective identities and institutions (Fredericks 2013). People belong in a space 
inasmuch as that space supports their belonging (Keenan 2010).  
And resistance to this socio-cultural displacement – because it is more than physical and economic 
displacement – also includes social and cultural resistance. The communities of resistance studied in 
this thesis do not only gain physical access to spaces. To use Lefebvre’s (1991) terms, they also 
change the way the spaces they gain access to are conceived, perceived and lived. Their struggles 
are to change the social space at these two sites, changing the reality at the sites by changing the 
way the sites are imagined and practiced in everyday acts of resistance.   
 
2.2.3. Everyday forms of resistance 
In order to understand these socio-cultural forms of resistance, we need a characterisation of 
resistance as culturally constructed in everyday actions. Antonio Gramsci discussed cultural 
domination – which he called ‘hegemony’ – as a process that is dynamically constructed from 
material, economic and social relations (Routledge 1996, Yeh 2003). Hegemonic constructions of 
culture are used by dominant groups to protect their interests. But culture is never static as it is 
constantly negotiated between dominant and subordinate classes (Eley 1984, Theodossopoulos 
2014). This dynamic, negotiated quality of hegemony is what allows for the cultural construction of 
resistance (Kipfer 2008).  
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Yet this work still viewed the domination of workers to be an expression of their implicit consent 
with that hegemony. James C. Scott’s (1985, 1990) work on subversive peasant tactics of resistance 
in Southeast Asia challenged Gramsci's vision of subaltern consent. He showed it is not the dominant 
hegemony – but rather their lack of options – that makes peasants prefer subversive tactics. The 
importance of Scott’s work for the present discussion is to highlight how resistance can be enacted 
in everyday actions such as ‘foot dragging, dissimulation, desertion, false compliance, pilfering, 
feigned ignorance, slander, arson, sabotage, and so on’ (1985, p.xvi). 
The problem with Scott’s conceptualisation of resistance is that it is vague, seeing resistance 
everywhere and in everything. Asef Bayat’s (1997, 2000) work focusses on the often unintended or 
at least not formally organised ways cumulative actions can add up to structural change. Bayat’s 
(2007) examples include squatting and informal economic exchanges which add up to what he calls 
non-movements. This has also allowed for a focus on the agency of the poor and marginalised. It is a 
different focus from the view of resistance as simply subversive reaction to the workings of power 
promoted in Scott’s work. It is also distinct to the demand for highly organised resistance present in 
David Harvey’s work (1973, 2012) and its impatience for a full-blown Marxist revolution (Springer 
2014, 2016). 
 From the ideas presented so far, resistance can begin to be categorised. Resistance can be 
organised or non-organised (made up of cumulative discrete actions). It can be loud and visible (e.g. 
protests) or quiet and invisible (e.g. encroachments, quiet negotiations). The cases studied in this 
thesis are of resistance in everyday socio-cultural actions. But more specifically they are cases of a 
resistance in space.  
  
2.2.4. Emplacement in space 
The uses marginalised groups – whether Indigenous or homeless – make of space are often 
characterised as informality. The logic is that they do not or cannot always follow the state’s 
formalities. In recent decades there has been important scholarly work expanding our understanding 
of informality from one tightly linked to places (the informal settlement, the informal market) to one 
more firmly based on processes (Roy & AlSayyad 2004, Roy 2005, 2009, McFarlane 2012, Varley 
2013). This literature has helped illuminate that informality is not only practiced by the poor but also 
by the rich (e.g. corruption) (Bear 2011). It also has shown that informal settlements are not only 
composed of informalities but also of many shades of formality (Marx 2009). 
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This thesis will take a different approach inspired by the perspective of the groups at the two case 
study sites themselves and their relation to the state. The communities resisting at Prestes Maia and 
Folilche Aflaiai do not explain their own actions through the concept of informality. Rather they 
highlight their constant struggles in negotiating with the local state and its formalities. This raises the 
question of who frames actions and actors as informal. It is not the ‘informals’ themselves but the 
state that frames informality in an attempt to incorporate ‘informal’ actors and actions into state 
formalities. These actors and actions are not defined as informal because of any positive quality of 
their own but only because of their lack-of-formality (Adams 2016). Informality includes a dizzying 
array of fundamentally different kinds of activities: home-based workers, street vendors, self-build 
houses, Indigenous, rural and customary places and activities. Kanbur and Keen (2015) classify 
informality as including evaders, avoiders and outsiders. Insisting all practices that do not follow 
formalities are informal is like Chilean lawyer Jenaro Gajardo Vera's claim to own the moon. His 
property title was produced according to all formalities in the public notary in Talca city in 1954 
(Quinteros 2017). It is also like Dennis Hope’s sales of moon plots since 1980 (Pop 2009). The Global 
Development Research Center (n.d.) describes informality as including everything from coping 
strategies (‘casual jobs, temporary jobs, unpaid jobs, subsistence agriculture, multiple job holding’) 
to illegal activities both unofficial (‘tax evasion, avoidance of labor regulation and other government 
or institutional regulations, no registration of the company’) and underground activities (‘crime, 
corruption’). In short the state has a fetish for legal formality (Scott 1998). States the world over 
insist formalities are important (for the state they undoubtedly are) but states also insist they are 
important for the broader public to justify their insistence on (en)forcing formalities onto all actors 
and activities.  
Yet a growing critical property literature (Blomley 2008b, Keenan 2014) insists informal activities can 
also been read as creating forms of property, albeit alternative ones. The advantage of reading 
community mobilisations in space as forms of property is that it avoids fetishising formality. It avoids 
falling for the widespread idea that property creates respect for property and leads to increased 
investment in property and thus to increased societal wealth (Rose 1994). A more critical view of 
property helps clarify what is involved in the creation of properties by removing state formalities 
from the picture. In the absence or reluctance of state police enforcement, community struggles 
need to protect their own spaces. Communities fill their spaces with meaningful activities to 
strengthen their tenuous claims to the sites since they cannot depend on society’s fetish of property 
titles to do that work for them. This puts the spotlight on the struggles for places led by communities 
and their mobilisation.  




2.2.5. Creating communities-in-place 
How can the places created by these communities and the communities created in these places be 
understood? ‘[A] subject is nothing unless it is the creation of a world for-itself in a relative closure’ 
(Castoriadis 1997, p.375). It is undeniable that resistance groups are composed of multiple identities 
but rather it is important to note that not even a single person presents a unified identity from day 
to day or from month to month or year to year (MacIntyre 1981). Identities are socially constructed 
concepts. Community identities are similarly nothing more than narrative constructions (MacIntyre 
1981, Adams 2016). The only unity is provided by the narrative that is constructed by that 
community of themselves and by others of them. The same logic goes for communities and for the 
places they construct. Any unity presented by community and place identities is nothing more and 
nothing less than a narrative construction (Hauge 2007). It is important to understand how these 
groups mobilise their identities as communities-in-resistance. MacIntyre (1981, p.201) insists ‘man is 
in his actions and practice, as well as in his fictions, essentially a story-telling animal. … I can only 
answer the question “What am I to do?” if I can answer the prior question “Of what story or stories 
do I find myself a part?”’ These groups create identities for the places from which they resist. This is 
not to advocate for the return to a naïve vision of some ideal coincidence between communities and 
places (Massey 1994).  
The communities in this study – Mapuche ruka communities and the community of the housing 
movement at Prestes Maia – were approached as identifiable groups precisely because of their 
resistance narratives and struggles which to some degree define them. The category sem-teto (roof-
less) at the occupation is composed of those who are ‘roof-less’, those who are struggling for a roof 
(house) whether they are literally homeless or whether they are residents of insecure cortiços or 
distant favelas. All residents at the occupation in São Paulo can be understood as part of this 
expanded category of ‘homeless’, the sem-teto, as this term makes sense of the otherwise disparate 
groups at the occupations, some are visibly homeless and others invisibly homeless (Christensen 
2013). For a long time those officially considered homeless, or those visibly homeless, were not 
counted by national censuses because data was only gathered at place of residence and thus they 
were excluded (Valencio, Marchezini, Pavan & Siena 2008). Only in response to mobilisations by the 
homeless themselves following the chacina (killing) of seven and wounding of 15 homeless people in 
2004 were the homeless first surveyed in 2008 and subsequently made visible to public policies 
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when they began to be counted by the census in 2012 (Klaumann 2016).10 Cortiço and favela 
residents were also not counted in censuses prior to 1990 and 1980 respectively (Pasternak 2001, 
Kowarick 2013). One of the biggest movements (the one that controlled Prestes Maia before 2014) 
is called Movimento dos Sem-Teto do Centro (Movement of the Roof-Less of the Centre). I am 
indebted to the research of Jean Pires Gonçalves (2006, 2012) for emphasising this categorisation of 
the residents at occupations as ‘sem-teto’ in his two theses on the Prestes Maia occupation as this is 
not a term commonly used in Portuguese but rather a neologism. This includes those traditionally 
considered homeless – those ‘sleeping rough’ or without accommodation – and the cortiço 
residents11 who live in single rooms in boarding houses on a permanent basis (Chamberlain & 
Johnson’s 2001 first and third categories of homelessness). The favela residents are included in this 
category of the sem-teto because by moving into the occupation they have aligned themselves 
spatially and politically with the struggle for a place to live in the centre.  
Massey (2005) speaks of the thrown-together-in-place. This throwntogetherness is the 
happenstance of space, of who you live near or meet. It is also to signify that space is made up of a 
constellation of trajectories. Massey insists that this is the same contingency that makes up politics. 
Places for Massey are constellations and even more provocatively they are events. Place is 'formed 
through a myriad of practices of quotidian negotiation and contestation' (Massey 2005, p.154). 
These practices mould the identities of places. This is especially apparent for the occupation at 
Prestes Maia where the identity of the place and the community-in-place is literally thrown 
together. People are part of the community of the sem-teto because they need a home and because 
they were invited and accepted to come and live at the occupation. Other homeless and cortiço 
residents are not sem-teto in the same way those residing at Prestes Maia are.  
The second case study is similar in its own specificities of the creation of an identity for a place and 
for a community-in-place simultaneously. For decades Mapuche people living in urban areas were 
rendered invisible to the Chilean state until very recently because they were not counted in 
censuses. Aravena (2014) explains that only the Mapuche living on reducciones (communal rural 
                                                          
10 Mobilisations actually started prior to the shootings with the Fórum Nacional de Estudos sobre População de 
Rua in 1993, the grito dos excluídos in 1995 and the 1st Congresso Nacional dos Catadores de Materiais 
Recicláveis. After the shooting came the Primeira Marcha do Povo da Rua later in 2004 and the Movimento 
Nacional da População de Rua which was created in 2005 (Klaumann 2016). 
11 Gonçalves (2012) explains the different kinds of cortiço (slum tenement) often euphemistically called pensão 
(boarding house). Some are pensão-vaga (‘available-spaces’ or rooms to share), some are pensão com-janela 
(with-windows) and some pensão sem-janela (without-windows). These cortiços are often very dangerous 
places of drug trafficking and crime. They are also an extremely insecure form of tenure as families might pay a 
month’s worth of rent and then be evicted just the same as they find out the ‘landlord’ never owned the house 
but had only illegally occupied it to make a quick profit. 
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lands) in the south of the country were classified as Indigenous by censuses. Aravena continues to 
explain that those Mapuche living in urban areas were simply included in the different socio-
economic categories of the generic urban population. After the Mapuche mobilisations during and 
immediately after the national struggle for democracy in Chile, the Mapuche people in Santiago 
became visible to the state who began categorising them as ‘urban Mapuche’. They themselves 
dispute this category and insist they are simply Mapuche people who live in cities. They do not want 
to be conceptually or politically divided from their people in the rural regions of the south of the 
country (Alvarado Lincopi 2010). But it is by building the ruka and filling them with activities 
traditionally considered Mapuche activities that the group becomes a ruka community. The ruka 
gives visibility to the group and also brings it together.   
Moreton-Robinson (2003) discusses the concept of ontologies of place. For Moreton-Robinson 
Indigenous subjectivity in Australia and elsewhere is shaped by colonial power and dispossession. 
She understands that subjectivity is multiple (or that Indigenous people find themselves in multiple 
contexts). But '[i]t is not a hybridity derived from a third space, a kind of menagerie of fluid diasporic 
subjects' (p.33). Instead she insists it is a doubleness of marginality and centering. 'In Australia, 
Indigenous subjectivity operates through a doubling of marginality and centering, which produces an 
incommensurate subject that negotiates and manages disruption, dislocation, and proximity to 
whiteness' (p.37). This is a marginality resulting from the imposition of colonial power and in relation 
to non-Indigenous people. It is a centering in relationship to the land and to their own and other 
Indigenous communities. According to existing formalities the Indigenous people are legally 
homeless as they belong nowhere and have to constantly prove their relation to the land. The 
Mapuche are similarly characterised as hybrid in the state’s classification of ‘urban Mapuche’ but 
insist they are one single people. Their identity exists in a deep relation to the land that was their 
ancestors and thus is theirs as well. The construction and inhabiting of a ruka is a visible means of 
expressing that relationship. It also brings others who might wonder about their Mapuche ancestry 
to the site. In this way it brings together the community-in-place.  
The places analysed in this thesis are complex precisely because they are subject to a struggle to 
define their identity between dominant state and societal processes and the marginalised 
communities themselves. These place-based identities are formed in relation to overt conflicts or 
longstanding tensions. This thesis focusses on the strategically narrated identities created by these 
marginalised communities of resistance as they face the socio-cultural dimensions of displacement. 
The interest is in how these identities are narrated and practiced (or performed, see Butler 2006). 
How they are strategically essentialised (Spivak 1994).This thesis is interested then in analysing the 
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mobilisation of these strategically unified identities of marginalised communities and of the places 
they construct. 
So far this chapter has reviewed the experience of displacement as both a structural process and a 
socio-cultural one, looked at the importance of hegemony and everyday resistance to inform a 
nuanced understanding of resistance in space of communities created-in-place that includes 
alternative property arrangements in the face of the state’s fetish for formality. Moving on from this 
previous discussion it is now possible to understand what is involved in the politics of communities 
emplacing themselves against displacement. 
 
2.3. The Politics of Emplacement 
The discussion in this thesis is exclusively focussed on emplacements enacted by marginalised 
groups. These marginalised groups are subject to different forms of economic displacement. This 
means they do not have the economic means to purchase access to a space so they must negotiate 
access through other means. This includes gaining access to space through squatting or securing free 
lease-holds and transforming these spaces into places that can be the home of their struggle. These 
are specifically relational forms of place-making from below (Pierce, Martin & Murphy 2011, 
Wungpatcharapon 2011). But the gaining of a physical space is not enough. People are 
fundamentally social creatures. And life in social groups is mediated through the meanings people 
ascribe to different processes. When these marginalised groups are subject to displacements – both 
physical displacement and through socio-cultural processes of marginalisation – they resist through 
a complex process of meaning making. Specifically in the case of emplacement they produce places 
through a process of social spatialisation. Here the interplay of imagination and practice is crucial as 
they both imagine places differently but also make them different through their actions in space 
(Shields 1991). 
In order to study the politics of resistance through emplacement it is the actually existing politics of 
marginalised groups that matters. The actual configuration of the politics I found in interviews at the 
two case sites has informed the conceptual framework used in this study. The framework consists of 
three moments. Moment one is to gain access to a space for if a group does not have access to a 
place it cannot survive, much less resist. Moment two is to transform the space they have found to 
make it a profoundly different social space. And moment three is the politicisation of that space so 
that it contributes to the broader politics of the resistance communities. These three moments of 
the politics of emplacement will inform the analysis of the spatiality of the struggles. By gaining 
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access to spaces and transforming those (moments one and two of the politics of emplacement) 
these communities are able to create differential social spaces. By transforming those spaces and 
politicising them (moments two and three) these collective subjects of resistance are able to create 
alternative forms of property and alternative configurations of territory.  
 
2.3.1. Gaining access to space (moment one) 
The first moment in a politics of emplacement for the communities at Prestes Maia and Folilche 
Aflaiai was to appropriate space (Purcell 2002). That appropriation is of a social as well as a physical 
space as they imagine and practice these places differently and in turn imagine themselves and act 
as a community. The groups at the two sites are subject to diverse forms of displacement so they 
need to gain a foothold and set roots in place to resist being pushed by processes of physical 
displacement and socio-cultural marginalisation out of belonging in the city. This access to space can 
be achieved in a more direct form through squatting by taking a place and occupying it. But it can 
equally be achieved through negotiation with the owners of the space. The difference between 
these two strategies is the difference between a more openly conflictive politics and Bayat’s (2000) 
quiet encroachment. This appropriation of space is not a romantic version of resistance as there is 
always both autonomy from and engagement with the state (Gonick 2016). Actually existing 
examples show how groups need to create strength through a relative form of autonomy but also 
that they engage pragmatically with the state in order to secure benefits for their group. 
This focus of the politics of emplacement on gaining access to space places it midway between two 
dominant schools of social movement theory, bridging the gap between resource mobilisation 
theory and identity theories. On the one hand it engages with resource mobilisation authors such as 
Tilly, McAdam and Tarrow (Sharp, Routledge & Philo 2000). Resource mobilisation theories focus on 
the goals, organisations, leadership, resources, opportunities and strategies of social movements. 
These theories are useful because groups are focussed foremost on a very pragmatic concern: 
obtaining concrete access to a physical space (Routledge 1996). But a focus on this politics of 
emplacement also engages with identity theories of authors such as Touraine and Laclau & Mouffe 
(Escobar 1992). Identity theories focus on how social movements are affected by the general culture 
of society and how they engage with society predominantly through the creation of novel 
significations. These theories are important because movements struggle not only for a physical 
space but also for the ability to think differently of what these spaces mean.  
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2.3.1.1. Spatial politics 
The treatment of a spatial politics of resistance in the literature is uneven at best. Theorisations of a 
spatial politics of resistance are at best vague12 as they attempt to follow the latest spatial fad 
(Staeheli 1994, Martin & Miller 2003, Leitner, Sheppard & Sziarto 2008, Nicholls, Miller & Beaumont 
2013). In this regard the politics of space is left under-theorised because of this obsessive focus on 
constantly changing theories of space. More helpful to understand this politics are the examples of 
detailed case studies. There are a few case studies on a spatial politics in non-urban areas (Moore 
1998, Anderson 2004, Routledge 1996), fewer on public urban spaces (Alves 2014, Hershkovitz 1993, 
Dhaliwal 2012) and a recent interest in spatial politics at squatted buildings (Vasudevan 2011, 
Dhaliwal 2012, De Carli, Frediani, Barbosa, Comarú & MorettiF 2015, De Carli & Frediani 2016).  
A truly spatial perspective on resistance includes not only the way groups utilise space in their 
resistance but also the way those spaces impact upon the groups themselves. Just as the spatial is 
constituted by the social, so also the social is constituted in and through the spatial. The study of 
resistance at these two sites is also the search for a new subject who is able to resist dominant 
economic dynamics. This search has a long pedigree. The Frankfurt School was fascinated with 
subversion as it searched for a new revolutionary subject and the emancipatory possibilities it might 
contain (Brenner 2009). The school rejected any 'outside' standpoints (positivistic, transcendental, 
metaphysical, etc.) seeing only historical conditions and contexts as important for analyses 
embedded in a dialectics of social and historical change. Yet post-World War II, the Frankfurt 
scholars abandoned hope for a proletarian-style revolution and became rather gloomy and hopeless. 
Only Herbert Marcuse argued that, because of recent changes in capitalism, industrialisation had 
stopped being central to accumulation and thus the proletariat had lost its critical edge. With this in 
mind he proclaimed the need to look for a new subject of transformation. But, and this is the key 
point, critical theory needed to find that subject to become specific as 'the abstractions associated 
with critical theory could only be blunted or dissolved through concrete-historical struggles' (Brenner 
2009, p.203). A truly critical focus on marginalised groups and their participation in property 
struggles can thus provide a crucial platform from which to learn from their politics.  
Space in this thesis is analysed with a threefold schema of the production of a social space 
(imagined, practiced) inside physical spaces (materiality). The three levels of this analytical schema 
emerged from an engagement with the struggles at the two sites but only came together with an 
analysis of Delaney’s (2010) discussion of The Spatial, the Legal and the Pragmatics of World-
                                                          
12 To be fair there is quite a bit in the literature about a spatial politics from above (e.g. Lefebvre’s state mode 
of production of space, Harvey’s discussion of how capital seeks accumulation in urbanisation, etc.). 
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Making. The way he analysed space there resonated with responses from the two groups of 
interviewees. Delaney’s analysis occurs at the three levels of the imaginary, the performative and 
the material. This conceptual schema has been adapted slightly for it to better ‘fit’ the struggles of 
the two groups. The second level was reconfigured as practices rather than Delaney’s more 
theatrical performativity because of the working-class overtones of the term practices and its links to 
a more Marxian praxis.  
Following this analytical schema, the analysis of space in the two cases will focus on imaginaries, 
practices and materialities. Mental images are mobilised in the politics of resistance. These 
imaginaries speak of a symbolic dimension, in line with the way resistance groups mobilise images 
and symbols to guide their actions. The practices of these groups construct a social space bringing 
together their imaginaries and the material conditions of the specific sites. These actions in space 
construct a place, they secure access to a space and charge social relations with a different quality. 
The third category of the materiality, or the material qualities, of these spaces contributes to an 
emplaced politics of resistance. Spaces are not social constructions floating about in mid-air. 
Absolute physical space lies beneath all resistance but also structures and limits the possibilities 
available to any social construction of space. The use of these spaces by these marginalised groups 
gives these spaces a new life and makes them profoundly different. This leads to the transformation 
of space as evidenced by the second moment in their politics. 
 
2.3.2. Transforming space (moment two) 
Marginalised groups do not only physically occupy spaces but also transform them to suit their 
needs. The spaces they occupy are spaces left vacant by market or institutional processes. It is 
precisely in these contradictory spaces of mainstream society that these groups find a space to 
create a transformed sociality. Henri Lefebvre (2009) saw the contradictions of capital appearing 
now as contradictions of space as society has moved from industrialism to urbanisation as a prime 
circuit of capital accumulation.13 These contradictions of space are due to the oppressions of 
commodified abstract space as imposed by ‘the neoliberal bureaucrat and the managerialist 
entrepreneur’ (Merrifield 2006, p.88) who have no place for real qualitative difference as they are 
only interested in the exchange value of space. This commodified space leads to the proliferation of 
the appearance of difference in an attempt to increase exchange values of space (Debord 1988). 
Lefebvre explains how this abstract space is simply a mental category or way of categorising space 
                                                          
13 Amin (2001) discusses these as the second and third phases of colonial-capitalism. 
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that inevitably is built on top of real, concrete physical space and the real differences present in it – 
and these differences provide the opening for resistance in space. Lefebvre posits the need for a 
space of real qualitative difference – differential space – as the space that socialism should be about 
(Merrifield 2006). This space would celebrate bodily experience and the non-negotiable right to 
deep difference (Dikeç 2001). But arguably the key contribution of a focus on differential space a la 
Lefebvre is that it will help focus analysis on the political implications of those spaces. A space can 
only meaningfully be considered a differential space if it transforms the social space and the social 
relations held up in that space (Dhaliwal 2012).  
Lefebvre’s spatial analytics in general, and his concept of differential space in particular, have often 
been used in analyses of squatting both globally (Purcell 2002) and specifically in São Paulo 
(Gonçalves 2006, 2012, Teixeira 2010). Lefebvre’s analysis of space will also be particularly helpful in 
analysing the politics of emplacement because he insists on keeping a political space open for 
transformation, festival and resistance (Merrifield 2006). But how applicable might Lefebvre’s work 
be for Indigenous spaces such as the Mapuche rukas in Santiago? Lefebvre’s very Western discussion 
of space as socially produced (and nature as a resource) might seem to preclude the use of his 
categories in analyses of Indigenous spaces. But the categories become more obviously useful to 
look at Indigenous groups in urban contexts because of the multiplicity of that context in which they 
are inserted (Robinson 2016). Whatever one might think of rural Indigenous communities, the ruka 
communities in Santiago are clearly social constructions as they make use of their shared ancestral 
rural culture and practices (Sánchez Curihuentro 2001) yet adapt them to the urban context and its 
limitations (Alvarado Lincopi 2010).  
In order to create changes in social relations, the politics of emplacement must engage with a 
Benjaminian notion of re-enchantment. Colonial-capitalist civilisation is sick (Watson 2002) and that 
is why these movements need to transform its abstract space (Lefebvre 1991) and its ‘homogenous, 
empty time’ (Benjamin 1968). This transformation is not simply a romantic retreat into truer pre-
modern essences. Following Walter Benjamin’s ‘theory of modernity as a dreamworld, and a 
conception of collective “awakening” from it as synonymous with revolutionary class consciousness 
… [they] tak[e] mass culture seriously not merely as the source of the phantasmagoria of false 
consciousness, but as the source of collective energy to overcome it’ (Buck-Morss 1989, p.253). In 
order to create truly differential spaces these must become actually existing examples of hope 
(Williams 2017, Iveson 2010). This is why this thesis focusses on existing examples of resistance to 
displacement and the hope they hold forth. Re-enchantment does not come about through a rigid 
adherence to a scholarly purism. On the contrary, marginalised groups can be better understood 
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following an open Marxism with a non-teleological approach to the future (Derrida 1994, Merrifield 
2006). That is why research with these groups needs to take them at face value. For example, the 
religiosity of marginalised groups has to be taken seriously and not simply explained away as 
mystification as so often has been the case with critical scholars.14 
The way these groups create new and meaningful spatialities by transforming the spaces they occupy 
is important in their attempts to defend their place and their community. This transformation 
happens as they appropriate these spaces (Lefebvre 2009). The marginalised groups as users of these 
spaces take back control from state bureaucracies through their ability to be involved in the 
production of these spaces (Lefebvre 1991). It is important to remember these are groups that have 
been marginalised by mainstream society. They are similar to minority cultures as cultures that insist 
they are not to be collapsed into the majority culture and that suffer a form of alienation and internal 
exile within society. This is what Deleuze & Guattari (1986) call deterritorialisation. In this sense the 
transformation of space at these two sites is a form of reterritorialisation as they recreate territorial 
relations which have been severed by processes of physical and socio-cultural displacement (Deleuze 
& Guattari 1986). What they create is: 
‘a reterritorialization that has passed through several versions of deterritorialization to 
posit a powerful theory of location based on contingency, history, and change’ (Kaplan 
1987, p.197) 
The transformation of these spaces makes them both property and territory.  
 
2.3.2.1. Transforming property  
For one these groups transform the spaces they occupy by practicing them as property. Though they 
are not viewed as property by mainstream society these groups practice property relations in such a 
way as to protect their space, to make it useful and to engage with the law and political institutions. 
This in turn means the transformed spaces of the occupation and the ruka impact on the broader 
political issues and framing of these groups. In this way the transformation of space – moment two 
of the politics of emplacement – contributes to the property politics of these marginalised groups.  
Property is enacted and re-enacted in the relations between people in space. Property does not only 
include mainstream forms of private property but also ‘marginalised property practices’ such as 
                                                          
14 Examples of this explaining away include, among many, many others, Nietzsche (Lefebvre 2000), Du Bois 
(Gilroy 1993), Lefebvre (Merrifield 2006) and Marx (McKinnon 2005). 
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customary forms of owning (Meinzen-Dick & Mwangi 2008), informal settlements (Ward 2003), and 
squatting (Pruijt 2013). But it also includes forms of common belonging that society does not even 
associate with property. Such is the case of a certain commons formed through years of constant 
use by customers in a local shop (Blomley 2008b), or the belonging of people living in rented rooms 
in cortiços (Gonçalves 2012) or of community organisations using free leaseholds on state-owned 
properties (Zúñiga 2014a). But does a focus on actually existing practices of property help states see 
the property rights of these groups? It does not simply follow that because property is relationally 
constructed then the ideal strategy for marginalised groups is to insist on relational forms of 
property as a solution to their struggles (Gray & Porter 2017). On the contrary, in some instances 
these informal property arrangements resort to strategic essentialism just as struggles for 
marginalised identities often do (Coulthard 2014). Merry (1990) shows how working class groups 
prefer formal, full title, private property because they perceive it as their safest bet. This is precisely 
because they are marginalised and do not have the same access to the state apparatus to protect 
their spaces under other more flexible property arrangements. But to truly understand the stakes in 
the struggles of marginalised groups their property practices will need to be analysed from a fresh 
perspective.  
Yet struggles against displacement tend to slip quickly into possessive claims (Porter 2014). In this 
thesis that fact will be further investigated to show how both private property solutions (for the 
occupation at Prestes Maia) and common property solutions (for the Mapuche group at Folilche 
Aflaiai) coming from the state tend almost inevitably toward formalisations that might prove deadly 
for the original mobilisation of the groups. If they do anything at all, and states often do nothing to 
help marginalised groups, local states offer property as a cure-all for groups facing displacement 
pressures. The implicit argument is that the granting of a place would solve the lack of place in 
displacement. Often state-led solutions might be to relocate people to a new place in a peripheral 
location or even to give them compensation money so they can find a place on the open market. As 
Porter insists, any one place is often considered as good as any other in these formalistic solutions. 
These are important points. Yet these state-led solutions also miss the fact that marginalised 
property practices are already determining who belongs where and why (Krueckeberg 1995). In the 
two cases reviewed here an informal property politics is already actively mediating claims to space 
at each site (Razzaz 1993, Marx 2009). There is already an intense mobilisation at each case site.  The 
analysis of the property politics at the sites will extend the analysis of the spatial politics by engaging 
with the temporary nature of any property claims these groups make. Because both occupations and 
comodatos are necessarily temporary theirs is at best a politics of postponement or extended 
temporariness. What this thesis will be interested in is how attempts at formalisation impact already 
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existing 'collective understandings of how things are owned and how owners relate to each other' 
(de Soto, p.165). 
 
2.3.2.2. Transforming territory 
Just as the transformation of these spaces leads to their being practiced as properties, it also 
contributes to the construction of territories. The transformation of the imaginaries and practices 
that uphold these spaces through emplacements changes the territorial relations present on these 
lands. For Raffestin (1993) territoriality is the sum of all the territorial relations within a given area. 
This relational conception of territory does not deny that states control their territories often 
through the naked exercise of power. Rather the state's constructions of territory are always 
contingent as they interact with the cumulative ways communities live in relation to the qualities of 
the territorialities of a given area. The transformation of space in moment two of the emplacement 
at these two sites thus contributes to the territorial politics of these groups. The transformation of 
the lived territory at a given site changes the qualities of the social space present. Similarly changes 
to the territorial relations change the local social space. The transformed territoriality of these 
spaces contributes in turn to give practices on site a different political quality.  
 
2.3.3. Politicising space (moment three) 
The third moment of the politics of emplacement is the use of occupied and transformed spaces to 
open up more political space for the broader politics of the group. Marginalised groups cannot 
simply rest on their successes once they have gained access to a space. Any occupation without the 
backing of the state and the market is more exposed to further displacements and is only ever an 
extended temporariness. They scale up their transformation of these spaces so that they contribute 
to bigger political processes that can lead to better structural conditions for these marginalised 
groups.  
Space contributes to politics in at least two ways. One way space contributes is when struggles 
politicise space itself. Anderson (2004) explains how space is politicised through its occupation in 
Environmental Direct Action. He provides an example of the creation of makeshift underground 
tunnels under fields activists are defending. This fabricates a vulnerability that can be politically 
useful when the state sends in heavy tractors to evict activists. Moore (1998) discusses the 
importance of oppositional practices of everyday political struggles on farms in Zimbabwe. Villagers 
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resist government reallocation to linear villages by returning to and farming their free homesteads. 
They insist they have certain moral rights to land because they suffered for the land in the struggle 
for political independence. In both cases space is politicised and used to contribute to the politics of 
the group. The struggles of these movements, in contradistinction to the earlier workers’ 
movements, sit squarely between everyday life and the state (Escobar 1992). This is why there is a 
need for more studies ‘on how people fight for their right to place in the gentrifying city’ (Slater 
2008, p.212).  
A second way space contributes to politics is by politicising the social group that occupies that space. 
Benedito Barbosa (2014) discusses the way occupations politicise residents through what he calls a 
pedagogia do confronto (De Carli et al. 2015 has translated Barbosa’s term as ‘pedagogy of 
confrontation’). Individuals enter a struggle in search of concrete individual benefits or benefits for 
their immediate family. But through their participation in the struggle they become aware of the way 
their problems are linked to broader societal dynamics. This leads them to participate more in 
relation to the broader movement which leads to further confrontations and more engaged 
participation (Barbosa 2014). Ultimately these pedagogical dynamics of a politics of emplacement 
progressively lead to the creation of a new and deeper citizenship (Gilbert & Dikeç 2008). And this is 
arguably their most enduring contribution to a resistance to displacement.  
These emplacements add up to articulate in practice (if not in theory) their right to the city, their 
demand to be included in urban life, but also their demand to participate in the decision making 
relative to the places they call home. Ultimately they are demanding the right to belong in the city so 
they are not forced by economic dynamics to move to favelas and social housing that are being 
progressively built further and further out in the peripheries of São Paulo (Santo Amore 2015). The 
Mapuche demand the right to belong to the city as Mapuche and not to have to fit the dichotomous 
dominant categories that mark them out as either Chilean urbanites or Indigenous from rural areas 
of the country. These struggles then use space to articulate an alternative politics. As much recent 
scholarship has insisted they are articulating a demand for their right to the city (Purcell 2002, 
Fernandes 2007). But the progressive implementation of this right cannot be productively 
understood without engaging with Lefebvre’s complementary right to difference (Butler 2013). This 
right to difference is simply the right to struggle (Dikeç 2001). But what is a ‘right’ to struggle if not a 
contradiction in terms? It is surely not a right in the liberal democratic register. What this means is 
that marginalised groups engage in constant struggle to secure their participation in the politics of 
the city.  
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2.3.3.1. Politicising property 
The politicisation of space through the collective strategies of emplacement contributes to the 
broader politics of these groups. Yet in capitalism spaces are owned and mediated by legal 
constructions of property and marginalised groups are excluded from buying places. The dominant 
forms of private property are able to govern all the variety of actually existing property relations by 
passing them over to the mediation of the state (Kennedy 1979). In this way land appears to become 
abstracted from the web of local relations that sustain it (Meinzen-Dick & Mwangi 2008, Polanyi 
2001). All previous histories of land-based relationships are severed (Keenan 2017) and land is made 
into an exchangeable commodity (Rose 1994). However as Blomley (2014) has noted, it is not that 
land is abstracted but rather some relations are hidden from view while others are reconfigured 
giving preference to a different set of relations. Which relations then do dominant forms of property 
attempt to sever and which do they uphold? First of all, despite appearances to the contrary, 
property is focussed more on productivity than on stability of ownership (Rose 1994).15 This then 
means property is premised on a binary of waste and improvement (Blomley 2017a). The dominant 
story is that property reduces waste and increases improvement. However property itself does not 
get involved in production chains but attempts to influence the scattered decisions of individual lot 
owners. Though vacancy is considered unproductive and wasteful, property may lead paradoxically 
to increases in vacancy. Property is only able to improve unevenly by reconfiguring societal 
incentives for the activities of individual owners. But it is not always in the best interests of these 
owners to improve land as sometimes they are able to gain more through doing nothing or 'land 
sweating' (Blomley 2017a).  
And yet these very same vacant spaces that are produced by logics of land speculation in the centre 
of São Paulo or institutional abandonment of whole neighbourhoods of poverty on the periphery of 
Santiago are ripe with potential for other possibilities. Vacant spaces have increasingly drawn 
attention from scholars and policymakers as to their potentials whether radical or otherwise 
(O’Callaghan & Lawton 2016, Ferreri 2015, Németh & Langhorst 2014). It is in emplacements in these 
vacant spaces that alternative arrangements of property are constructed. These emplacements are 
able, for example, to challenge the historically elitist property structure in Brazil. With the Lei de 
Terras (land law) of 1850 that legislated the transition from the old sesmaria (crown land grant) 
system to the new system of private property, buying and selling of land was limited to large parcels 
                                                          
15 For an early pre-modern example see Thomas Aquinas’s (1274) view that property is a socially constructed 
institution (so many different forms are possible). Aquinas insisted that of the many options private property 
was ideal because it would lead to increased care for one’s own and thus to industriousness. 
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(minimum of roughly six hectares)16 and these had to be bought in cash (Lei de Terras 1850). This Lei 
de Terras was crucial in constructing the territory of property in Brazil today: ‘A partir dessa época 
constrói-se todo um edifício jurídico e ideológico para justificar a propriedade privada da terra, 
mesmo improdutiva, e a ilegitimidade da posse por necessidade’ (Starting at this time a complex 
legal and ideological framework is built to justify private property of land, even if unproductive, and 
the illegitimacy of squatting out of necessity) (Silva 1997, p.18).  
 
2.3.3.2. Politicising territory 
The politicisation of space through the collective strategies of emplacement contributes to the 
broader politics of these groups. Emplacements subvert the use of dominant spaces for political 
ends of marginalised groups (Hershkovitz 1993, Shields 1991). These movements may scale up the 
micro-territories of specific emplacements which leads to their contesting nation-state versions of 
territory (Haesbaert 2013a). Raffestin (1993) explains how territory serves as mediation between the 
people and the land and between the people and the territorial sovereign within its jurisdiction (see 
also Klauser 2012). This is similar to Stuart Hall’s concept of articulation as the contingent linkage 
that connects two different elements under certain historical conditions but that could always be 
differently (Grossberg 1986).17 Territory is both built up from all the territorial relations in a given 
area and at the same time it is reified and gains an object-like quality as it serves as the reference 
point for different territorial strategies.  
The strategic reifications of territory function also in emplacements as alternative territories are 
constructed. These emplacements might at times challenge the national territorial constructions ‘en 
el país llamado Chile’18 (in the country called Chile). That territory was created on two historic 
moments of dispossession. Spain’s colonial project forcefully removed Mapuche lands in the central 
valley by founding the city of Santiago in the XIV century. The Chilean theft of Mapuche territory 
south of the Biobío River between 1861 and 1883 completed the project. This institutional land theft 
was justified through the legal fiction of terra nullius. Legislators in Santiago decided that Mapuche 
lands south of the Bíobio River that were left untended for more than one year were to be 
considered empty and would revert to state ownership (Ley sobre Tierras de la Frontera 1866). Thus 
the territorial configuration of Chile today is the result of these two historic dispossessions that 
                                                          
16 The law established a minimum of 250,000 braças for purchases. The braça was roughly equivalent to 2m. 
17 I am grateful to Naama Blatman-Thomas for pointing out Stuart Hall’s concept of ‘articulation’. 
18 The quote is from an interview at the ruka Folilche Aflaiai (Young Man 1, interview). 
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separated the Mapuche from the land and presented the land as ‘naturally’ belonging to a different 
people.19 This was an attempt to make a landless people.  
The fact that territory works through articulation indicates that there is expenditure of energy and 
information. The making of maps enabled modern states to define linear borders but this came at a 
cost in time, money and personnel (Raffestin 1993). Yet the territorial experience is often to treat 
the land as the territory, the stand in for the people and their relations, to reify that accumulation of 
territorial relations into a concrete symbol that can easily by referred to. For Sack (1983) territory is 
'behavior-cum-strategy' (Murphy 2012) that asserts or enforces control over resources and 
relationships by delineating a geographic area. Territory allows classification to be made by area 
rather than ascribing classifications to individuals. Territory is also an easier means of enforcing 
control than monitoring each and every individual to be controlled. And territory communicates 
through spatial means, e.g. through boundaries or other spatial devices. But territory tends to reify 
power. By making power visible in space it obscures power's roots in social relations. Territory then 
appears to become the container or mould for those spatial properties that are present.  
This chapter has suggested displacement is a structural determinant that is inflected by the socio-
cultural lived experience of marginalised groups. These groups resist those displacement pressures 
in space and in order to understand their resistance we need to look at the everyday practices that 
create alternative property arrangements in the face of the state’s fetish for legal formality. These 
communities are creating places in the best Massean sense of the term and by doing so creating 
identities for themselves as communities as well. Their actions will be analysed through the lens of 
the politics of emplacement. This emplacement has been defined in three moments. It includes 
gaining access to space and includes the transformation and politicisation of that space into 
alternative forms of property and of territory. The next chapter will explain in more detail the 
approach taken in this thesis.  
  
                                                          
19 See Fredericks (2013) for a good discussion of the ways Australian cities actively make Aboriginals feel they 
do not belong on what is in fact their own land.  




Chapter 3: Methods 
 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the approach for this research. The choice of an ethnographic case study 
approach and the choice of the two specific cases enabled insights into the key themes central to the 
research design but in important different ways. The chapter presents the process of choosing the 
specific groups at these sites and the thinking involved in the process of data collection as it 
unfolded in the field. The thesis is situated in some of the current debates about the production of 
meaningful knowledge about urban processes in relation to power differentials between dominant 
centres and marginalised peripheries of knowledge production (Robinson 2016) and also the 
specificity of the urban as a category (Lefebvre 2000). Then some reflections are presented on the 
impact of my positionality and privileges on the research design and implementation.  
 
3.2. Ethnographically inspired case study research 
The processes on which this research is focused are enmeshed in displacement processes that are 
rendered largely invisible by the dominant dynamics in each city. For this reason it was important to 
get close up to the communities and their struggles in order to disentangle causes, conditions, and 
consequences of what was being studied (Yin 2009). Similarly the processes are unique to the very 
specific political and cultural contexts in which they are situated. They are deeply entangled with a 
multitude of contextual factors and it is neither possible, nor would it be helpful, to attempt to 
separate these out from their contexts (Ragin 1992a). The choice was for ethnographically inspired, 
case study research (White, Drew & Hay 2009) as the best option to get as close as possible to the 
processes and people involved in each struggle in order to understand their own perspectives on 
their struggles. ‘Casing’, or thinking of research as cases, was helpful in making sense of the complex, 
entangled nature of social reality (Ragin 1992b, p.217). Ethnographic processes can be useful to 
provoke aporias – tight spots – to force the researcher to come to terms with issues of ethics, 
authenticity and interpretation (Lather 2011). 
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An ethnographic approach insipres this research because it is especially appropriate for exploratory 
studies aimed at generating theoretical observations (Jorgensen 1989) as in the case of the politics 
of resistance through emplacement where little is known about the phenomena beforehand. It is 
also helpful here because there are significant differences between the views of insiders and 
outsiders because the politics of the two groups involved here is mostly hidden from public view. 
Ethnography’s main concern is to help understand human meanings from insiders’ perspective.  To 
do this it focusses on phenomena that are appropriate for case study and qualitative data gathering, 
that are observable in everyday life, that are limited in size and location and where the researcher is 
able to gain access.  
Ethnography itself can be thought of as a form of case study, with an ‘open-ended logic and process 
of inquiry’ (Jorgensen 1989, p.18) rather than with ‘the emphasis of experimenting or demonstrating 
causation by control and comparison of variables’ (ibid, p.19). Case study research helps provide 
boundaries to what is being studied and keep the researcher focussed on certain processes and their 
relationships to a variety of contextual factors. This focus helps the researcher pay close attention to 
the situated nature of contestants in conflicts and ultimately to the politics at play (White 1992). 
Though ethnographic case studies require constant redefinition of the problem in the actual study 
setting, what is gained with this kind of grounded study is precisely proximity to the insiders’ 
viewpoint. This approach ‘plac[es] the meaning of everyday life first’ and is different to approaches 
that start with theories and hypotheses (Jorgensen 1989, p.15). For an ethnography to work, it is 
important to ‘gain at least a comfortable degree of rapport, even intimacy, with the people, 
situations, and settings of research’ (Jorgensen 1989, p.21). Data collection techniques included, 
among others, direct observation, semi-informal and semi-structured interviews and the keeping of 
a diary. It also included quiet observation and informal conversations. 
There is debate in the literature about whether theories can be constructed from case studies (Hart 
2006, Flyvbjerg 2006). Common-sense descriptions are often able to achieve many of the same 
things ethnographies achieve (Hammersley 1992). The important difference is that researchers need 
to be explicit with the values they bring to bear on their objects of study, values that are often 
hidden even from themselves, such as a certain romanticism and a fascination with the ‘Other’ (Abu-
Lughod 1990, Ortner 1995). Ethnographic research does not guarantee unmediated truth 
(Conquergood 1991) but rather attempts to find authenticity and trustworthiness through the use of 
reflexivity. In this sense it is important for researchers to apply on themselves through self-reflection 
the same techniques of (auto)ethnography and participant observation they use with other research 
participants (Wall 2008). Issues of positionality and privilege will be discussed in the latter sections 
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of this chapter. An ethnographic focus does not eliminate the need for care to reduce harms to 
research participants (MacIntyre 1982). Rather a focus on listening to the politics of the research 
participants themselves can provide the tools for a more careful alignment between the researcher 
and the research participants. But eventually there is no failproof safeguard against creating harm 
for the marginalised research participants. The act of research, like all acts in the world, involves 
entering into the world of another. Here it also involves making their politics explicit and this brings 
with it an accompanying anxiety for the empathetic researcher.  
 
3.3. Research design 
The research was designed as a set of two parallel case studies in two different cities. The design 
was not a traditional comparative study but rather two largely parallel case studies that were 
used to interrogate each other. The idea was to think each case ‘through elsewhere’ (Robinson 
2016, p. 195). The intention was to use categories and insights from one place to investigate and 
prompt innovative insights about the other (AlSayyad & Roy 2004). Ultimately what this method 
implies is that the link between the two cases is the researcher his or herself and not the formal 
categories that would somehow make the comparison work automatically. The choice for these 
two cities was based to a large degree on my abilities in the two local languages and my prior 
knowledge of both the general culture and of the academic culture in each country. I spent my 
adolescence and university years in Brazil in medium and small cities of the state of São Paulo 
(Campinas, Ribeirão Preto, São Carlos). I went to local schools and was educated in Portuguese. I 
studied a bachelors of architecture and urban planning.20 I never lived in the city of São Paulo 
but have visited relatives there often. Ultimately the choice was for São Paulo as a city with a 
longer tradition of property activism and conflicts to choose from then the medium and small 
towns I had lived in. I also spent the first ten years of my working life in Santiago. I undertook 
two postgraduate studies in the housing and planning fields entirely in Spanish. In summary, 
these two particular cities were chosen, among other reasons, because I knew them both very 
well.  
For the fieldwork research, I spent three months in each of the two cities. This provided time for a 
(re)immersion in the local academic culture, to familiarise myself with local research on each group 
and their struggles, and to spend extended amounts of time at each site. I went to each site by 
                                                          
20 Urban planning is included in most architecture courses in the Brazilian education system. 
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public transport (train in São Paulo and buses in Santiago) as much as possible and would often 
meander around the neighbourhoods trying different ways to get from stops to sites. I tried to 
observe and take notes when interviews were delayed or someone had to change a meeting at the 
last minute. For example, I would often go to the café Esfiha do Gordo a couple of blocks from the 
squat in São Paulo, get a coffee and jot down my thoughts in a little notebook. I constantly reflected 
on emerging ideas by writing weekly field notes and sharing them by email with my supervisors to 
get their feedback. These emails helped stimulate constant reflection on the emerging findings and 
constant comparison between these two very different struggles and my provisional categorisations 
of them. In this way the emails served as a quick and easy way of recording a field journal which I 
was later able to refer back to during the analysis phase. 
The politics of each group was explored through semi-structured interviews I conducted with 
participants at each site: the occupation in São Paulo (see Appendix 7 for list of interviews in São 
Paulo) and the ruka in Santiago (see Appendix 9 for list of interviews in Santiago). However as their 
relations to land are commonly rendered invisible by dominant versions of property, the project also 
looks at the practices of government officials and the various urban policies they enact in relation to 
these marginalised groups. I cross-examined these urban policies with semi-structured interviews 
with local government officials. These interviews helped me to place these local struggles within the 
context of larger structural forces such as property market dynamics and local state policies for 
these areas (see Appendices 8 and 10 for a map of interviews in each city). Two complementary 
methods of data collection I used were a survey (see Appendix 6) applied to nine rukas in order to 
better understand the variety of property forms under which these are managed and photographs 
taken on site with a mobile phone camera. 
But in research on displacement the way the processes being investigated are framed makes a 
substantial difference for how they are interpreted (Slater 2009). Immersion into the contexts of 
each group and their struggles facilitated constant comparison and contrast between the reality at 
each struggle and any provisional categorisations and working hypotheses I was creating (Flyvbjerg 
2006). Explanatory categories were allowed to ‘emerge’ as the research unfolded but I tried to 
remain always attentive to the ways the members of the two communities themselves explained 
their own struggles (Jorgensen 1989). I had not pre-established the number of interviews to 
conduct; rather this was determined by how much previous interviews had ‘covered’ each topic and 
by practical considerations of the time in the field or availability of different interviewees or 
interviews that were suggested by other researchers in the field or by interview participants. In this 
particular research there was the added element of doing two case studies more or less 
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simultaneously. This had its practical challenges21 such as dealing with two very different 
communities in very different contexts and the need for lots of translations to share emerging 
thoughts with my supervisors. I interviewed in Spanish and read literature relating to the rukas in 
Spanish in Santiago, I interviewed in Portuguese and read literature in Portuguese relating to 
occupations in São Paulo, and I communicated with my supervisors in English by email or skype. 
Later during the analysis phase, once ‘back home’ in Australia, I had to analyse transcripts in Spanish 
and Portuguese and write emerging findings in English. But this research design also had its rewards 
as it allowed for constant comparisons between what was happening at each site and my own 
thoughts on either struggle. Though some authors criticise case study research and say it cannot 
produce theory, in fact all case studies are comparative (Flyvbjerg 2006). Even the single case study 
is comparative as it compares implicitly to ideal, or at times national, types (Ragin 1987).  
The groups and their struggles were always analysed in relation to their contexts. Yet I also found it 
helpful to have the two very different cases progressing more or less simultaneously. Differences 
and similarities between the politics of the housing movement in São Paulo and the politics of the 
ruka communities in Santiago prompted me to achieve greater conceptual clarity in relation to 
elements of both and their relation to their contexts. AlSayyad & Roy (2004) discuss the importance 
of using insights from studies in one region to instigate fresh understandings in another. The danger 
would be to fall into a ‘sampling logic’ (Tellis 1997, Yin 2009) and compare cases as if they were not 
case studies by randomly separating out elements from one case to compare with the other without 
taking into account the complex, entangled nature of the social reality at each site. I tried to avoid 
this trap by only using one case to prompt reflection about the other. Each struggle deals with a 
popular national and institutional political culture including ‘the collective ethos and dominant 
attitude of [government officials] (…) toward the appropriate roles of the state, market forces, and 
civil society in urban, regional, and national development’ (Sanyal 2005, p.3). The institutional 
political context includes ‘institutional technologies’ government officials use such as specific legal 
tools, the ‘institutional milieu’ where officials are inserted, and the broader ‘models of society’ that 
operate in each national context (Reimer 2013, p.4657). Thus I sought to compare the different local 
cultures at various levels (legal cultures, institutional cultures, or national cultures) and the way 
these impacted the communities at each site. This context is itself another ‘case’ and needs to be 
treated as such (Ragin 1992a).  
                                                          
21 Emotions were a constant difficulty. This was because of the complicated nature of going back and forth 
between the middle class, gentrifying contexts where I lived and the contexts of abandonment where the 
cases are immersed. But it was also because I needed to juggle flying back and forth between Santiago and São 
Paulo, leaving my family behind half the time. 
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As mentioned the danger or the temptation of a ‘sampling logic’ was a constant because of the fact 
that the two cases were being analysed simultaneously. At times it felt almost unavoidable to 
compare the two cases. Yet any attempts at direct comparisons then became more constraining 
than helpful. The following quick sketch is meant only as a sample of the issues involved in this 
method of using one case to interrogate the other. In analysing the spatial politics of the two cases 
in chapters four and five, one case was found to be more conflictive (using space almost as a 
weapon) while for the other the difficulties of adapting to the urban context were more important. 
In the analysis of the property politics at each site in chapter six, both seemed to engage well with 
the notion of formality. But it was not for some time until I was able to allow each to follow their 
own separate path by distinguishing between formalisation and formality. The analysis in chapter 
seven originally was organised around the idea of the frontier. This idea came from Mapuche 
thinking about their own displacement to Santiago which has made the city the new frontier where 
Chileans and Mapuche meet. It proved relatively fruitful to lend that concept to the São Paulo case 
and think of the occupation as a frontier space. This in turn led to discussions of (reverse) settlement 
and the creation of new citizens. But when these ideas were then ‘exported’ back to the Mapuche 
case they proved less helpful. Frequent consultation with the ruka coordinators revealed to me the 
potential dangers of viewing what they were doing as ‘reverse settlement’ or as the creation of ‘new 
citizens’. In summary, this research follows a multiple case study design where the choice of the two 
cases allowed for an exploration of a greater variety of phenomena (Ragin 1992a). 
 
3.4. Selection of cases 
The two specific groups and their struggles – the occupations in São Paulo and the rukas in Santiago 
– were chosen after an initial scouting visit I made, accompanied by my supervisor Libby Porter, to 
the cities of São Paulo and Santiago in mid-2015. We collaborated with key experts and researchers 
in the fields of interest and each specific city to understand what were current property issues in 
their city. They helped introduce us to policy-makers, practitioners, students and potential 
participants. In São Paulo we met with academics from the Geography and the Urban Planning 
departments of the Universidade de São Paulo. From among the many cases suggested by our 
collaborators, two cases were assessed for their relevance, practicality, and fit with the intentions of 
the study. One case was of the displacement of a favela from within one of Sao Paulo’s drinking 
water reservoirs to the other side of the same reservoir from a position allegedly below the water 
protection buffer level to another above the level on the other side of the reservoir. The other case 
which would eventually be chosen was of the occupation of the Prestes Maia building by the 
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Movimento Moradia, Luta e Justiça in the centre of the city. A professor at USP’s Planning Faculty, 
Karina Leitão, had a good contact with Neti, the leader of this movement. This occupation was of 
interest because of its symbolic importance being the tallest occupied building in São Paulo, because 
of its location very near the symbolic centre of São Paulo where tribunals and municipal functions 
are located but also immersed in a deeply stigmatised neighbourhood where crack-cocaine users are 
concentrated – known locally as ‘cracolândia’22 (see Appendix 8 for map of centre of São Paulo). In 
Santiago we met with activists and academics including among others local sustainable transport 
activist, Lake Sagaris, and ruka researcher, Rosario Carmona, and Mapuche researcher/activist, 
Mauro Fontana. From the cases suggested two were assessed for their relevance, practicality, and fit 
with the intentions of the study. One case was a series of expropriations to create a bus rapid transit 
corridor in the local municipality of Independencia. The other which would become the second case 
was the construction of rukas in poor local municipalities of Santiago. 
The two suggested cases in each city were then compared based on concepts (sustainability, 
property rights, urban redevelopment, displacement, representativeness) and practicalities (time, 
resources, networks). This choice can be followed in greater detail in the chart below (fig. 3.1). The 
choice made then was for ‘squats’ (occupations of vacant buildings) in São Paulo and ‘Mapuche’ 
(rukas) in Santiago (see the four options in column 2 of fig. 3.1). However there was an important 
difference in the process of choosing in each city. The specific Prestes Maia occupation was chosen 
early on as from the very beginning this specific occupation was suggested to us by all of the 
academics we met in São Paulo. It was considered a significant current property conflict. In Santiago 
the only choice made during the initial scouting trip was to study a ruka as there was not a single 
stand-out example at the time. The choice of the specific ruka to focus on was left for later. This was 
to be the first task on arriving in the field.  
 
                                                          
22 Literally translated it would be ‘crackland’. This is the place where crack-cocaine users tend to gather in the 
centre of São Paulo, especially in the evenings. 
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The choice to study the housing movement and the ruka community was made in order to take 
advantage of the diversity they represent in terms of elements of resistance politics (Robinson 
2016). They were chosen to provide what Flyvbjerg (2006) terms ‘maximum variation cases’ in terms 
of the organisation of each group and their struggle. One is a large, hierarchically organised 
squatting movement and the other is a loosely organised movement reaffirming Indigeneity among 
the local urban population. The squatting in abandoned buildings in São Paulo has an overtly 
confrontational style of action and this leads immediately to a more conflictive relationship with the 
local state. In Santiago the rukas are built on comodatos (free leaseholds) to state-owned property. 
This is a formally acceptable solution23 and thus provides a less overtly conflictive relationship with 
the local state with a more subtle mix of cooperation and confrontation. These forms of interaction 
with the state in turn reinforce the different forms of organisation of each group.  
In São Paulo the squatting movement is more overtly political and very structured. The broader 
movement is structured under two umbrella organisations (União de Movimentos de Moradia, 
Union of Housing Movements or UMM, and Frente Luta e Moradia, Housing and Struggle Front or 
FLM) that support the variety of smaller squatting movements. Also internally the movement 
Movimento Moradia, Luta e Justiça (Housing, Struggle and Justice Movement or MMLJ) is very 
structured and hierarchical in nature with a clear split between the coordination and the more 
engaged residents on the one hand and the less engaged residents on the other. In Santiago there is 
not one centralised movement but rather many separate Indigenous groups independently seeking 
out leaseholds from different government institutions. The organisation of these Mapuche 
communities can be thought of as a movement by implication with their ‘non-confrontational politics 
of redistributing social goods, public spaces, land, collective consumption, or business opportunities 
by means of prolonged, quiet, and discrete … actions’ (Bayat 2007, n.75, p. 171). 
Similarly the politics of these two different groups are emplaced differently. They are examples of 
two different marginalised forms of property or attachment to place (Blomley 2008b). One is the 
confrontational and illegal squat that uses the occupied building both as a temporary home for 
hundreds of families but also as a lever to pressure the local municipal administration to redirect 
their social housing policy in two ways: to include these families on the top of the social housing 
roster and to give them units specifically located in the centre of the city. The other is the formally 
acceptable form of the leasehold that provides only temporary tenure but this is charged by 
Mapuche belonging and active inhabitance in order to do two things: indefinitely prolong the tenure 
                                                          
23 Interestingly the free leasehold is more acceptable because it is less conflictive but it is only just more formal 
than a squat. It is practically a tolerated squat. The comodato contract affords no guarantees and makes this 
clear in the very precise wording of the contract. 
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of these spaces and contribute to the sense of belonging of local participants to the Mapuche as a 
people. These are very different groups engaged in very different forms of politics that result in very 
different emplacements of resistance. Though both are struggling to belong under profoundly 
colonial conditions and local displacement pressures, they interact with different local contexts. In a 
nutshell the contexts can be described as a creative but selectively applied legal culture in the 
central area of São Paulo versus a more formalistic legal culture in peripheral areas of Santiago. 
These two very different struggles provide a rich collection of insights into how different forms of 
resistance politics interact with different contexts. By analysing these two carefully chosen cases this 
research provides a greater understanding of the difficulties of struggling to belong in the city 
against the grain of the ever present property market (Aalbers & Christophers 2014). 
But the choice of these two marginalised groups and their struggles was not made entirely based on 
conceptual coverage, to maximise variety or even practicalities in the field. It was actually a sense of 
wonder that first drew me to work with these groups and their struggles. Leaning on intuition might 
be criticised as an unreliable way to choose intellectual endeavours. Yet it was (also) intuition that 
drew me to these particular groups. These groups and their struggles seemed interesting precisely 
because of their potential to provide for more clarity about the political agency of marginalised 
groups. Squatting is an act of world making (Vasudevan 2015a, 2015b), of creating an-Other space in 
a dialectical blending in and distinguishing from the spaces of abandonment in which they are 
located. Like Vasudevan’s (2015c) childhood fascination with the squatting scene in West Berlin, I 
too was captivated by the other worldly quality of the Prestes Maia occupation. I had been 
awakened to issues of homelessness when I moved to the state of São Paulo as a child. But the first 
chance I got to research the issue was in my bachelor’s degree. That research included a short time 
visiting local groups that met homeless people in São Paulo in 1998.24 But it was the short visit 
looking for a case study with my supervisor to the dilapidated central neighbourhood of São Paulo 
known as cracolândia, including the five minute conversation with a resident who was washing his 
bricklaying tools on the sidewalk in front of the building, and the mysterious dark interior glimpsed 
through that door that was decisive.25 And in Santiago similar to the experience of Rosario Carmona 
                                                          
24 The otherworldly highlight of that trip was definitely when a few street kids invited me to visit their ‘home’ 
inside the hollow inner structure of an overpass! The only light was a blueish light coming from a portable TV. 
But what made the biggest impression on me at the time was when a teenage ‘older sister’ scolded a younger 
child for sniffing glue in front of ‘o tio’ (the uncle) – that was me!  
25 The postgraduate student Jean Pires de Azevedo Gonçalves did both his masters (2006) and his PhD (2012) 
on the very same occupation I interviewed at. His fascination can be summed up in his words (Gonçalves 2006, 
p.57): ‘De fato os sem-teto parecem viver numa outra dimensão, num outro estado, num buraco no sistema’ 
[my translation: In fact the roof-less (sem-teto) seem to live in another dimension, another state, in a hole in 
the system]. 
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(2014),26 I was captivated when watching a nguillatun (Mapuche religious ceremony) for the first 
time in what to all appearances is a ‘rural’ space at the ruka Weichafe Mapu in the city of Santiago. 
And I too felt transported to the rural south every time I visited a ruka in a poor peripheral 
neighbourhood of the city in what is surely only a pale reflection of what these Mapuche 
participants themselves feel in these rukas (see also Carmona 2015a, 2017). This thesis is my 
attempt to understand the politics involved in those two acts of world making (Delaney 2010). 
It is undeniable these places were chosen following some form of intuition. But that intuition was 
also guided by an interest in finding cases of displacement that were simultaneously expressions of 
‘hope’. Even during the struggle to decide which cases to study there was already an interest in the 
political agency of these groups rather than more structural accounts like those in the displacement 
literature that present the displaced as passive recipients of external forces. These two conflict 
situations became windows on a different way of seeing the world. Looking through the perspective 
of these two resistance communities highlights how things can be seen differently. A different focus 
on lived struggles in contexts of extreme abandonment and vacancy appears. But the analysis of 
these cases also highlights how things can be done differently as well. These two marginalised 
groups – the squatting movement and the ruka communities – are creating spaces of radical 
possibilities (Vasudevan 2015a) and they are struggling to create spaces that hold up a different kind 
of belonging in the city.27 
 
3.5. Data Collection 
In São Paulo interviews were started quite early as I quickly gained access to the Prestes Maia 
building. From an initial contact from Karina Leitão, a professor at USP, I met with Neti, the 
coordinator of MMLJ, the housing movement in charge of the Prestes Maia occupation. Neti gave 
permission to use her name in this research. Similarly throughout the thesis names are used where 
people gave their permission to use them. There were a total of 36 interviews, varying from 18 
minutes to one hour and 16 minutes in length including 25 residents at the occupation, six people 
                                                          
26 In her own words (Carmona 2014, p.13) ‘la realización de esta [celebración ancestral] en una ciudad 
contemporánea era sorprendente, todo en ella parecía conducir a otro espacio y tiempo, por su parte, los 
actores que la hacían posible se posicionaban como prueba de un valor inconmensurable’ [my translation: the 
performance of this ancestral celebration in a contemporary city was amazing, all its details seemed to point to 
another space and time, and the actors that made it possible were living proof of an incommensurable value] 
27 This idea is inspired by Sarah Keenan’s (2010) argument that space holds up dominant forms of belonging. 
The argument has been stretched somewhat as the spatial politics here creates a space that holds up not 
dominant but marginalised forms of belonging. 
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supporting the occupation, and five government officials. The interviews in Chile were started quite 
late due to the delay in finding a ruka which would commit to the more in-depth interviews. There 
were a total of 31 interviews, varying from nine minutes to one hour and 29 minutes in length (fig. 
3.2). 
 
Figure 3.2: Interviews in both cities. 
I offered to contribute in some practical way to the occupation. Neti was pleasantly surprised, saying 
she had never received this kind of offer before. She suggested I give English classes to the teenagers 
at the movement. This was difficult to integrate with the time demands for the research itself. I only 
managed to give two one-hour classes on two separate Saturdays to a group of roughly twelve 
young teenagers each time. This engagement was more helpful for me as an encounter with the 
actual lived realities and aspirations of the people at the occupation than as a ‘contribution’ to those 
people in any very significant way (see Illich 1968 on the limits of middle class do-gooders helping 
the poor). At any rate it was surprising to see how easily Neti provided access to start interviewing at 
the site, asking only that I send her a copy of the thesis. In part this may have been due to the nature 
of the contact I had from the planning professor, Karina Leitão, from the local state university 
Universidade de São Paulo. But it also shows how much these sites have been researched in recent 
years. This might be why the coordinator of this small movement is used to receiving postgraduate 
students, understands this as reasonably useful to the objectives of the movement and knows that 
academics publish their theses.  
There are at least 11 Brazilian Master’s and PhD theses on occupations in São Paulo, seven of which 
included Prestes Maia as one of their cases or as their only case. These focus on the construction of 
collectivities at the housing movements (Paterniani 2013, Affonso 2010, Aquino 2008, Bloch 2007), 
the production of space in the centre of São Paulo and the struggle for housing (Gonçalves 2006, 
Gonçalves 2012, Pereira 2012, Ramos 2009), the relation between the movements and public 
policies (Kohara 2013, Teixeira 2010) and the collaboration between the movements and artists 
(Oliveira Neto 2012). There have been a few published articles focussing on the occupation as a form 
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of transgressive citizenship (Earle 2012), the mix of art and activism (Melo 2010), the contingent 
collectivity at the occupation (Paterniani 2012), the impact of the occupations on public policies 
(Tatagiba & Teixeira 2016, Tatagiba, Paterniani & Trinidade 2012) and looking at the occupations as a 
form of spatial politics (De Carli & Frediani 2016, De Carli et al. 2015).  
 
Figure 3.3: analysis of 18 rukas based on Carmona (2017). 
On arriving in Santiago to start the fieldwork the choice had still not been made for the specific ruka 
at which to do the more in-depth interviews. To help with this choice, I read the (at the time) 
unpublished book (Carmona 2017) on the rukas in the city of Santiago by local anthropologist 
Rosario Carmona. Besides this unpublished book there has been very little research on these rukas. 
Two bachelors’ theses (Cheuquelaf 2012, Zúñiga 2014b) and a small number of articles have been 
published locally (Carmona 2015a, Carmona 2015b, Cheuquelaf 2015, Thiers 2014, Sepúlveda & 
Zúñiga 2015, Zúñiga 2014a). From the 18 rukas reviewed in Carmona’s book (fig. 3.3 above), the 
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options were narrowed down to a short list of preferred options based on three criteria. Rukas 
situated inside other institutions or parks were excluded as this would ‘shield’ them from some of 
the dynamics of the city. Rukas in peri-urban areas were avoided as these seemed to be inserted in a 
more ‘rural’ context. And rukas where multiple separate groups participated were avoided as this 
might make it more complicated to understand the internal dynamics of the space. From the five on 
the short list (fig. 3.4 below) an attempt was made to contact the one Rosario suggested would 
provide the most interesting results (Mahuidache in El Bosque). However, this choice inadvertently 
led to a long delay in starting interviews in Santiago. I basically had put all my eggs in one basket by 
spending a lot of time choosing one preferred ruka. Also the rhythms of the association that 
coordinates that space meant that I could not get an answer for a couple of months. Then when I 
received a negative answer from them in December, I discovered I had lost a substantial amount of 
time. 
 
Figure 3.4: choice of five most likely rukas. 
At this point the help of local Mapuche researcher, activist and community-member Mauro Fontana 
proved invaluable. Though Mauro was not born into a Mapuche family, he is firmly inside Mapuche 
culture and struggle. His political involvement in a Santiago-based Mapuche activist group and his 
research on Mapuche rural-urban migration politics meant that he was very well situated to help 
navigate the complexities of research on Mapuche communities in Santiago. Mauro made a real 
effort to be helpful but also to collaborate by sharing one interview (Juana Huenufil at Mapu Lawen 
in La Pintana), co-authoring an article during the time of my fieldwork (and others since), sharing 
meals and generally just being available for lots of talking through issues that came up. With his help 
a short structured interview was crafted to gain a broad understanding of the variety of rukas in 
Santiago. This structured interview was especially focussed on property issues such as how the 
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group arrived at this particular property, whether there were conflicts surrounding the free 
leasehold contracts, and which public institution owned the land. This short interview at the same 
time allowed me to meet people from the organisations face-to-face and test the possibility of doing 
the more in-depth interviews at their ruka. It also provided a significant sample of information on 
the mechanics of comodatos at 10 rukas (out of a total of 24 active rukas in the city). 
In the end practical considerations were decisive in choosing where to do the more in-depth 
interviews in Santiago. The ruka named Folilche Aflaiai was chosen which had been discounted 
earlier (i.e. not in fig. 3.4 above but in earlier fig. 3.3) because they asked for monetary 
compensation for the interviews. This ruka had been avoided because paying compensation for 
interviews seemed too foreign to Chilean research culture. But, as time was in short supply, this 
option was chosen as monetary compensation provided further incentive for participants to make 
time in their busy schedules for the interviews. There was one other reason to choose this particular 
ruka as explained by local researcher Rosario Carmona (author of the book on rukas). The group is 
one of the oldest in Santiago – having been created in 1985 (see fig. 3.3, column 3). Though the ruka 
itself is not the oldest because the group rented a space for more than 15 years before finding the 
land they are on now. This means some of the participants have a long history of participating in 
Mapuche politics in Santiago. This is especially true of the coordinator, Beatriz Painiqueo, referred to 
by Rosario as something of a grandmother of the movement. 
Back in Brazil, only one week after interviewing Neti, I had already met Maria (the coordinator of 
Prestes Maia at the time) and started interviewing. Though it was uncannily easy to set up 
interviews, there were issues around sampling. I would call the building coordinator, Maria, the day 
before my visits to make sure she was free on a given afternoon. She would find people for the 
interviews on the spot by walking up the stairs and knocking on people’s doors. This meant 
interviews were only with women as they tended to be the ones at home in the early afternoon. 
After a while I asked how I could interview some men too (eventually interviews included eight men, 
the other seventeen were women). By this time Maria was either too busy or trusted me enough to 
allow another coordinator, Walter, to take over my case.28 Walter then suggested coming to the 
occupation during evenings and weekends to allow for a better chance of interviewing men. When 
asked about more variety for interviewees, he suggested interviewing foreigners (these eventually 
included two Africans and two Colombians) and some coordinators. Sampling thus depended to a 
large degree on the coordination’s choices of people who were ‘good interview material’ but, as 
                                                          
28 Maria soon after passing me on to Walter’s care (in December) returned to the northeast of Brazil to visit 
her family and to take a holiday. She hadn’t returned to São Paulo by the time my fieldwork ended in late May. 
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explained here, there was also an attempt to get a variety in terms of gender and nationality and a 
good balance of coordinators and residents (see fig. 3.2, column 1). 
Sampling outside the building and in relation to those supporting the movement in São Paulo was 
purposive as an attempt was made to find relevant people who had specialist knowledge of different 
aspects of their struggles (see fig. 3.2). Outside of the residents themselves, the coordinator of the 
movement MMLJ, Neti, and one of the administrators of the building, known as Junior were 
interviewed. Then, of those supporting the movement, the movement’s architect; the lawyer from 
Centro Gaspar Garcia (a legal aid NGO) that accompanied evictions at Prestes Maia; and 
coordinators of the two main umbrella organisations of housing movements: one from UMM - União 
dos Movimentos de Moradia, the organisation with bigger national presence, and one from FLM - 
Frente Luta e Moradia, the more local organisation where MMLJ is directly associated were 
interviewed. An attempt was made to interview a pastor, Pastor Alexandre, who held sermons for a 
few years on the first floor of Prestes Maia but it was not possible to coordinate a time with him.29  
Sampling in relation to government officials was also purposive as I attempted to interview 
government officials from offices that were repeatedly mentioned in other interviews (see fig. 3.2). 
As occupations in vacant buildings are focussed in the central area of São Paulo, there was only one 
local government to interview. Interviews were held at the municipal housing authority responsible 
for building social housing solutions (Cohab), at the Conselho Municipal de Habitação (CMH) as they 
are the participation vehicle for social movements and NGOs in the municipal budget, and at the 
Departamento da Função Social da Propriedade (DFSP) because they are dealing with similar issues 
to those related to the occupations (reducing vacancy and increasing social housing in central areas). 
Outside the municipality an interview was held at the Federal Bank that finances social housing - 
Caixa Econômica Federal – and at the tribunal that oversees evictions of occupations – the Tribunal 
de Justiça do Estado de São Paulo (TJSP). There were two interviews that proved impossible to 
secure. One at the municipality: the regional office (DEAR) of the social work area (CAS) of the 
municipality, the office that accompanies evictions and thus also occupations; and one not-for-profit 
organisation: Associação Viva o Centro, an association that was very active in lobbying for urban 
redevelopment of the centre of São Paulo in the 1990s. My sense was that the difficulties in 
coordinating times for both of these interviews are a reflection of their wariness in dealing with 
research explicitly framed around property rights and occupations. 
                                                          
29 The ubiquity of cheap mobile phone plans was generally very helpful for keeping in touch with people at 
sites in both cities. But in the case of this pastor, it meant I lost valuable weeks calling and getting a busy signal 
when in fact he had changed his mobile phone provider months earlier. 
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As mentioned earlier, in relation to the research in Santiago, the interviews at Folilche Aflaiai did not 
start until quite late in my time in the field. The sampling at Folilche Aflaiai was mostly left up to the 
coordinator, Beatriz Painiqueo. She was only given the two parameters of including a variety of 
people in terms of gender and age. The people she chose were well balanced in that regard: five 
men and three women; four under thirty and four over fifty years of age (see fig. 3.2). The survey 
instrument (see Appendix 6) that was created in conjunction with local PhD student Mauro Fontana 
allowed for the surveying of nine other rukas. The sampling in this case was based mainly on 
practicalities: the ability to find phone numbers to contact someone at these rukas and on their 
availability to coordinate a time for the short interview. The rukas thus interviewed are located in 
eight different municipalities: one central (Recoleta), one peri-central (Macul), and six peripheral (La 
Florida, Padre Hurtado, Puente Alto, and the three municipalities where government officials were 
also interviewed: La Pintana, Peñalolén, and Cerro Navia). Interestingly most of these ruka 
coordinators insisted the interview be at the ruka itself, probably wanting to make a greater 
impression on me, or maybe as representatives of the Mapuche culture they prefer to receive 
researchers at their rukas and thus on ‘their’ territory. The only exception was the interview with 
Yazmin Quiliqueo who is not an organiser at the ruka she talked about. Her function as the 
Encargada de la Unidad de Salud Intercultural y Pueblos Indígenas, Servicio de Salud Metropolitano 
Sur Oriente (Head of the Multicultural Health and Indigenous Peoples Unit, Metropolitan Health 
Service South East) means she has been put in charge of the keys to the ruka and has thus become 
the gate-keeper for the organisations who request the use of that space. 
For the government officials in Chile, the objective was to get a reasonable coverage of some of the 
most significant municipalities and national institutions that create policies in relation to the local 
Indigenous population. The sampling was purposive in relation to these government officials in 
Santiago. Three of Santiago’s 36 municipalities were chosen (La Pintana, Peñalolén, Cerro Navia), 
one in each pocket of higher Indigenous population in Santiago (roughly: south, east and west, 
respectively). In each of these the municipalities’ websites were searched for the names of people 
working in planning, housing, and Indigenous offices at the municipality. Then an attempt was made 
to get as many of the interviews as possible on the same day, as these areas were generally quite 
inaccessible, peripheral parts of town. In La Pintana five officials were interviewed – the Urban 
Advisor (local equivalent to planning director), Housing Director, an architect working on a Mapuche 
social housing proposal, Legal Advisor (about the mechanics of the leaseholds from the municipal 
point of view), and the Cultural Director from the OAI (Indigenous Affairs Office). In Peñalolén three 
officials were interviewed – the Urban Advisor, a housing department official, and the Director of the 
OAI. In Cerro Navia only two officials were interviewed – the Urban Advisor and the Director of the 
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OAI. And in Recoleta the Director of the OAI was interviewed. This was not to ‘cover’ Recoleta as it 
does not represent a significant pocket of Indigenous population. His name was suggested by local 
researcher Mauro Fontana as a person who could be helpful in understanding the politics of 
Indigenous involvement with municipal governments. From the national government the intention 
was to understand broader trends of Indigenous policy for the whole city of Santiago. Two officials 
from CONADI (the National Indigenous Office) were interviewed, the Encargada de la Unidad de 
Desarrollo de la Oficina de Asuntos Indígenas de Santiago de CONADI (Head of the Development Unit 
of the Office of Indigenous Affairs of Santiago for CONADI) and the Cultural Director of CONADI, and 
one from the Regional Government (GORE), the person in charge of Indigenous affairs. I also wanted 
to understand how the institutions that own lands used by rukas see these groups. In general in 
Santiago there are three kinds of public institutions that give comodatos to community 
organisations: municipalities, SERVIU (the National Social Housing Corporation) and Bienes 
Nacionales (the National Land Trust). One municipality (La Pintana) was covered by interviewing 
their legal advisor. An attempt was made to interview the legal advisors of Cerro Navia and 
Peñalolén but it proved impossible to coordinate a time with them. An attempt was made to do an 
interview at SERVIU but I ran out of time in the field. A local research assistant was hired in Santiago 
to interview the property manager at SERVIU months after I had returned to Australia. To this day it 
has proven impossible to secure an interview at Bienes Nacionales which manages all national land 
(including parks, streets, institutional buildings, and confiscated land) which would have helped to 
complete the picture of large land owners who offer comodatos to community organisations in 
Santiago. An attempt was also made to interview someone at Instituto Libertad y Desarrollo 
(Institute for Liberty and Development) the conservative right-wing think tank based in Santiago.30 
They are very active in promoting the rule of law and greater security of property rights for large 
landholders in the south (where the conflicts relating to Mapuche communal lands are most 
intense). But they were not convinced their views were relevant to the situation of property rights in 
the city of Santiago. Or maybe, like the not-for-profit in São Paulo, they might have simply been 
indefinitely postponing what they considered a thorny interview topic. 
The interview schedules (see Appendices 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) were derived from the original research 
questions.31 Though these have since changed somewhat this was to be expected in an exploratory 
                                                          
30 Not to be confused with Hernando de Soto’s Instituto Libertad y Democracia (Institute for Liberty and 
Democracy) based in Lima. The similarity threw me off for a while! 
31 The original research questions were: How do marginalised groups create informal properties in their 
struggles against displacement pressures?; How does the local state construct displacement pressures through 
its various programmes for targeted urban areas?; How does urban redevelopment function to naturalise (or 
make invisible) displacing pressures in planning discourse? 
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study of this type. This is precisely why an ethnographic case study engagement and semi-structured 
interviews were chosen: to allow themes and topics to emerge from the participants at each of the 
two sites themselves. At any rate the original questions were specified into a pool of questions 
broadly around the topics being explored: formal and informal strategies, lived and conceived space, 
structured and non-structured politics. 
The residents at Prestes Maia were asked from a pool of 22 questions organised in five themes: 
where the person came from; what work they do; their relation to the occupation (both process of 
organising their own space and the organisation of the general occupation); what collective spaces 
are like; and the relation with neighbours outside the building. Over the course of the interviews 
words like direitos de propriedade (‘property rights’ in Portuguese) were found to not be helpful to 
elicit information from residents. The term espaço (‘space’) was used but eventually a switch was 
made to casa (‘home’/’house’) as this conveyed quickly and accessibly the idea of belonging and 
‘ownership’. Over time more and more of the interview was dedicated to understanding the 
person’s life story in detail as this made the interview more meaningful for them but also allowed for 
a deeper understanding of how they came to be at the occupation and provided contextual 
information to understand their involvement in the movement. Government officials were asked 
from a pool of 22 questions organised under five themes: how did you come to work in this 
capacity;32 how do you see the people at the occupation; what is it like to work for/with them; what 
plans does your office have for the area; what is the concept of property like in this city and 
suggestions regarding further documents or people to consult. With these officials it was difficult to 
get their personal reactions to the occupations. This was probably due to their efforts to appear 
impartial in the implementation of policy. Bureaucratic functionaries’ preference for formality and 
appearing impartial is common in all countries (Bruff 1984) but more so in the context of ‘third 
world’ countries where the anxiety of being modern leads to excessive attempts to appear 
‘professional’ through strict adherence to formalities (Cleaves 1974). Also the term direitos de 
propriedade (‘property rights’) tended to get a strange reaction from quite a few of the interviewees. 
This is probably because the project explanation gave them enough information to believe this 
would be a thorny issue. To those that provide support to the occupation one of the two other 
interview schedules (originally made for residents or government) were adapted to prepare for the 
specific person interviewed as their relation to the occupation and their knowledge about the 
underlying dynamics would be very specific. The resident interview schedule was adapted to 
                                                          
32 This question was not on the original interview schedule but, like asking about participants’ life stories, was 
incorporated half way through the fieldwork to help understand the context for each official’s involvement 
with the occupation. 
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interview the movement coordinator and building administrator as I was interested in their role as 
residents as well as their specialist knowledge of other dynamics. For the other four interviews the 
government official schedule was adapted as I was interested in their knowledge about city wide 
processes and how these interacted with this particular occupation (architect and lawyer) or with 
occupations in general (two representatives of umbrella organisations, UMM and FLM). 
The eight participants at the ruka Folilche Aflaiai were asked from a pool of 22 questions organised 
in three themes: the person’s trajectory (origin, work, home); the relation of the ruka with the 
government (including a question about the concept of property in Chile); and information about the 
space of the ruka (belonging, organisation of work, comparison to rukas in rural areas). I started 
asking if they felt pertenecencia (‘belonging’ in Spanish) at the site but then swapped this for a 
question about whether or not they felt this was an espacio mapuche (‘Mapuche space’). This 
seemed to work better as they were able to elaborate in more detail on their answers to this 
question. Progressively more and more of the interview was dedicated to understanding the 
person’s life story in detail as this made the interview more meaningful for them but also allowed for 
a deeper understanding of what it is like to be Mapuche in Santiago (discrimination, poverty, 
relation to rural south, among other things). To interview the other nine rukas a small set of 15 
structured questions was created with the help of Mauro Fontana (as mentioned earlier). These 
were organised around three themes: information about the organisation; information about the 
ruka and its construction; and information about the owner of the land and the process of getting a 
comodato. Government officials were asked from a pool of 22 questions organised under five 
themes: how did you come to work in this capacity;33 how do you see the people at the ruka; what is 
it like to work for/with them; what plans does your office have for the area where they are located; 
and what is the concept of property like in Santiago. Similar to what was the case in São Paulo, it was 
also difficult to get personal reactions to the rukas from these officials. This was probably also due to 
their efforts to appear impartial. Here also the use of the term derechos de propiedad (‘property 
rights’) tended to get a suspicious reaction from some of the interviewees who probably thought this 
would be a potentially embarrassing issue since discussing property rights in relation to the 
Mapuche people might open up the whole colonial past of the country in general and the city of 
Santiago in particular. In Santiago this led in many cases to an insistence on their part for a formal 
letter requesting the interview. I interpreted this as one more case of anxiety (in this case fear of 
retaliation from superiors?) leading to an increase in formalities. 
 
                                                          
33 This was also adopted half way through the fieldwork similar to the case in Brazil. 
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3.6. Giving back  
At the end of the time in the field I made an effort to ‘give back’ to the people who had so 
generously shared their time and efforts by presenting preliminary findings to the communities at 
each site. The idea was both to ‘give back’ some of the initial analysis and to get their feedback. For 
practical reasons the actual meeting at the occupation in São Paulo turned out to be only with Neti, 
the top coordinator of the MMLJ movement. The meeting was still very helpful because of her 
generally positive reaction to the presentation (she gave the impression no other researchers had 
done this before) and because of my own corrections of terms as I presented them to her. For 
example, I found that the framing of the need for ‘hybrid government’ (meaning a government that 
incorporates feedback from social movements) was not convincing even to myself as I presented this 
idea to her. I was talking to a woman who had lived for the past 20 years in different occupations in 
direct opposition to the local government as the only way to forcefully extract some limited benefits 
from them. As she said to me, government officials only respond to popular pressure! This is closely 
related to Lefebvre’s paradoxical discussion of the right to the city and the right to difference as 
necessarily the result of social force and not to be expected as part of a liberal-democratic suite of 
rights (Pickvance 2003, Purcell 2002). This was not, from her perspective, a case of how to tweak the 
existing system to make sure the interests of those at the occupation are heard by enlightened 
government officials. From this presentation I started to think of these groups as more directly 
opposed to the local government and understood the housing movement is very suspicious of 
government attempts to ‘incorporate’ them into its programmes without actually relinquishing any 
real decision making power. 
Similarly in Santiago, presenting partial findings to all participants at the ruka proved difficult to 
coordinate and in the end the presentation was only to the coordinator of Folilche Aflaiai, Beatriz 
Painiqueo. She was also very positive about the fact that any findings were being presenting (again 
giving the impression this is not common practice in Chile). And this meeting was also helpful as she 
corrected the understanding of a few details of the material I had collected. In this vein summaries 
of key findings in each city will be produced after submission of the thesis to ‘give back’ to 
interviewees from each site. The motivation for doing this is to contribute to the politics at each site. 
And this leads to the next topic: research and writing about resistance politics. 
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3.7. The production of urban knowledge  
What does it mean to research and write about resistance politics? How can sensible meanings be 
generated that are attentive to real differences between local contexts and still deal with the 
increasing interconnectedness of cities around the world? Key scholars such as Robinson and Roy 
have been influential for insisting that many of the theories used to explain urban processes were 
developed in specific ‘first world’ contexts and this means they are not always helpful to understand 
what is happening in cities of the ‘third world’ (Roy 2016, Robinson & Roy 2016, Roy 2011). There is 
an ongoing controversy about the limits of this project (Scott & Storper 2015, Walker 2015) – about 
whether theory can be constructed better from a universal standpoint or from a local one. To 
simplify and summarise this debate the opposing sides can be referred to as aspirations to produce 
knowledge from a ‘universal’ standpoint and from a ‘local’ standpoint. The universal version implies 
this universality (a certain rootlessness?) provides scientific rigour and helps avoid bias. Yet it also 
means the theory production does not make explicit its own grounding in specific (dominant) 
centres of knowledge production. By implication it then politically favours theory production from 
rich Northern metropoles that masquerade as universal standpoints (Robinson 2016). They also 
reinforce the message that the political context of the creation of knowledge does not make any 
substantial difference to the quality and particularity of the theory being produced (Swyngedouw 
2017).  
Yet, following Zizek (n.d. cited in Comaroff & Comaroff 2016), only Euro-Americans have this luxury 
of embodying universal values.34 Those from Euro-America’s (ex)colonies have to ‘translate’ their 
ideas into concepts and terms that engage with the Euro-American version of reality to be 
internationally understandable. Examples are too numerous to list. One topical example will have to 
suffice. My supervisor recently described a developer who put the image of early Aboriginal land 
rights activist, William Barak, on the façade of an apartment building in Melboure’s city centre 
(Porter 2018). In a panel discussion the developer explained his choice of imagery by saying ‘it could 
have been anyone’: Jesus Christ, Che Guevara, Karl Marx or William Barak. He was unable to see his 
privilege or even that his choice of imagery – and method of not consulting any surviving family 
members of Barak’s – might be offensive. His comment highlights the carefree nature of living as an 
embodied universal. 
                                                          
34 During my time in the field I was undoubtedly treated as a western embodied universal. Previously I was also 
treated overly well in my formative years in Brazil and Chile. All the same I felt an identification with Latin 
America and with poor people’s struggles there. All I can say is that this is an unresolved tension in my life and 
my work. 
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Comaroff & Comaroff (2016) explain how ‘theory’ is most often made in the overdeveloped West 
from ‘raw materials’ that come from elsewhere (the colonies). In relation to this vexed issue of 
whether theory production should be universal (rootless) or contextual, it is not an issue of what is 
always good or bad but rather what is better for each specific research problem. Contextual 
ethnographies are especially helpful for exploratory studies on issues where insiders’ views are 
significantly different from those of outsiders and where the researcher wants to understand ‘the 
meanings people use to define and interact with their ordinary environment’ (Jorgensen 1989, p.23). 
The issue of whether theory production should remain in dominant centres of knowledge 
production in metropoles of the Global North or move to peripheral cities in the Global South is also 
important because leaving northernism implicit and invisible only continues to obfuscate what is at 
stake. It is better to make local bias in theory production explicit because this allows for analysis of 
how context influences theory/knowledge creation (Roy 2016, Robinson 2002). 
But to take this discussion a step further, what kind of research object is a city? Is it not always still in 
formation even as attempts are made to theorise about it (Lefebvre 2000)? What this means for 
research on resistance politics in cities in the early decades of the twenty first century is that more 
flexible research methods are needed that can allow the threads of emergent political movements 
to be followed on the ground. ‘[T]he meanings and modalities of critique can never be held constant; 
they must, on the contrary, be continually reinvented in relation to the unevenly evolving political-
economic geographies of this process and the diverse conflicts it engenders’ (Brenner 2009, p.204). 
Among these emergent political movements are the Mapuche struggles in Santiago and the 
squatters in São Paulo who are sem-teto, some homeless and some precariously housed in cortiços 
or favelas, but all precariously informally employed or unemployed (Gonçalves 2006). What the 
analysis of these groups and their struggles shows is that these are new forms of resisting 
displacement, more creative in their use of space as an integral part of their politics of resistance. 
This aligns with Robinson’s (2016) insistence that theory production needs to be more modest and 
respectful of the local contexts in which it inquires. In a similar vein she insists that researchers will 
need to be ‘open to critique and attentive to their own limitations’ (ibid, p.195). In essence this 
discussion indicates that researchers need to start getting their hands dirty in the analysis of non-
universals. Or as Law (2007) has put it, the research process and its objects of study are messy, so 
why should theories about them attempt to iron out the wrinkles of that reality? Otherwise that 
research is falling prey to a subtle version of realism. Though few researchers would ascribe to a 
naïve realism these days, the realism left implicit in their ‘ironed out’ methods is significant because 
of the absences it perpetuates. 




3.8. Positionality and Privilege 
One important aspect of ethnographic work of this sort is an attentiveness to the ways my own 
background shapes the research with these marginalised groups – homeless and cortiço dwellers in 
São Paulo, Mapuche in Santiago – from my own position as a privileged individual. I was born in a 
‘first world’ country (the U.S.). That in itself is a strong marker of privilege in ‘third world’ contexts. 
But I am also white, male, middle class and tertiary educated. Even any single one of those 
characteristics alone would mark me as ‘out of place’ at occupations in the cracolândia of the centre 
of São Paulo or at Mapuche rukas in poor peripheral neighbourhoods in Santiago. The privilege of 
my whiteness was the source of positive discrimination during my time in the field. I lived with my 
family in nice, central, gentrifying neighbourhoods – Lapa in São Paulo and Barrio Italia in Santiago – 
and I was constantly surprised by the way people, especially government officials, went out of their 
way to help me. The same government officials would probably not have been nearly as helpful had I 
been Chilean or Brazilian. At some level colonialism is still an ongoing everyday experience in both of 
these cities. With these privileges in mind it might seem I am not the ‘ideal’ choice35 for a person to 
do research on the meanings marginalised groups attribute to their own everyday contexts 
(Jorgensen 1989). Yet each researcher is not only an inert marker of privileges. I grew up in Latin 
America. The first decade of my life was spent in the U.S. but my next two decades were spent in 
Brazil and Chile.36 Each person makes their own choices (Olsen 2012). Some might attempt to create 
loyalties and solidarities with people from groups that are differently positioned (Land 2015). In my 
case, it was my ‘gut solidarity with those without power, with the underprivileged’ (Delightly 2012) 
that led to previous academic choices like doing research at homeless shelters in São Paulo (in the 
bachelor’s degree) and on accessibility to social housing for physically disabled in Santiago (in a post-
grad diploma).  
There is one more sense in which I might not seem to be the ideal person for this study. My religious 
views37 do not fit the expectations of most of the classic literature on resistance. Religion is the 
                                                          
35 I mean this in a provocative way. Only quasi-scientific rigour insists on an ideal for the researcher, namely, 
that they are as uninvolved, unbiased, impersonal as possible in the application of standardised research 
procedures.  
36 My adolescence was filled with many perplexing discussions as a result of History classes in Brazil. I quickly 
took the side of the underprivileged and was adamant that multinational companies were stealing ‘third 
world’ countries’ natural resources while my parents’ stereotypical American view was that multinational 
companies were bringing jobs to these poor countries. 
37 These views are a motivation to understand people in all their complexity as I consider myself a somewhat 
atypical follower of Jesus. Following the biblical narrative that shows people are able to do great good and 
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opium of the people, Marx once said. Lefebvre, Nietzsche and others would agree. Aboriginal activist 
and academic Gary Foley believes the ‘conservative influence of Christian beliefs’ has at times been 
a constraining influence on a more radical politics of Indigenous people (Land 2015, p.42) and, one 
might add, other marginalised groups. This may be true yet my religious beliefs also contributed 
positively to the research. They have made me more attentive to a certain dynamic that is part of 
the resistance politics at each site. I consider myself a very spiritual person and I found religion to be 
important at both sites. Though it may often be the case that some researcher's conclusions are 
formed beforehand, this was not the case. Coming from Australia, an over developed country, (back) 
to Brazil/Chile I thought it might be important to acknowledge the colonial history of Christianity and 
how it contributed to the exploitation of local peoples in the Americas. This meant that I was 
attentive to evidence of religion at the two sites, but I was surprised by what I found.  
I found that religion contributed to the resistance (rather than against it) at these sites. In fact I 
should not have been surprised at all. Resistance is never simple. The same religion that contributed 
to the exploitation of these peoples also has been a bastion in their resistance (Luz & Sadler 2017). I 
was surprised by the sheer numbers of evangelical Christians at the occupation in São Paulo. There 
was even a pastor who held sermons inside the occupation for a few years before he found a nearby 
property he was able to rent. In Santiago spirituality is also important as ancient Mapuche ritual 
ceremonies are a big factor in attracting people to the rukas (Aravena 2004). As it turns out, 
resistance makes use of religion (Aminzade 2001). The politics of resistance is often more pragmatic 
in that sense than most middle class theory production has allowed for. As will become apparent in 
chapter seven, religion is an important part of the territorial politics of these two communities. 
Another example of a differential focus afforded by my religious experience is an interest in the topic 
of formality. Much has been said about informality, both in employment and informal settlements 
and about informality as a pervasive process (Roy 2004, 2005). And both the cases are clearly 
saturated by informality of many different kinds. But there is a lack of research into what drives 
formality and makes it such a widespread aspiration of public servants in Latin America. My interest 
in formality is also indebted to Paul of Tarsus’ distinction between the letter of the law and the spirit 
of the law. Bureaucrats anxiously stick to the letter of the law (command, decree, memo, circular, 
rule, etc.), while life continues to morph around them. Yet that anxiety to freeze life into clear cut 
categories can have devastating consequences.  
                                                          
great evil, I attempt to treat people as real people. I believe people are always able to contradict themselves as 
they are by nature fundamentally open (see for example, Ellul 1969).  
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And finally, due to formative years in Latin America, I acknowledge a tendency to equate a critical 
view of urban reality with Marxist-inspired critiques (Janoschka, Sequera & Salinas 2014). Social 
scientific scholarship in Latin America tends to be very clearly divided between the extremes of 
either positivistic (Parmar 2013; Ruiz-Tagle 2013) or Marxist-inspired research (Janoschka, Sequera & 
Salinas 2014). In part this might be due to the overt presence of corruption (Flyvbjerg 2006) and 
gross inequalities that dominate the urban life of this collection of ex-colonies (López-Morales 2010, 
Earle 2012). This narrow focus of critical scholarship in Latin America on Marxist-inspired work might 
be considered a blind spot (an over-simplification) but it might also provide a strength and clearer 
focus whereas in Anglo scholarship, as there are more debates (Brenner 2009, Farías 2011), these 
can at times divert attention from a more critical appreciation of urban politics.38 This is probably 
why my theoretical sources generally come from within critical urban theory (see Lefebvre, Harvey, 
Blomley, Roy, Brenner and others in the references of this document) and why I emphasise 
reflexivity, the emancipatory possibilities within everyday life and a critique of instrumental reason 
(Brenner 2009, Marcuse 2009). Critical theory is correct in arguing that historical conditions and 
contexts are important, embedded as they are in the dialectics of social and historical change 
(Brenner 2009). But I am also aware of the conflict between critical urban theory’s rejection of any 
'outside' standpoints, whether positivistic, transcendental or metaphysical (Brenner 2009) and my 
own beliefs. I have found my position echoes certain reservations of the marginalised groups I have 
interviewed – urban poor and Indigenous people – in relation to academic theory work, critical 
theory included. They are often critical of academic rationality because it is not grounded like they 
are in their specific history and in their underprivileged positionality (Tuhiwai Smith 1999, Coulthard 
2014). As Du Bois would say, the margins are a privileged place from which to view Western 
Modernity (Gilroy 1993). 
 
3.9. Analysing the findings 
The analysis for this thesis was as exploratory as was the choice of cases and the topics. Initially I 
coded all the interview material after it was transcribed.39 This then was presented to my 
supervisors and revised to produce a second complete version of the coding. But in parallel I used 
                                                          
38 For example the academic milieu of Marxist Dependence Theory in Latin America gave birth to decolonialism 
but in the British colonies produced the more culturally inflected post-colonialism (Kapoor 2002, Bortoluci & 
Jansen 2013). 
39 I did not do any transcibing. The ARC project my PhD sat under funded transcription of the Portuguese 
material with a transcription company in São Paulo and of the Spanish material (including two interviews in 
Spanish at Prestes Maia with Colombian residents) with a transcriber Mauro indicated in Santiago.  
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the field journal I had produced (by sending weekly emails to my supervisors) to reflect on the 
broader topics that were engaging my attention while in the field. Early on in the PhD journey I felt a 
certain affinity with grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967) because my efforts at theorisation 
were to be grounded in the responses of the participants at these two sites. An attempt was made 
to build the theoretical categories from the ground up, from the coding of interviewees’ words. 
However I found grounded theory too positivistic in its emphasis on building theories from discrete 
pieces of data that are to be found in the objective external world. It relies on ‘an objective, external 
reality, a neutral observer who discovers data, reductionist inquiry of manageable research 
problems, and objectivitist rendering of data’ (Charmaz 2000 p.510).40 More important than 
whether grounded theory is always positivistic or not, is the fact that its strong emphasis on 
methodological procedures can distract from a more politically attuned focus on the interviewees’ 
own ways of understanding their struggles. A stronger focus on the complexity of each case helps 
the researcher focus on the processes and politics of each conflict (White 1992) and attempt to 
maintain a balance between an understanding of each case as history and as sociology (Wieviorka 
1992).  
At any rate I produced the codes and then attempted to write a first analysis chapter on the Prestes 
Maia case. I had chosen Delaney’s (2010) socio-legal framework which I had just finished reading. 
This seemed a good fit because the two cases were thought of as property struggles (and property is 
a spatio-legal device) and because of Delaney’s focus on worldmaking which I found so resonant 
with other work on each of the two cases (Gonçalves 2006, 2012, Carmona 2014). However the 
analysis did not work. I was caught between the codes I was refining, the themes I had written about 
during the fieldwork and Delaney’s conceptual framework. This uneasy fit between my leaning 
towards a more grounded approach and my loose use of grounded theory came to a head when I 
was confronted by a simple observation of one of my supervisors. The somewhat dry categories I 
was trying to build were not matching the more engaging narratives I was telling about the political 
struggles of the two communities.41 
In an attempt to match these two sides of my theorising, the inductive with the deductive, I had to 
throw out all the structure of categories built so far and start afresh. At that moment I leaned on my 
                                                          
40 Charmaz (2000) nuances this position by differentiating between a constructivist version she champions and 
the objectivist version of grounded theory I describe above. 
41 I was fortunate to write two collaborations with Chilean PhD students on the Santiago case. Fontana & 
Caulkins (2016) put the rukas into their broader regional context and their relationship with the struggles for 
land restitution in the south of Chile. Ugarte, Fontana & Caulkins (2018) put this regional context into broader 
historical and theoretical context in an attempt to understand the Chilean spatio-legal imaginary that 
continuously dispossesses the Mapuche people. 
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grounded intuition of the cases and my involvement with their narratives. This meant a change in 
focus from a discussion of alternative forms of property as the driving force of the analysis to a focus 
on resistance, and thus on their politics. With this renewed focus I was able to write the first analytic 
chapter on the spatial politics at Prestes Maia (Chapter 4) for an international seminar on urban 
vacancy (New Urban Ruins workshop, Dublin, Mar. 2017). With this change the thesis design was 
able to include important sections on religion, the colonial construct of the frontier and also space 
and territory as equally important categories alongside the original category of the research project: 
property. The analysis proceded as it had with the first chapter (Chapter 4), I analysed as I wrote 
each of the four analytical chapters (four through seven). This meant that the larger framing of the 
thesis had to be refined at the end when I wrote the literature review (Chapter 2) and the 
introduction and conclusion.  
Ultimately grounded theory ‘with its procedural machinery’ does not align well with a more 
politically engaged ethnographic research and a focus on the ‘direct validity and import of people’s 
accounts’ of their experiences (Thomas & James 2006, p.791, p.790). Though both are interested in 
building theory ‘from the ground up’, ethnography can lead to more explicitly political and 
normative work (Roy 2004). It is important to constantly remind oneself of the need to ‘be 
grounded’ in the cases, in relation to the people, listening for their perspectives as much as possible. 
As part of an ethnographic stance the voices of the people who are interviewed are considered 
authoritative views on their own struggles. An attempt was made to listen carefully to any theorising 
they themselves offer (whether at a relatively ‘higher’ or ‘lower’ theoretical level, Smith 2016). This 
was the case in the presentations to both site coordinators (Neti, Beatriz) as mentioned above. It 
was also the case of a presentation at the Whose Land Is It Anyway symposium in Melbourne from 
14-16 November 2017. At this symposium there were two Mapuche thinkers present (author 
Claudio Alvarado Lincopi and PhD student Mauro Fontana) and one person with a wealth of 
experience on squatting in São Paulo (USP Professor Raquel Rolnik). 
It was also the case midway through writing this thesis when I attempted to write a conference 
paper analysing Mapuche ruka construction as a form of ‘reverse settlement’. I had a nagging feeling 
this might be offensive to the Mapuche people themselves, so I consulted with some of the ruka 
coordinators and with two researchers working on Indigenous issues in Chile. The responses were 
polite but firm in insisting the framing was mistaken. One researcher (Magdalena Ugarte, email 
communication, 23 September 2017) pointed to the fundamental power differential in the two 
cases. The Mapuche associations are not colonising vacant lands in Santiago because they do not 
rely on violence to impose their stories. But the ruka coordinators themselves (Samuel Melinao, 
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Amelia Gaete, Yazmin Quilaqueo, email communications respectively 23, 25, 27 September 2017) 
insisted theirs is not a case of reverse settlement because they are not colonising someone else’s 
land but rather returning to their ancestors’ and thus their own land. Eventually these comments 
provided for a better focus on the way Santiago is seen by Mapuche authors and activists as a 
territory both of the Chilean coloniser and of their ancestors and thus of their people.  
In summary the analysis needed to be attentive to the politics at each site. The research was 
designed as two parallel ethnographic case studies over a six month stay in the field. During the 
analysis I made an effort to stay attuned to the stories I had heard from the participants in the two 
struggles. And I attempted to sound out ideas as they gained consistency both with Mapuche 
coordinators but also with local researchers with experience on the same issues. The next chapter 
begins the analysis of the two sites under the three concepts of space (Chapter 4 and 5), property 
(Chapter 6) and territory (Chapter 7). 
  




Chapter 4: Spatial politics at Prestes Maia 
 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter begins the exploration of the politics of emplacement. The occupation at Prestes Maia 
is analysed as a form of spatial politics. That politics involves the first two moments of the politics of 
emplacement: gaining access to a space and transforming it into a differential space. The third 
moment of politicising space is not a central focus of this chapter but still informs the analysis. This 
focus on spatial politics helps analyse the importance of space for the politics of emplacement in São 
Paulo. The politics at the occupation builds on the everyday interactions of people on site but with 
an eye on their broader political projects. They gain access to a space that they make into a 
profoundly different social space by imagining it differently, practicing it differently and because it is 
materially different. 
 
4.2. Writing about the production of a spatial politics  
A number of recent publications have highlighted how conflictive space is in the city of São Paulo. 
For previous UN Special Rapporteur on adequate housing Raquel Rolnik (2015) in her recent book 
Guerra dos Lugares (war between places), the struggles in Latin American cities can illuminate 
broader global processes of speculative development. Ramos (2009) extends this idea of the guerra 
dos lugares (war for places) to include struggles nas ocupações (in the occupations) that have 
popped up throughout the central areas of the city. The spatial politics of these class wars is played 
out on the stage42 of the centre of São Paulo. This is because the property structure of the city is 
organized along class lines as a result of the historic Lei de Terras of 1850 (as discussed in chapter 
two). More recently elites started abandoning the centre of the city in the early 1960s as car based 
transportation made it possible to travel longer distances in daily commutes and allowed them to 
live further away. They then started calling the old centre ‘degraded’, ‘congested’, ‘polluted’ (Pereira 
2012, p.43) in comparison to the new centres they began to create in places like Avenida Paulista. 
This meant the centre was abandoned only by the rich and continually became more popular as 
                                                          
42 Aquino (2010) calls it the arena where the marginalised perform their politics. 
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lower classes moved in. Jobs became more informal and less specialised and with this the kinds of 
activities became less noble (informal commerce, cheaper hotels, etc.). It is important to remember 
that the centre is still responsible for most of the city’s jobs (Pereira 2012).43 The centre is structured 
around high rates of vacancy and speculation with this vacancy (Pereira 2012). To be fair buildings 
are also vacant due to inheritance problems and some are unused public buildings – but these too 
are determined by the city’s structure of property relations. In the case under discussion here, the 
owner of Prestes Maia clearly played the (expropriation) market making a huge profit when he sold 
the building to the municipal administration, even after discounting decades of unpaid property 
taxes. The local state has almost exclusively favoured housing finance for the middle and upper 
classes (Maricato 1999). Thus, historically the only housing options left for the lower classes are 
cortiços (tenements) in the city centre and favelas (informal settlements) in the peripheries.44 More 
recently another numerically smaller option became available. In the late 1990s a number of housing 
movements began to occupy vacant buildings in the centre of the city of São Paulo to draw attention 
to the almost non-existent social housing stock in that area. It was at roughly the same time that the 
state got interested in the urban redevelopment of that same centre – after almost three decades of 
relative abandonment. In 1997 the Casarão Santos Dumont was occupied45 at about the time the 
not-for-profit Associação Viva o Centro46 started to see results of its lobbying for the local state to 
revitalise the centre. Pereira (2012) summarises three plans that were strongly influenced by the 
Associação Viva o Centro: Programa de Requalificação Urbana e Funcional do Centro (Programme 
for the Urban and Functional Requalification of the Centre), Operação Urbana Centro (Urban 
Operation for the Centre) and Lei de Fachadas (Façade Law). Thus, the stage was set for the ‘guerra 
dos lugares’47 presented in Rolnik (2015) and Ramos (2009).  
Housing movements organising occupations in the centre of São Paulo claim a right to the city 
resonating with Lefebvre’s call for a ‘transformed and renewed right to urban life’ (2000, 158, 
emphasis in original). This is a profoundly utopian project given the current conditions of extreme 
inequalities in Brazilian society. The movement demands both the right to dignified housing in the 
                                                          
43 The actual numbers depend on the definition one adopts for the ‘centre’. In one classification the centre is 
the single district with most employment, in another it is the provider of about half of the city’s total jobs 
(Pereira 2012). 
44 However this picture has been complicated slightly by the recent production of millions of social housing 
units on cheap peripheral land by the federal program Minha Casa Minha Vida introduced in Lula Ignacio da 
Silva’s administration in 2009 (Santo Amore 2015). 
45 The house was occupied by two movements the Fórum dos Cortiços (Slum Tenement Forum) and the MSTC 
(Movimento dos Sem-Teto do Centro, Moviment of the Roof-less of the Centre). 
46 The name is a clever play on words. It can be translated both as Association Hurrah for the Centre and as 
Association Live (in) the Centre. 
47 This can also be translated ‘place wars’ which is evocative of Zygmunt Bauman’s ‘space wars’ (1998). 
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centre – thus mixing the right to housing in the Brazilian Constitution (Earle 2012) with a right to the 
centre – and the right to have a meaningful impact on the decision making processes that shape that 
centre (Harvey 2008). But Lefebvre of all people was not proposing one more right to include in a 
liberal democratic framework (Purcell 2014). He insisted the right to the city needs to be 
complemented by the right to difference (Butler 2013) which is that ‘will and capabilit[y] to differ’ 
(Dikeç 2001, p.1791), something more akin to a Lefebvrean contradiction in terms: ‘the right to 
resist/struggle’ (idem, p.1790). These can be interpreted not so much as formal rights but instead as 
an insistence on the importance of direct action as the key to an alternative politics. This is what a 
coordinator of Frente Luta e Moradia (FLM), Helô, said about why direct action, such as occupations, 
is necessary: 
E com as ocupações também sempre foram assim. Por isso que a Frente quando nasceu 
e nasceu com esse objetivo de fazer luta direta, a gente sempre fundamentou essa ação 
no direito de agir e sempre fundamentou de que quem tem que fazer ação é quem 
necessita. 
And the occupations have always been like that. That is why the Front [FLM] when it was 
born and it was born with this objective to struggle through direct action, we’ve always 
based this action on the right to act and we’ve always said that the ones who must take 
action are those who are in need.  
Lefebvre posits however that for this alternative politics to avoid degenerating into sporadic political 
festivities (like May ’68 in Paris) and to lead to more lasting transformations, space has to be used to 
reassert use values over exchange value and creativity over domination (Butler 2013, p.142). For 
Lefebvre this happens when these social struggles go beyond simply making demands to the political 
system and actually manage to create differential spaces. But, he continues, this can only happen 
through processes of autogestion – direct democracy and the constant undermining of centralised 
bureaucratic decision-making – in order to avoid reverting to the authority of experts and the 
reassertion of abstract space (Butler 2013). Lefebvre’s concrete utopian project only exists when 
social space is created by and maintained alive by those who use it.  
The most substantial discussion of a spatial politics comes from Blomley (2004) though not under 
that precise name. Blomley looks at neighbourhood resistance to gentrification as a protracted 
property struggle. He teases out the narratives and representations, the enactments and the 
material interventions of that resistance. In Blomley’s account the politics of space is not about 
gaining space, transforming it, and using that space for politics (as in the three ‘moments’ of a 
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politics of emplacement presented here), but is concerned with the defence of space against 
gentrification. This happens on the streets and in the media and eventually in courts. The resistance 
politics he analyses is based on a discourse of entitlement to space and condemnation of profit 
driven property regimes. Vasudevan’s (2011) work is specifically called spatial politics and is 
focussed on squatting in Berlin. He looks at relatively similar processes to those surveyed in this 
thesis: imaginaries, practices, materiality (the three ‘elements’ of a spatial politics). His focus on 
countercultural squatting in Berlin means he covers two of the three moments of the politics of 
emplacement (transforming space, and politicising it). In this regard Vasudevan discusses a few 
‘spatial practices’ internal to squatted buildings – communal reorganisation of space, rehabilitation 
of buildings. In a more recent article he presents an analytical schema for a critical geography of 
occupation that closely mirrors the three elements of a spatial politics discussed in this thesis: ‘a 
radical imaginary’, ‘a detailed empirical focus on the making of radical urban infrastructures’, and 
‘the city as a living archive of alternative knowledges, materials and resources’ (Vasudevan 2015a, 
p.332, emphases mine). Finally Alves (2014) discusses what he calls spatial praxis, that is, resistance 
in space. The spatial praxis he discusses deals largely with the enactment of symbolic politics in 
squares. The presence of bodies in resistance in the case of the Mothers Reclaiming Our Children 
(ROC) in California, the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo in Buenos Aires and the Mães de Maio in São 
Paulo are an acutely spatial form of politics. All three movements resist by taking squares. These are 
the only political spaces these mothers can find from which to point a finger at the structural 
violence that marks their lives as neither state nor media are otherwise interested in their plight. 
This chapter will explore the spatial politics of resistance of the housing movement at Prestes Maia 
as the complex interplay between their autonomy from and engagement with the local state. The 
analysis in this chapter adds to previous discussions in the literature and systematises them by 
analysing the production of a differential space at the occupation. How is the occupation imagined 
differently, practiced differently, and materially different?  
 
4.3. Imagining a Community 
There are two broad symbolic strands that grew out of the historic struggles surrounding rural and 
urban squatting, productive and unproductive land, and the institutions of private property in Brazil. 
The first strand is related to the conflictive history of the use of land through squatting. Throughout 
Brazil’s history there has been a selective toleration of rural squatting. Some have argued the 
colonial ‘sesmarias’ (land grants to ensure productivity for the crown) had ill-defined boundaries in 
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order to allow the crown to act as arbitrator in border conflicts and thus retain some measure of 
control over its distant colony (Motta 2005). Despite strict measures to keep indigenous and African 
slaves on engenhos (sugar mills) some did escape and formed huge quilombos (runaway slave 
refuges). The most famous was known as Palmares (actually a network of settlements spanning 
some 200 square kilometres) which lasted for nearly 100 years until the Brazilian government 
intervened in 1695, killing the leader Zumbi and imprisoning women and children (Wolford 2003). 
The name Zumbi thus has a resonance as a symbol of resistance for the marginalised, and especially 
for the population of African descent (see fig. 4.1).  
 
Figure 4.1: Iconic image of Prestes Maia with the banner “We are Zumbi”  
hanging on the facade, source: Fórum Centro Vivo (2006, p.71). 
The second strand is a typically Brazilian mix of messianic, Marxist politics48 that shapes the 
movement’s tactics (see De Carli et al. 2015 for a discussion of tactics). The housing movements 
                                                          
48 Here reference is not to discussions of scholars such as Walter Benjamin, Ernst Block or György Lukács who 
are at times labelled messianic Marxists (Gardiner 1997, Goldstein 2001). Instead it is to Hobsbawm’s 
discussion of ‘millenarian’ and ‘archaic’ social movements. The term is used to point to the importance of 
unique charismatic leaders of a number of these ‘millenarian’ movements in Brazilian history (Löwy 2001) and, 
in particular, the leader of the movement that coordinates the Prestes Maia occupation (see discussion in the 
following paragraphs). 
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have inherited a focus on a contentious politics from the many millenarian movements throughout 
Brazilian history. One millenarian movement, which all Brazilian school children read of, is portrayed 
in the historic novel Canudos. Thousands of followers led by the beato (pious) Antônio Conselheiro 
revolted against the misery created by latifúndios (large unproductive land holdings) in the desert of 
Bahia. The movement was squashed by the army of the newly established Republic who believed the 
movement was favourable to the monarchy. The soldiers returned to Rio de Janeiro and as they did 
not receive their promised pay they were forced to create the first favela. The name is an allusion to 
a thorny bush (favela) that had ‘fought’ alongside Conselheiro’s followers and against the army in 
Bahia (Queiroz Filho 2011). 
Just as in the more famous rural Movimento dos Trabalhadores Sem Terra (Landless Workers 
Movement or MST), the mystique of this imagined community and of its charismatic leaders is a 
legacy of Liberation Theology (Wolford 2003). A similar characterisation was made of Neti,49 the top 
coordinator at Prestes Maia, as a santa (saint) by a number of the residents at the occupation.50 In 
interviews this was linked to spontaneous outbursts of thankfulness for having ‘saved’ the 
interviewee and their family by bringing them in off the streets. I also got the feeling Neti was 
viewed as something of a real-life saint as I left a meeting with her and she was immediately 
surrounded by a small throng of residents pressing in on her.  
At any rate, these two strands – the history of squatting and the messianic Marxism – came together 
in the MST and its squatting on unused rural properties. The MST is famous for the belief that 
politics can change society but only through a more radical form of participatory democracy, 
including public activism, extension of basic citizenship rights and fostering a sense of hope and 
utopia (Carter 2010). The housing movements have inherited this focus on creating hope and utopia 
in the here and now. In the urban realm, since the 1960s with the explosive growth of informal 
settlements following industrialisation, there has also been a toleration of squatting as the quiet 
encroachment of huge favelas has subsidised the country’s cheap labour force (Maricato 1999). The 
MST’s tactics were picked up by the pro-democracy favela mobilisations of the 1980s. Echoes of the 
previous conflictive relations to land reappeared in the demand for the right to use land in certain 
progressive sectors of the Catholic Church such as that of Liberation Theology in the 1970s 
(Pottenger 1986) and the conceptualisation of ‘basic needs as rights’ in the favela mobilisations of 
                                                          
49 In an interview with me, she explained how she started in the movement in 1996 when she was invited to 
bring her family off the streets and into an occupied hospital. Her lack of timidity and good organisational skills 
quickly got her into coordination roles. In 2014 she decided to split MMLJ off from the bigger MSTC. 
50 Sadly this was always in small talk after the tape recorder had been turned off. I do not have any official 
record of this practice. But my memory suggests it was quite widespread. 
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the 1980s (Earle 2012). The housing movement picked up these traditional strategies of creating a 
concrete utopia through occupation from the MST (fig. 4.2) and from the mobilisations in favelas 
and transferred them to the context of abandonment in the centre from the mid-1990s. 
 
Figure 4.2: An MST meeting in the northeast of Brazil, source: Wolford (2003, p.509). 
The movement then uses the political power of ‘symbols, slogans and ritual’ (Wolford 2003, p.501) 
to help build an imagined community at the occupation. For example, the coordinators of the 
movement that occupies Prestes Maia called Movimento Moradia, Luta e Justiça (MMLJ), appeal to 
the Social Function of Property to justify the occupation. The Brazilian Constitution incorporated the 
social function of property in 1988, and later the City Statute followed suit in 2001. This was the 
result of large scale mobilisations around the urban reform agenda (Fernandes 2007). Among other 
things this legal framework dictates that property must fulfil a social function and not remain vacant. 
The state can then expropriate vacant properties and indemnify owners in public bonds. Residents 
also referred to this justification in interviews, stating that the building Prestes Maia had been 
abandoned for years and was thus not providing any social function. They insisted their occupation is 
fulfilling that social function by housing needy families51. Clearly this is an appeal to a moral right and 
not a legal justification for forced entry into a vacant building. On the contrary, local judges interpret 
the social function of property to be part of administrative law and not civil law, and thus not within 
                                                          
51 Six interviewees referred to this general cluster of concepts: ‘o prédio não tava cumprindo função social, 
agora tá’ [The building was not fulfilling a social function, now it is] appeared in three interviews; ‘abandono’, 
‘uso pra moradia’ [abandonment, use for housing] appeared in five interviews; ‘a gente não invade, ocupa’ [we 
don’t invade, we occupy] appeared in two interviews. 
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their competencies.52 This is a case of what Sack (1983) has noted about the tendency of 
bureaucracy to be used to obfuscate. In this case judges use formality to deal with their anxiety by 
passing the uncomfortable parcel to their colleagues in public administration. Earle (2012) further 
shows how movements justify occupations by appealing to the moral right to housing enshrined in 
the 1988 Constitution and at the same time condemn local administrations for not providing housing 
to cover the huge housing deficit in São Paulo. This appeal to the social function of property is an 
interesting example of what Eckert (2006) calls ‘legalism from below’ - where impoverished groups 
are turning to the law to address injustices often perpetrated by the state itself. The main question 
according to Eckert (2006, p.45) is whether ‘the use of law … complements or … replaces other 
modes of resistance such as protest, withdrawal, subversion or other “weapons of the weak”.’ In the 
case of this housing movement the use of law does not replace other modes of resistance but 
complements them. This is because the housing movement itself is not engaging in litigation within 
the formal spaces of the judiciary. They only use legal concepts to morally justify their occupation 
whereas they leave the actual engagement with the judiciary to eviction lawyers from NGOs such as 
Centro Gaspar García. 
The coordination also uses slogans to unite and motivate the residents. Many key slogans include 
the word luta (struggle) to give a common political purpose to the imagined community of residents. 
The word luta permeated most interviews with residents but probably the most colourful was: 
‘quem não luta ‘tá morto’ (If you don’t struggle, you’re dead). In the interview Neti often spoke in a 
collage of slogans with this word, luta, usually appearing multiple times in one sentence:  
porque a luta continua, quem não luta por amor, que a pior luta é aquela que não se faz, 
então é isso. 
because the struggle goes on, if love doesn’t motivate your struggle, the worst struggle 
is the one you don’t do, so that’s it.  
She used the word more than any other interviewee (22 times in a short 41 minute interview). 
Twenty of the total of 27 interviews with residents used the word – on average coordinators used it 
almost eight times each; residents just under five times each; and ex-homeless just over two times 
each. This indicates the expression filters down from the top and is picked up, more by those closest 
to coordination and less among the less engaged who do not spend as much time with the 
coordination. This already hints at a certain hierarchical structure of the movement with active 
                                                          
52 This systematisation comes from an interview with Luciana Bedeschi who is a member of the Conselho 
Municipal de Habitação (Municipal Council of Housing) and also an eviction lawyer at the NGO Centro Gaspar 
Garcia who specialises in helping residents in the central city’s cortiços and occupations. 
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strategisers coordinating at the top and less engaged residents who are ‘beneficiaries’ of the 
movement at the bottom. This hierarchical division will be discussed further below, for now the 
analysis returns to the way the word luta structures the occupation. This was especially apparent in 
one interview of an ex-homeless woman invited in off the street (PM 09) who explained she was 
taught what luta meant the day she was invited to Prestes Maia:  
Ai tinha uma menina da noite que dizia assim “Dona Fulana, quem não luta tá morto. 
Vamo pra luta”. Ai eu falava“ Que luta?”. Ai ela falava assim “Pra moradia dos sem teto”, 
ai eu falei “Então eu vou ver, vou conhecer”. 
There was a girl from the nightshift who said, “Mrs. So and So,53 If you don’t struggle, 
you’re dead. Come with me to the struggle.” Then I said, “What struggle?” Then she 
said, "The struggle for housing for the homeless people.” Then I said, “Then I'll go and 
see, I'll see what it’s about.”  
Other slogans were also visible throughout the interviews with residents. More often than not these 
appeared spontaneously in multiple interviews: ‘ou come ou paga aluguel’ (either you eat or you pay 
rent),54 ‘isso aqui é uma escolar pra conviver em condomínio’ (this is a school to learn how to live in 
a condominium),55 and residents would say there were not enough hours in the day because they 
need multiple buses to get from the favela to work in the centre.56 
Another way the movement imagines the space of Prestes Maia differently is by turning the formal 
legal concept of property on its head in a rhetorical flourish. Property since the Romans is 
considered the ‘use, enjoyment, and disposal’ of the thing possessed (Burns 1985). In the dominant 
interpretation this is the right to use one’s property and the right to not use it if one so desires 
(Cordero 2008). This is an absolute right to property as in Blackstone’s ‘sole and despotic dominion’ 
(Rose 1998, p.601). Neti echoed the first two terms of the classic Roman definition of property but 
fundamentally changed the idea they express by adding that with property direito da propriedade 
você tem que usar, gozar, você tem que dar uma finalidade pro seu direito de propriedade (property 
rights you have to use it, enjoy it, you have to give a use to your property rights). By extension, in her 
view, it would be a crime to abandon property or leave it vacant.  
Slogans and legal concepts do not only prop up the movement but also weigh it down. The 
movement’s political options are in fact limited by their imaginary and its fixation on private 
                                                          
53 This quote originally contained the interviewee’s name. I have attempted to de-identify all residents. 
54 This phrase appeared in eight of the 27 interviews. 
55 This phrase appeared in four interviews. Figure 4.3 is evidence of life in a makeshift condominium. 
56 This mathematical equation appeared in three interviews. 
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property. There are plans to remodel the building through the federal social housing programme, 
Minha Casa Minha Vida. Yet that programme only produces private property solutions (Santo Amore 
2015). And this weds perfectly with the movement’s belief that only private property can guarantee 
their future. This is not a belief only of the movement but of many marginalised groups (Rose 1998, 
Merry 1990). Yet this belief that they can only protect future remodelled apartments by owning  
 
Figure 4.3: View of the centre of São Paulo from a hallway  
‘window’ at Prestes Maia, source: the author. 
them limits the movement’s political options in two ways. First the movement has not really yet 
begun to think how little protection private property will afford residents in the face of gentrification 
pressures once their building is remodelled. Waldir, the movement’s architect, expressed his doubts 
most residents, having only paid some 5-10% of the full value of their apartments,57 will resist selling 
them when offered full market value. Second, the movement believes only private property can 
provide them a solution because they are doubtful of other alternatives and of how much they 
would have to work to prop these up. Even though these other options (social rent or common 
property as discussed by the municipal adminstration at the time) seem more aligned with their 
radical autonomy and the double strands of their spatial imaginary, they clash with their low levels 
of trust of the local state. Yet the movement will move from the intense spatial practices at the 
occupation that are currently propping up their claims to a blind dependence on the private 
property offered by the federal social housing programme Minha Casa Minha Vida. This is risky to 
say the very least. 
                                                          
57 The actual rates charged by the federal social housing funding stream Minha Casa Minha Vida for the lowest 
income bracket have gone up recently after the impeachment of the Workers Party (PT) president, Dilma. 
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This section has shown how the movement’s spatial imaginary works to create an imagined 
community. The reference to the social function of property justifies the occupation, both to the 
residents and to the broader public (Earle 2012). The coordination uses slogans that filter down to 
the residents – these help give residents hope and keep them focussed on participating in the 
struggle and at the same time they create a community of resistance. But the engagement with 
private property is the most conflictive: Neti presents her own view that property is not absolute in 
the Blackstonian sense yet the movement still desires that very same property as it seems to be their 
safest bet. The analysis in chapter six will further explore this issue of how formal title to property is 
not automatically a safe option.  
 
4.4. Practicing a Differential Space 
This specific imaginary informed by the history of squatting and messianic, Marxist movements in 
Brazil is propped up through specific spatial practices in the organisation of the internal spaces of 
the occupation and in coordination outside the occupied building. First of all, the collective spaces – 
in this case the hallway and shared bathroom per floor and the stairwell of the building – are 
organised by way of the rules that residents agree to when they move in. New residents have to go 
through a few grupos de base (educational meetings) where they are educated about life at the 
occupation. They wait for a space to become available and then they sign an agreement containing 
the rules of conduct before entering their space (literally they were called the ‘minutes of the 
meeting’, ‘Quando você chega aqui, você recebe uma ata dizendo tudo que pode e que não pode. 
Entendeu? Então, aquela ata ali, você vai assinar.’, [When you arrive here, you receive the minutes 
saying everything you can and can’t do. Got it? So those minutes there, you have to sign them.], 
interview with the coordinator Walter). When asked about collective spaces58 residents often 
responded with a list of rules: no walking in the hallway without shirts, couples cannot take showers 
together, no drugs or alcohol in the hallways, no weapons, no domestic violence, no loud noise after 
10pm, no parties without the coordination’s authorisation, no playing ball in the hallways. The best 
example was from PM11, when asked about the difference between private and collective spaces: 
É... Cada lugarzinho tem da família. Mas tem também dos rapazes solteiros, das moças 
solteiras, mas com muito respeito. Todo mundo respeitando todo mundo... Sabe, tem 
muita regra. Não pode tomar banho junto, o casal, filho com pai, mãe com filha, no 
                                                          
58 My questions to residents and coordinators included both the words espaços coletivos (collective spaces), 
and corredores (hallways). 
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banheiro, porque é coletivo. Não pode sair de toalha, mulher. Não pode de roupa de 
dormir. Homem não pode sair de toalha. Então tem muita organização com isso aí, tem 
muita regra.  
Yeah ... Every little place has its own family. But there are also those of the single men, 
the single ladies, but with a lot of respect. Everybody respecting everybody ... You know, 
there's a lot of rules. Couples can’t shower together, sons with fathers, mothers with 
daughters, in the bathroom, because it’s collective. Women can’t walk out with only a 
towel. You can’t walk out only wearing pyjamas. Men can’t come out with only a towel 
on. So there's a lot of organisation with that, there's a lot of rules. 
Many other residents (for example, PM08, PM09, PM10, PM07 and PM21) also went naturally from 
discussing collective life at the occupation to the rules that structure and maintain the peace (fig. 
4.4). However, the reason given by Neti for the rules was not that they structure the internal life or 
space of the occupation but that they keep it safe from outside forces. She says that if they were 
ever to become looser in their enforcement of the rules, the police or drug dealers would take over 
the occupation and they would lose the buildings they now control.  
 
Figure 4.4: Rules on wall of stairwell, source: the author. 
Se a gente em algum momento, em alguma instância tivesse popularmente falando, 
“afrouxado”, teríamos perdido todas as ocupações. Porque ai tudo toma conta... a 
polícia toma conta com o seu abuso de poder, o tráfego acaba tomando conta. 
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If we at some point in some instance had popularly speaking, “relaxed,” we would have 
lost all our occupations. Because everything would take over ... the police would take 
over with their abuse of power, the drug trafficking ends up taking over. 
These rules are a reflection of a hierarchical organisational space where the coordinators are 
perceived as gatekeepers of the building itself and of the strategising needed to occupy these 
buildings (Gonçalves 2006). In relation to collective areas these rules create a certain kind of 
carefully guarded, somewhat tense space. Kids are not allowed to play ball or ride bikes (but 
constantly do). Parties must be notified to the coordination. The coordination decides the fate of 
people caught in acts of domestic violence or using drugs – whether that be a warning or 24h or 
seven days to leave the building. It is also a highly centralised space as all decisions pass through the 
coordination – in distinction to Lefebvre’s ideal vision of the construction of differential space 
through democratic struggle to wrestle territorial control out of the centralising hands of the state 
(Gray 2017). It is precisely in these processes of autogestion where according to Lefebvre shared 
decision-making would create the essential novelty of the differential spaces (Butler 2013). This is 
not the case at the occupations. Yet these hierarchical rules are also essential as they help the 
coordination maintain a good public image for the movement and this strengthens their political 
demands (Aquino 2008). Maybe these hierarchical divisions are pragmatic concessions to the 
demands of throwing together an instant community made of up people who share only the same 
need for central housing. 
Another important practice that organises the internal space of the occupation is a point system. 
The movement maintains a self-managed housing point system based on residents’ participation in 
activities like cleaning and protesting. The points these activities give residents are important since 
there are more families than the remodelled building will be able to hold. The 295 families with most 
points will receive a remodelled apartment in the Prestes Maia building but the rest will have to 
continue the luta for an apartment in other central city occupations. Interestingly this point system 
is actually kept in the online software of the municipal Secretaria de Habitação (Housing Secretariat) 
called Prohabit. Points are recorded in the actual system that the municipality uses to grant social 
housing to those in need. Yet this actually opens up more questions than it answers – does this 
provide the municipality with some measure of control over the choice of those who will get 
remodelled apartments? Besides the practical reason of not wanting to lose their participation 
records in the confusion of possible evictions, why else would the movement use this specific 
system?  




Figure 4.5: The collective washing area in the hallway, source: the author. 
The point system is an important practice for the coordination as it fosters participation in the two 
key tasks of protesting and cleaning (fig. 4.5). Protests are essential to pressure the local municipal 
administration to block eviction notices, to purchase the building, and eventually to remodel it. As 
the top coordinator Neti said:  
o movimento não trabalha para e não trabalha com [a prefeitura]. O movimento é uma 
oposição pra reivindicar o direito do trabalhador, do sem teto 
'the movement does not work for and does not work with [the municipality]. The 
movement is a force of opposition to demand the rights of the workers, of the sem-teto 
Collective cleaning schedules and tasks are almost maniacal, probably due to the seventeen years 
the building was abandoned before even the first occupation.59 Many interviewees were apologetic 
about roaches when I visited their apartments saying either that it was almost impossible to get rid 
of them or that they might be due to neighbouring spaces that were unclean. The most common 
rule referred to in relation to the collective space of the hallways was to cleaning. Two people from 
each floor are designated to clean the hallway, their part of the stairs and the shared bathroom 
every day. Some floors prefer to pay a small amount to one person who then does this cleaning for 
them. Then every Sunday two people from each floor participate in a cleansing event (‘lavação das 
                                                          
59 The first occupation started in 2002, ending in 2007. The current occupation, late 2010 to present, is the 
second extended occupation. There was also a short, unsuccessful occupation in early 2010. 
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escadas’, PM08): they start cleaning at the top of the stairs and come all the way down, cleaning 
each floor and the whole stairwell (fig. 4.6). The word most people used for this Sunday cleaning was 
mutirão, a specifically Brazilian word that was originally used for collective work on harvests or self-
built homes, now meaning any collective voluntary work that benefits the group itself. It has some 
overtones of autogestion as it is most often used in the context of collective self-build homes 
(Muçouçah & Almeida 1991, Felipe 1997, Bonduki 1996). 
 
Figure 4.6: One of Prestes Maia’s 23 flights of stairs, source: the author. 
Yet this strong organisation is present only in the collective spaces of the occupation. Inside each 
family’s ‘space’ home is practiced as something akin to more traditional private property. The main 
difference between the collective spaces and the family’s ‘spaces’ is the limited size of the latter, 
most are 6m x 3m. The corner spaces are slightly bigger and so are usually given to bigger families. 
Because of their small size they make one or two ‘bedrooms’ and a ‘kitchen’ by separating internally 
with wardrobes or curtains. Yet what is most conspicuous at Prestes Maia is the lack of alternative 
lifestyles as in many accounts of European squats (Vasudevan 2011, 2015a). Families are creating the 
world they desire by prefiguratively practicing it as they want it to be (in this case, as something like 
private property). In essence at Prestes Maia these are private spaces held together by collective 
spaces structured by strong rules. This is similar to many private apartment buildings with their rules 
pertaining to collective spaces. This highlights how squatting due to housing necessity in Brazil is not 
committed to an innovative, transformative social project like more intellectual, middle class squats 
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in Europe (Vasudevan 2015b). Squatting in São Paulo is usually an ‘expression of housing precarity’ 
whereas the European equivalent is often ‘an attempt to construct a radical alternative to more 
traditional forms of dwelling’ (Vasudevan 2015b, p.341). This leads to a similar distinction: squatting 
in São Paulo is deprivation-based whereas in Europe it tends to be more varied – as per Pruijt (2013). 
And yet the housing movement is also committed to a transformative social project – that of 
providing decent, central housing for the urban poor. That project does not include alternative 
lifestyles and is not controlled as much by individual residents as in Europe. At Prestes Maia there is 
a clear politicisation of the top coordination that filters down only somewhat to the floor 
coordinators and even less to the less engaged residents.  
The practice of coordinating the internal space of the building is built through a hierarchy – Neti at 
top, supported by permanent coordinators, then a level of floor coordinators, then a level of more 
engaged residents, and finally a lower level of less engaged residents. Here again is that hierarchy 
that sits so uneasily with the more progressive aspirations of collective decision-making in much 
European squatting. At any rate the less engaged residents are often homeless people the 
movement invited in off the streets or extremely poor families.60 This might explain their lesser 
engagement as they find it hard to score a sufficient number of points so they do not even aspire to 
a remodelled apartment. Often people would say they were simply grateful they got to sleep in a 
safe, central place without having to pay rent. But it is also important to note the importance of 
these people to keep numbers up at the occupation. The movement needs to keep the 21 floors of 
the building full to show it is ‘occupied’. 
Outside the building the practice of spatial coordination is also very important. The movement 
coordinates at different levels: with supporters, between occupations, between movements, and 
throughout the country. In the space of the centre the movement receives support from a number 
of professionals. There is support from eviction lawyers in defending occupations against eviction 
orders, especially the Centro Gaspar Garcia,61 and support from an architect to draw up the plans for 
the remodelling. One support no longer present however is that from middle class intellectuals and 
students that was present during the first occupation between 2002 and 2007. This was even given a 
specific name, ‘artivism’, a composite of ‘art’ and ‘activism’ (Melo 2010). Over 100 middle class 
artists ‘occup[ied] the occupation’. ‘[T]his encounter involved more than making  art  together,  it  
                                                          
60 ‘Drifters’ might be a good term to use here, similar to the difference between ‘settled livers’ and ‘hard livers’ 
in Merry’s (1990) distinction between homeowners and renters among working class Americans in New 
England towns. 
61 Interestingly the name is of a Spanish Roman Catholic priest who became a martyr after being trained in 
explosives in Cuba and participating briefly in armed revolt in Costa Rica – another link in the messianic, 
Marxist chain? 
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included  participation  in  the  residents’  meeting,  a historical  study  of  the  building,  playing  
games  with  children,  listening  to  personal stories, visiting each “house”; in other words, engaging 
in conviviality’ (Melo 2010, p.4-5). There were movie screenings and ‘battle[s] of images’ in the 
struggle between mainstream media and squatters' performances on streets (Melo 2010). One of 
the floor coordinators, Walter, indicated that during the first occupation of Prestes Maia the entire 
twelfth floor of the taller building was a cultural centre. There were no residents living on the floor, 
no internal separating partitions, and walls were covered with artistic graffiti. In this second 
occupation the twelfth floor is filled with residents similar to other floors. During the first occupation 
there was also a theatre company who used the rooftop of the smaller of the two buildings. Walter 
said the theatre group was very good, very funny, and people would come from outside the 
occupation to see the plays. There was also a library in the basement created with recycled books 
put together by a resident who worked as a rubbish collector (Melo 2010). Yet I saw no indication of 
any of this cultural effervescence in the second occupation that has been in the building from 
October 2010 to present. On the contrary, the movement has not been expanding their demands 
from ‘basic rights’ to more ‘culturally aware’ ones as some authors have affirmed (Melo 2010, 
Bonduki 2004), but rather have been growing in political savvy-ness and strength and engagement 
with policies. In fact I would venture as far as to characterise this occupation as less artistic than the 
previous occupation.  
An informal level of coordination exists in the personal links between residents both within one 
occupation and between different occupations. A number of residents mentioned having varying 
numbers of friendships among the people within the Prestes Maia occupation (PM03, 14, 20, 24). 
Residents also mentioned how helpful people were if they ever needed support (PM04, 08, 09, 10, 
11, 13, 18, 20, 22, 23, and 24). This does not include interviewees who mentioned the helpfulness of 
the coordination, or how the coordination help take families in off the streets or give them food 
boxes when they do not have enough to eat. 
A maioria vive bem aqui sim. Tem amizade, se você precisar... Entendeu... Tem os que 
até ajudam pra levar no médico 
Most live well here, yes. You have friends, if you need something ... You see ... There are 
those who even help take you to the doctor (PM03) 
But friendships also provide an informal network outside the one occupation. A few interviews 
mentioned friendships at Mauá (PM11, 12 and 15), the other successful MMLJ occupation just 
around the corner. These are usually friendships that are made at events like Christmas parties or 
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general assemblies that gather the residents of the two or more occupations that MMLJ coordinates 
at any given moment. The most significant though were the couple of interview PM04 who 
mentioned friendships at other occupations (in the plural). This begins to paint a picture of a 
network of isolated spaces, or islands, of solidarity and support in the sea of abandonment of the 
centre of the city. This image resonates strongly with Vasudevan’s comment: ‘squatted spaces still 
tend to be seen by states and other international institutions as islands of resistance and/or outcast 
territorialities’ (2015b, p.346). 
Coordination outside the occupation itself happens through coalitions with other social 
mobilisations in various cities nationwide. This has helped open further political space for the 
occupations by impacting on federal social housing policy. This was due in part to an overlap 
between the movements’ goals and those of the Partido dos Trabalhadores (Workers Party) in 
power at the time. A small percentage of the federal social housing budget was reallocated for self-
managed projects. This favoured the movements’ involvement in the remodelling of occupied 
buildings (Tatagiba & Teixeira 2016) as they prefer to self-manage the remodelling of their occupied 
buildings. Another impact of the national coalitions of mobilisations led to a reduction of the 
technical requirements and an increase in finance ceiling for projects involving the remodelling of 
existing buildings thus increasing the movements’ options as occupied buildings are often more 
complicated technically than new build and are more expensive than similar projects on cheaper 
peripheral lands.62 However it is almost impossible to measure how much this movement or even all 
movements in different Brazilian cities that participate in the national coalition União Nacional por 
Moradia Popular (National Union for Popular Housing) have led to these policy changes and how 
much they depended on the receptivity of the national Partido dos Trabalhadores administration 
(Tatagiba & Teixeira 2016). 
Though there are many small squatting movements, they can all trace their lineage back through 
common genealogical ties to movements organising cortiço residents in the centre in the 1990s and, 
through these, to movements organising favela residents in the 1980s (Earle 2012). There are two 
umbrella organisations of smaller movements, Frente Luta e Moradia (FLM) and União Movimentos 
de Moradia (UMM), which diverge on the use of occupations as a political strategy and the limits of 
dialoguing with the state (Tatagiba, Paterniani, & Trindade 2012). Each smaller movement might be 
in control of a number of sites at any given time. For example, all interviews were with one small 
movement called Movimento de Moradia Luta e Justiça (MMLJ). This movement separated from the 
                                                          
62 This information comes from an interview with the coordinator who deals exclusively with the self-managed 
variety of Minha Casa Minha Vida at the Gerência de Habitação de São Paulo of the federal bank Caixa 
Econômica Federal. 
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much larger Movimento Sem-Teto do Centro (MSTC) in 2014. MMLJ coordinates the 23 floor Prestes 
Maia occupation and shares coordination for the smaller six floor Mauá occupation around the 
corner. These are the only two stable occupations they coordinate (Prestes Maia since 2010 and 
Mauá since 2007) since both buildings have been bought by the municipality. They also periodically 
occupy other buildings but these have not yet lasted more than a few months each (interview 
PM23).  
But one of the key coordination efforts outside the buildings themselves is the organisation of 
simultaneous occupations. Prospective residents are invited to participate. Current residents are 
often called to increase numbers for the act of occupation itself. This is called dia de festa, or party 
day, in a very interesting use of language to encourage joyous participation in a very difficult and 
dangerous act. Participation in a dia de festa is also the single act that gives residents most points 
(Gonçalves 2006). The dia de festa is very secretive – participants have to turn off mobile phones to 
make sure police cannot anticipate where the occupations will be. They are taken in buses to 
multiple sites. The umbrella organisation FLM was actually formed precisely to coordinate the 
simultaneous occupation of four buildings in 2003 (Pereira 2012). Other examples, on 4 October 
2010 FLM occupied four sites simultaneously (including Prestes Maia), on 19 May 2011, four more, 
on 7 November 2011 they occupied ten sites (Pereira 2012), on 13 April 2015 they occupied sixteen 
(Monteiro 2015). On 31 October 2016 FLM occupied ten more sites simultaneously to send a 
message to the newly elected mayor Doria (Ferraz & Diógenes 2016). This practice of coordinating 
multiple simultaneous occupations makes it more difficult for the police to respond quickly and 
spreads the limited numbers of police officers out over the multiple sites. The police reaction is 
further hampered by the impression of large numbers of occupiers in dark, dangerous, cramped 
spaces. Now the analysis moves from a focus on the different scales of articulation of the spatial 
practices of the movement to look instead at the way space itself is materially different. 
 
4.5. Materially different physical space 
The organisation of the occupation following the dia de festa is full of tension as everyone waits out 
the period needed for the occupation to stop being considered a police problem and become a 
judicial one. According to Neti the tipping point is 72h after which the police can no longer enter 
without a court order.  Though, according to El Pais, Brazilian law stipulates 24h (Jiménez 2016). The 
sheer amount of people inside is a deterrent to police action – as they fear complicated 
repercussions of forcing out large numbers of people from closed quarters full of debris and rubbish. 
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Better connected owners are often able to get occupations out within this timeframe (pers. comm. 
K. Leitão and B. Rufino). After this first period groups are organised to take care of the collective 
tasks of cooking and cleaning and setting up electricity and water connections. The process of 
cleaning out rubbish – different accounts in interviews placed the number of truckloads anywhere 
from 40 to 250.63 Neti further explained the clean up process:  
N: Ali era lixo, muito lixo, ali era um lugar aonde os moradores em situação de rua com 
problema com drogadição, ficavam ali, era tudo escuro, era abandonado, ali eles 
defecavam, urinavam... Mateus: Dentro do prédio ou de fora? N: Dentro do prédio, 
dentro do prédio. Era tudo... era um esqueleto aberto, não tinha as divisão, as madeira, 
e muito lixo. Os moradores em situação de rua pegava fio de energia elétrica, roubavam 
e levavam pra dentro da ocupação e queimava pra tirar o cobre. Então nós tiramos 
muito lixo, foi muito, muito lixo, foi mais ou menos uns quarenta caminhões de lixo. 
N: There was rubbish, lots a rubbish, that was a place where people who live on the 
street with drug addiction problems, they’d stay there, it was all dark, it was derelict, 
they’d defecate there, urinate … Me: Inside or outside the building? N: Inside the 
building, inside the building. It was all … it was an open skeleton, no dividing walls, no 
wood, and lots a rubbish. The people who live on the street would get electricity wires; 
they’d steal and take inside the occupation and burn to take out the copper. So then we 
took out a lot ‘a rubbish, it was a lot, a lot ‘a rubbish, it was more or less some forty 
trucks a rubbish. 
The coordinator Walter also said the building was full of rubbish, and that they would take it down 
Sunday nights and put it on the street. He said that each day they would leave 10-20 truckloads for 
the municipality to take away. Then the Secretaria de Segurança Pública (Public Security Secretariat) 
came, said they could not put rubbish on the street, and blocked the door with a concrete bar. 
Residents simply broke the bar with a marreta (sledgehammer) and then negotiated. The 
municipality agreed they would bring trucks every night to clean away the rubbish. Walter continued 
relaying what the Secretaria said to them: 
Vou ceder os caminhão pra vocês então. Nós vai encostar aqui todo dia nós vai encostar 
10 caminhão pra vocês. Aí toda noite tirava 30 caminhão do lixo. Era lixo, era lixo... Não 
sei da onde tinha madeira. Foi de 250 a 300 caminhão de lixo. 
                                                          
63 Jean Pires Gonçalves (2006) in his thesis on the Prestes Maia occupation mentions 133 truckloads of rubbish. 
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I’ll give you the trucks then. We’re gonna pull up here every day we’re gonna pull up 10 
trucks for you. Then every night they’d take 30 trucks ‘a rubbish. It was rubbish, so much 
rubbish … I don’t know where all the wood came from. There were 250 to 300 trucks ‘a 
rubbish. 
Only the first seven floors were occupied for the first three months according to the coordinator 
João who arrived a few days after the occupation started. The higher levels were slow to be filled 
since for the first six months people had to walk down the stairs to get water for showers, washing 
and drinking on the first floor. I saw something similar the first day I went to start interviews at 
Prestes Maia: the pump had broken down and people were coming to the entrance hall – where the 
doorman sat at his desk and checked IDs of people he didn’t recognise – to get water from a tap 
there. At first they separated each family’s space with sheets and then slowly built separations out 
of scraps of wood.64 Eventually utilities were set up throughout the building in a very ramshackle 
fashion with wires and pipes everywhere – reminiscent of the practice where barracos in favelas 
illegally tap into city light or water (fig. 4.7). The coordination chose the most able to do this 
maintenance work. In the case of Prestes Maia this was the coordinator João who had worked as a 
handyman on a farm in the poor north-eastern state of Ceará before immigrating to São Paulo. 
 
Figure 4.7: the inside of a space, note the wiring  
hanging from the ceiling, source: the author. 
Eu trabalhava lá no Ceará, eu trabalhava na fazenda. A gente só mexia com bombas, 
porque era fazenda de irrigação, nós trabalhava na manutenção de bombas. Mas no 
                                                          
64 Some call the spaces ‘barracos’ in a direct allusion to the shacks in favelas but most used the word espaços 
(‘spaces’) and would even correct me when I used the word ‘apartments’. 
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prédio assim, eu nunca tinha feito. Mas a diferença da energia de bomba pra coisa, é 
tudo a mesma coisa, só saber dividir a energia por andares, né? 
I worked over there in Ceará, I worked on a farm. We’d only work on pumps, ‘cause it 
was an irrigation farm, we worked on the maintenance of pumps. But in a building like 
this, I’d never done anything like it. But the difference of the current from the pump to 
the thingamajiggy, it’s all the same thing, you only need to know how to divide the 
current per floor, right? 
 
Figure 4.8: a bedroom and an inner partition  
made by a curtain, source: the author. 
Just as the material space of the building made the occupation difficult, it also discourages police 
from evicting the occupation. As Juliana Avanci, lawyer working for Prestes Maia from the NGO 
Centro Gaspar Garcia said: Sempre houve o medo mesmo, por parte da polícia militar, de fazer o 
cumprimento daquela reintegração de posse (There’s always been a real fear, on the part of the 
military police, of enforcing that eviction order). The police fear the logistical nightmare of evicting 
more than four hundred families and their furniture down the stairwells of the two buildings and out 
through ONE door onto the street! The result is a tacit acceptance of the occupation, including visits 
by social workers and firemen. Along with political pressure like camping out in front of the 
municipality when eviction orders are pending (according to Junior and Neti), this has contributed to 
the ‘successes’ of the occupation. Prestes Maia can be considered successful as it has been occupied 
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three times, two of which have been for very long periods, the first for five years, the second for 
days, and the third for over seven years at the time of writing. 
The qualities of the physical space also contribute in less obvious ways to the movement’s 
objectives. On my first visit to Prestes Maia the first thing I noticed after my eyes got 
accustomed to the dimness inside the entrance hall was the smell of mildew. Families 
constantly clean both their own spaces and the collective spaces, but cockroaches were still a 
common sight on my visits to the interior of many families’ spaces. There was also a large 
green smear of mildew down the bathroom wall of the stairwell on most floors (see earlier fig. 
4.6) due to a broken pipe that they had not been able to find or fix. The walls of each family’s 
space are of a rough makeshift DIY quality evoking barracos (shacks) in favelas. And yet these 
spaces are homes for these families. This gives the movement a certain strength as the legal 
figure of the ‘home’ is enacted by these families in conditions of extreme physical dejection 
(fig. 4.8). This juxtaposition of the everyday and the disruption, of home and occupation 
(Delaney 2010) adds political weight to their denouncement of the injustice of the city’s 
housing deficit. In this sense the lived presence of these 400 some families is essential to the 
movement’s demands. Though these families, ‘the masses’, are not savvy to all the strategising 
being done by ‘the vanguard’, they are essential to give political weight to the construction of 
this differential space by the movement. 
 
4.6. Conclusion 
The sheer number of the 106 occupations of vacant buildings in central locations of São Paulo 
between 1997 and 2012 (GEMU n.d.) has thrown the movements into the public eye. The housing 
movements alternate between emphasising their radical autonomy and stressing an agonistic 
engagement with the local state (Gonick 2016).  
The spatial politics of the movement focusses on gaining access to a space in the centre, the first 
moment of the politics of emplacement, that they can then use as a lever to demand social housing 
units in the centre. But their spatial politics does not stop there. Prestes Maia is being fashioned into 
a differential space, the second moment of the politics of emplacement. That different social space 
is constituted through strategic use of the messianic Marxist imaginary of the housing movement, 
constructing an imagined community through the use of slogans. It is created through spatial 
practices such as the self-managed point system to organise residents work in cleaning and 
protesting. And it is materially established by the degradation of the physical space that resists 
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eviction and highlights their political message by contrasting with the domesticity of home life at the 
occupation. The space that is thus constituted is politically different: collective provision of non-
commodified central (but) temporary housing. It is a space that is a key element of the housing 
movement’s political project of fighting for the right to the centre, right to housing, and right to 
decision-making in relation to the social housing policies of the local municipality.  
As such they influence the wider social imaginary of the wider city by bringing the lack of affordable 
housing in central areas, the amount of vacant buildings in the centre, and the importance of the 
right to housing in the Brazilian Constitution into conversation (Earle 2012). By taking this 
abandoned building and making it their temporary home, they are saying they want to belong in the 
city centre. Yet their struggle to belong in the centre is a fragile political achievement (see Tomaney 
2014 for an interesting discussion on belonging) as it is contrary to the dominant interests for the 
city’s spaces. The dominant narrative is that well serviced central areas are ‘naturally’ expensive and 
thus not the place for poor people (Kelly 2010). Or as the adminstrator Junior put it,  
A direita realmente não quer pobre morando no centro da cidade. Eles não pretendem 
isso, não gostam disso e não querem isso ... Nem a elite quer isso também. 
The political right really does not want poor people living in the centre of the city. They 
don’t plan for it, don’t like it and don’t want it … The elite doesn’t want this either. 
What kind of differential space is the movement creating at Prestes Maia? The analysis of everyday 
life at the occupation indicates it is clearly structured on hierarchical lines. Though this might not fit 
with certain mental images of progressive squatting in Europe, this is the kind of differential social 
space that is resisting displacement in São Paulo. In the case of the occupation at Prestes Maia the 
difference of the space lies in its support of hope and utopia, not in horizontal decision making or a 
Lefebvrean autogestion. This is a struggle to make the centre of São Paulo a more inclusive place for 
different segments of the urban poor. In Judith Butler’s words they are demanding the right to have 
rights (Vesudevan 2015a). This is rights as demanded through direct action and social struggle. In the 
case of the Prestes Maia occupation this social force is created through and in space. A social space 
is created and it depends on and interacts with the characteristics of the physical space of this 
abandoned building in this abandoned part of town. The right to resist (Dikeç 2001) here is present 
in a specifically Brazilian messianic, Marxist squatting imaginary that demands the right to hope 
(King 1984).  




Chapter 5: Spatial politics at Folilche Aflaiai 
 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter analyses the spatial politics of Mapuche ruka communities. The ruka at Folilche Aflaiai is 
analysed as a form of spatial politics where a Mapuche group gained access to a space, transformed 
it into a differential (Mapuche) space and used it to open up more interstitial political space for the 
Mapuche people. This analytical focus on spatial politics helps analyse the importance of space for 
the politics of emplacement. The ruka politics is created in the differential relations of group 
members among themselves and to the land. Their biggest challenge and opportunity is the urban 
context they are inserted in as it offers unique possibilities but also constrains their spatial politics in 
specific ways. But within this constrained context the ruka and others like it are creating a 
specifically Mapuche belonging in the city of Santiago. 
 
5.2. Writing about a Mapuche spatial politics in the city 
Indigenous people have historically been made to feel they do not belong in urban contexts (fig. 5.1). 
In Chile for decades Indigenous people were counted only if they were present on Indigenous lands. 
Censuses only counted Indigenous people living on reducciones (reserves) and did not identify as 
Indigenous people those who did not live there (Aravena 2014). The assumption was that those who 
did not live on reducciones were not Indigenous any more. The testimonies of those displaced to 
Santiago point to constant racial stigmas that worked to further erase their identity as Mapuche 
people in the city. Racial discrimination put pressure on Mapuche to avoid speaking Mapuzugun (the 
Mapuche language) in public (Alvarado Lincopi 2016). For similar reasons many did not even teach 
Mapuzugun to their children. Recent statistics highlight that only 15.5% of the Indigenous 
population in urban areas in Chile speak or understand their native language whereas 25.8% in rural 
areas do (Ministerio de Desarrollo Social 2015). As a point of comparison however 21.4% of the total 
national Indigenous population speaks or understands an Indigenous language. This is comparable to 
the 21.3% of Maori in New Zealand who speak Maori (Stats NZ n.d.) and significantly higher than the 
roughly 10% who speak an Indigenous language in Australia (ABS 2017), 15.6% in Canada (Statistics 
Canada 2017) and about 15% in the U.S. (Lee 2014). 




Figure 5.1: Ruka Folilche Aflaiai barely visible behind gate. Source: author. 
The Mapuche people who arrived in Santiago found a city that was rigidly structured by the logic of 
property. The city of Santiago is segregated on strict class lines (fig. 5.2) and as a result the city is 
also segregated by race. This limits where these migrants were able to arrive. Historically there have 
been three legal classes of property in Chile: private, public, and Indigenous property (Míguez 2013). 
Indigenous property was originally intended to be a temporary exception to accommodate the 
Mapuche on reducciones. It was to be slowly eliminated on the presumption that Mapuche people 
would be assimilated into the national population (Míguez 2016). At any rate, Indigenous property 
was limited to the reducciones and thus by definition cannot be found in cities. 
Of the other two categories of property in Chile, Mapuche coming from poor rural areas in the south 
to poor urban neighbourhoods in Santiago do not have the necessary funds to buy private property 
(Galaz 2001). Mapuche migrants arrive at relative’s houses creating enclaves of Mapuche presence 
predominantly in poor neighbourhoods (Thiers 2014). A quick statistical sketch shows there are 
virtually no Indigenous people in the rich municipalities (red outline, fig. 5.2) and the top 
percentages of Indigenous population cluster in three areas (black outline, fig. 5.2) (Ministerio de 
Desarrollo Social 2013). All of the municipalities of significant Indigenous presence are characterised 
by a multidimensional poverty index over 20%. La Pintana has an index of 30.8% and the 
neighbouring San Ramón has an index of 50.9%! Once they share space in a relative’s house 
Mapuche arrivals apply for government subsidies for a social housing unit. This has been the main 
strategy for all poor people to access housing in Chile after Pinochet brought a violent halt to 
squatting in informal settlements (Jirón 2010). He channeled the demand into the waiting lists of the 
social housing branch of the Ministry of Housing and Planning or SERVIU (Servicio de Vivienda y 
Urbanismo) (Vergara 2014). However this strategy of applying for social housing subsidies has spread 
these individual families around the city and broken up community ties (Tapia 2011).  




Figure 5.2: Land values – high value, orange and red, low value, light and dark green.  
Source: Observatorio Ciudades Universidad Católica 2006. 
Low Indigenous population in red border, and high in black border.  
Source: Ministerio de Desarrollo Social 2013. 
Some of the Mapuche families who found themselves in atomised individual housing solutions 
began looking for a way to recreate lost community ties. Yet the urban context severely limits the 
actual land available for Mapuche groups trying to organise in the city. The city’s rigid property 
structure means they have to look to the third legal option – not Indigenous or private but – public 
property. But among the public properties only vacant public lands are ‘available’ for them. SERVIU 
is one of the three public institutions that lends out land to community organisations. An interview 
with the head of property management at SERVIU, Eduardo Zenteno, explained these ‘available’ 
plots are generally lands designated for community services by SERVIU (and its predecessor CORVI) 
within social housing projects. Those community services never materialised and the lands stood 
vacant. The institutional logic then is to give the vacant land in comodato (free leasehold) to the first 
community organisation that requests it. This impartial formal procedure means the lands are 
equally accessible by any community organisation. Yet for the Mapuche people this limits the 
number of plots available to them to a very small amount indeed.  
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Cluster Rich West South East 
Municipality 
 
Vitacura - 1.3% Estación Central - 16.4% La Pintana - 13.6% Peñalolén - 12.2% 
Municipality 
 
Las Condes - 1.4% Quinta Normal - 11.8% El Bosque - 10.7% - 
Municipality 
 
Barnechea - 2.1% Cerro Navia - 9.5% San Ramón - 11.2% - 
Table showing names of municipalities per cluster and corresponding percentage  
of Indigenous population, source: Ministerio de Desarrollo Social 2013 
SERVIU has 532.4 hectares of land leased out under comodatos (see fig. 5.3). This corresponds to an 
impressive 6.6% of the urban area of Santiago showing how widespread this politics of ‘making do’ 
is. A large proporation of community services in poor neighbourhoods are provided for through this 
exchange of free access to land on comodatos. Within that total amount of land only 0.59 hectares 
are comodatos with Indigenous associations. Two of these are rukas whereas the other three 
properties have other types of constructions. This means that only a very small proportion of 
SERVIU’s ‘available’ land is currently being used by Mapuche communities. Due to logistical 
difficulties it was not feasible to source similar information for all the separate municipalities that 
might have comodatos with Indigenous associations since this information is spread out in the 32 
municipalities of the city of Santiago. The other main source of land, Bienes Nacionales, has not 
responded to requests for information on the comodatos they have with Indigenous associations. 
The struggle of the Mapuche ruka communities in Santiago to access land is here analysed as a form 
of spatial politics because they organise and mobilise in order to secure a space (space as the goal of 
their politics) as without a plot of land they cannot build rukas and are seriously impaired within this 
tight property logic in their ability to practice different cultural, religious and educational activities 
on the land. But it is also a spatial politics because they are making differential spaces where the 
belonging to these specific plots of land contributes to their broader politics of reaffirming the 
belonging of a significant proportion of the people living in poorer neighbourhoods of Santiago to 
the Mapuche people and this contributes to incrementally increase the strength and autonomy of 
the Mapuche people as a whole (space as a means of the politics).65  
                                                          
65 In this sense they think of themselves as contributing to Mapuche struggles down south. For example, many 
feel the pull of relocating to the south (Pablo Ancaten, interview) and others speak of their strategic work as 
that of educating people about their Mapuche roots and ‘sending’ them to contribute to the struggles in the 
south (Jose Painequeo, interveiw; Raimundo Nahuel, interview). 




Figure 5.3: Map of SERVIU’s comodatos in Santiago, circled ones  
are with Indigenous associations, source: SERVIU database, 2016. 
These rukas are reminiscent of Lefebvre’s differential spaces – that qualitatively different space that 
Lefebvre insisted was emerging in the cracks of the violent imposition of the dominant formal 
system of abstract space. This means two very different ways of viewing this Mapuche spatial 
politics in the city will be mixed in order to mirror its hybrid nature. The Mapuche self-understanding 
as a people is rooted in ancestral practices that are linked to the land (Sánchez Curihuentro 2001, 
Alvarado Lincopi 2016). And the critical (Western) spatial thinking of Lefebvre (1991) is useful to 
analyse how these Mapuche ruka spaces are socially constructed in a dialectical relationship to their 
urban context. Lefebvre shows how urban space is a complex social construction: space is ‘location 
… commodity … political instrument, part of the relations of production and property ownership … 
means of creative and aesthetic expression… [and a] set of ideological and symbolic superstructures’ 
(Butler 2013, p.37, 42). These insights need to be carefully balanced with an attentive ear to 
Mapuche characterisations of their own spatial politics to understand how they are engaging with 
the local state (Aravena 2004, Antileo 2013), creating symbolic spaces (Cheuquelaf 2015, Zuñiga 
2014a), and ultimately how the belonging that is the main aim of their spatial politics is 
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simultaneously socially created and linked to their ancestral self-understanding as a people 
(Alvarado Lincopi 2016).  
How then are these spaces of the rukas ‘different’? They are different because they are creating a 
social space that contributes to their struggles. They are created by bringing to bear their self-
understanding as part of the Mapuche people infusing the ancestral practices they are recuperating 
at the ruka with deep shared meaning. The following discussion will analyse how the social space of 
these rukas are created then through the imaginary they bring with them and the renewal of specific 
ancestral practices and the significant material qualities of these reimagined physical spaces. These 
spaces will be analysed to see how they are imagined differently, practiced differently, and 
materially different. To the first of these three differences the analysis now turns. 
 
5.3. Bringing a Mapuche imaginary into the city 
The central work the imaginary of the ruka communities does is to link the rukas in Santiago to the 
more traditional culture of Mapuche people in the south. The Mapuche are a people that originally 
consisted of a variety of loosely affiliated semi-nomadic groups sharing similar linguistic and cultural 
characteristics. Participants at rukas are proud of the territorial extension of their people before the 
arrival of the Spaniards: in the north it went at least as far as Santiago66 and south as far as the island 
of Chiloé (see fig. 5.4), it included territories on both sides of the Andes, in what are now Chile and 
Argentina (Samuel Melinao, interview; Young Man 2, interview). 
The ‘mapuche pewenche, de la cordillera; mapuche lafkenche, de la costa; mapuche 
williche, del sur; mapuche pikunche, del norte. En ellos se denomina también a nuestra 
gente que pertenece a los valles como mapuche nagche, y a la que pertenece a los 
llanos como mapuche wenteche’ (Chihuailaf 1999, p.34) 
The mapuche pewenche from the mountains; mapuche lafkenche from the coast; 
mapuche williche from the south; mapuche pikunche from the north. In these our 
people who belong to the valleys are also called mapuche nagche and those that belong 
to the plains mapuche wenteche.  
                                                          
66 Some explained the northern limit of their territory included Copiapó, a further 650km north of Santiago 
(Samuel Melinao, interview; Young Man 2, interview). 




Figure 5.4: Mapuche territory around 1600 CE.  
Source: Aylwin et al 2008, adapted by author. 
But these semi-autonomous groups were amalgamated by the arrival of the Spanish conquistadors. 
They were pushed south to a more limited territory beyond the Biobío River. This made them a more 
unified people in their shared resistance against the Spanish invaders. It also means they are 
characterised by a ‘culture of resistance’ (Millaleo 2006). They are famous for being fierce warriors, 
having resisted Spanish invasion longer than any other Indigenous group – from the mid-1500s into 
the late 1800s67 (Harvey 2015). The themes of lucha (‘struggle’, mentioned 22 times in eight of the 
interviews at Folilche Aflaiai), fuerza (used in the interviews to mean either ‘strength’ or ‘spiritual 
energy’, mentioned 12 times in eight interviews) and organizados (‘organised’, mentioned nine 
times in four interviews) were very prominent among these communities that are building rukas. As 
they made clear this does not refer to violent struggles in the city but to the way their cultural 
activities are a continuation of the historic struggles of their people against violent and oppressive 
conditions in the south of Chile. Here are the words of José Painequeo, coordinator at the local ruka 
Mapu Lawen: 
                                                          
67 This is a common Chilean way of referring to the Mapuche. I repeat the statement as I heard it many, many 
times in my education on Chilean history and society at cheap downtown bars in Santiago. The statement is 
significant both for its romantic view of Mapuche resistance and at the same time its omission of the seven 
decades of Mapuche resistance to the advances of the young Chilean republic (1810-1883). In that way it 
draws attention away from Chilean responsibility as the invaders that did manage to put a violent end to that 
phase of Mapuche resistance and annex their lands. 
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seguimos luchando para que nuestro pueblo pueda volver a tener autonomía y libre 
determinación, y que la lucha continúa, desde el punto de vista cultural;  (…) y después 
empezamos a luchar por espacios, eh o, o lugares ceremoniales 
we continue to struggle so that our people can regain autonomy and self-determination, 
and that the struggle continues, from the cultural point of view; (...) and then we begin 
to fight for spaces, eh or, or ceremonial places [i.e. rukas] 
Ask almost any non-Indigenous Chilean about the Mapuche and you will most likely hear that they 
are a ‘conflictive’ people. As José Painequeo explained this racist view has in fact been fabricated by 
state policy. It was the state that first stole their lands in the late 1800s and more recently has given 
away Mapuche lands to extractive industries that have devastated the region both socially and 
environmentally (see also Toledo Llancaqueo 2005, 2007). Then the state calls the Mapuche 
conflictive whenever they go to international courts or the Organisation of American States to 
denounce these oppressive state policies.  
These conditions almost inevitably thrust the more proactive into politics. This comes through in the 
life histories of the organisers at the rukas. Many of the older ruka coordinators (Beatriz Painiqueo, 
Sofia Painiqueo, José Painequeo, Juana Huenufil) have been an important part of Indigenous politics 
in the Metropolitan region of Santiago, participating for example in the creation of the Ley Indígena 
in the early 1990s. This constant rubbing shoulders with politicians has given them important 
political savoir-faire and connections. Two coordinators in particular have been especially 
prominent. Beatriz Painiqueo (ruka Folilche Aflaiai) was the first Consejera (councilor) of CONADI 
(the National Indigenous Office) for the Metropolitan Region and later was coordinator of the 
Oficina de Asuntos Indígenas (Indigenous Affairs Office) in Peñalolén. José Painequeo (ruka Mapu 
Lawen) was coordinator of the first Oficina de Asuntos Indígenas (OAI) of the country in La Pintana. 
Though they are called ‘offices’, these OAI are actually temporary projects that depend for their 
continuation on the local Mayor. This motivates the local Indigenous people to vote for the current 
Mayor to help keep him/her in power and thus keep the Oficina de Asuntos Indígenas functioning. Is 
this patronage or political alliances or both? Most of the Mapuche organisations that have made 
rukas have had at least some connection with the Communist party (Ricardo Arancibia, OAI 
Recoleta, interview). From the Communist party during the struggle for democracy a national 
Mapuche faction formed called Ad Mapu and from this a local group was formed in Santiago called 
Ad Mapu metropolitano. Then different leaders from this group formed the first urban ruka, 
Lelfunche, later spreading out from this one to other rukas (Fortin & Pairicán, 2010). This political 
genealogy has meant the leaders have experience working with the political system. This has 
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contributed to their working knowledge of municipal processes and of strategies shared by other 
social organisations such as requesting vacant state-owned lands in comodato.  
However, life in the city of Santiago is composed of a tense oscillation between belonging and not 
belonging. Many Mapuche in the south consider those who live in Santiago to be not real Mapuche. 
But it is also because the state classifies them as mapuche urbano (urban Mapuche). Coordinators at 
the rukas insisted they reject this classification. They see this state recognition of ‘urban Mapuche’ in 
policies regarding Asociaciones Indígenas (Indigenous associations) as attempts to drive a wedge 
between these large numbers of Mapuche in Santiago68 and the only slightly larger numbers of 
Mapuche living on traditional lands in the south.69  This is a very live political issue. Activists in the 
south want to concentrate efforts on restitution of the land that was recognised under the 
reducciones system and do not want the movement divided on two separate fronts (Alvarado 
Lincopi 2010). However the Mapuche groups in the city see their contribution as one of reaffirming 
Mapuche culture among urban dwellers who had ignored it for decades. Like so many other 
participants, Juana Huenufil struggles to make others see that the cultural activities they perform in 
the city can be a part of the ‘concrete’ struggles of those working on the reconstruction of the País 
Mapuche (Mapuche Country, see Antileo 2007) in the south: 
O sea que yo, como presidenta o como coordinadora de este programa, eh… también 
esto es una lucha, también es una lucha. … quiero que nos entiendan, quiero que se 
sepa, ¿Ya? Otros hermanos, en otros territorios, tienen su propia forma de luchar, de 
reclamar. Obviamente nosotros somos un solo pueblo, siempre vamos a estar de 
acuerdo, como una nación 
So I, as president or coordinator of this program, uh ... this is also a struggle, it is also a 
struggle. ... I want them to understand us, I want them to know, right? Other brothers, 
in other territories, have their own way of fighting, of making claims. Obviously we are 
one people, we will always agree, as a nation 
It is in this tense urban context that the rukas reproduce the Mapuche form of the semi-autonomous 
lof, or community, precisely because they are spread out throughout the city but also because they 
are organised around families. The families of Mapuche migrants who arrived in the city were 
                                                          
68 37.4% of the national Mapuche population lives in Santiago according to the (corrected) 2012 Census 
(Aravena 2014). 
69 44.7% live in the south as defined by the four administrative regions of Biobío, Araucanía, Los Ríos and Los 
Lagos. But the Metro region has by far the largest concentration in any single administrative region followed 
by 18.9% in Araucanía, 10.7% in Biobío, 5.4% in Los Ríos and 9.7% in Los Lagos (Aravena 2014) 
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apiñado (literally crowded) in one house or in the area of one neighbourhood near to that one house 
since newcomers usually arrive at the house of the relative who first arrived in the city (Ricardo 
Arancibia, interview). Pablo Ancaten says his family all arrived first at his mother’s brother’s house: 
‘en una casa habían 15, 20 personas’ (in one house there were 15 to 20 people). The ruka Folilche 
Aflaiai can also be considered a lof because there are families present, children growing up at the 
ruka speaking Mapuzugun and wearing traditional clothing, and that makes it the closest equivalent 
to the traditional communities in the south (Pablo Ancaten, interview). Families are also structurally 
important as one family is often most prominent at each ruka. This was definitely the case at the 
ruka Mapu Rayen in Padre Hurtado where Olga Paillao is the coordinator and her husband 
coordinated the construction of the ruka. At Folilche Aflaiai one family participates quite intensely. 
Beatriz and her husband Raimundo coordinate most activities while their son teaches a number of 
workshops.70  
The groups at the rukas draw from their shared imaginary as a people to create new images in the 
city that are deeply infused with their shared past. The first way these images contribute is to 
explain spatial organisation of the rukas in the city as an expression of traditional Mapuche 
community structures. Beatriz Painiqueo of Folilche Aflaiai sees the way the rukas are dispersed 
throughout the Metropolitan region of Santiago as reminiscent of traditional Mapuche spatiality (fig. 
5.5). 
Entonces es mejor que un grupo esté allá, otro por allá; es un estilo bastante a la 
antigua, porque nuestra organización es en social, más ancestral, por así decir, eran 
organizaciones a través de lofche, o sea, nunca hubo un solo centro, nunca hubo solo 
una ciudad, sino grupos distantes unos de otros, con diferenciación de parentesco entre 
sí, ¿ya? 
Then it is better for one group to be there, another off there; this is following the old 
style of things, because our organization in regards to social, more ancestrally speaking, 
so to speak, were organisations through lof-che [community-people], that is, there was 
never a single centre, there was never only one city, but rather groups that were distant 
from each other, with differentiation of kinship between each other, right? 
                                                          
70 Millaleo (2006) says families are important in another way as most active members of the Mapuche in 
Santiago come from one of two families: Leviñir or Painequeo. 




Figure 5.5: black dots refer to current locations of rukas in Santiago,  
white dots are rukas that have been burned and abandoned.  
The groups say members of each ruka are mostly from the surrounding neighbourhood. But this 
neighbourhood structure is limited by the very conditions of their organising within the metropolitan 
context. The rukas also have members who live in other areas of Santiago or in other regions of the 
country due to a slow dispersal of original members who are assigned social housing units in other 
areas of the city according to the formal logic71 of the social housing queue or who move back down 
south because of the pull of the deeper communal belonging in the rural south. In this way these 
groups draw on the images from their history but at the same time they are constrained by the 
limitations of creating these differential spaces in the formalities of the urban context. These 
collectivities reproduce rural Indigenous communities from the south in the city (Aravena 2001) but 
in a more organised, impersonal and strategic way because of the constraints of the urban context in 
which they find themselves.  
                                                          
71 Cleaves (1974, p.313) explains excessive formality of local Chilean bureaucracy as a function of the weakness 
of that same bureaucracy: 
High-handedness, extensive formalism, cynicism, aloofness, and other types of bureaucratism are 
often a function of power relations favoring public officials over petitioners and clients. In these 
cases, the official’s attitude may result from job insecurity, poor pay, overwork, and low morale 
which, in the internal bureaucratic context, are symptoms of agency weakness. 
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The rukas can be understood as this complicated return of the Che (people) to the Mapu (land). The 
overtly Mapuche spaces the rukas create are charged nodes that provide a place to which the 
descendants of the Mapuche in the city can gravitate. Yet on the part of the municipalities they are 
simply a formal response of the system to the requests of an ethnic group – a token expression of 
diversity. From the municipal point of view their location would appear to be organised by the 
formal, impartial logic of comodato contracts as there is usually only one in each municipality. On 
the other hand the Mapuche know the rukas are located near where organisers live. Members of 
most of the rukas first participated at Folilche Aflaiai or Lelfunche and then later, when these lost 
their lands,72 decided to replicate this community nearer to their homes in their own 
neighbourhoods. In this way these new groups were able to bring rukas closer to the homes of more 
people as they found a plot of land in their own neighbourhoods and built a ruka on it (Beatriz 
Painiqueo, interview). This resonates with the political traditions of the Mapuche where kinship is 
important. For example, certain key surnames repeat themselves over and over throughout the 
generations of Mapuche activism (Bengoa 2014). This is also resonant with Mapuche traditions 
where communities were governed by family lineages. This has been carried over into the diasporic 
condition of life in the city (Antileo 2007), of migrating to and settling in poor neighbourhoods of 
Santiago. But here in the space of formal equality of the city women play a more prominent role 
than in the south. This is a result of the pragmatic conditions of organising around issues of collective 
consumption where women have more of a say but also of the more progressive gender relations in 
the city.73  
The ruka spatiality in the city can be summed up as follows. They function as the urban equivalent of 
the traditional Mapuche spatiality of the rural south. They are distributed throughout the city mostly 
in poor peripheral neighbourhoods because they are created by the demands of Mapuche groups 
looking for plots near their houses. There is roughly one ruka per municipality as a token concession 
to the pressure exerted by the Mapuche spatial politics on the local municipalities and property 
offices of SERVIU. Their distribution is at the same time an expression of the formality and 
impartiality upheld by the logic of comodatos. Once a ruka has been built, the community can begin 
                                                          
72 Folilche rented privately and Lelfunche had a comodato on the private lands of the Catholic congregation 
Verbo Divino. Both were forced to leave because the owners requested the land, in the first case for a 
development project and in the second to sell the land. 
73 One interviewee mentioned her mother left her family in the south and came to Santiago because she had 
become pregnant out of wedlock (Young Woman 1, interview). With this example she explained how 
conservative rural communities still are.  
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to perform ceremonies and attract participants and request state funds for workshops and other 
cultural practices. The analysis moves now to those practices. 
 
5.4. Bringing Mapuche practices into the city 
The first spatial practice is to gain access to land on which to build a ruka. But the logic of the city 
limits the available options for them. The group Folilche Aflaiai knocked on the door of different 
state institutions for years. Beatriz Painiqueo explained how they spent years knocking on different 
doors until one opened up. 
Por lo tanto la opción es tocar puertas, solicitar, mandar cartas e ir. No, muy difícil. 
Hasta, como le digo, el año ’99, del Ministerio de Vivienda, hubo un ministro, en su 
tiempo, tuvo esa gentileza y el criterio de darnos una respuesta y nos dijo, en Peñalolén 
tenemos un espacio, que a lo mejor si les sirve, ustedes podrían tenerlo en comodato, 
nunca nos dijo que nos podría pasar. Y claro, nosotros vinimos a ver y claro, entre no 
tener nada, por supuesto que es bienvenido este espacio. 
Therefore the option was to knock on doors, make requests, send letters and go. No, 
very difficult. Until, as I said, the year '99, at the Ministry of Housing, there was a 
minister, in his time, that had the kindness and the thoughtfulness to give us an answer 
and told us, we have a space in Peñalolén, that maybe if it works for you, you could have 
it in comodato, he never said he could give it to us. And of course, we came to see and, 
of course, rather than having nothing, of course this space is welcome. 
Beatriz’s words highlight the dynamics involved in the granting of comodatos. They need to find a 
willing bureaucrat, an existing property mechanism, a site considered leftover space by the state 
institution and a politics of making do.74 They were eventually offered what one state institution, 
SERVIU, considered ‘available’. The land was a redundant plot of vacant land. This means it was an 
informal rubbish tip. A first practice then is to clean out rubbish to start using these spaces – one 
truckload of rubbish in the case of Folilche (Beatriz Painiqueo, interview). But the prior condition to 
request a comodato is for a group to be formally organised. State institutions will not draw up a 
comodato contract with an individual so they need a legal personality for this. Beatriz Painiqueo 
explained how Folilche first functioned as an informal group for many years. Then they formed an 
Asociación Gremial (Artisans Association) in order to be able to apply for funds for some of their 
                                                          
74 This succinct summary of this aspect of their spatial politics was suggested by my supervisor Libby Porter. 
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activities under the Ministerio de Economía (Ministry of the Economy). Then when the Ley Indígena 
was created in 1993 they created an Asociación Indígena (Indigenous association)75 as this was a 
condition to apply for funds under CONADI.  
In the south these formal Asociaciones Indígenas often lead to conflicts within the original 
communities by bringing a wedge between the formal structures recognised by the Ley Indígena and 
the parallel structure of traditional community authorities (lonko, machi, werken – leader, healer, 
messenger). But in Santiago where there are no ‘original communities’, the Asociaciones do not 
compete with them but rather create the closest approximation to a community in the metropolitan 
area. These associations are able to follow the legal procedures that Chilean society demands and 
then get back to their business of reaffirming Mapuche traditions in the city (Sofia Painiqueo, 
interview). Folilche Aflaiai does this by having only one structure that both deals with state 
formalities and organises group activities. The president of the association is the person who is 
generally in charge of their own activities and of dealing with the state bureaucracy too (Raimundo 
Nahuel, interview). 
 
Figure 5.6: Map of rukas (brown dots) amidst low land values (green areas).  
Sources: Ministerio de Desarrollo Social (2013) and X-Lab (2005). 
                                                          
75 These are functional associations created under the Ley Indígena as a condition for Indigenous people to 
apply for state funding. They require a minimum of 25 members to be formed. 
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The opening then that these Mapuche groups found within the tight property logic of the city was to 
request comodatos to state-owned lands (fig. 5.6). This allows them to access land in the same way 
any other community organisation does. And this means they are understood as such by the 
impartial logic of state institutions that own these lands. This decision to request comodatos also has 
negative consequences for these Mapuche communities as they are not awarded secure tenure to 
the land. What is gained and what is lost in a politics of comodatos? It seems the comodato is a way 
to save face, for state institutions to follow procedures. The Mapuche communities are not requiring 
the creation of a new policy from the state. And for the Mapuche communities it is a way to slip into 
the tight property logic of the city ‘under the radar’. They are able to gain access to land without 
creating the almost inevitable conflicts squatting would bring. Yet this practice also limits the 
possibility of receiving formal ownership of these lands. Conversations at SERVIU insisted the 
institution is technically not allowed to transfer ownership of the lands they administrate as this is 
not in their formal brief. They are a social housing corporation and can only perform activities that fit 
that description (Sergio León, interview). Is this another use of formality as an excuse to not do what 
is most likely not so very difficult? As the analysis in the following chapters will show, it seems more 
likely that the state does not want to transfer ownership of lands to Mapuche people in the city of 
Santiago. 
 
Figure 5.7: Image of the ruka Mapu Rayen in Padre Hurtado. Author  
and Olga Paillao in the front doorway. Source: author. 
A second important practice is that of performing traditional ceremonies in the city. According to 
Figueroa Huencho’s (2007) account of the performance of the first nguillatun (Mapuche ceremony) 
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in Santiago there was a debate among Mapuche groups whether a nguillatun could actually be 
performed in the city because of the constraint of urban conditions where there is no silence, no 
nature, no land, in a word, no sacred space (also because of the presence of winkas,76 or foreigners). 
This is why the first ceremony in the city at the now displaced ruka Lelfunche needed the affirmation 
of Mapuche elders. The elders decided that what was most important ‘was to believe, was the faith 
in the validity of the ceremony’ (Figueroa Heuncho 2007, p.273, translation mine). This practice of 
reviving traditional religious ceremonies at the rukas makes them gravitational centres for the 
Mapuche population in the capital, making Mapuche culture visible and attracting people to 
participate in the huge ceremonies that are held there (Aravena 2001). Because of their visibility, 
especially as places of traditional forms and materials (fig. 5.7), where traditional ceremonies are 
performed in the city, the rukas attract those who have Mapuche roots in these poor 
neighbourhoods where they are located, and help create a specifically Mapuche belonging in the 
people who participate at the ruka. This belonging is both grounded in the dirt floors of the ruka and 
strongly linked to feelings of ancestral belonging in the south. Raimundo Nahuel explains their work 
at Folilche Aflaiai in the following terms. 
El origen de lo que fue la iniciativa de conformar esta comunidad, era atraer y acoger a 
los mapuche que venían del sur y gente de acá que estaba, a lo mejor no clara con sus 
orígenes, cierto, y de conformarnos acá, como una comunidad, en la cual se practique lo 
que es la parte cultural 
The origin of the initiative of forming this community was to attract and welcome the 
Mapuche who came from the south and people from here who were maybe not clear 
about their origins, right?, and to become a community, here, where we practice our 
culture  
In fact many ceremonies were being abandoned in rural areas down south and their performance in 
cities has led to their revival in the south too (Figueroa Heuncho 2007). But the urban context also 
limits the performance of these ceremonies as, for example, they do not include the sacrificing of 
sheep as is the traditional custom in rural areas. At Folilche Aflaiai this appears to be due to the 
cramped quarters they are in. For the first few years after they had arrived the neighbours would 
throw rocks or call the police every time they would perform ceremonies or sing at the ruka (Sofia 
Painiqueo, interview). The land they occupy is less than ten metres wide, basically as wide as a small 
house. On one side there is a Junta de Vecinos (neighbourhood council) and on the other side an 
                                                          
76 The term winka is thought to come from qu-inca, the new Inca (Rodríguez & Vergara 2017). But the usage 
can be translated more specifically as invader, thief, usurper, Chilean, Spaniard, etc. (Fontana forthcoming).  
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evangelical church. The close proximity with neighbours who dislike their traditions makes this 
aspect of the traditional ritual of sacrificing sheep risky and likely to provoke conflicts (e.g. 
neighbours might accuse them of animal abuse).77 Thus it appears to have been edited out of their 
practices whether that was by intention or by omission. 
 
Figure 5.8: Image of ruka Kallfulikan in La Florida with sign advertising  
traditional health appointments. Source: author. 
The third practice that makes these spaces different is that of setting up workshops to promote and 
reassert Mapuche culture: ceramics, witral (Mapuche loom), silver smithing and jewellery, 
Mapuzugun (language), musical instruments, worldview, and traditional medicinal herbs. Usually 
these are open to all who want to participate while a few are more restricted. According to one of 
the teachers at Folilche Aflaiai this distinction is mostly based on participant’s ability and interest 
such as with Mapuzugun classes where the lower levels tend to be open to Chileans and Mapuche 
while the higher levels tend to be filled only with Mapuche people (Young Man 2, interview). One 
way this practice of offering workshops contributes to the spatial politics of these rukas is by keeping 
members in the ruka space during weekdays as this is a form of paid work. Groups will often use the 
legal personality they had already obtained to get their comodato to now apply for state funds to 
cover costs of the workshops. This keeps the space full of meaningful activities. This greater activity 
contributes to a greater perception of security of tenure (Durand-Lasserve 2006) since formally a 
comodato does not provide any tenure security. In this way they are working to persuade others of 
                                                          
77 This issue was not initially on the interview schedule but was flagged in one anonymous interview.  This 
information was checked with two people (Beatriz Painiqueo and Mauro Fontana) who insisted this ruka, and 
other urban rukas in general, do not sacrifice animals as part of their nguillatuns. 
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their property claims to the site (Rose 1994). They organise a number of these workshops in 
response to state interests and funding.  
One common fund is for traditional medicine (fig. 5.8) under the Programa Especial de Salud y 
Pueblos Indígenas (Special Programme of Health and Indigenous Peoples) – referred to by its 
acronym, PESPI – of the Ministerio de Salud (Ministry of Health). In this programme a machi treats 
public health system patients who are mostly non-Mapuche. At Folilche Aflaiai a machi comes from 
the south once a month. Most insisted it is important that the machis come from the south where 
their altar is, where their roots and community are and where they live with ‘all that is pure and the 
wind’ (Juana Huenufil, interview, my translation). The machi at Folilche Aflaiai attends up to 25 
patients a day for the two or three days she is in the city. Treatments include drinking infusions of 
medicinal herbs the machi prepares and gives to patients. Because these treatments are seen as a 
contribution to the poor quality of the public health system that residents of these poor 
neighbourhoods depend on these visits from machi are usually funded through the PESPI 
programme. 
 
5.5. Creating materially different Mapuche spaces in the city 
The materiality of the rukas with their wood and straw construction and their dirt floors contributes 
to the creation a Mapuche identity in these spaces. All communities attempt to emulate tradiational 
building techniques in making their rukas. Some are built through a rukatun, collective self-build by 
the members themselves, whereas others are built with the help of a traditional rukafe (traditional 
ruka builder). This means finance is an important factor in how rukas are built. State funds such as 
publicly available funding schemes for the arts or culture (Fondart), health (PESPI), regional 
development (FNDR) or different municipal funds usually pay for the hiring of a rukafe, though this 
demands some creative adaptation of the public bidding process. All public bidding processes are 
now standardised through the platform called Chile Compra (Chile Buys). These can only be won by 
registered bidders (Yazmin Quiliqueo, interview). In the case of the rukas the funding institution has 
to let the bidding process expire three times, thus confirming there are no registered bidders who 
are able to build a ruka. They are then able to directly assign the funds to a rukafe ‘specialist’. 
Funding is helpful as it allows more groups to access the work of a traditional ruka builder, but 
funding can also be a trigger for conflict between different groups.  
When only one of two groups participating in the area won the bid to build the ruka Ñi Mongen in 
Puente Alto and the other did not, this issue of who got the money soured the previous longstanding 
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relationship between these two groups (Yazmin Quiliqueo, interview). Funding creates a competitive 
drive between groups as there are limited funds for which Indigenous groups can apply. The 
construction of some rukas is funded whereas others are funded by the members themselves, a 
process they intriguingly referred to as autogestión.78 Those that were autogestionadas (self-
financed) were built through a rukatun (collective self-build). The ruka Folilche Aflaiai was built by 
the members themselves who were guided by members who had experience either as bricklayers or 
other construction workers. Some go as far as classifying rukas as self-managed (created through 
bottom-up processes) and state funded (created through top-down processes) and see in this an 
indicator of groups’ health. State funded ones would be weaker, more institutional, and less 
supported by the communities themselves whereas self-funded ones would be more autonomous. 
According to José Painequeo this lack of self-determination explains the weakness and lack of 
participation at the government funded ruka Mahuidache in El Bosque. 
Sin embargo, la comunidad que existe en El Bosque, la comunidad que existe en La 
Cisterna, La Pintana, ni, nadie concurre allá, nadie. Es un elefante blanco, por así decir; 
por qué, porque no se hizo un proyecto, eh, endógeno, como se dice, es decir, desde 
nosotros, desde la gente  
However, the community that exists in El Bosque, nobody attends there, nobody from 
the community in La Cisterna or La Pintana. It’s a white elephant, so to speak. Why? 
Because it wasn’t an, uh, as they say, endogenous project, that is, from us, from the 
people 
The form and the materials of the rukas follow traditions from the south as much as possible but 
these are limited to a degree by available options within the urban context. The form of the 
construction is traditionally round or oval shaped. There are dirt floors so the people are in touch 
with the earth at all times. The entrance door is placed so that the Sun enters the ruka in the 
morning (fig. 5.9). Beatriz Painiqueo explained the way the ruka is made to anchor them in their 
land. 
Y bueno, la forma cónica hacia arriba, tiene los orificios, uno al lado este, el otro al lado 
este, que son el puelmapu y el lafquelmapu, que son el opuesto complementario (…) 
Entonces por lo tanto, en la ruca, en la mañana, antes del mediodía, el sol ingresa con un 
rayo dentro de la ruca y al atardecer también se despide (…) Entonces es un poco el 
                                                          
78 As indicated by the word they use in Spanish to signify financially autonomous, autogestionadas, literally 
self-managed. 
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conectarse con las energías, en el día también, en forma casi visible. Y bueno, como 
decía antes, el piso es de tierra, nada más, porque un poco es, fundamentalmente 
mantener el nexo directo con la tierra 
And, well, the conical shape at the top has holes, one on the east side, the other on the 
west side, which are the puelmapu and the lafquelmapu, which are the complementary 
opposites (...) So, therefore, in the ruka, in the morning, before noon, the sun enters 
with a ray in the ruka and at sunset it also says goodbye (...) So it is a bit this connecting 
with the energies, in the day too, in an almost visible manner. And well, as I said before, 
the floor is dirt, nothing more, because it’s a bit this, fundamentally maintaining the 
direct contact with the earth  
 
Figure 5.9: Light coming in from the West facing hole  
in the roof of the ruka Mapu Rayen in Padre Hurtado. Source: author. 
The materials of the rukas are almost always wood,79 most often the local coligüe wood, and have a 
roof of batro (straw). Some have adapted the original ruka to include zinc roofing under the batro to 
reduce leaks and all the rukas I visited have electric light fixtures. The rukafe Samuel Melinao (from 
ruka Kallfulikan) explained that they try to use local materials as much as possible but this is more 
complicated in the urban context of Santiago. 
                                                          
79 There is only one example of a brick construction designed by an architect to look like a ruka. This is Weftun 
Mapu in Puente Alto. 
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Los materiales que se, originalmente, los materiales, generalmente que se usan para la 
construcción de la ruca, tienen que ser provenientes del mismo territorio, del lugar, ¿ya? 
Pero acá en Santiago, se adquieren los materiales, eh, en, eh, se compran, ¿ya Y por lo 
tanto, también se, eh, asimila a los materiales que existen en el mercado. Por ejemplo, 
se usa el pino impregnado o se usa el eucaliptus, el coligüe y la, acá, el, la totora, que es 
el batro. 
The materials that were, originally the materials, generally used for the construction of 
the ruka, have to originate from the same territory, from that place, right? But here in 
Santiago, the materials are acquired, eh, eh, eh, are bought, right? And therefore, eh, 
we are limited by the materials that are on the market. For example, we use 
impregnated pine or we use eucalyptus, coligüe and, this, uh, straw, that is batro. 
Both the form and the materials of the rukas contribute to the sense of belonging of Mapuche 
participants by linking this place with their ancestral lands and recreating an ideal ‘lost community’ 
reminiscent of the communities in the rural south (Galaz 2001). Yet it is always a tense belonging as 
they are only able at best to extend the temporariness of their comodatos. One key way they 
transform the space of these sites is through the planting of a rewe (sacred grove). The planting of 
these rewes creates a gravitational centre bringing Mapuche people to participate at these rukas 
(Ricardo Arancibia, interview). 
Si tú en un  sector, instalas un rewe, tú dejas ese sector, ya como centro ceremonial. 
Entonces va a haber una gravitación, en todo sentido, de subjetividad, de comunidad, de 
todo eso. 
If in an area you install a rewe, you make that sector, already a ceremonial centre. Then 
there’ll be a gravitation, in every sense of the word, of subjectivity, of community, of all 
that. 
The rewe is the sacred altar where the machi performs the cermonial rituals, representing the 
connection between the heavens and the earth (Jiménez 2015). In Beatriz Painiqueo’s words,  
consta de una cabeza-plataforma y un tronco-escalera, según el grado de sabiduría de la 
o el machi constará de cuatro a siete peldaños 
it is composed of a head-platform and a trunk-stairs, depending on the wisdom of the 
machi it can be four or seven steps high (Jiménez 2015, my translation).  
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Smaller rukas like Folilche Aflaiai do not have space to perform traditional ceremonies on their land 
so their only option is to use open spaces in public parks. They are not able to plant a rewe in public 
parks and often are forced to use different parks at different times. The urban context is not ideal for 
the performance of these originally rural ceremonies (Figueroa Huencho 2007). The urban context 
also makes it difficult to perform ceremonies because members of any one ruka often come from 
different regions in the south that have different specific traditions in relation to the performance of 
rituals (Galaz 2001). These rukas are also by necessity adapted to fit the activities they support. The 
ruka Mapu Lawen in La Pintana added windows in the walls and ceramic tiling on the floor, neither 
traditionally part of rukas in their original rural settings. These adaptations were necessary to 
comply with health regulations as they receive PESPI funds from the Health Ministry to administer 
traditional medicinal treatments. These traditional medicine practices are both limiting and helpful. 
They limit the ‘authenticity’ of the ruka in the eyes of some people. But they are also helpful because 
they fill the ruka with meaningful activities and thus persuade others of the validity of the property 
claims of the Mapu Lawen community (Juana Huenufil, interview).  
 
Figure 5.10: Ruka Folilche Aflaiai barely visible behind flags and gate.  
Native trees visible up against walls on right and left of picture. Source: author. 
The land surrounding the ruka at Folilche Aflaiai is planted with native trees, shrubs and herbs from 
the south (fig. 5.10). Pablo Ancaten explained how this practice creates a distinct micro-climate. 
They planted native trees in the small available space between their ruka and the walls dividing the 
property from their neighbours. These native trees have brought birds that are not usually seen in 
the city. But for Pablo Ancaten the medicinal herbs that have spontaneously sprouted on site 
without being planted are the definitive proof that the collective energy they have poured into the 
ruka and its surroundings has made it a ‘live’ place. And these plants all contribute to making 
participants feel they are in the rural south when they visit the ruka as attested to by the comments 
of many participants (Raimundo Nahuel, interview; Young Man 2, interview; Carmona 2015a). 
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Finally the materiality of the rukas means that fire is a very important element in a number of 
conflicting ways. There is always a fireplace in the middle of each ruka that, according to traditional 
practice in the south, should be constantly lit to keep spiders out. Traditionally fire is used to ‘seal’ 
the straw roof of the ruka to make it waterproof and to smoke food like fish, chilies, and beef 
(Amelia Gaete, email communication, 6 May 2016). Two people did light a fire when I came to 
interview them in the ruka Folilche Aflaiai but both times the fire did not last for the whole chat. I 
wondered if they actually lit fires as often as they said they should. Amelia Gaete from ruka 
Weichafe Mapu insisted there is no policy that controls their use of fire. She said authorities 
understand fire to be a part of the Mapuche way of life and thus authorities do not restrict this 
cultural practice. She said they only light fires for special celebrations, and they respect restricciones 
ambientales (environmental restrictions) because ‘Indigenous people have a harmonious 
relationship with the environment and they understand fire and smoke in that way’ (Amelia Gaete, 
email communication, my translation). 
But fire is a sensitive issue and some rukas have caught fire including Tain Adkim, Apu Huechuraba, 
Kiñe Pu Liwen, Mahuidache and the historic Lelfunche. All of these were then rebuilt with the 
exception of Lelfunche but that was due to the sale of the land it was built on.80 It is precisely the 
traditional construction materials of rukas that pose heightened safety risks in the urban context, 
since the rukas are almost entirely made of flammable materials. The rukas do not conform to the 
strict local fire regulations which would make it impossible to build with wood and straw in urban 
areas.81 This sensitivity is further evidenced by threats participants received that neighbours were 
going to burn their ruka. Raimundo Nahuel and Pablo Ancaten both mentioned receiving threats 
that someone would burn the ruka at Folilche Aflaiai. A police investigation at the burnt down ruka 
Tain Adkim discarded accidental fires and pointed instead to arson (Ignacio Canales, Mundo Granja, 
Universidad de Chile, interview). These threats and attacks eerily echo the historic practice of 
colonos (settlers) in the south who would burn rukas to scare away Mapuche residents and steal 
their lands (Beatriz Painiqueo, interview). Yet the media tends to associate fire with Indigenous 
activists fighting for land restitution in the south of the country. These are classified as terrorists 
under the Ley Antiterrorista 18.314 (Antiterrorist Law). On the contrary, Mapuche commentators 
                                                          
80 Two other rukas burnt down and were subsequently abandoned – Newentun in Ñuñoa and Kwinelwe in 
Peñalolén. Newentun was on the grounds of the Estadio Nacional (National Stadium) and lost the comodato 
contract, presumably because of the fire. Kwinelwe was built on the lands of a local Junta de Vecinos but I was 
unable to find information as to why it was abandoned. 
81 See article 4.3 in the regulations, Ordenanza General de Urbanismo y Construcción, but see also article 116 
of the law, Ley General de Urbanismo y Construcción, which exempts works of a light or temporary character 
of complying with those same fire regulations. 
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insist forestry industrialists themselves set fires on their own lands in order to incriminate 
Indigenous activists and claim on insurance policies for damaged and burnt machinery (Toledo 
Llancaqueo 2007).  
This section has highlighted the hybridity of these rukas. They navigate a complicated spatial politics 
of respecting local urban restrictions and their own Mapuche traditions. The materiality of life at the 
rukas contributes by securing access to urban land through insecure comodato contracts and by 
creating a sense of belonging to these spaces. This belonging is both deeply grounded in the poor 
neighbourhoods where the rukas are located and rooted in Mapuche ancestral lands in the south. 
 
5.6. Conclusion 
The analysis in this chapter shows how Mapuche communities in Santiago use their imaginaries, 
practices and the materiality of the rukas to make them into differential spaces, the second moment 
of the politics of emplacement. This is a spatial politics that secures access, the first moment of the 
politics of emplacement, to vacant space on which to build a ruka. It then fills that ruka with 
meaningful activities in order to persuade others of the social benefits of renewing the temporary 
comodato of the ruka community that inhabits the space. This spatial politics of the Mapuche in 
Santiago is constrained by the rigid property structure of the urban context that excludes them from 
most of the land in the city of Santiago. It limits their options to dealing with the impartial 
bureaucratic logic of requesting comodatos from state land holding institutions. Yet these Mapuche 
groups look for the interstices of these contextual constraints to practice this spatial politics. They 
apply for state funds to build rukas according to traditional procedures with traditional materials and 
to run workshops that ground participants in the specific space of the rukas. They plant native 
vegetation on site and perform ancestral rituals to reaffirm the Mapuche heritage of a significant 
proportion of the neighbouring population. The spatial politics of ruka communities is closely linked 
to the Mapuche struggles for land restitution in the south through their historic imaginary as a pre-
existing people. Thus the rukas are creating a specifically ‘urban’ Mapuche spatiality that is in 
productive tension with their belonging to their ancestral lands in the south of Chile.  
  




Chapter 6: Engaging with the formality of property 
 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter continues to explore the politics of emplacement but now scaled up and considering 
both cases alongside each other. Having gained access to a space, the groups at Prestes Maia and 
Folilche Aflaiai now continue their politics of emplacement by transforming space into property and 
thus politicising it. They make space into counter-property or property not recognised by the local 
state. The argument in this chapter is composed of two parts. First, the struggles at the occupation 
at Prestes Maia and at the ruka Folilche Aflaiai cannot be viewed as struggles for property but 
instead need to be viewed as already existing forms of property. This different understanding will 
bring to light the intense mobilisation and concerted efforts involved in the transformation of these 
places into differential spaces. Second, this focus on the cases as already existing forms of property 
illuminates the stakes involved in any solution advocating formalisation. These groups are looking for 
possibilites within the cracks of the established property structures. At the risk of oversimplifying, 
the two cases can be characterised as a struggle for formalisation at Prestes Maia and a struggle 
within formality at Folilche Aflaiai. Formalisation for Prestes Maia would allow residents to be 
included into the propertied spaces of citizenship but for Folilche Aflaiai formality is the means by 
which they are denied ownership of the very spaces they currently occupy. Both groups are wary of 
state formalisation but pragmatically take advantage of what they are offered. The point is that as 
long as these as struggles are viewed as struggles for property the groups at the struggles will be 
viewed as lacking property. And this means any formalisation would be viewed as normatively good 
because it would give them the property they currently lack. If instead these two struggles are 
viewed as already existing forms of property, then the trade-offs involved in increasing security of 
tenure by exchanging their current property arrangements for other arrangements such as formal, 
private or even common forms of property can be made explicit. In this light this chapter engages 
with recent discussions on how struggles against displacement easily become struggles for state 
recognised forms of property (Porter 2014).  
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6.2. Perpetual motion machines  
There is a long history in the West of proposing formalisation of property arrangements as a solution 
to social problems. The most well-known is certainly Garrett Hardin’s (1968) tragedy of the 
commons. Hardin presents an illustration in which some shepherds share a common grazing area. As 
long as none of them owns the land, Hardin says, each individual shepherd has the incentive to 
increase their own flock size as much and as quickly as possible.82 This individualistic behaviour will 
eventually lead to the depletion of their shared resource. The grazing areas will be decimated by the 
very fact that they are shared. One way to understand this fable is as a cautionary tale warning 
against the dangers Hardin sees lurking in the commons. In the current global neoliberal policy 
climate this fable has been used to justify efforts of local states to invest heavily in privatisation so 
that clearly defined property rights can assist them by managing their common resources for them 
(Bakker 2010). In fact Hardin’s article points not only to private property solutions but to 
formalisation more broadly. He explains property will help clarify who owns what and who can use 
what, whether this is private property in cases where it is feasible or public property in cases where 
it is not. 
Lots of ink has been spilled criticising the shortcomings of Hardin’s article. A whole genre of common 
property regime literature attempts to deal with those shortcomings (Bromley & Cernea 1989). 
Much attention has been given to the idea of the commons as an alternative property solution and 
how it actually works despite the insistence in Hardin’s article to the contrary. What Hardin and 
supporters miss is that property is enacted and re-enacted in the relations between people in 
relation to space in the real world. This includes actually existing property practices of communities 
at occupations and at free leaseholds. Yet something else merits attention. Above, I argued that 
privatisation is seen as managing common resources for society through the clear definition of 
property rights. The idea is that privatisation would be able to bring benefits to society based on the 
belief in the power of formality. Formality can be understood following Max Weber’s definition, as 
an ideal interlocking system of ‘mechanical rule application’ (Kennedy 1973, p.358). Human 
sociability depends on the work done by many elaborate structures. Formality provides settled 
expectations (Cover 1975). It allows those who do not work in the state to have a better idea of 
what state actors might do at any given moment. It also allows people to judge if state functionaries' 
actions are arbitrary. This is the tenor of much of the discussion in legal scholarship. And this is true 
                                                          
82  Hardin’s explanation of the inner motivations of these shepherds implies he has very little anthropololgical 
knowledge about actually existing shepherd communities and that he is instead thinking of get-rich-quick 
schemes of petty capitalists (Graeber 2011). 
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for the present discussion with its focus on public policy.83 Yet ‘strict formal procedures, discipline, 
and rules [can mean] adherence to formal procedures is an end in itself’ (Sack 1983, p.66).84 
And this formality has consequences. Sack (1983, p.64) provides a fascinating discussion of how 
bureaucracies make use of formal definitions of territoriality to obfuscate ‘by assigning the wrong 
scale of territory’, obfuscate ‘[s]ocial conflict … by territorial conflict’, ‘obfuscate by stages (in terms 
of time and scale)’ and obscure relations between people and resources by shifting blame to make 
societal problems appear as problems of territories. Delaney (2004) explains how formal legal 
reasoning displaces conceptually. Real people are conceptually displaced through the abstraction of 
their life story and circumstances into rigid legal categories and that categorisation – and its purely 
formal logic – facilitates their eviction (Delaney 2004). Formality has material consequences for 
those on the receiving end of a judge’s sentence (Cover 1986).  
Formality works, if it works at all, by bringing with it the idea that people will mechanically respect 
the rules. And in the case of property, that they will automatically respect other’s property rights. 
With that respect previously mismanaged common resources would become well managed with 
minimal input of external efforts. In Hardin’s story it is almost as if common resources manage 
themselves once property rights are formalised. This formality is reminiscent of the idea of the 
perpetual motion machine. According to Dircks (1870, p.165) perpetual motion refers to:  
an engine which, without any supply of power from without, can not only maintain its 
own motion for ever, or as long as its materials last, but can also be applied to drive 
machinery, and therefore to do external work. In other words, it means a device for 
creating power or energy without corresponding expenditure. This is now known to be 
absolutely impossible, no matter what physical forces be employed. 
While in the realm of physics this was known to be impossible over a century ago, in public policy 
the belief in formality is still widespread. The similarities between the perpetual motion machine 
and the belief of the bureaucrat in a solution through formalisation is uncanny. The belief is that 
formality, ‘without any supply of power from without, can … maintain its own motion for ever’. The 
idea is that formality once properly installed demands minimal to no extra work and produces a 
                                                          
83 German Jewish philosopher Martin Buber (1970) presents another way of thinking about the value of 
formality. He explains the difference between subject-subject relations where it is legitimate to expect 
relationality and subject-object relations (e.g. technical processes) that are often best managed through some 
form of formality. He gives the example of the need for subject-object relations between an Engineer and the 
building they are designing so that it does not fall on people’s heads! The important idea here is that both 
formality and informality have their place. 
84 According to Robert K. Merton this is called ‘displacement’ (Sack 1983, p.66). 
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constant stream of beneficial results. For poor, under-resourced local states in Latin America the 
seductive promises of formality are very convincing. Latin America has always been consumed by a 
deep anxiety-to-be-modern. Latin American states have always viewed themselves as backwards in 
relation to Europe and the U.S. For Latin Americans, formality is that reiterado no-ser-siempre-
todavia85 (always again not-yet-being). This means Hardin’s proposal carries an extra weight in these 
Latin American countries with their deep seated desire to be modern. Though this might also be at 
least in part because of the imposition of the structural adjustment plans. But how does this apply 
specifically to urban politics in third world countries? 
Hernando de Soto (2000) is famous for translating Hardin’s original focus on the management of 
scarce common resources in non-urban areas to the quite different problematic of informal 
settlements in third world countries. His argument is that third world states should give legal title to 
the poor who live in their informal settlements. This legal title to the land and houses the urban poor 
already occupy would allow them to leverage capital by requesting bank loans with their new 
property titles as collateral. This in turn would help them lift themselves out of poverty, giving them 
renewed agency through a ‘heroic entrepreneurship’ (Roy 2005, p.148). Property is once again 
presented as a perpetual motion machine that will take care of society’s problems. The mere 
formalisation of property is presented as capable of solving property conflicts in urban areas by 
tapping into what what are expected to be people’s innate self-interest and respect for the law 
(Bromley 2009). In fact one of the hidden assumptions of this solution is that society actually works 
like Max Weber’s ideal interlocking system of mechanical rule application. The other hidden 
assumption is that it can be improved by simply adjusting one element of the formal system such as 
the degree of formality of property relations. 
de Soto’s solution then is an attempt to solve property conflicts by eliminating existing irregularities. 
In this view the property conflict is conceptualised as built on legal exceptions. Once the exceptions 
are out of the way, there would be no more conflict. Not too long ago the solution for informal 
settlements was to physically evict (displace) those considered ‘illegal’, as they were viewed as the 
cause of the property conflict (van Lindert 2016). That solution persists but now in some cases the 
solution has become to formalise existing informal property arrangements and define the problem 
away through a legal fiction (Blomley 2014). However formalisation is not the magic solution it is 
commonly made out to be. de Soto’s solution misreads the relation between informal settlements 
and the formal property market in a number of ways. First he wrongly suggests the poor can 
leverage loans using their newly formalised property as collateral. Second his suggestion would open 
                                                          
85 This is the poetic creation of Mayz Vallenilla (Gomez-Martinez 1994). The translation to English is mine. 
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these places up to market pressures of gentrification (Roy 2005). And his solution is likely to erode 
the intense community organising around shared problems that is the backbone of communities 
that make up informal settlements (Choplin 2016). Last but not least de Soto’s solution misses how 
the ideal formality of plans and programmes quickly degenerates into actually existing bureaucratic 
action (Bear 2011). Put this way it might seem absurd to attempt to solve all the social problems at 
informal settlements with the wave of a magic formalisation wand. However those who propose 
formalisation as a solution do not see it this way. They view the law according to Weber’s 
mechanical formal system. For them it seems only logical that if this mechanical system is not 
working properly they need to adjust the mechanical elements of the system.  
But surprisingly the elements needed to correct de Soto’s mistaken solution of naïve formalisation 
are present in his very book. He quotes Bruno Leoni as saying: 
The Romans and the English shared the idea that a solution to a problem [with] the law 
is something to be discovered more than to be enacted and that nobody is so powerful 
in his society as to be in a position to identify his own will with the law of the land. (ibid, 
p.190 cited in de Soto 2000) 
This is whyit is possible to affirm that the state that just enacts more laws to solve its problems is 
attempting to centralise power. This is at bottom a tendency of the state to centralise decision-
making. This tendency is so strong that Scott (1998) presents it as the very essence of the state. His 
book, Seeing like a State: How certain schemes to improve the human condition have failed, explains 
this centralisation as the very manner in which states view the world. Lefebvre (2009), on the other 
hand, contrasts this centralisation with the principle of autogestion that insists decision-making 
should remain at the grassroots level. For Lefebvre this distinction highlights the class struggle for 
decision-making power between technocratic elites and the ‘users’ or residents of the city (Lefebvre 
1991). Autogestion, in his words, is  
a matter of human efforts, where it is objectively possible, to harness the organization 
of everydayness, to appropriate for themselves their own proper social life, by 
abolishing the discrepancy between the technical control of the outside world (Lefebvre 
2009, p.146).  
What does this mean for the politics of emplacement at the occupation at Prestes Maia and the ruka 
at Folilche Aflaiai? It means they sould be wary of any state driven solution as it is likely an attempt 
to centralise power and to implement a perpetual motion machine to solve the state’s problems.  If 
the objective is to give these groups formal property, it will have to be carefully attuned to the 
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spatial politics already existing at the sites. The chapter turns now to a discussion of property 
arrangements at each site and how they interact with the state’s fetish for legal formality. 
 
6.3. Prestes Maia in São Paulo 
How can the spatial politics at Prestes Maia be understood as creating a form of property? The 
housing movement in São Paulo frame their struggles as a property claim in order to help the local 
state ‘see’ what they are doing in a way other framings (such as a need to belong) would not. But 
these efforts to secure property smuggle in the local state’s preference for formality. The cookie-
cutter solution, mediated through the federal social housing programme (Minha Casa Minha Vida), 
is to remodel the building and give apartments to residents in private property. If the movement 
were able to view the occupation as an already existing property arrangement, this would help them 
see that they have been able to sustain a temporary property arrangement for five years without 
any formal tenure. This way of viewing the occupation as existing property also brings to light the 
consequences of any proposed formalisation solutions.  
 
6.3.1. The occupation as existing property 
Squatting can be thought of as a form of property. Yet it is a very demanding form of property. It 
demands constant work on the part of the housing movement to persuade the state and others that 
it is property. It is interesting to note that though formal property, that which is recognised by the 
state, may seem more stable and safe than the occupation, in reality constant work is also needed to 
persuade society of its existence. The difference is that the state does the larger portion of the 
persuasion and maintenance of the strong social norms needed to uphold formal property. People 
do not notice the work they collectively do to re-enact property every day. Among other elements 
formal property depends on complex systems of specification of the bundle of rights (Penner 1995), 
title registration (Feder & Feeny 1991) and claims mediation (Davis-Rodrigues 2003, Lanjouw and 
Levy 2002). These are some of the hidden elements that make formal property appear to be a self-
perpetuating solution. 
The temporary property arrangement at Prestes Maia is composed at the most basic level of the 
physical possession of the building. First then is the fact that MMLJ is physically occupying the 
building and the owners are not. Legally this is termed possession (Rose 1985). The movement 
gained access to the building through the secretive process called dia de festa as discussed in 
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chapter four whereby multiple occupations are often coordinated so they occur simultaneously on 
the same night to decrease police effectiveness. That possession depends on the movement 
controlling access to the one single entry door. The coordinator Helô Silva, from the umbrella 
organisation FLM, emphasised the ease with which they can control a building with only one entry 
door:  
[N]a periferia a gente costuma dizer que são mais comunidades, porque o controle 
territorial também é um pouco mais complicado. Os prédios, por exemplo, você tem 
uma portaria, você tem um controle territorial maior. 
In the periphery we usually say that [favelas] are more like communities, territorial 
control is also a little more complicated. Buildings, for example, you have one reception, 
you have greater territorial control. 
But possession without a politics of postponement (Roy 2017) would be extremely ephemeral. 
Without the strategic work of delaying evictions the members of MMLJ would quickly be put out on 
the streets and their possession of the building would be no more. In the case of Prestes Maia this 
strategic work of delaying evictions was supported by lawyers from the legal NGO Centro Gaspar 
Garcia. These lawyers are Delaney's (2010) nomospheric technicians who attempt to reconfigure the 
dominant spatialisation of legal meaning.86 According to the lawyer who looked after the Prestes 
Maia case, Juliana Avanci, they postpone evictions by drawing judges’ attention to the practical 
difficulties of putting large numbers of children and adolescents on the street overnight. They also 
question what they see as procedural defects of eviction processes. In Brazilian law there are two 
routes to evict occupations. The quicker legal route of reintegração de posse (literally, reintegration 
of possession) technically would depend on owners proving they were in ‘possession’ of the building 
prior to the occupation. The slower reivindicatória de propriedade (literally, reclamation of property) 
does not depend on owners being in possession of the building but is a much slower process as it 
depends on the production of witnesses. Centro Gaspar Garcia lawyers insist the owners of occupied 
buildings are never physically present in buildings at the moment of occupation. Legally one should 
not be able to say they were in possession of the building. However, judges tend to bypass this 
debate by insisting that property conceptually already includes possession. In the words of Luciana 
Bedeschi, another lawyer at Centro Gaspar Garcia: 
o poder judiciário, ele aplica a formalidade, então você vai escutar dizer “O procedimento da 
discussão da posse ele é muito formal” ... Ele é conservador e ele privilegia a propriedade ... 
                                                          
86 Blomley (2003) refers to the reconfiguration of the space and law nexus as ‘splicing’. 
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Se existe um proprietário que tá reivindicando, o próprio fato de ele reivindicar já significa que 
ele tá exercendo a posse dele.  
the judiciary applies the formality of the law, you will hear them say "The procedure of the 
discussion of possession is very formal" … It is conservative and gives preference to [formal] 
property ... If there is an owner who is presenting a legal claim, the very fact that he presents 
that claim already means [in the judge’s eyes] that he is exercising his possession [of the 
building]. 
Or as José Eduardo Marcondes Machado, Juiz Assessor da Presidência do Tribunal de Justiça de São 
Paulo (judge and advisor to the Presidency of the Tribunal of Justice of São Paulo) said, ‘A posse é 
um atributo da propriedade. Aquele proprietário tem o direito de usufruir do imóvel e portanto 
exercer a posse do imóvel’ (Possession is an attribute of property. The owner has the right to enjoy 
the property and therefore to exercise the possession of the property). Thus judges define 
possession not by physical presence but based on the right to possess! This shows that questioning 
procedural defects, though important in a long run strategy of changing property imaginaries in 
Brazil, has only limited material impact on delaying evictions. This is why the movement needs more 
elements in their strategy of holding up the occupation as a form of property. 
The alternative property arrangements at the occupation are not only built on gaining access to the 
building and postponing evictions but also on efforts to communicate with the media and with the 
municipal administration.  
Na nossa perspectiva institucional, de que a parte de comunicação é um caminho 
estratégico. Ele ajuda a fortalecer, as vezes, alguns processos de resistência, então ele 
empodera aquela população, seja movimento, ou seja uma ocupação que tem menos 
organização.  
In our institutional perspective, communication is a strategic path. It helps to 
strengthen, sometimes, some processes of resistance, so it empowers that group, be it a 
movement, or an occupation that is less well organised. (Juliana Avanci, eviction lawyer) 
This communication is meant primarily to put pressure on the municipality to buy the building 
through negotiations and street protests. Juliana Avanci explained the importance of each 
movement negotiating actively with the municipality to improve their odds. She explained how in 
the case of Prestes Maia the coordination (fig. 6.1) insisted that the building had been abandoned by 
the owners for a very long time (more than 40 years by the time it was finally expropriated), 
reminded the municipality of the owners’ huge unpaid property tax debt, highlighted the lack of 
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social housing in the centre of the city and the fact that the building was already zoned exclusively 
for use as social housing.87 But communication is not enough. Neti explained the complementary 
need for protests.  
Você tem que acampar, você tem que ocupar, tem que fazer ato ... Pressão popular. 
Porque se você não faz... já fazendo já é difícil, imagina sem fazer. Ai você vai ficar só no 
blá, blá, blá. 
You have to camp out [in front of the municipality], you have to occupy, you have to 
protest in the streets ... Pressure from below. Because if you don’t ... even when you do 
this, it’s already difficult, imagine if you don’t. Then you'll just end up talking: blah, blah, 
blah. 
Protests are essential for the movement to put pressure on the municipality to delay evictions and 
ultimately to buy the building. 
Figure 6.1: the sala da coordenação (room of the coordination). Source: the author. 
Another important element of property politics at Prestes Maia also builds on their spatial politics 
and its moral justification of occupying vacant buildings. In interviews coordinators and residents 
insisted Prestes Maia’s owners were not fulfilling the social function of their property by leaving it 
vacant for so long.88 These comments point to a moral justification for the occupation. The 
                                                          
87 The building is in fact a mini-zone that consists of only the one building. It is zoned as ZEIS 3 which defines 
vacant buildings that can only be used for social housing.  
88 Legally this is irrelevant as the social function of property is understood as a justification of the work of the 
Departamento da Função Social da Propriedade and not of occupations by housing movements. 
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movement insists they are fulfilling the social function of the previously vacant building by using it to 
help reduce the astronomical housing deficit of the city of São Paulo.  
A gente ocupa... A gente não invade, a gente ocupa. Porque o prédio está sem função 
social, está parado há anos ali, isso não dá função social nenhuma. E tem pessoas que 
necessitam morar, necessitam de morar no centro da cidade. 
We occupy ... We do not squat, we occupy. Because the building didn’t have any social 
function, it was standing there empty for years, this does not contribute any social 
function. And there are people who need a place to live, they need to live in the city 
centre. (Junior, administrator at Prestes Maia) 
Yet even the transformation of this space through these intense forms of mobilisation cannot 
guarantee occupations as a form of property as this also depends on ‘the different conditions of 
possibility within local places’ (Leitner, Sheppard & Sziarto 2008, p.159). In São Paulo the state is 
already relatively accustomed to formalising favelas. Decades ago these used to be forcefully 
removed, but now it is not unheard of to give favela residents legal title to the land they stand on 
and upgrade streets and existing infrastructures (van Lindert 2016). What is not near as common is 
to give legal title to squatted buildings as these are in the central area of the city and located on 
higher land value. However, in a very small number of cases, formalisation has begun to happen of 
late. For this formalisation there are two routes, if the occupied building is state owned (for ex., 
those of the public pension fund INSS) then apartments become common property in the form of a 
99 year lease called Cessão do Direito Real de Uso (Assignment of Real Use Rights). If the occupied 
building is privately owned, then apartments become private property because they are remodelled 
through the federal social housing programme MCMV which can only result in private ownership 
(Rufino 2015). Though most occupations are evicted, if they are able to postpone evictions for long 
enough they might just become formal property. The mechanism for this already exists 
(formalisation of favela properties) and was later adapted to work in the centre of the city in urban 
renewal programmes. It is important to remember that these programmes were brought to the 
centre largely due to pressure from the movements themselves (Tatagiba & Teixeira 2016). Thus 
presentation of urban renewal as a state programme obscures this history of popular struggle. In this 
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6.3.2. The politics of formalisation 
Building on the previous analysis of the spatial politics at Prestes Maia in chapter four, the way 
different proposals for formalisation might affect Prestes Maia can now be analysed. The most 
important insight from the preceding section is that here the local state is not generously giving the 
movement property ex nihilo. In fact the state is simply exchanging the already existing property the 
movement has created through their spatial politics for another arrangement. The first point to note 
is that the state’s formal solution of making private property through Minha Casa Minha Vida 
(MCMV) links seamlessly with MMLJ’s efforts to achieve private property. This is precisely how 
formal systems work. They only appear to function naturally or effortlessly if they can draw on 
existing social norms in order to not draw attention to the extensive work needed to hold them up. 
Starting in 2009 all social housing programmes began to be funnelled through the one federal 
programme with its one solution which is to create private property (Rufino 2015). This federal 
programme MCMV was originally conceived of as an economic program – a counter cyclical 
investment in the construction industry (Santo Amore 2015). It was based on the social housing 
programme that Pinochet started in Chile (Rolnik 2015) with its goal of creating many small private 
property owners. As Waldir Ribeiro, architect of Prestes Maia, explained, ‘Minha Casa Minha Vida na 
verdade, apesar de ser um programa social, altamente subsidiado, ele tá criando proprietários, ele tá 
criando milhares de pequenos capitalistas’ (In fact Minha Casa Minha Vida, despite being a highly 
subsidised social programme, it’s creating homeowners, it’s creating thousands of little capitalists). 
This solution of giving residents at Prestes Maia private property misreads the positive contributions 
of the struggle. They do not need private property to become responsible citizens. They have already 
contributed to the neighbourhood by cleaning vacant buildings, bringing greater focalisation for 
social housing programmes, greater safety of the building itself and the surrounding area and 
greater protection for homeless people.  
This private property solution will also leave these remodelled apartments vulnerable to 
gentrification pressures as mentioned in an interview with the municipal social housing corporation 
Cohab: 
ao mesmo tempo que você garante a propriedade, você também pode sofrer um 
processo de gentrificação e fazer com que essa propriedade, que é uma propriedade de 
luta de mais de vinte anos, seja colocado rapidamente no mercado  
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at the same time as it guarantees property, it can also lead to a process of gentrification 
and mean this property, that is the result of a struggle of more than twenty years, will 
be quickly put on the market (Cohab, P3) 
 
Figure 6.2: Prestes Maia behind a neighbouring building.  
Source: the author. 
But even more adamant is the comment of the architect of the movement who believes that 
residents will not be able to resist full market value for these apartments when they will have 
only paid 5-10% of that value themselves: 
na verdade essas pessoas não vão resistir à pressão do mercado. Não vão segurar dez 
anos, que é o prazo do financiamento. Em muito menos tempo, vai se trocar todo 
aquele povo por outros  
in fact, these people will not resist the pressure of the market. They won’t be able to 
hold on for ten years, which is the length of the financing. In much less time, all these 
people will be exchanged for others (Waldir Ribeiro, architect of MMLJ) 
Formalisation might also weaken the movement by breaking up their intense political organisation. 
This is not something the coordination of the movement has discussed yet. The coordinator João 
commented that they have not yet talked about what will happen after the building is remodelled 
(fig. 6.2). Another coordinator, Walter, thinks they will probably apply in the competitive bid to 
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become the management of the remodelled building. But currently the strength of their mobilisation 
rests on the point system. Will it be enough for the coordination to become managers of the 
completed building to keep up the high level of engagement of residents? Residents currently 
appear to be motivated to participate in cleaning and protests through the point system because of 
a strong desire to secure a future property in a remodelled apartment.  
Helô Silva from the umbrella organisation FLM insisted on the need for a continual ‘apoio pós 
reforma’ (support post remodelling). She insists the movement cannot rest on its past successes 
believing it has already once and for all transformed the building into a differential spaces. Politics is 
never fully concluded as there is always the necessity of constant struggle under new conditions. 
É, a ideia é que no pós moradia, que continue com a experiência de organização 
comunitária. ... a gente não consegue acompanhar na mesma proporção que 
acompanha hoje ... Mas a ideia é que tenha mesmo um acompanhamento social do 
movimento, pra conseguir superar os novos desafios. 
Yeah, the idea is that after getting their housing, they would continue with the 
experience of community organisation. ... we can’t accompany them to the same degree 
that we accompany them today ... But the idea is for there to be a social support of the 
movement, in order to overcome their new challenges. 
A simple contribution offered by the administrator Junior seemed extremely pertinent. At the time 
of my interview with him he had been thinking of making a mural of the history of the movement to 
put in the hallway at Prestes Maia. His idea was that this mural could help people remember and 
value the intense political mobilisation that had gone into making this a different space. Efforts like 
Junior’s will be very important to make sure the remodelled building does not edit out its previous 
history and political heritage. Otherwise it might simply become one more residential building in the 
city centre like all the others. 
What about state proposals to counter gentrification? In interviews these usually centred on the 
locação social – a programme of social rent started in Marta Suplicy’s administration (2001-2004). 
This programme would probably be very effective against gentrification but the movements do not 
support it as there is little guarantee their members would be the beneficiaries of such a 
programme. Juliana Avanci, the building’s lawyer from Centro Gaspar Garcia, explained:  
Mas aquele movimento que estava ali naquela briga até então, quando ele falar “então 
vai ser locação social”, o que significa? Que aquilo vai abrir para todo mundo para a 
cidade. Não vai, necessariamente, atender aqueles que estiveram lá  
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But that movement that was there in that struggle up until then, when [the 
municipality] says "it's going to be a social rent." What does that mean? That it will be 
open to everyone in the city. It will not necessarily meet the needs of those who have 
been [living] there (Juliana Avanci, CGG) 
It is also the case that this apparently more progressive solution is extremely vulnerable to any 
change in municipal administration. In interviews there was a clear insistence from state 
departments on the need to formalise all progressive solutions. Cohab insisted on the need to 
institutionalise this new programme as incoming administrations often disinvest the programmes of 
their predecessor to not afford political dividends to the opposing political party. The solution these 
departments propose is to make their programmes as institutionalised and as structured as possible. 
The coordinators at Cohab mentioned the need to create ‘lastros’ (ballasts) to anchor the social rent 
programme during the change in administration by, for example, creating the serviço de moradia 
social (service of social housing) and a chapter in the housing plan on the design of a locação social 
programme. They would do this so the programme could entrar numa lógica de gestão pública 
(enter into a logic of public management, Cohab, P3, interview). Comments from another 
department suggested the solution to this problem of change in administration was in the size of the 
structure that is set up (DFSP, interview). Teams of only a couple of technicians are easy to take 
apart in the case of a change of administration. Creating larger bureaucratic teams would be a way 
to guarantee a certain continuity to a programme. Once again formalisation tends toward an 
increase of bureaucratic structures (Bear 2011).  
 
6.3.3. Property politics despite formalisation 
Contrary to these bureaucratic solutions, current property arrangements are held up by constant 
efforts of the movements themselves. The danger of formalisation is that the movement might lose 
steam without the point system and the carrot/stick of private property.  Rather than the state’s 
formal logic, they should look to their own current spatial politics and practices of auto-gestão (self 
management). As the interview from Cohab pointed out, auto-gestão creates a relationship between 
people as they struggle for a collective solution to their problems and this relationship helps resist 
the exchange of one owner for another that would lead to gentrification. This is the opposite of the 
state’s formal ‘lottery’ solutions that lead to a total lack of relationship between applicants. 
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Aí o que a gente sabe é que essa troca de pessoas, principalmente em empreendimentos que 
estão ligados a auto-gestão, ela é muito pequena. Então quando você tem um imóvel que é fruto 
de sorteio, aí você não cria relação 
So what we know is that this exchange of people, especially in ventures that are linked to auto-
gestão, is very small. So when you have a property that is the result of a lottery, then you do not 
create a relationship. (Cohab, P3) 
Any state programme is likely to be just as weak a solution as private property in facing the local 
bureaucracy unless the movement itself is in charge. Waldir, the architect of Prestes Maia, insists in 
light of this that the locação social programme would only work if it too were based on auto-gestão. 
If the movement, formally registered as an entity in the MCMV programme, were in charge of the 
social rent programme then results might be different. 
Dependendo da forma como essa locação social for proposta, e eu defendo que o município, 
estado, não tem competência pra gerir a locação social, ele deveria atribuir isso à entidade e 
fiscalizar a entidade. Então, no meu entender, acho que uma ótima saída seria a locação social 
gerida pela entidade. 
Depending on how this social rent is proposed, and I argue that the municipality, the state, has 
no competence to manage the social rent programme. It should assign this to the entity and 
supervise the entity. So, in my opinion, I think a great solution would be a social rent programme 
managed by the entity. (Waldir Ribeiro, architect MMLJ) 
It is in this sense that any formalised property solution be it private property or social rent will need 
to be held up by constant spatial politics and community mobilisation. It is the current spatial politics 
that is holding up their temporary property arrangements. Now the discussion turns to the property 
politics of the ruka Folilche Aflaiai in Santiago. 
 
6.4. Folilche Aflaiai in Santiago 
How can the spatial politics at Folilche Aflaiai be understood to be creating a form of property? For 
the ruka communities in Santiago formality is not a future possibility but a present reality. They 
already deal with the local state’s formalities as they are located on lands with formal comodato 
contracts. Yet this is very different from the security of tenure that is at least expected with formal, 
full property titles. These comodatos are formally recognised contracts but they present absolutely 
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no tenure security. In this way the local state allows some limited formal recognition for the 
communities at the same time that these contracts allow the local state to indirectly govern what 
activities are being held at the rukas. 
 
6.4.1. Comodato as existing property 
Viewing the comodatos as already existing property highlights the spatial politics the ruka 
community is currently engaged in. This is not to say that the comodato is an already existing 
property arrangement because of the formal leasehold contract. Quite the contrary, the contract is a 
mockery of property as it provides no tenure security whatsoever. What makes the comodato an 
already existing property arrangement is precisely the spatial politics at the site. This view of the 
comodato as an existing property arrangement allows a more careful evaluation of the trade-offs 
involved in different proposals for increasing security of tenure. One can only hope that any proposal 
would not negatively impact on the positive contributions the groups are currently holding up. The 
benefit of viewing comodatos as an existing form of property is that this highlights the way their 
spatial politics has transformed this space into property now. And this is important because different 
views on the current situation lead to different normative assessments of any proposals to improve 
the situation. 
How can comodatos be viewed as a form of property? At its most basic the comodato is a formal 
contract that gives Mapuche groups access to a space for free. Yet the contract offers no tenure 
security. The other key property element is the efforts of the associations that transform these 
spaces so they are seen as contributing to the broader society. It is important for Mapuche 
associations to show positive contributions to society. Public institutions decide based on ad hoc 
utilitarian criteria to grant comodatos to associations that, in their opinion, provide more social 
benefits to the broader community. As Christian Lopez, Asesor Jurídico (Legal Advisor) of La Pintana, 
told me: ‘el Consejo elije, en el fondo, la que presta más servicios a la comunidad po’ (the Council 
chooses, in essence, the one that provides the most services to the community, ‘po’89). The 
associations need to show their ‘utility’ for the wider community – in an internalised competitive 
logic – first to obtain a comodato and then not to lose it. This is because comodatos are temporary. 
Contracts often last two, three or five years, although many contain a clause for automatic renewal. 
But even during that short temporary duration they are always revocable by the state institution at 
any moment for any reason. 
                                                          
89 ‘Po’ is a Chileanism, short form of ‘pues’ (then), that serves to emphasise what is being said. 
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Comodatos are signed following a simple formal logic according to Head of Property Management 
Department at SERVIU, Eduardo Zenteno. Any association requesting a SERVIU property needs to 
fulfil only two formal conditions. They must have a certified legal personality. This means their 
association needs to be registered with the Ministry of Justice. And they have to be a not-for-profit 
organisation thus justifying the lease of state-owned land without charge. State institutions adhere 
to these minimal formal requirements insisting that in this way they treat all community 
organisations equally. Yet they have no formal programme for the distribution of these properties 
(Eduardo Zenteno, interview). Vacant properties are distributed to all who request them unless 
SERVIU has any reason to believe the association will not produce ‘the most services to the 
community’. Information about the trustworthiness of community organisations comes, if it comes 
at all, from local municipal offices who are ‘on the ground’ and thus able to know their local 
associations in more detail than a national institution such as SERVIU can. 
However, though this process is formally egalitarian, the substantive result is discrimination against 
less common and less ‘useful’ organisations and the final result is that there are very few rukas in 
Santiago. They are the least common type of community organisation to receive land (see fig. 5.3). 
According to Ricardo Arancibia (OAI coordinator in Recoleta): ‘ahí tú ves cuántos comodatos a los 
centros de madres, al club del adulto mayor y a los evangélicos hay y si tú haces ese conteo, los 
mapuches, los aimaras, es como que uno contra el 99%’ (you can see how many comodatos there 
are for mothers centres, elderly citizens clubs and for evangelicals and, if you were to count them, 
the Mapuche, the Aymara are like one against the other 99 per cent). However, though the total is 
quite small for a city the size of Santiago, the number of rukas has increased at a rapid rate over the 
past few years (see fig. 6.3).  
 
Figure 6.3: Increase of total number of rukas in Metropolitan region of Santiago over time.  
Source: Pilowski (2007), Carmona (2017), and original research. 
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Returning to the original question, what kind of property is a comodato? Comodatos are a very 
insecure property arrangement at best. The logic of leasing state properties in comodato for the 
construction of rukas is at most a logic of exception (see Yiftachel 2009 for a related discussion of 
what he terms ‘grey spaces’). However even this exceptional logic presents exceptions. In the cases 
where multiple groups use the same piece of land they are not even given a comodato contract. In 
the case of Mapu Lawen there is only a word of mouth agreement because there are multiple 
groups who use the ruka. At Maria Rapa Nui there are three different groups, Mapuche, Aymara and 
Rapa Nui, who share this space so a different document – a permiso de uso (permission to use) – was 
drawn up. While similar to a comodato contract, it specifies the limited area (1/3 of the total) of the 
plot that each group is responsible for. Another form of exception are the comodatos on top of 
comodatos. Olga Paillao explained Mapu Rayen has a comodato from the municipality allowing them 
to use land leased to the municipality in comodato from Bienes Nacionales (the National Land Trust). 
Amelia Gaete explained Weichafe Mapu similarly has a comodato with CONADI and CONADI has one 
from SERVIU. These extreme cases simply confirm that comodatos are ultimately a logic of 
exceptions.  
The comodato is a formalisation of this logic of exceptions that lets the Mapuche use these vacant 
state lands. Legally speaking these comodatos are no more than extended temporariness. Though 
they are a means for community organisations to get free access to a land base, the contracts always 
explicitly recognise the ownership of the state institution leasing the land. The first paragraph of the 
contract Folilche Aflaiai signed with SERVIU states the following: 
PRIMERO: El SERVICIO DE VIVIENDA Y URBANIZACIÓN METROPOLITANO, es dueño del 
inmueble de una superficie de 270m2, ubicado en calle Coralillo No 1295, población La 
Faena, Sector No 1 de la comuna de Peñalolén y que se encuentra inscrito a mayor 
extensión a fs. 19546 No 20387 del Registro del Conservador de Bienes Raíces de 
Santiago del año 1966. 
FIRST. SERVIU is the owner of the 270m2 property located at Coralillo 1295, project La 
Faena, Sector 1 of the municipality of Peñalolén and is registered in full on page number 
19546 number 20387 of the Property Register of Santiago in the year 1966. 
The language of the contract explicitly acknowledges the ownership of the state institution, referring 
even to the registry of the property, as if to make doubly sure the Mapuche association will not 
attempt to request formal ownership of the land at a later time. The contract also explicitly states in 
paragraph six that the owner, SERVIU, can terminate the contract at any moment either if any of the 
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conditions on the contract are broken or simply if SERVIU deems there are ‘razones de oportunidad, 
mérito o conveniencia que justifiquen el ejercicio de la potestad revocatoria y así resulte necesario’ 
(reasons of opportunity, merit or convenience that justify the use of the power to revoke the 
contract and if it is thus necessary). This is an extremely precarious and temporary form of tenure.  
So far the logic of comodatos has been discussed based on the fact that they are negotiated 
solutions with the formal approval of the owning institution. Yet unsolicited comments on squatting 
in three of the interviews and one mention of squatting in Carmona’s (2014) thesis on OAI in 
Santiago indicate something else might be happening. Why did the members of these three rukas 
explicitly mention squatting? I believe this is due to the deeply conflictive nature of property 
struggles in the Mapuche imaginary. According to Beatriz Painiqueo of Folilche Aflaiai Mapuche 
groups can ‘obviously’ not squat90 because the logic of the city impedes this.  
Obviamente toma no podemos hacer, porque aquí lo que más prevalece, es 
simplemente lo que es la represión, a través de la policía, entonces obviamente hay que 
tener tiempo, dedicación y todo, para hacer tomas, entonces eso era inalcanzable. Por lo 
tanto la opción es tocar puertas, solicitar, mandar cartas e ir. 
Obviously, we cannot squat, because what is most prevalent here is basically repression, 
by the police, so obviously to squat we need to have time, dedication and everything, so 
that was unattainable. Therefore the option was to knock on doors, make requests, send 
letters and go. 
Squatting requires a lot of time and dedication. Yet a constant presence all day every day is difficult 
to maintain as most ruka community members work day jobs. This explanation notwithstanding, the 
histories of three rukas are explained as ‘symbolic’ squats. Carmona (2014, p.97) says Mahuidache is 
the result of a symbolic squat. A rewe was planted on an empty plot of land, used previously for 
informal football matches (Carmona 2014). Though there was not yet any formal contract, this act of 
planting the rewe – and using the land for ceremonies – made it clear to other prospective users that 
the land was taken. Juana Huenufil explained how the group at Mapu Lawen was tipped off about 
the availability of a junk yard by a local councillor of La Pintana. José Painequeo, a founding member 
of the same ruka, called this a toma pacífica (peaceful squat). To this day they do not have a single 
document that states their permission to use the space, but the local municipal offices have 
continued to support their presence for the past fifteen years. And Raimundo Nahuel of Folilche 
                                                          
90 One case (Prestes Maia) is being used to interrogate the other (Folilche Aflaiai) as discussed by Nezar 
AlSayyad & Ananya Roy (2004). 
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Aflaiai said they occupied their current location with an ‘attitude of squatting’ even when the 
Asociación Indígena had already received comodato papers. What he means with this is that they did 
not tell neighbours that they had a comodato and simply fenced the land, cleared it, and began to 
occupy it. They were then called to the police station, accused of illegally squatting. Only then did 
they present the comodato papers to the Captain at the police station. Raimundo called this an 
ocupación con papeles (squat with papers). Technically only the first of the three would be called a 
squat and even then only for a short period until the municipality formalised the relationship by 
giving them a comodato. Yet there seems to be a common thread of squatting being used 
symbolically in these reflections to link these struggles in Santiago to the squatting that is done in 
struggles for land restitution down south. The discussion will return to the importance of squatting 
for the Mapuche imaginary in the next section. But first there is one more thing comodatos do for 
the spatial politics of these Mapuche associations. 
A comodato contract provides the relevant Association with a formal piece of paper linking their 
name to the address they occupy. This allows them to apply for state funds as discussed in chapter 
five. In this way some are able to apply for funds for the construction of rukas and others for funds 
to run workshops at rukas. Though comodatos are only a marginally more secure form of tenure 
than squatting, the comodato contracts allow associations to access state funds for a variety of 
workshops and this strengthens their presence on the land. In this sense the perception of tenure is 
increased (Durand-Lasserve 2006). These activities then lead to another way they strengthen their 
position on the land. They clean and maintain these vacant state properties. This was something the 
state institution was not able to do previously. All interviews indicated these properties were 
previously informal rubbish tips. In this way they contribute to reverse negative stigmas of the 
peripheral neighbourhoods in which the rukas are located (Carmona 2014). They also supplement 
public health programmes through their ancestral medicinal practices (through the PESPI 
programme discussed in chapter five). And they offer a variety of religious and cultural activities for 
the local Mapuche and non-Mapuche population. Furthermore, such positive contributions justify 
the periodic renewal of their comodato contracts. But this is no more and no less than a politics of 
postponement (Roy 2017). 
 
6.4.2. Comodato as form of governance 
Though activities at rukas help make the comodato a somewhat more secure form of property, it is 
still a comodato. And the comodato is in reality a means for the state to govern the community (see 
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Keenan 2013 for a discussion of governance of Aboriginal populations through leaseholds in 
Australia). First of all the activities they can hold are formally limited to those activities that fit the 
stated goals of the association. These are the association’s goals as stated in the charter of the legal 
personality they drew up when they became formally associated or simply the stated reason for 
which they requested the property. The permiso de uso of the ruka María Rapa Nui states: ‘El uso 
que se dará al inmueble será para el desarrollo de actividades Culturales y para cualquier otro uso 
acorde con las finalidades propias de la referida Organización.’ (The use that will be given to the 
property will be for the development of Cultural activities and for any other use in accordance with 
the stated purposes of said Organisation). The formal logic hounds the ruka communities every step 
of the way.  
This indirect control of what activities are being performed on these sites also flows on from the 
public institution’s initial choice of the type of community organisation to which they would grant 
the comodato. The contract does not allow for residential uses since the Mapuche ruka communities 
are formally constituted as Indigenous associations and their stated objectives are to promote 
Mapuche culture. And the definition of culture implicitly accepted by the formality of the local state 
is one divorced from dwelling. The (neo-colonial) state determines the appropriate and 
inappropriate spatial uses regardless of whether or not the Mapuche would include a dwelling as 
part of their culture or as a function for a ruka. In fact the Mapuzugun word ruka means simply 
‘house’, an indication of the original usage for which they were meant.91 The contract at Folilche 
Aflaiai states under paragraph two, letter J: ‘No se podrá pernoctar o residir en el inmueble por 
ningún lapso de tiempo’ (Spending the night or residing at the property will not be allowed for any 
amount of time).  
An interview with Eduardo Zenteno, head of the Department of Property Management of SERVIU, 
explained the prohibition of residences as a function of local zoning restrictions. He explained 
SERVIU’s redundant land was originally zoned for community equipment and not residential use. Be 
this as it may, Beatriz Painiqueo explained their early difficulties of having construction equipment 
robbed from their site. They were not allowed to have a caretaker live on site as this was considered 
a residential use. They solved this problem by keeping a large guard dog on site. The contracts also 
often explicitly prohibit any profitable activities on site. Letter G of Folilche Aflaiai’s contract states: 
‘No podrá destinar el inmueble bajo ninguna circunstancia al desarrollo de actividades con fines de 
lucro’ (You may not use the property under any circumstances for activities that generate profit). 
                                                          
91 Now even in the rural south rukas are very rarely used as dwellings. Those that still exist are often used for 
storage as families have preferred to use state subsidies to buy dwellings to live in (Juana Huenufil, interview). 
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Formally this may flow from the fact that the property is being leased free of charge but it is very 
restrictive for these Mapuche associations as they do not have any stable form of income. 
Comodatos are only contracts formalising the logic of exceptions that allows community 
organisations such as the Mapuche associations access to land. Yet they are quite important for the 
local state. They are a means for public institutions to get free maintenance on their vacant 
properties and maybe even a few free buildings. Article A of the preamble of the comodato for 
Folilche Aflaiai is surprisingly candid regarding SERVIU’s motivations to lease these lands for free. 
CONSIDERANDO: 
a) La conveniencia para este Servicio de entregar en comodato sus inmuebles que no 
están en uso, puesto que con ello se consigue un permanente cuidado y atención de los 
mismos y se obtiene un mejor retorno de inversión, sobre todo en los casos en que se 
proyectan en ellos edificaciones, las que al término del comodato pasarán a formar 
parte del patrimonio institucional.  
CONSIDERING: 
a) The convenience for this Service to offer in comodato its properties that are not in 
use, since with this it obtains a permanent care and attention of these and a better 
return on its investment, especially in the cases in which buildings are constructed on 
them, which at the end of the comodato will become part of the institution’s estate. 
(Exempt Resolution no. 1223, 06 March 2015, SERVIU Metropolitano) 
SERVIU has a large proportion of its properties under comodatos. The lands were originally set aside 
for community services of social housing projects that never materialised (interview, Eduardo 
Zenteno, SERVIU). The state preferred to have these services provided for free by offering the lands 
to local cultural, social, and religious organisations. Similarly all municipalities also have community 
organisations lodging on comodatos on lands of their property as well. So the comodato turns out to 
be a way to off load the state’s responsibilities of providing community services. 
But, what other intentions might there be for formalising comodatos for Mapuche associations in 
particular? Formality is not only a consequence of the requirements for impartiality in the public 
system but also a way the state can manage the activities of these Mapuche groups. The apparently 
innocent formal logic of comodatos is actually the result of larger structural dynamics that limit 
access of Mapuche to property in the city. The coordinators of rukas made it clear there is a tension 
surrounding property access in the city – as their unsolicited references to squatting as a form of 
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accessing urban land made clear. But it is also a reflection of a larger tension surrounding Mapuche 
access to land in the south. In response to a question about the importance of the concept of 
property in Chile,92 interviewees (both participants and coordinators at ruka Folilche Aflaiai) 
constantly referred to Mapuche history in the south of Chile. Property for them is a western 
imposition that stole Mapuche lands to give them in private property to European settlers. It also 
created entrenched poverty as the Mapuche were placed on the more reduced Indigenous property 
of the reducciones. In conjunction with this ongoing property conflict in the south the comodato 
system limits the political potential of giving (full title) property to what had been the lands of their 
ancestors to the Mapu-che (people of the land) in Santiago. José Painequeo, cultural advisor at the 
OAI of La Pintana and also coordinator at the ruka Mapu Lawen explained the state’s fears of ceding 
land to the Mapuche in the city of Santiago: 
Porque el estado, los alcaldes le tienen desconfianza a los mapuche. Y en contra lógica, 
entregar terrenos a los mapuche, en consecuencia que hoy día nadie quiere ceder un 
milímetro ... Porque si abrimos la válvula, bueno, mañana va a haber toma allá, toma 
allá, toma acá y los mapuche se van a sublevar. Y mal que mal, somos 500.000 mapuche, 
aquí en Santiago  
Because the state, the mayors distrust the Mapuche. And it’s contrary to their logic to 
deliver land to the Mapuche, consequently today nobody wants to yield a millimetre ... 
Because if they open the valve, well, tomorrow there will be a squat there, a squat 
there, a squat here and the Mapuche will revolt. And for what it’s worth we are 500,000 
Mapuche,93 here in Santiago 
In this way the supposedly egalitarian formal system of comodatos is actually used to keep two 
separate issues from touching, like keeping fire away from kegs of gun powder. On the one hand 
there is the political economy of comodatos and its free access to land for community organisations 
in Santiago. And on the other, Mapuche land restitution in the south.  
This land restitution was incorporated into the Ley Indígena 19,253 created in 1993. There is no 
formal policy not to buy lands for Mapuche in Santiago. But in the more than 20 years that the 
programme has been running only three properties were bought in the Metropolitan region of 
                                                          
92 The question was: ‘¿Como usted ve el concepto de propiedad aquí en Chile?’ (How do you see the concept 
of property here in Chile?). Over the course of the fieldwork the secondary question on property mutated from 
something regarding the difference between Chilean and Mapuche property to the difference between 
property in Santiago and in the south. This itself is an indication of how my thinking was influenced by the 
answers I was getting. 
93 According to Aravena (2014) the total Mapuche population in Santiago in 2012 was 564,234. 
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Santiago. All three of these were bought early in the programme in the year 1996. In comparison 
some 4,600 properties have been bought in other regions (El Ciudadano 2015).94 It would seem that 
after buying these three properties in Santiago CONADI then quickly changed their mind as they 
stopped awarding properties in the Metropolitan region. CONADI’s focus in Santiago is now on 
assimilating the Mapuche into the economy more than into the land market. This is shown in the 
meaning of the acronym CONADI: National Corporation for Indigenous Development. The funds of 
the institution are divided between three areas: fondo de desarrollo (development fund), fondo de 
cultura y educación (culture and education fund) and fondo de tierras y aguas (land and water fund). 
The land purchases are now focussed only on reinstating the lands of the original Títulos de Merced 
that made up the reducciones in the south. But the result of this unspoken policy is that no lands are 
given in full title property to Mapuche in the city of Santiago.  
These ruka-comodatos bring to mind Katherine McKittrick’s (2013) discussion of the plot-plantation 
system. To state the obvious, the plantation was a place of dispossession and exploitation of black 
labour. McKittrick shows how the idea of the plantation continues to be used to justify the racial and 
spatial banishment of blacks into ghettoes of disinvestment by the state in contemporary cities. And 
yet she points out that on the plantations blacks were given small plots where they could plant for 
their subsistence. The plot-plantations were then also spaces of resistance, though created within 
conditions of cruel exploitation. The plot was a place where a link to the land could be forged, where 
a rootedness could grow, and it became a site from which ideas and practices of resistance could be 
nurtured.95 The ruka-comodatos are also places where resistance is able to grow and where it is 
nurtured. Ancestral practices are again made present. And state funds are tied to the land through a 
suite of meaningful activities. Yet they are similarly places meant to keep the Mapuche ‘off the land’ 
by avoiding any ‘subversive’ Mapuche ownership of land in the capital city of Santiago.  
In summary, comodatos are a rather ‘safe’ property solution (in comparison, for example, to 
squatting) as they sit nicely under the radar, not calling attention to themselves and because they fit 
into an already existing, broader logic of giving community organisations free access to a land base. 
But comodatos are also always a precarious form of property as they, by definition, do not give full 
title to the land. Anything less than giving associations formal property to the lands they are located 
on is merely tokenistic. But the state refuses to do anything more. This discussion leads on to the 
final element of the analysis, the associations’ desire for formal title to the properties on which their 
rukas are located. 
                                                          
94 The same article estimates that some 1,000 requests for land purchases are filed each year in Santiago. 
95 In fact McKittrick’s discussion finds echoes in missions and reserves around the (colonial) world.  




6.4.3. Property politics despite present formalities 
Viewing comodatos as an already existing form of property does not only highlight the property 
politics in which Mapuche associations are involved. It also makes more explicit the trade-offs 
involved in exchanging current property forms for others. In this sense comodatos can also be 
thought of as a form of property-to-be because these Mapuche associations have shown some 
interest in finding ways to increase tenure security or, if possible, get legal title to the land. State 
institutions insist they cannot transfer properties to rukas because it is not formally included in their 
brief. SERVIU says they cannot transfer property because their mission as a state institution is to 
build social houses, not to transfer properties to Mapuche organisations. Once again the formal logic 
is invoked to dismiss thorny issues surrounding property and Mapuche in the city of Santiago. This 
logic quickly breaks down if one thinks of the sheer amount of land SERVIU owns.96 Owning land is 
not in their brief either! More to the point, the land could be transferred to CONADI and then 
transferred to the Mapuche associations as this transfer mechanism has already been used in other 
regions of the country. At any rate, of the three state institutions that are owners of lands in 
comodato to Mapuche associations in Santiago, only Bienes Nacionales (the National Land Trust) 
would be technically able to transfer properties as they have done already when giving fiscal lands to 
CONADI who then transfers them to Indigenous communities, mostly in the north of the country 
(Ministerio de Obras Públicas 2012). 
Maybe the best policy would simply be to not pay attention to the state’s resistance to ceding 
property and to go around the state institution directly to a politician who might be favourable to 
facilitating the transfer. The only negotiations I heard of in this regard were initiated by Folilche 
Aflaiai (fig. 6.4). The coordinator Raimundo Nahuel explained their attempts to negotiate legal title 
to the land their ruka sits on. These negotiations indicated the need for the support of a sympathetic 
politician, maybe a senator. In Raimundo Nahuel’s words:  
La idea ahora, en un momento dado, nosotros estuvimos haciendo las gestiones, 
llegamos hasta el momento de que era voluntad política, del traspaso, que fue antes 
que terminara el gobierno de Piñera … cuando Piñera se iba a ir, habían unas personas 
                                                          
96 According to information provided by Sergio León (Territorial Information Coordinator for the Metropolitan 
branch of the Ministry of Housing and Planning) in 2012 SERVIU owned 20,714 hectares which was roughly one 
fourth of the total 83,000 hectares of urban land included in the city of Santiago. 
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que dijeron, no, aquí hay pura voluntad política, cierto y la voluntad política, no llegó 
nunca. Dijeron que teníamos que tener algún contacto con algún senador ahí.  
The idea now, at a given moment, we were working on this, we arrived to the point that 
it was a matter of political will, for the transfer, which was before the Piñera 
government ended ... when Piñera was going to leave, there were some people who 
said, it’s only a matter of political will, right?, and that political will never came. They 
said we had to have some contact with a senator there. 
 
Figure 6.4: footpath in front of the ruka Folilche Aflaiai. Source: the author. 
 
In the absence of any forthcoming formal property these groups are also involved in different 
activities that help strengthen their tenure. The rukas are indirectly organised by participating in 
different mesas regionales (regional worktables): mesas Indígenas municipales (municipal 
Indigenous worktables) and mesas sectoriales (sectoral worktables). These are mostly understood as 
places for the Mapuche associations to gain privileged access to information (Luis Panguinao, OAI 
Peñalolén, interview). But one in particular is more relevant to the strengthening of their claims to 
property. CONADI has created a tourist circuit with six of the rukas (Weichafe Mapu in Cerro Navia, 
Kiñe Pu Liwen in La Pintana, Folilche Aflaiai in Peñalolén, María Rapa Nui in Macul, CONACIN in 
Recoleta, Mapu Rayen in Padre Hurtado). They created a mesa de trabajo (working roundtable) to 
help these rukas invest in tourist infrastructure (mostly making sure each ruka has proper toilets) 
and business plans. But Ximena Montecinos, head of the Development Unit of CONADI in Santiago 
also mentioned their intention to provide legal advice. The idea would be to help review the rukas’ 
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contracts in hopes of getting longer comodatos that would allow them to invest and make these 
productive spaces. Notice that one state institution (CONADI) wants the Mapuche to generate 
economic productivity from the land while the other (SERVIU) insists there can be ‘no profit making 
activity’ on site! 
en esta mesa de trabajo, la idea es revisar esos comodatos precarios y tratar, en lo 
posible, de que se les asignen comodatos, eh, a más largo plazo, ¿no?, que les permita 
hacer inversión y convertir esto, realmente también, en una iniciativa productiva, como 
un, un polo de desarrollo, un polo de negocio  
at this work table the idea is to review these precarious comodatos and try, as much as 
possible, for them to be given comodatos, eh, with longer terms, right?, that would 
allow them to invest and convert this, really also, into a productive initiative, as a, a 
business cluster 
Ximena’s suggestion is reminiscent of Rose’s (1994) property story and of Hardin’s (1968) 
recommendation for the tragedy of the commons. There the solution to the messiness of politics is 
to formalise and hope this brings with it respect for those same formalities. The alleged sanitisation 
of the messiness of local resource politics would afford greater security for investors to buy and sell 
land and to invest on it as it should now be perceived mainly as a source of income. In the case of 
the rukas the suggestion is only slightly different. The comodatos of the rukas should be formalised 
in the hope that the local state would respect those formalities. This seems highly unlikely given the 
previous analysis of comodatos themselves as a form of governance. The suggestion continues that 
because of that respect the Mapuche associations would be given more security to invest in the 
properties. But it is important to remember that here the associations would not be given property 
tout court but simply longer leases.  The state would still be able to revoke the contract at any 
moment for any reason. The main interest of this suggestion for the present discussion is precisely in 
the amount of obfuscation CONADI officials are able to offer in relation to land related issues. 
Another option to create greater security for the property of the rukas was offered when the 
Ministerio del Medio Ambiente (Ministry of the Environment) consulted with Indigenous people 
throughout Chile on a project that sought to create conservation areas along the foothills of the 
Andes mountains. The project is called Proyecto de Ley que crea el Servicio de Biodiversidad y Áreas 
Protegidas (Draft Law creating the Biodiversity and Protected Areas Service). The rukas in Peñalolén 
and Macul took advantage of being consulted as Indigenous associations located in areas affected by 
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the project to suggest the need for the Ministerio to also look into the conservation of these 
ceremonial sites as ‘nature’ reserves in the city.  
Entonces en todas las consultas que se han hecho estos días, eh, creo que allá en, en 
Peñalolén con Macul hicieron esa propuesta, de que debiera haber una variante dentro 
de ese proyecto, que se diera protección a los centros ceremoniales que están en la 
ciudad y nosotros estamos de acuerdo, también apoyamos esa postura, porque como 
este es comodato, uno con los comodatos, uno no está seguro. A pesar que uno diga … 
me avalan las, los derechos de las naciones Unidas, me avala la Ley Indígena, más el 
trabajo que nosotros hacemos acá. El día de mañana puede venir no sé quién y nos 
dicen, ah, se van. Sin embargo, si queda dentro de un proyecto protegido, ya va a ser 
más difícil la cosa.  
So in all the consultations that have been made these days, I think that in Peñalolén with 
Macul someone made the proposal, that there should be a variation within that project, 
that protection be given to the ceremonial centres that are in the city and we agree, we 
also support that position, because as this is a comodato, with comodatos you can never 
be sure. Although we can say ... I am endorsed by the rights of the United Nations, I am 
endorsed by the Ley Indígena, plus the work we do here. Tomorrow I don’t know who 
may come and tell us, ah, to leave. However, if it is within a conservation project, it will 
be more difficult. (Juana Cheuquepan, of Kiñe Pu Liwen, La Pintana) 
 
This suggestion intrigued me and at my next interview I asked the coordinator José Painequeo for his 
thoughts. Would it be helpful to protect the rukas as part of the Ministerio del Medio Ambiente’s 
draft law? José Painequeo’s response was to the point. He is wary of any state-led solution to 
protect the rukas. He was emphatic that the state’s logic of protection is very different to that of the 
Mapuche communities themselves.  
eso hay que conversarlo con mucha detención, no es llegar y decir, queremos que nos 
protejan lo, me, eh. Porque proteger desde el estado, no es lo mismo que proteger 
desde los pueblos indígenas. Ellos tienen una lógica de proteger y nosotros tenemos 
otra lógica de proteger. Y ahí es donde hay que empezar a hilar fino y para eso se 
requiere debate … el tema es que (risa) el estado quiere protegerlo. Y ese es un tema 
que a nosotros nos preocupa, porque el estado protege muy mal. 
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that we have to talk about with a lot of care, it is not enough to just say, we want them 
to protect us, me, eh. Because protection coming from the state is not the same as 
protection coming from Indigenous peoples. They have a logic when they protect and 
we have another logic when we protect. And that's where you have to be really careful 
and for that we need a debate ... the issue is that (laughter) the state wants to protect 
them. And that is an issue that makes us concerned, because the state protects very 
badly. 
 
It is not enough for the state to simply say they would protect rukas through some formalisation 
programme. All formalities are not created equal. On one end of the spectrum the state insists more 
formal comodatos will help the ruka communities increase their tenure security. On the other end of 
the spectrum one could imagine a return to a strong form of common property. One could 
daydream that the rukas could become Indigenous property such as was the case of the Títulos de 
Merced in the original reducciones. But even a carefully chosen formality such as that might not 
work without constant political pressure from the associations themselves. Lefebvre (2009) insisted 
on the clear distinction between the state’s tendency to formalise, centralise and concentrate power 
and the need for a revolutionary decentralising principle of autogestion. Formalities do not 
automatically solve communities’ problems without their active involvement to keep them on track 
through their spatial politics and the property politics they build on top of this. 
 
6.5. Conclusion  
This chapter has attempted to show that both the occupation of Prestes Maia and the comodato at 
Folilche Aflaiai can be productively thought of as currently existing forms of property rather than 
simply struggles for property. Seeing them as property throws light on the property politics required 
to maintain these insecure arrangements. It also highlights the need to analyse carefully any 
formalisation being proposed as these two groups do not simply lack property nor do they need to 
merely accept any form of property they are offered. The intention in this chapter has not been to 
draw attention away from the importance of scholarship on in-formality. This has been a rich area of 
discussion since the mid-twentieth century and there is a compelling case for its continued relevance 
to understanding urban life in the third world and elsewhere (Roy & AlSayyad 2004). Yet the analysis 
in this chapter raises the need for a complimentary inquiry into formality itself, looking at what it is, 
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what it does and why it is so prevalent. Formalisation for Prestes Maia is not unambiguously helpful 
and for Folilche Aflaiai formality has been a constraining force.  
But crucially any formalisation will have to be vigilantly kept under pressure from the communities 
themselves as this appears to be the only way to counter the state’s almost irresistible inclination to 
formalise all its solutions (Lefebvre 2009). It is through these intense mobilisations and spatial 
politics that these groups transform these spaces into weapons. They need these weapons to help 
them pressure the state to constantly adjust its solutions to more closely align with the community’s 
wishes. These weapons can help keep the state’s perpetual motion machines somewhat in check.  
  




Chapter 7: Creating territory 
 
7.1. Introduction 
In this last analytical chapter of the thesis the two property struggles will be analysed through the 
lens of territory. This chapter continues to think through how a politics of emplacement can be 
practiced. Similarly to the immediately preceding discussion on property politics, the analysis of 
territorialisation builds on and extends the previous discussion of spatial politics by showing how 
territorialisation also transforms space and politicises it (the third moment of the politics of 
emplacement). There are two parts to the argument. First, that each property struggle can be 
analysed as meaningfully constructing new territory by changing existing territorial relations. The 
occupation at Prestes Maia creates a contingent sovereignty by changing internal and external 
relations and rukas such as Folilche Aflaiai also reconfigure territorial relations building a hybrid 
Mapuche territoriality that exists in a tense relation to the lands south of the Biobío River. Second, 
what are the implications of viewing each site as the construction of a novel territory? It illuminates 
the bigger picture at each site, the broader socio-political dynamics of these struggles. Prestes Maia 
constructs new citizens in São Paulo through the pedagogia da confrontação (pedagogy of 
confrontation) and the rukas are the new urban reserves in Chile. 
 
7.2. Territorialisation 
The original focus of this exploratory research project was on property struggles. This meant it was 
tentatively framed as a study in legal geography – mainly property and space. The project’s early 
focus was on the politics of property and urban renewal. Space grew in importance as the project 
was framed as geographical.97 Lefebvre's work on space was crucial as it has been extremely 
influential in the English speaking academia but it has also been important for global activism. The 
cases were interrogated as examples of property politics and attempts were made to understand the 
spatialisation of legal relations. The concept of space became important and gained its own separate 
                                                          
97 I spent the first six months of the PhD in a geography department before transferring over with my 
supervisor to a research centre focussed on urban studies. 
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chapters. It became clear the two struggles can be viewed as examples of a distinctly spatial politics. 
Property continued to be important but was given a relatively separate analysis. Yet the focus on 
territory came rather late and only as a result of the responses of the research participants at each 
site. It quickly became clear that territory is a crucial lens to understand the cases. Or as Haesbaert 
says, territory is a very live issue in Latin America. 
‘During the last few decades, Latin America, and Brazil in particular, have experienced a real 
avalanche of political manifestations involving, directly or indirectly, territorial questions’ (Haesbaert 
2013a, p.147). And these are not primarily negotiations between nation-states but rather counter-
territorial movements. These involve principally territorial activism for cultural recognition, 
Indigenous claims to territory and territorial projects of redistributive justice. This means issues of 
contested governance are central to what is happening in Latin America. Ultimately what is at stake 
is who will be able to rule these areas. Brazilian geographer Rogério Haesbaert insists further to this 
that territory in Latin American scholarship is similar to ‘place’ in the Anglo academic milieu as It 
includes discussions of the processual nature of space, the complexity of defining frontiers/borders 
and a very contemporary interest in the multiplicity of territorial identities. This concept of territory 
then is one that ‘fits’ well with the two cases.  
The analysis in this thesis is based on a broad view of displacement, not merely physical 
displacement but more than that, a collective socio-cultural displacement. Thus the interest is in 
those displaced through deterritorialisation and loss of their collective sense of belonging and 
collective sense of direction. The continual erasure of these marginalised populations means they 
suffer spiritual homelessness (Christensen 2013). To resist this kind of displacement collective 
struggles need to do more than simply find and secure a space. They transform that space to make it 
a place of resistance. As discussed in the previous chapter that resistance engages with legal 
dynamics. That means each struggle is engaged in property politics because property is the legal 
concept that mediates between the conflictive claims of different citizens in society. But they do 
more than this. They recreate their lost social, cultural and political roots to place. This is to recreate 
another territory.  
Territoriality is the sum of all the territorial relations within a given territory (Raffestin 1993). 
Territories are socially constructed as all spatial manifestations are. Yet the territorial experience is 
often to treat the land as the territory, the stand in for the people and their relations, to reify that 
accumulation of territorial relations into a concrete symbol that can easily by referred to. One key 
consequence of territory’s specifically spatial classification, communication and enforcement is that 
it tends to reify power (Elden 2010). 
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There is both a symbolic and a physical control of space. Haesbaert (2003) explains the difference 
between a symbolic and cultural control of territories and a more concrete political domination of 
space following Lefebvre’s distinction between the appropriation and domination of space. The 
symbolic and cultural control of territories by groups is enacted through their territorial identity. The 
more concrete political domination of space is a means to control and discipline individuals. The 
analysis in relation to both case studies is interested in investigating the spatial strategies non-state 
actors use to construct contingent and relational territories, that is to symbolically and culturally 
control their territories.  
A relational focus on territory shows how a social group relates to those inside a bounded space in 
one way and to those outside that bounded space in a different way. And since territory is that 
broader relation made up of all those territorial relations contained within it, territory changes when 
those relations change. Raffestin (1993) explains how territory is often changed through political 
revolution and/or administrative acts such as the administrative rearranging of the departmental 
structure in post-revolutionary France. But also because territory is created through the 
agglomeration of territorial relations it is dependent on the perceptions (or experiences) of outsiders 
and of insiders. If the perceptions of outsiders change then the external territorial relations change. 
If the perceptions of insiders change, the internal territorial relations change.  
Territory is a desired project for specific socio-political arrangements (Raffestin 1993). That means 
territory is the space where power is made present as the roots of the term in the twin words ‘terra’ 
and ‘terror’ indicate (Haesbaert 2005). Territory is a strategy to assert or enforce control over 
resources and relationships within a geographic area (Sack 1983). What that means for a relational 
view of territory is that not all territorial relations are equally important, some carry more weight 
than others. The modern state is by far the weightiest territorial actor. Territory mediates the 
relations between that sovereign and the people both inside and outside the boundaries that define 
the group. It organises the way the sovereign relates to other sovereigns from other external 
bounded spaces. In some societies traditional elders are respected because of a traditional 
reverence (e.g. Mapuche society). In another a pragmatic meritocracy of those who are found to be 
helpful are placed in positions of leadership (e.g. occupations). And in another it might be the 
elected – or unelected – representatives of that society (e.g. the nation-state).  
One of the key ways territory is constructed in modern liberal democracies is through the legal 
category of property. In modern nation-states the logic of (formal) property creates a certain 
territory through its metaphors, habits and everday practices. ‘[P]roperty is an indispensable means 
to manifold forms of power, structuring relations of violence, belonging, identity, practice and belief’ 
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(Blomley 2016, p.13). In other words, property structures territorial relations. During the enclosures 
in England private property was able to replace the commons through the work of hedges (Blomley 
2008b). More recently the castle metaphor has helped to create the social imaginary of a territory 
made up of independent property bubbles. Property also creates a territory divided between 
productive and unproductive spaces through the operations of urban planning and the management 
of waste and improvement (Blomley 2017a). And more provocatively, following the analysis in the 
previous chapters of this thesis, property can produce a territory of occupations by creating a 
different perception of the surrounding neighbourhood (Vasudevan 2015c) or a territory of 
comodatos that manage the social productivity of community organisations as is the case in 
Santiago. 
Recent changes in information technology, transportation and production relations have led to 
changes in territoriality around the globe as societies are becoming more globalised. Haesbaert 
(2003) cautions against seeing this as deterritorialisation. He explains this is a general transformation 
in global territorial relations away from more stable unifying experiences such as nation-states and 
in the direction of more flexible, more intensely superposed territories where territory’s symbolic 
bases are becoming more important. As many processes and people are uprooted and made ever 
more mobile by globalisation, they are not deterritorialised but rather they exist in networks of 
connected territories around the globe (Haesbaert 2013b). But multiterritoriality has another 
dimension as well. Just as each person can belong to multiple territories, so too each place is often 
crisscrossed by multiple overlapping territorial projects. Countries might dispute frontier spaces with 
their neighbours. The frontier zone is a place of multiterritoriality as different meaningful 
relationships between people and land overlap. Cities are by their very nature spaces of multiple 
overlapping lived territorialities.  
In different cultures, the quality of the boundary and of the control of the boundary that defines that 
space can be different. A boundary might be a hedge or a wall or a qualitatively different transition 
zone. Some boundaries are more porous than others: walls, hedges, national frontiers or the 
difference between the territories of rival gangs. Some forms of control of frontiers are more subtle 
than others: guns and policing, traditional boundary markers, pheromones or scents. Some 
boundaries are more visible than others: rivers, walls, the path tread by police in the night. And 
some frontiers are more fixed while others are more mobile. The territory of seringueiros (rubber 
gatherers in the Brazilian Amazon) follows the seasonal availability of the resource they depend on 
(Clare, Habermehl & Mason-Deese 2017). Ferguson & Raffestin (1986, p.17) propose the following 
elements for a theory of the frontier: '[t]ranslation [of a will, of power], regulation, differentiation 
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and relationships [by putting two groups in contact] are the principles that will always be found in a 
boundary or frontier’. The frontier begins to be thought of as a political technology, the translation 
of a will.  
 
Figure 7.1: Two alternative spatial configurations of the frontier idea. Scheme by author. 
Just as modern states began to invest time and energy in fixing their borders into precisely drawn 
lines (Raffestin 1993), in the colonies the frontier became that imaginary line demarcating the 
separation between ‘the settled’ and ‘the unsettled’. In this way it discursively constructed that 
‘other’ space across the border as empty, vacant and open for the taking. Even though the spaces 
across that border were often actually filled with meaningful activities of other cultures. The 
Western progress myth and its teleological view of the future led to the belief that the settled would 
certainly take over the unsettled territories. This was the case of the line demarcating the Westward 
march of progress in Turner’s discussion of the American frontier process (Ratto 2001, see fig. 7.1, 
A). This was also the long history of considering Latin America the region of contact between 
European civilisation and Indigenous savagery (Gomez-Martinez 1994, see fig. 7.1, B). And, in recent 
urban scholarship, this is the line separating middle class gentrifiers and inhabitants of previously 
run-down central areas designated for urban renewal (Smith 1986). But the frontier is not only a line 
in movement, it can also be thought of as a space or a frontier zone (Ferguson & Raffestin 1986). It is 
a zone where different cultures mix and interact (Rizo & Romeu 2006). That encounter is often 
profoundly unequal (Pratt 1991). One group seeks to impose its desired territorial arrangements on 
the other. They seek to deterritorialise that other.  
Now the key starting point of this thesis is that the displaced are not simply passive. They will seek to 
recreate territorial arrangements to sustain their collective life. But the territory formed after 
deterritorialisation is qualitatively different. This reterritorialisation ‘points towards a rewriting of 
the connections between different parts of the self in order to make a world of possibilities out of 
the experience of displacement’ (Kaplan 1987, p.198). This is because ‘a reterritorialization that has 
passed through several versions of deterritorialization … posit[s] a powerful theory of location based 
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on contingency, history, and change’ (ibid, p.197). Following Haesbaert, that reterritorialisation can 
be understood as a form of multiterritoriality. The two cases studied here are filled with 
contradictory overlapping views on who can and who should control each space. They recreate 
territory by occupying spaces already signified differently by the state or by the neighbours. They are 
constructing counter-territories (see Clare, Habermehl & Mason-Deese 2017 for a discussion of 
counter-territories in Latin America). The two property struggles analysed in this thesis are not 
creating absolutely independent territories. They create complex territorial expressions. But these 
are always constructions of territory in tension between their autonomy and their engagement with 
the local state.  
In the two cases under study territoriality is created after or on top of the spatial politics at each site. 
In this sense territory can be thought of as the second and third moment of a politics of 
emplacement: the transformation of space and its politicisation to use the space to contribute to the 
group’s broader politics. The following section will look at what makes occupations more than simply 
illegal possession of space and what makes rukas more than simply temporary use of state-owned 
spaces. Can each of the two cases be thought of as occupied territories? The two cases, Prestes Maia 
first and then Folilche Aflaiai, are discussed as constructions of territory. Each subsection explains 
first how in each case the spatial politics analysed earlier in the thesis adds up to territory. This 
includes the very different ways their actions change territorial relations both internally and 
externally to each site. And then each section interrogates the way this construction of territory 
matters. 
 
7.3. Prestes Maia in São Paulo 
In this section I argue the politics of emplacement at Prestes Maia contributes to the production of a 
different territory. In chapters four and six many of the practices that make the occupation a 
differential space and a property were explored. Similarly an occupation can only be made into a 
meaningful territory by first extending the temporariness of their situation by deferring any 
evictions. But also key practices such as organising cleaning schedules and internal regulations keep 
common life orderly while protests help to pressure the municipality to first expropriate the building 
and then to remodel it. Many of those practices contribute to making the building an occupied 
territory as well. But in this chapter the focus will be on other practices that contribute to change 
the internal territorial relations, the external territorial relations and to change the relation between 
the movement and the state. In what meaningful way do occupations change territorial relations 
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both internally within the occupation and externally? What does this mean for the third moment of 
their politics of emplacement, the politicisation of space? 
 
7.3.1. Different internal territorial relations  
The movement MMLJ creates a certain territory at Prestes Maia by changing the territorial relations 
internally within the building through practices of welfare, religion and policing. The coordinators 
provide their own internal form of welfare for the residents in the occupation. Floor coordinators are 
able to gauge the economic situation of each individual family and let the coordenação know if 
breadwinners of certain families have not been able to find work. They then do not ask for the 
monthly contribution from those families and even give them a cesta básica.98 They also help 
families with handicapped children. 
Tem pessoas que não tem condição de dar contribuição, nós ajudamos... A gente ajuda 
as famílias com cestas básicas. Ajuda criança. Tem criança que a gente ajuda aqui, que é 
deficiente, que nós ajudamos mensalmente.  
There are people who cannot contribute, we help them ... We help families with food 
baskets. We help children. There are children that we help here, who are handicapped, 
who we help monthly. (Administrator Junior, interview) 
Also in the case of this particular occupation, Prestes Maia, religion articulates a distinctive identity. 
On the one hand, the coordination uses religion at an arm’s length to enact sovereignty at the site. 
The coordination re-enacts the Western liberal separation between church and state.99 This was 
evident in PM01’s reticent response to a question about whether there were many religious people 
at the occupation. ‘Tem bastante pessoas evangélica, bastante católicos ... Tem os evangélicos, tem 
os católicos, tem os umbanda, tem de tudo um pouco, mas cada um respeita a religião do outro.’ 
(There are a lot of evangelicals people [sic], a lot of Catholic ... There are the evangelicals, there are 
the Catholics, there are the umbanda,100 there’s a bit of everything, but each one respects the 
religion of the other.) She insists there are people from other religions as well as evangelicals and 
                                                          
98 Cesta básica is the food box companies give employees as part of their decimoterceiro or 13th monthly 
salary. But the administrator Junior used this same word to explain their internal welfare practices. 
99 Brazil, like many Western nations has experienced a broad secularisation of societal structures yet not the 
narrower secularisation in the decline of religious practices and beliefs among individuals that many European 
countries have (Casanova 2017). 
100 Umbanda is a syncretic Afro-Brazilian religion, most likely mentioned as an extreme contrast to the first two 
more institutionally supported religions. 
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Catholics. Then respect for others is quickly emphasised. The top coordinator Neti also explained 
religion has been important for her personally but quickly emphasised that she does not 
discriminate based on religion. 
a religião ela só veio me fortalecer no momento assim, eu não tenho preconceito de 
nada, a minha luta é em prol e é em busca pros menos favorecidos ... Então, eu acho 
que independente da sua crença, a luta é pra todos. Independente. 
religion, it only came to strengthen me in the moment like this, I’m not prejudiced about 
anything, my luta is for and is in search for the less favoured ... So, I think that 
independently of their belief, the luta is for everyone. Independently. 
Yet many research participants insisted personal religious beliefs are important because it defines 
the space of the occupation (see Knott 2010 on religion and ideas of place). Many interviewees said 
they were personally religious - mostly Evangelical Christians and Charismatic Catholics. Other 
researchers similarly found high percentages of Charismatic Christians at Prestes Maia and at 
occupations in general (Gonçalves 2012, Tatagiba & Teixeira 2016). These beliefs then permeate the 
internal territorial relations of the occupation. Prestes Maia is a place where religious services are 
held. For years Pastor Alexandre held a weekly sermon on the first floor in front of the sala da 
coordenação (the coordination room). Recently he stopped holding sermons at Prestes Maia 
because he rented a space a few blocks away and moved his congregation nearer to the Mauá 
occupation. Prayer meetings for different denominational groups are held on different floors on 
different days of the week. PM05 said meetings were being held on the fifth floor on Tuesdays and 
PM14 said they were held on the 10th floor on Wednesdays. As PM06 explained all occupations 
receive pastors who come and pray: ‘Toda ocupação sempre tem aquele pastor que ele vai fazer 
aquela oração. Toda, toda tem.’ (Every occupation always has that pastor who will come to pray. All 
do, all of them.)  
Religion is an important part of the life of poor people in Brazil in general (Chestnut 2003) and so it is 
also a big part of life at the occupation. PM02 shared how religion changed her life,101 saved her 
marriage and turned her husband around. He stopped using drugs and started working to support 
their family. But the most heartbreaking story was that of PM16 who was homeless for years102 but 
                                                          
101 Gonçalves (2012, p.344) expressed it so well: ‘Lançamos o seguinte desafio: o de encontrar algum morador 
do Prestes Maia que afirme que sua vida não melhorou na ocupação.’ (We offer the following challenge: of 
finding any resident of Prestes Maia who claims that their life did not improve at the occupation.) 
102 She explained life on the streets in explicit but matter-of-fact terms: ‘Meu passado é muito doloroso pra 
mim. Eu não tinha o que comer, eu chorava muito. Tinha medo. Tinha um cachorro, que ele já morreu, ele que 
me defendia na rua. Ele já morreu. Eu era moradora de rua ... Então você sabe que uma moradora de rua é 
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now lives on the top floor of Prestes Maia. She does not complain about climbing more than 20 
floors of stairs every day. She insisted she heard from God one day while walking down the Prestes 
Maia Avenue that she would receive an apartment at the occupation. She knocked at the door and 
was allowed in. ‘Aí quando eu bati na porta lá, que eu entrei, eles falaram... “Alguém te indicou?”. 
Eu falei “Não, foi Deus que me mandou”.’ (Then when I knocked on that door, and I went in, they 
said ... "Did someone send you here?" I said, "No, it was God who sent me.") And finally PM10 
described a certain religious territoriality of the occupation: ‘Esse prédio aqui foi uma benção pra 
muita gente. Evangelizou.’ (This building here was a blessing to a lot of people. It converted them.) 
She speaks of the occupation as if it had been personally responsible for evangelising many of the 
residents! Prestes Maia is certainly defined by religion in many complex ways. 
The coordination also change internal territorial relations by setting up their own form of policing. 
PM14 explained that at the beginning life at the occupation was rough but now, after years of their 
internal ‘law enforcement’ things are smoother. People caught using drugs or drinking in common 
areas are taken to the sala da coordenação (coordination room) and depending on their past record 
will be expelled immediately or given a warning. Husbands caught beating their wives are first 
expelled and then called back for a meeting with the coordenação. PM14 explained ‘às vezes eu tava 
dormindo, o telefone tocava e eu tinha que sair correndo pra ver o que tava acontecendo’ 
(sometimes I was asleep, the phone rang and I had to run out to see what was happening).  Arriving 
on the spot he found a husband beating his wife. Four or five coordinators talked to the man and 
walked him down the stairs and showed him the door. He would sleep at a hotel and come back 
another day to talk to Neti and the coordenação. Interviews with other floor coordinators confirmed 
that version (PM22, João, Walter, Administrator Junior). PM14 said the rules are very rigid but also 
explained how they often give people a second chance. This was followed by a personal story of a 
scared young man he caught smoking marijuana and to whom he gave a second chance. The internal 
policing is rigid because of the need to tame the unsettled territory of the building and to maintain 
the peace with so many families who did not know each other prior to moving to the occupation. 
PM14 shared another story of a posse a few coordinators formed to walk the halls of the building.  
teve noite que a gente formou um grupo aqui, assim, uns cinco, seis coordenadores ... A 
gente saía à noite no prédio todo, andando... a gente subia até o vinte e um, descia e ia 
                                                          
muito ruim. Tem medo da noite, medo dos outros fazer mal pra você... Estupro... Eu sofri estupro... Eu fui 
muito judiada.’ (My past is so painful for me. I didn’t have anything to eat, I cried a lot. I was afraid. I had a 
dog, he died, he was defending me on the street. He already died. I was homeless ... So you know that [being] 
a homeless woman is really bad. You're scared of the night, afraid of others doing you harm ... Rape ... I was 
raped ... I was hurt a lot.) 
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no outro prédio pra... então o pessoal já ficava com medo, falava “ ó, pode vir a 
coordenação, né”. E funcionava, funcionava. 
some nights we formed a group here, so, five, six coordinators ... We would go out at 
night through the whole building, walking ... we would climb up to the twenty-first, walk 
down and go to the other building to ... so the people would already be scared, they’d 
say "oh, the coordination can come, right?" And it worked, it worked. 
When another coordinator, João, was asked what problem is most common at the occupation, 
he responded: 
Briga, cachaça, droga... É mais é cachaça mesmo. Porque cachaça já vem a droga junto e 
vem tudo misturado. Aí ninguém sabe o que a pessoa usou, aí chega e quer agredir a 
mulher, agredir o vizinho.  
Fights, cachaça,103 drugs ... It's usually cachaça, really. Because cachaça already brings 
drugs and everything comes mixed in. Then no one knows what the person used, then 
they go and want to beat their wife, fight with their neighbor.  
These internal practices of welfare, religion and policing change internal territorial relations making 
the occupation a symbolically different territory. These practices show that the occupation can be 
thought of most productively as a counter-territory. The occupation sets up an alternative to the 
state in many ways but is never free from having to engage with the state. 
 
7.3.2. Different external territorial relations 
The occupation is also made into a significantly different territory by changes to the external 
territorial relations. The first way Prestes Maia changes external territorial relations is by finding a 
vacant building and occupying it. And what is a vacant building if not a property convention? Thus 
the territory of these occupations is constructed through property and its language of ownership 
and of settling just as the territory of the nation-state is (Blomley 2016). The coordinators at Prestes 
Maia explained how the building needed settlement before they arrived. It was precisely through 
property indicators that they sought an effectively empty building in the centre of São Paulo. They 
looked for buildings with indicators of vacancy like unpaid bills and property tax debt but also 
broken windows, graffiti and overgrown with weeds. Their research helped differentiate between 
                                                          
103 Cachaça is the cheap Brazilian firewater made from cana de açucar (sugar cane). 
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buildings that might have been merely circumstantially empty and others that had been abandoned 
for longer periods of time. This differentiation is important for them because temporarily empty 
buildings might have owners who still actively pursue evictions. Buildings that have been abandoned 
for longer might (stress on the word might) not have active owners. In other words, they were 
looking for that key property concept: terra nullius, literally ‘no one’s land’. 
a gente faz uma pesquisa. Tenta buscar em qualquer tipo de informações, fornecer que 
aquele prédio ali realmente está abandonado há tantos anos. O que era a história 
daquele prédio. E porque está naquela situação hoje. Muitos dos prédios parados no 
centro da cidade, é porque está faltando pagar imposto  
We do some research. Try to look for any kind of information, to provide that the 
building there really has been vacant for so many years. What was the story of that 
building. And why it's in that situation today. Many of the buildings standing empty in 
the centre of the city, it’s because it hasn’t [sic] been paying taxes (Administrator Junior, 
interview) 
In the coordinators’ stories Prestes Maia was an unsettled building before their arrival. As Neti said: 
‘tava lá abandonado, tava cheio de bicho, tava tudo sujo’ (It was vacant, it was full of bugs, 
everything was dirty) and she continued:  
ali era um lugar aonde os moradores em situação de rua com problema com drogadição, 
ficavam ali ... ali eles defecavam, urinavam ... Os moradores em situação de rua pegava 
fio de energia elétrica, roubavam e levavam pra dentro da ocupação e queimava pra 
tirar o cobre.  
that was a place where the homeless with drug addiction problems, they stayed there ... 
they’d defecate there, they’d urinate ... The homeless would take electric wire, they’d 
steal it and take it into the occupation and burn it to take out the copper. 
Neti painted Prestes Maia before the occupation as a dangerous space of deviance and 
accumulation of rubbish. She explained their work as reclaiming, settling and making it quiet 
and safe. So the occupation has performed a public service by cleaning up this dirty and 
dangerous space. This contributes to the general safety and cleanliness of the neighbourhood 
and thus changes external territorial relations. The occupation impacts territorial relations 
outside the building by increasing the safety and reducing the overall rate of vacancy of the 
surrounding area (fig. 7.2).  Junior explained how they perform a public service of sorts. They 
find ‘lost municipal property’ meaning they search for buildings that do not pay taxes. Yet they 
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do not begin to pay property taxes but rather they bring these buildings into a close 
relationship with the municipality’s social housing rosters. Junior explained how the 
occupation registers their internal point system for residents’ participation (mainly for cleaning 
and protests) on the city’s online system Prohabit. In this way the 295 more engaged residents 
are placed at the top of the list for remodelled apartments at Prestes Maia. Residents are thus 
able to avoid being placed on the extremely long generic lists. According to FLM coordinator 
Helô, people on the generic list might not get a social housing unit ever in their lifetime.  
 
Figure 7.2: The unsettled territory of cracolândia: an occupied house,  
homeless sleeping on the street, cheap hotel. Source: the author. 
The coordination also receives applicants for ‘asylum’ from people seeking to get out of the inner 
city rent market. People often come to inquire about the possibility of living at the occupation. This 
indicates the occupation has made the building a safe space for these people. It also indicates an 
external perception of that safety. The correct procedure is for inquirers to participate in a few of 
the grupo de base meetings to be educated about the movement before moving in. Yet there are 
exceptions. An elderly woman of 81 years was allowed to move in immediately and to participate in 
the grupo de base afterwards. Homeless are often allowed to move in prior to attending the 
educational meetings too. The case of foreigners is also revealing in the similarities to stories of 
asylum seekers who travel to rich overdeveloped countries. PM18 came from an African country to 
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Brazil escaping political persecution back home for supporting the wrong presidential candidate. He 
now sells African art he buys in another African country at the Praça da República. His son, who later 
came to join his father when he found it difficult to get a visa to enter Europe, works for the 
minimum wage in a factory nearby. Junior also mentioned a Nigerian resident who had started living 
at Prestes Maia but then left. Though technically he would have had to return to the grupo de base 
meetings before moving back in, the coordination flexed the rules for him because he did not speak 
much Portuguese and was looking for a job at the time. Junior continued:  
Eu soube a história dele, que eu não sabia, ele está fugindo do Haran, do Estado Islâmico 
... O El País está fazendo uma reportagem aqui ... Eu pensava que ele só tinha vindo 
trabalhar. Mas está fugindo. Perdeu os pais, irmãos, todos mortos pelo Estado Islâmico e 
está aqui conosco.  
I learned his story, which I didn’t know, he's running away from Haran, from the Islamic 
State ... The El País is writing an article here ... I thought he had just come to work. But 
he’s escaping. He lost his parents, brothers, all killed by the Islamic State and he’s here 
with us. (Administrator Junior, interview) 
The occupations have changed external territorial relations in other ways as well. The presence of 
numerous occupations in the centre of São Paulo has at times defined the way municipal policy is 
applied.104 One innovative legislative tool, the Parcelamento, Edificação e Uso Compulsório 
(Compulsory Subdivision, Building, and Use), was implemented with the occupations in mind 
showing the spatial effect of their politics and their visibility within the space of the centre. Vacant 
or sub-utilised buildings or lots were notified by the Departmento da Função Social da Propriedade 
(DFSP, Department of the Social Function of Property) and then the value of their land tax 
progressively doubled each year until a ceiling of 15% of the total land value. If the owners had not 
begun projects to utilise the property within the first five years of notification the city would be able 
to expropriate the property and indemnify owners in public bonds. However occupied buildings were 
not notified as the DFSP understood they were fulfilling a social function (albeit an informal one, i.e. 
people living in them). According to the DFSP, it was the movement’s very visible presence in the 
centre that led them to decide they should not notify occupied buildings. They explained further that 
notifying occupations was undersirable as it would have changed the focus of the Parcelamento, 
Edificação e Uso Compulsório to that of a regularisation tool. It would have meant the tool would 
                                                          
104 At the time of interviews Fernando Haddad (PT) was mayor of São Paulo. Since January 2017 João Doria has 
taken over. Many of the more progressive programmes have been discontinued including the one discussed in 
this paragraph. 
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have formalised property by removing an informal use instead of maintaining its original focus on 
dealing with vacancy.  
 
Figure 7.3: The heroic construction of home at Prestes Maia:  
details of how walls are wedged onto the floor. Source: the author. 
Finally changes to external territorial relations can be understood be appealing to the frontier 
mythology ‘but in a reconfigured form’ (Blomley 2004, p.95). These occupations are making the 
centre into a frontier territory. Their stories echo the classic North American settler story. The 
frontier myth explains how the rugged individual singlehandedly tames the land and makes the best 
out of adversity (Smith 1996). In this sense the coordinators are reversing gentrification stories. Here 
it is not the middle class yuppie who only symbolically tames ‘wild’ downtown frontier lands – with 
the help of state, market and real estate agents. The residents, on the contrary, are settlers who 
actually tame the land with their own hands (fig. 7.3). The coordinator João moved in three months 
after the occupation began. He was very handy in helping to build divisions, set up electric wires and 
PVC pipes to make the multiple floors more inhabitable. He explained that for the first six months 
only the first seven floors of this unsettled territory were completely occupied since there was only 
running water on the first floor. 
Só morava gente fixo mesmo só era do sétimo... Daqui pra baixo. Pra cima, tinha só um 
ou dois moradores... Teve que fazer pintura, elétrica, hidráulica. Não tinha. Na época 
que a gente chegou aqui, quando eu cheguei lá no 19, a gente lavava as louças lá no 
primeiro andar. Lavava roupa no primeiro andar. Quem não quisesse lavar lá, tinha que 
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pegar água, subir até lá em cima pra poder lavar. Aí era mais fácil descer, lavar e subir de 
novo. Tomar banho era no primeiro andar... Passamos seis meses assim. 
People only really lived from the seventh down. Above that there were only one or two 
residents ... We had to put in the painting, electrical, water pipes. There was nothing. By 
the time we got here, when I moved onto the 19th, we washed dishes on the first floor. 
We washed clothes on the first floor. Whoever didn’t want to wash them there, had to 
get water, climb way up there to be able to wash. So it was easier to come down, wash, 
and go back up again. Showers were on the first floor ... We spent six months like that. 
 
Figure 7.4: New constructions going up around the block from Prestes Maia. Source: the author. 
However this frontier imagery is highly ambivalent. The area surrounding Prestes Maia is also 
charged with a frontier territorial imaginary due to the classical gentrification processes. This is an 
area that only recently has begun to be the location for a few new constructions. Since 2013 a few 
buildings have started going up a few blocks away from the occupation (fig. 7.4). I was curious about 
these new developments so I went to talk to one new development just two blocks from Prestes 
Maia. The sales pitch105 I heard was notably geared towards upper middle class gentrifiers as it was 
peppered with English words like ‘dog-walker’ and ‘pay-per-use’. The salesperson insisted the quality 
                                                          
105 I did not disclose the fact that I was a researcher to this salesperson. I simply said I was curious about the 
apartments they were building. I allowed them to assume I was interested in buying one. In my defence I did 
communicate with them later by email to clarify. I have de-identified the building and salespersons as much as 
possible. 
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of the tiny apartments they are building is of hotel standard. But most of the conversation was about 
the financial advantages of buying into this apartment building. The salesperson knew how many 
days the apartment would need to be rented per month to cover the mortgage payments. And they 
insisted that most of the apartments had already been sold. (This was, I imagine, meant to confirm 
what a good investment it was.) But the most telling comment was about the advantages of the 
extremely central location of this new residential building. The suggestion was made that future 
residents could take a taxi from this building and arrive quickly at a number of important central 
locations of the city. The comment was most significant for its absences. Just around the corner is a 
subway station but there was no mention of it most likely because it would involve a block and a half 
walk through either a dangerous occupation-infested territory in one direction or in the other 
direction the drug territory of cracolândia. Furthermore the middle class gentrifiers buying into this 
building and the people they rent these apartments out to on a daily basis will apparently be 
terrified of living right in the centre of the city as the reception of the building will be a portaria 
blindada (armoured)! 
 
7.3.3. Different and conflictive relation with state  
But the biggest change in territorial relations is in the way residents at the occupation now relate to 
the state. Rather than being simply obedient subjects of the state, they interact as one (provisional) 
sovereign in relation to another sovereign. For obvious reasons this is fraught with conflict as the 
state by its very nature cannot admit any competitors to its sovereignty. Yet the occupation is able 
to create a de facto sovereignty within the building’s walls. Through border control at the entry door 
the occupation is able to filter out non-residents, drug trafficking,106 crime and family violence. They 
are also able to selectively allow the state in. What other meaningful territory can control access at 
one single door? Nation-states can definitely not. Even city-states cannot. There is a concierge who 
sits at the entrance desk all day every day.107 The concierge knew residents and frequent visitors and 
allowed them access with a quick nod of the head and a polite greeting. He did not need to rely on 
formal ID verification on each entry. That would be unmanageable just for the 400 plus families, let 
alone their many visitors. The border control at the single door also excludes as much as it allows to 
enter. State presence is only selectively allowed entry. Doctors are allowed to make visits and so are 
                                                          
106 Gonçalves (2006, p.61) explains how drug trafficking entered the first occupation and ‘tentaram fazer do 
local um ponto para guardar e vender drogas’ (attempted to make the place a point to store and sell drugs). 
107 Gonçalves (2006) compares the doorman to the guard in Kafka’s short story ‘Before the Law’ that later 
became part of Kafka’s famous novel The Process. 
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‘os meninos do SUS’ (the boys from the Serviço Único de Saúde, the public health system) who come 
for regular visits (Gonçalves 2012, p.350). I remember the foreboding feeling that door gave me on 
my first visit to the neighbourhood. I could intuitively feel the building had changed the territorial 
relations in the surrounding area. This was before I was first introduced to Neti and I knew I did not 
belong in the spaces hidden behind that door. I also remember my first entry to the actual building 
where I was asked to present my name and RNE (identity card for foreigners). My name and ID 
number were noted in a cheap notebook by the concierge in between buzzing the door open for 
residents and checking old VGA monitors that showed CCTV images of different points of the 
building. I had to wait for the building coordinator Maria to come to the portaria (reception) to pick 
me up and accompany me inside. I understood the unspoken signals that I was not allowed to 
wander around the occupation on my own. 
However the state prefers not to invest in any territoriality outside its own if it can help it. It prefers 
not to support a territoriality of what it considers conflictive citizens. This is why the state is always 
divided in its dealings with the occupation. It constantly changes its mind on whether it will remodel 
this or that building. The state only takes an interest in remodelling occupied buildings due to 
constant pressure from the movements. But it is true that after consistent protests and negotiations 
a few buildings have actually been bought by the municipality.108 This allows and confirms a de facto 
alternative territoriality. The movement MMLJ, for example, is fortunate to have two buildings that 
have been bought: Mauá and Prestes Maia.  Though the fact the buildings have been bought 
reduces greatly the possibility of evictions, this is no guarantee the buildings will be remodelled. 
Prestes Maia was presented to me as a good place to interview as it had been bought by the 
municipality only months earlier in late 2015. Yet one resident was eloquent in her distrust of state 
promises. 
É a minha casa. Estou aqui há cinco anos, mas não é aquela coisa... De repente você 
sabe que não pode brincar com o governo e a prefeitura. Se mandar um batalhão aí pra 
tirar a gente, a gente tem que sair. [Mas o prefeito não comprou o prédio?] Comprou. 
Mas a gente não pode confiar. [Certo.] Deus tomara que comprou, né? [É.] Mas assim... 
[Fala que comprou, mas...] Porque eles não tem pena de pobre. Você sabe, né? Se 
comprou ou não comprou e quiser mandar... E se comprou e quiserem também, acho 
que eles mandam. Pra tirar mesmo... Né? Porque eles não tem pena mesmo. É aquilo lá, 
em balanço. 
                                                          
108 Technically the buildings were expropriated but the story of what actually happened at Prestes Maia 
reminds one more of a mediated bargaining process than of a state-imposed expropriation. 
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It's my house. I've been here for five years, but it's not that ... I mean you know you can’t 
play with the government and the municipality. If they send the troops in to pull us out, 
we’re gonna have to leave. [But didn’t the mayor buy the building?] He did. But we can’t 
trust him. [Right.] God willing they bought it, huh? [Yeah.] But ... [They might just say 
they bought it, but ...] ‘Cause they don’t feel sorry for the poor. You know, right? If they 
bought it or didn’t buy it and they want to send in ... And if they did buy it and want it 
any way, I think they’ll send ‘em in. To really pull us out ... right? ‘Cause they really don’t 
care at all. It's that there, hanging by a thread. (PM 08, interview) 
It is true that the building is no longer the property of the Hamuche family.109 But as PM 08 might 
say: Who knows whether the municipality will decide to use it for something else? That is in fact 
what the municipality did in the case of another occupation. An occupied building in Bela Vista was 
expropriated and was in the process of being remodelled. Residents were given a bolsa aluguel 
(rental assistance) during the time it took to remodel the building. But then ‘uma favela de não sei 
aonde aí pegou fogo e eles deram preferência e levaram todo mundo pra lá’ (‘a favela from who 
knows where caught fire and they gave preference to them and took everybody there’, PM11, 
interview). Then the municipality cut the bolsa aluguel of the people who had previously lived at the 
occupation and they were forced back to renting on their own in expensive and insecure cortiços. 
The state’s plans for formalisation are not much of a guarantee for residents of occupations.  
But also the state is divided about how it treats occupied buildings because that state is not 
absolutely unitary. Brazil is a federal government made up of three relatively independent levels 
(federal, state and municipal). The remodelling of occupied buildings depends on social housing 
funds which were centralised by Lula’s government to the federal level in his Minha Casa Minha 
Vida programme (Santo Amore 2015). This meant that there were large amounts of funds for the 
construction of social housing starting in 2009. As long as the federal government wanted to invest 
in large quantities of social housing units in a counter-cyclical programme, remodelling was not 
unheard of. Yet a sudden change in the priorities of the national administration with the 
impeachment process of Luis Ignacio (Lula) da Silva’s successor Dilma Rousseff has all but dried up 
the Minha Casa Minha Vida funds. Now the building is municipal property but the remodelling is in 
limbo as the federal social housing funds have dried up. The resident PM 08’s words begin to sound 
eerily prophetic. 
                                                          
109 Though this cannot rule out future questioning of the value of the appraisal. Helô from FLM explained that, 
although Mauá has already been expropriated, ‘o proprietário tá mais uma vez questionando o valor’ (the 
owner is once again questioning the appraisal). 




7.3.4. Implications of changes in territorial relations 
The changes in territorial relations, both internally and externally to the space of the occupation and 
also in relation to the state, have led to changes that are important for the socio-political project of 
the movement. However it is not clear yet exactly what these changes are adding up to. They are still 
in a state of becoming. Arguably the ultimate goal of the movement’s politics of emplacement is to 
create new territory by creating new citizens. The movement through its struggle creates new 
citizens through what Barbosa (2014), expanding on the work of Brazil’s most famous educator 
Paulo Freire, has termed a pedagogia do confronto (pedagogy of confrontation). At first each 
individual might only be interested in gaining access to housing. But on entering the movement they 
are led to a 'compreensão de que todos estão e vivem na mesma condição social, um sentimento de 
pertencimento de classe, e de que juntos serão mais fortes’ (ibid, p.107) (understanding that they all 
are and live in the same social condition, a sense of class belonging, and that together they will be 
stronger). And this is due to the ‘processo pedagógico desencadeado no interior do conflito' (ibid, 
p.107) (pedagogical process triggered within the conflict). 
The coordinator João explained the occupation is a space of education. Most people at the 
occupation have only lived in houses and are not used to living in apartment buildings with their 
many rules. ‘No condomínio você tem regras, as regras do prédio lá, que é bastante rígida.’ (In the 
condominium there are rules, the rules of the building there, which is [sic] quite rigid.) The 
occupation is ‘[u]ma escola de você conviver com muita gente’ (a school for you to [learn to] live 
with a lot of people). He finishes by explaining the occupation as a university: ‘Aqui é uma faculdade 
pra quando você for num condomínio’ (This is a college for when you go to an apartment building). It 
is true this learning is unevenly distributed in the community of the occupation as analysed in 
chapter four with the help of the informal ranking of levels of participation of different residents by 
their use of the term ‘luta’ in interviews. There is a lower level of less engaged people, another level 
of more engaged friends of the coordinators, a level of floor coordinators and the top level of 
coordination of the movement itself.  
And what is the goal of having created new citizens through the struggle for a remodelled building 
full of individually owned apartments? The top coordinator Neti explains the movement’s broader 
goals with a tree metaphor: 
a moradia ela é só... ela é a base, ela é a estrutura. É como se fosse uma árvore frutífera, 
o tronco, a raiz, a moradia e os galhos vêm como... ai vem a educação, vem cultura, ai 
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vem saúde, idosos, criança e adolescente, tal, tal. É isso. (the dwelling is only ... it’s the 
base, it’s the structure. It’s as if it were a fruit tree, the trunk, the root, the dwelling and 
the branches are ... they’re education, there’s culture, there’s health, elders, children 
and adolescents, such and such.) 
The movement then is interested in changing society one struggle at a time. This is evidenced most 
clearly in the top coordinator Neti’s response above. But it also comes through more broadly in the 
qualities of the movement’s imaginary. They are creating a concrete utopia that is deeply anchored 
in a transformed space. This is not naïve wishful thinking. According to Ernest Bloch there is a 
difference between abstract utopias which are really just escapist fantasies and concrete utopias 
that engage with actualisable possibilities contained in reality as it were – in Bloch’s Real-Possible 
(Levitas 1990). Though the circumstances of residents are incredibly difficult as they experience 
varying degrees of visible and invisible homelessness, these people insist the Real-Possible is not 
empty for them. It is in the prefigurative politics of the occupation that they educate their desires 
and create a utopian space of hope (Levitas 1990). Barbosa (2014) insists that it is through their 
struggles at the occupations that these people are made into full citizens.  
But what does this analysis of the territoriality at Prestes Maia tell of broader socio-political 
dynamics? Probably the most important is to help nuance the previous analysis of resistance in 
relation to gentrification. Chapter 6 suggested the specific form formalisation will take at Prestes 
Maia will leave the residents vulnerable to gentrification. What about their territoriality? The years 
of shared struggles, the collective politics of emplacement and the pedagogia do confronto may in 
fact lead to a certain resistance to gentrification. One interviewee from the municipal social housing 
corporation Cohab (P3) has decades of experience working as a consultant for groups who build 
houses in favelas through mutirão (self-management). He insisted those who build their houses in 
mutirão tend to develop strong community ties and effectively resist selling their houses. Eminent 
urban scholar and activist Raquel Rolnik (pers. comm. 16 November 2017) also attested to the same 
group dynamics for houses built under mutirão. So it seems that, if Prestes Maia manages to find 
funds to be remodelled in this current ‘dry season’ for social housing funds, it might have a chance 
to resist gentrification. It will prove to be a test case. It will show whether the collective politics of 
emplacement can create a sufficiently strong group dynamic to resist gentrification no longer in 
favelas but in a different location – the centre of the city. And that location brings with it different 
market pressures as there will most likely be more of a market for social housing apartments in this 
extremely central location.  
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7.4. Folilche Aflaiai in Santiago 
In this section the analysis will turn to what makes the rukas more than simply temporary possession 
and use of state-owned spaces. Can they be thought of as composing a fragmented Mapuche 
territory in Santiago? This chapter argues the politics of emplacement at Folilche Aflaiai does 
contribute to the production of a specifically Mapuche form of territory in the city of Santiago. In 
chapter five and six many of the practices that make the ruka a differential space and a property 
were discussed in detail. Pragmatically speaking a ruka can only be made into a meaningful territory 
by extending the temporariness of the comodato contract. Without access to land there would be no 
ruka and thus no meaningful Mapuche territoriality in Santiago. That is done by filling the ruka with 
meaningful activity in order to show the owning state institution that the asociación (association) is 
contributing to the surrounding society thus justifying the prolonged duration of the contract. This is 
the language of property used to justify the temporary transfer of use rights to the highest and best 
use for the land. As discussed in Chapter 6 the owning state institution attempts – in a somewhat ad 
hoc manner – to assign these lands to the community organisation that they believe will provide the 
most benefits to the broadest segment of the neighbouring community. Many of those activities 
contribute a sense of Mapuche territoriality to the ruka as well. But in this chapter the focus will be 
on other practices that contribute more specifically to change the internal territorial relations, the 
external territorial relations and to change the relation between the Mapuche ruka community and 
the state. In what meaningful way do rukas change territorial relations both internally to the site and 
externally? And what does this mean for their politics (the third moment of the politics of 
emplacement, the politicisation of space)? 
 
7.4.1. Different internal territorial relations  
This territoriality is constructed in many ways. Spirituality links members of the asociación back to 
the land in Santiago. This is a deeply personal relationship to the land. It is also built on a collective 
lived meaning that contributes to the poetics of these places (see Knott 2010 on poetics of place). 
According to ruka coordinator Beatriz Painiqueo, Mapuche people maintain a constant conversation 
with nature (Jiménez 2015). That relationship is not primarily a means of reaching political goals but 
rather a voluntary collective desire to protect the land.110 One research participant explained their 
                                                          
110  The Onondaga nation took the state of New York to court in an attempt to regain control over their sacred 
lake of the same name (Jampolsky 2016). The stated reason they gave for initiating the suit was to clean up 
and protect the lake where New York state and federal authorities had failed. 
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participation at the ruka as a spiritual reinvigoration that was linked to a rediscovery of their roots 
(Young man 1, interview). Another explained the search for spaces in which to build rukas as part of 
this same need for a place to practice their spirituality in relation to the land (Juana Huenufil, 
interview). Still another explained how the building of the ruka was a spiritual act, an outpouring of 
collective energy into the site (Pablo Ancantén, interview). When planting trees they would perform 
a ceremony, a rogation called ñinipun. The results of that outpouring of collective energy are visible 
in the way nature has returned to the site at Folilche Aflaiai as medicinal and native plants have 
popped up by themselves, birds have returned and a micro-climate has been created. Pablo Ancatén 
explained further: 
una cosa muy importante que nosotros hacemos como mapuche, cuando construimos 
algo, dejamos parte de nosotros, entonces al construir esto, entregamos no solo el 
cariño, entregamos parte de nuestra vida, parte de nuestro ser, parte de nuestro, de 
nuestra esencia, nuestro, nuestro espíritu, nosotros somos muy espirituales.  
a very important thing that we do as Mapuches, when we build something, we leave a 
part of ourselves, then in building this, we gave not only our affection, we gave part of 
our life, part of our being, part of our, our essence, our, our spirit, we are very spiritual. 
However what do these communities think of this terminology? When I asked research participants 
if they considered the ruka a Mapuche space I received conflicted answers. Some insisted it is a 
Mapuche space because Mapuche activities are held at the ruka (Beatriz Painiqueo, Nelly Hueichan, 
interviews). For another the fact that not all activities are traditional or authentic – like the 
participation in a craft fair, something Mapuche people did not traditionally do – makes it less clear 
the space is Mapuche (Young lady 3, interview). Another insisted the ruka is a Mapuche community 
and that makes the space Mapuche (Pablo Ancaten, interview). Others insisted it is a Mapuche space 
because the city of Santiago was Mapuche territory centuries ago (Young man 1, Samuel Melinao, 
interviews). But this territoriality always exists in a tension with traditional Mapuche territory in the 
south. For most participants the ruka reminds them of the south. When they enter the space of the 
ruka they feel transported down south. No specific question was asked research participants about 
whether they thought the ruka was Mapuche ‘territory’ in Santiago.111 But from their other 
responses it is possible to imagine many would have answered in the negative. For these people 
‘the’ Mapuche territory is in the south and that centrality of the lands south of the Biobío River does 
not allow any competitors. And finally for others the ruka might be a Mapuche space but the 
                                                          
111 My exploratory interview schedule did not contain any questions on territory. This topic developed from 
later analyses, especially the importance of the frontier to the Mapuche in Santiago. 
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temporariness of the comodato makes that less certain (Ambrosio Parra, Sofia Painiqueo, 
interviews). In summary the ruka does something to the space in Santiago, it reminds people that 
Santiago was at one point in time incontestably Mapuche territory, it reminds people of their 
current territorial claims in the south and it creates a certain Mapuche territoriality in the city 
through its materiality and the activities that are held there. 
 
7.4.2. Different external territorial relations  
The rukas also change the external territorial relations of the surrounding neighbourhood. Pablo 
Ancatén explained the difficulties they had when they first settled in: ‘los primeros cuatro años, 
amenaza de que nos iban a quemar el sitio, que nos iban a quemar una casa que teníamos antes acá’ 
(the first four years, threats that they were going to burn down the site, that they were going to 
burn down a house we had here before). Given the poor quality of the Chilean public health system 
that residents of these poor neighbourhoods rely on, the machi’s treatments made a difference: 
‘creo que lo que cambió la gran vista de todo … fue la atención de machi … empezaron a venir gente 
y empezaron a sanarse’ (I think what changed the big picture of everything ... were the 
appointments with the machi ... people started to come and they began to be healed). Then the 
Mapuche association, like good neighbours, invited people for movies and sopaipillas (traditional 
round deep-fried pastry).  
de repente hacíamos cine, cine o documental abierto, sacábamos un telón y ponía, 
proyectamos eh, películas pa los niños, documentales, después vendíamos sopaipillas; 
no, de primera regalábamos sopaipillas y café de trigo 
then we’d show films, films or open documentaries, we’d set up a screen and put, we 
projected uh, movies for children, documentaries, then we sold sopaipillas; no, first we 
gave away sopaipillas and wheat coffee  
This helped improve neighbourly relationships. In the same way the members at the ruka act as 
Mapuche ambassadors. Every time I met a ruka coordinator it was on site. The coordinators seemed 
to be insisting with this that I come to their ‘territory’, to their little piece of Mapuche lands in 
Santiago. The ruka is a place where non-Mapuche neighbours encounter Mapuche culture firsthand, 
often for the first time. In this sense the rukas function as educational ambassadors towards their 
non-Mapuche neighbours. Many of the coordinators explained their reception of students at the 
rukas as an effort to educate the broader Santiago population. They receive many secondary and 
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university students on visits to do assignments on Mapuche topics (Raimundo Nahuel, interview). 
Juana Cheuquepan from Kiñe Pu Liwen (Carmona 2015a) mentioned they have had many school 
children doing ‘investigaciones, tesis, entrevistas’ (research, theses, interviews). In a similar vein 
Juana Cheuquepan explained she personally worked for seven years coordinating multicultural 
education programmes for the local municipality of La Pintana. 
The ruka territoriality is also built with the help of religious ceremonies. This is a very specific 
territorial articulation that serves to highlight their difference in relation to the broader population. 
Religious ceremonies are used to draw political lines in the city and to change territorial relations 
surrounding these comodato properties. These ceremonies are a means to distinguish the Mapuche 
people in the city. The ruka creates a ritual community in the city and through ‘identity practices’ 
sets up the borders of that community (Aravena 2001). The ruka attracts people of Mapuche 
heritage to the site and reinvigorates their relationship with that heritage, distinguishing them from 
the rest of the local population. Religion stakes a claim to a space in the city. However this is a 
tenuous claim as ancestral sacred spaces are given limited purchase in rural areas but minimal to no 
purchase in the city.112 Sacred urban spaces are less a legally valid form of claiming territory (or a 
planning consideration) and more a rallying cry for the Mapuche population in the city (Ricardo 
Arancibia, OAI Recoleta, interview). In this sense religion is a bastion (Nimrod & Nurit 2017), creating 
a safe space for the Mapuche people of the surrounding area (fig. 7.5). 
One other way Folilche Aflaiai changes external territorial relations is by finding a vacant plot of land 
and occupying it. It is important to remember that this concept of vacancy is a property convention 
and that the language of property is commonly invoked in the construction of territories. The 
Chilean theft of Mapuche territory was justified through property language. According to Chilean 
legislators of the mid 1800s, Mapuche territory south of the Biobío River was considered vacant and 
thus ‘open’ for the taking. This construction of vacancy depended on two factors. In the first sense 
Mapuche lands were considered terra nullius (nobody’s land) because they lacked European-like 
expressions of ownership. The Ley sobre Tierras de la Frontera (frontier lands law) in its article six 
defined as vacant those lands ‘de los cuales no se haya probado una posesion efectiva i continuada 
de un año por lo ménos’ (‘of which effective and uninterrupted possession of at least one year has 
not been proved’ (Ley sobre Tierras de la Frontera 1866). These lands were simply redefined through 
a convenient legal fiction as state property. The second property justification was that European 
settlers would supposedly make the (stolen) lands more productive. Mapuche subsistence lifestyles 
were deemed wasteful (not economically meaningful) and thus their lands could be considered 
                                                          
112 But see the recent case of the rewe (sacred grove) of Lo Prado discussed in more detail below. 
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‘empty’ of any (economically) productive use. Private property a la Locke was considered intrinsically 
more productive. Productivity would supposedly result naturally as a consequence of the certainty 
that private property afforded individual owners by giving them incentives to invest in their private 
lands as all benefits of that investment would accrue to the owners (Rose 1994).  
 
Figure 7.5: tense neighbourly relations, Folilche Aflaiai on left  
and the evangelical church on right. Photo by author. 
In a similar way Mapuche coordinators explained their finding of the land on which they construct 
this new ruka territoriality through property categories of vacancy and productivity but with 
fundamentally different results. The places the Mapuche found to build rukas on in Santiago were 
vacant state-owned properties. How did they know they were vacant? They looked for land that 
appeared to be empty and not to have any owner. They looked for lands where there were no signs 
of owner-like activity and no meaningful activities filling the land. They looked for informal rubbish 
tips and then searched for the owners of those lands (such as at Kiñe Pu Liwen, Carmona 2015a) or 
petitioned state institutions for available land and received vacant land that turned out, on 
inspection, to be informal rubbish tips (such as at Folilche Aflaiai). This indicator for lack of 
ownership reminds one of the Western terra nullius principle used to justify Chilean land theft. Yet 
instead of lack of visible European-style signs of ownership or economically productive activities, it 
was the accumulation of rubbish in these vacant spaces113 that indicated lack of care and thus lack of 
                                                          
113 There is no space here to discuss the profound significance of this inexorable accumulation of rubbish in 
vacant spaces in the West. That discussion would need to include the West’s horror/fascination with vacancy. 
Blomley (2017a) has begun this discussion in relation to the management of improvement/waste through 
urban planning and property. It would also need to deal with what Zsuzsa Gille (2010) has termed ‘waste 
regimes’. 
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active ownership. The lack of socially meaningful activity indicated lack of productivity. The result 
was to find lands where there was an owner on paper but no de facto ownership-like activities. This 
then led to, not a violent taking of land, but a formal request for the use of the land.  
Whereas Chilean colonisation led to enclosure of commonly shared lands into private property 
parcels, Mapuche ruka building actually does the opposite. Lands that were either filled with rubbish 
or enclosed became open for shared use again. Whereas despite rhetoric to the contrary, Chilean 
colonisation was surprisingly unproductive (Bengoa 2014), the Mapuche groups do fill these once 
vacant lands with socially ‘productive’ and meaningful activities. This discussion shows how these 
counter-territories are also constructed through property categories. On the other hand ruka 
coordinators (Samuel Melinao, Amelia Gaete, Yazmin Quilaqueo, email communications respectively 
23, 25, 27 September 2017) insisted they are not building these rukas on someone else’s land but 
rather returning to their ancestors’ (and thus their own) land. It makes all the difference in the world 
whether the rukas in Santiago are considered Chilean territory being leased temporarily to poor 
ethnic Mapuche migrants or whether they are seen as Mapuche territory taken by the 
Spanish/Chileans that is now being quietly reclaimed by those displaced from the lands south of the 
Biobío. 
 
7.4.3. Different and conflictive relation with state  
All of these changes in territorial relations inside and outside the rukas lead to tension with the 
broader urban context. The ruka sits within an urban context that makes Mapuche who live in 
Santiago feel desarraigo (rootlessness, Alvarado Lincopi 2016). But the urban context also 
dispossesses Mapuche territorial politics (fig. 7.6). Only cultural expressions of Mapuche people are 
acceptable in the city. Some accept this dispossession and work within it while others challenge it. 
The coordinators at one ruka, Mahuidache, reacted quite strongly to my presentation of the 
research as an investigation of Mapuche politics. They insisted they are not involved in politics at all 
but only in culture. Some Mapuche scholars concur the rukas represent a less political and ‘only’ 
cultural phase of Mapuche organisation in Santiago (Millaleo 2006). On the contrary the analysis in 
this thesis shows theirs is simply a different form of politics: an everyday politics rather than a 
representational politics or labour politics. At any rate the urban context limits expressions of 
territorial sovereignty by defining the ruka as ‘merely’ a cultural expression.  




Figure 7.6: the urban context: an empty lot in La Pintana. Photo by author. 
The urban context also complicates even this everyday Mapuche politics because of the strong 
associations between Mapuche culture and rural traditions. For many the ruka is not a traditional 
Mapuche space because the group organising it is considered only a formal association and not a 
traditional rural community (Aravena 2001). Their pragmatic engagement with Chilean formality 
dispossesses them even in their own eyes. The members of María Rapa Nui explained the difficulties 
of finding someone to replace their first lonko (leader) who had died because the replacement had 
to be from that lonko’s family as traditional procedure dictates. Furthermore a valid candidate would 
have to ‘estar capacitado po, para ser un lonko, porque un lonko tiene que conocer muy bien las 
costumbres, las ceremonias, hablar muy bien el mapuzugun’ (be able to be a lonko, po, because a 
lonko has to know very well the customs, ceremonies, speak very well Mapuzugun).  
However, on the contrary, there are those who see these rukas as novel spaces where traditional 
leadership structures are being reasserted. Don Necul Painemal (cultural advisor of CONADI) said 
‘para mi visión de ver estas situaciones, que, eh, se replicó en, en la urbanidad’ (in my view these 
[traditional] situations, which, uh, are being replicated in, in the urban sphere) where there was ‘el 
jefe familiar y existe una machi y la machi es una sacerdotisa, cierto, una persona que tiene que ver 
con la parte espiritual’ (the family leader and there was a machi and the machi was a priestess, right, 
a person who has to do with the spiritual side) and now ‘aquí en la ciudad, ya existen por lo menos 
unas seis u ocho machis’ (here in the city, there are already at least six or eight machis). Similarly 
Samuel Melinao, the leader of the ruka Kallfulikan, presents himself as the lonko of his community. 
His surname and his ceremonial title appear on his email address. And Pablo Ancaten explained how 
in his view the ruka Folilche Aflaiai is a lof (traditional community) because there are families 
present, children growing up at the ruka speaking Mapuzugun and wearing traditional clothing, and 
that makes it equivalent to the traditional communities in the south. This could lead to an insistence 
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that it is a hybrid territory. But the intention is not to reproduce official discourses of hybridity as 
teleological and even as a solution to the ‘Indigenous problem’ (Morrissey 2006). Rather the intent is 
to highlight the way ruka coordinators pragmatically create a form of Mapuche territoriality in the 
urban context through Chilean property categories. The ruka-comodato is a hybrid as it sits between 
mainstream Chilean formal legality and a specifically Mapuche sense of lawfulness. On the one hand 
Chilean legal formalism is that ‘perfect symbiosis between legal absolutism and economic liberalism’ 
(Míguez 2015). On the other, the Mapuche Az Mapu (Mapuche legal/moral thought, literally ‘way of 
the land’) speaks of a respectful belonging to the land (Sánchez Curihuentro 2001).  
The encounter between these two legalities highlights that in territories the construction of 
sovereignty is the matter of ultimate interest. In Lo Prado a Mapuche community received a 
municipal comodato to a plot of land and has used it for their nguillatun ceremonies for years. They 
do not have a ruka but only a rewe (sacred grove). But a recent conflict has explored the radical 
potential of international conventions to assist in the legal formation of Mapuche territories in the 
city. An electrical substation for a subway line was planned on land adjacent to the Lo Prado 
comodato. The Mapuche association insisted on their right to be consulted about this development 
under International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Convention 169 because the electricity of the cables 
of the substation would interfere with the spiritual beings in that air space as the machi (healer) 
made contact with them. The Environmental Assessment Commission agreed and demanded the 
Environmental Impact Assessment already in process should include ‘un proceso de Consulta 
Indígena’ (‘an Indigenous Consultation process’) following ILO Convention 169 ‘con las 
Organizaciones Indígenas de Lo Prado, a las cuales la I. Municipalidad de Lo Prado les ha dado en uso 
el centro ceremonial’ (‘with the Indigenous Organisations of Lo Prado, to whom the Municipality of 
Lo Prado has given the ceremonial centre in comodato’, Environmental Assessment Commission of 
the Metropolitan Region, Resolution 67 of 4 February, 2013). 
After an extremely formalistic consultation the Mapuche associations took the Environmental 
Assessment Commission to court to demand a new consultation process.114 The Mapuche 
organisations emphasised the importance of the sacred territorial space, the rewe115 and the 
nguillatuwe (site for nguillatun ceremonies) as symbolically and culturally defining this plot of land 
as Mapuche territory (Arias 2013). The organisations claimed this is ‘un espacio territorial sagrado 
                                                          
114 The case is Sebastián Collonao Marilao and Rosa Cayún Chanqueo vs. Comisión de Evaluación Ambiental 
Región Metropolitana (Oct. 2014), Seventh Chamber of the Court of Appeals of Santiago, Recurso de 
Protección. 
115 No photos of rewes were taken during my fieldwork in an attempt to respect their sacred character. This 
was in response to a comment I heard in this regard at an early site visit to Mahuidache on 6 November, 2015.  
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llamado nguillatuwe’ (a sacred territorial space called a nguillatuwe, Collonao and Cayún vs. 
CEARM). The court’s interpretation was different. The judge deemed one consultation, however 
formalistic, sufficient. But what matters to the discussion here is that the judge did not question the 
Mapuche associations’ right to be consulted and thus she indirectly supported it. The important 
point is that the Mapuche associations were consulted due to their territoriality - location on a 
comodato - and not simply to their being Indigenous associations.116 This case provides a legal 
precedent for a tenuous territorial right to consultation for comodatos through the application of 
ILO Convention 169.117 But it also highlights the association’s own view that the rewe defines this 
plot of land as ‘sacred territorial space’ and thus as a symbolic territory.  This case of the rewe is an 
attempt by the Mapuche association to reconfigure the nomosphere, the dominant spatialisation of 
legal meaning (Delaney 2010). 
However this new territoriality is only supported accidently by the state. As analysed in the 
preceding chapter, the state prefers not to invest in any Mapuche territoriality in the city of 
Santiago. The state only gives comodatos and competitive funding when under pressure by Mapuche 
mobilisations. Opportunistic political discourses notwithstanding, the state does not initiate any 
concessions to Mapuche but only responds to placate their pressures. But more importantly, as 
discussed in chapter six, the state does not give any land to Mapuche people in Santiago. They only 
invest in individual Indigenous entrepreneurship in Santiago and land restitution in the lands south 
of the Biobío River. The state invests in the ‘urban Mapuche’ population in order to drive a wedge 
between Mapuche people in Santiago and those down south. They do this by offering competitive 
funds for individual entrepreneurship and not assigning any funds to buy urban lands for Mapuche 
people. In this sense they are dispossessing the Mapuche from a stable relationship with the land in 
the city. But the ruka is the place where Mapuche asociaciones (associations) takes state funds for 
workshops and language and weaving and traditional medicine and invest them in a plot of land. 
Thus they pragmatically engage with the state to use state funds to build this Mapuche territoriality 
in the city.  
And finally the biggest change in territorial relations is in the way the Mapuche community at the 
ruka relates to the state. They are no longer simply migrants or descendants of migrants of an ethnic 
                                                          
116 This explanation of the judge’s sentence was provided by Cristóbal Carmona, lecturer in Indigenous Law at 
Universidad Católica de Temuco (skype conversation, 11 April 2016). 
117 Jampolsky (2016, p.93-94) explains three kinds of territorial rights Indigenous communities pursue: ‘(1) 
usufructuary rights, as in the case of off-reservation hunting and fishing treaty rights and common-law, non-
owner property rights; (2) contract rights, as in contractual comanagement agreements and conservation 
easements with land trusts; and (3) consultation rights, as in national laws governing cultural heritage and the 
environment and international laws governing human rights.'’ 
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minority. They do not act solely as members of the state but also interact as members of another 
traditional sovereignty in their relation with this sovereign. The state cannot admit any competitors 
to its sovereignty and this is evident in its treatment of Mapuche in the south of Chile. Yet the ruka 
creates a territoriality of a specifically in-between quality. The ruka is both Mapuche and Santiaguina 
(Spanish word expressing belonging to Santiago) and this places the rukas on the frontier. Mapuche 
scholars such as Enrique Antileo (2007) have explicitly framed the city of Santiago as the new 
frontier between Mapuche and Chileans. The rukas in Santiago are then an especially visible part of 
the way the Mapuche have been bringing the frontier from its long term associations with lands 
around the Biobío River back into the city.118 For centuries Santiago was part of the frontier region 
where the Inca Empire to the north encountered Mapuche territory to the south. Then Spanish 
mercenaries pushed that frontier south to the Biobío River (fig. 7.7). In the XIXth century the newly 
independent Chilean republic respected that frontier for a few decades but soon decided they 
preferred to take Mapuche territory. The Mapuche were forcibly relocated onto reducciones and the 
frontier closed in on them (fig. 7.7). The reducciones allowed the Mapuche communities some 
limited respite from further encroachment for a few decades. This is not the place to discuss how 
the frontier did not stop moving but continuously closed in on the reducciones. Sofia and Beatriz 
Painiqueo explained in interviews how lands were stolen, illegally purchased, fences were moved 
and rukas burnt. Decades later that frontier too was moved as Pinochet dismantled the limited 
protection Indigenous property had afforded the reducciones. This fragmentation of the traditional 
Mapuche territory led to a substantial increase of Mapuche displacement to cities (Fontana 
forthcoming). Mapuche authors explain this ‘migration’ using terms such as Mapuche exile, exodus 
and diaspora (Antileo 2007) highlighting the forced movement that resulted from Pinochet’s policies. 
Many returned to Santiago to the lands of their ancestors. Once more frontier relations moved. This 
time the frontier moved into/back to the city of Santiago (fig. 7.7).  
                                                          
118 I owe this idea to Mauro Fontana, a Chilean student doing his PhD on Mapuche migration patterns and 
Mapuche spatial politics in Santiago. 




Figure 7.7: Movement of the frontier. Source: Aylwin et al 2008, adapted by author. 
There is a deep circularity about the displacement of Mapuche people from their lands in the south 
back to their ancestors’ lands in the capital (fig. 7.7), this city that has traces of Mapuche belonging 
literally under the ground. As Amelia Gaete from the ruka Weichafe Mapu said, ‘debajo de esta gran 
mole moderna llamada santiago se encuentra vestigios de indígenas, cementerios o villorrios’ 
(‘underneath this great modern mass called santiago there is [sic] traces of indigenous people, 
cemeteries or villages’, email communication, 25 September 2017). In the longue durée, this circular 
or spiral movement questions the frontier’s conventional conceptualisation. This illustrates how the 
frontier moved not in linear fashion but in starts and fits as Mapuche resistance pushed it back, then 
circled in on the reducciones and now it is turning back on itself and moving ‘backwards’. This is 
especially important as it negates the teleological idea of linear progress according to which the 
frontier is supposed to erase previously existing territorialities (Ratto 2001) just as property erases 
previous histories of land ownership (Keenan 2017). Mapuche actions at the rukas subvert this idea 
of the frontier following a linear logic and bend that back onto itself in a spiral movement 
reminiscent of the Mapuche sense of time itself (Gavilán 2009). They build a fragmentary Mapuche 
territory that is reminiscent of the fragmentary territory of the reducciones in the south.  
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7.4.4. Implications of changes in territorial relations 
The changes in territorial relations, both internally and externally to the space of the ruka and also in 
relation to the state, have led to changes that are important for the socio-political project of the 
Mapuche ruka community. However it is not clear yet exactly what these changes are adding up to 
as they are caught between the broader Mapuche project for territorial sovereignty in the south and 
their negotiation of state formalities in Santiago. It is clear the rukas are doubly limited by the legal 
and by the urban (Ugarte, Fontana & Caulkins 2017). This is a legal construction of a very limited 
territorial sovereignty. It does not pre-exist but comes after their territorial praxis and brings limited 
legal recognition of that actually existing fact. Here it is useful to think of the law following 
distinguished legal theorist Robert Cover (1983, p.9) not simply as a predetermined formal code but 
as ‘a system of tension or a bridge linking a concept of a reality to an imagined alternative - that is, 
as a connective between two states of affairs, both of which can be represented in their normative 
significance only through the devices of narrative’. It is in this limited sense that the rukas can be 
considered forms of off-reservation nation-building (Jampolsky 2016). They are creating tenuously 
secured territories within Santiago lands (see, for example, in the Canadian context Tomiak 2017).  
Legally this is very limited territoriality but socially and politically these are territorial relations with 
much deeper roots. These rukas and their comodatos are then the new urban reservations (see 
Blomley 2017b and Tomiak 2017 for a discussion of urban reservations). They are legal exceptions 
just as the legal category of Indigenous property was always meant to be. They are a way to allow 
for the exploitation of Mapuche lands by keeping formal property to land away from the Mapuche 
people in Santiago. Yet they are also ambiguous spaces that are pragmatically being exploited by 
coordinators to construct Mapuche territoriality. The rukas’ politics contrasts with Libby Porter and 
Janice Barry’s (2015) discussion of the relationship between state-based planning and Indigenous 
peoples in Canada and Australia. Their analysis shows that the contact zone – the formal space of 
the encounter – between these two groups is extremely shallow. In short, state-based planning 
collapses Indigenous peoples’ self-understandings into the state’s own formal categories and thus 
limits the ways it is able to recognise their claims. Yet the present analysis has attempted to 
demonstrate a different way of engaging in the contact zone. Here the Indigenous groups stretch 
property to accommodate territory. The case of the rukas reveals less about what the state decides 
is legally possible and more about how these Mapuche groups have taken existing legal categories 
and used them for their own objectives.  
They are building territorial space for the Mapuche nation off the historic reducciones (reservations) 
in the south. They construct a specific territorial sovereignty for the Mapuche people intramuro 
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(within the walls) of the city of Santiago.119 It is a contested sovereignty at best as it reaffirms 
Chilean sovereignty at the same time. Yet it is too simplistic to simply say Santiago is unceded 
Mapuche territory. Though Mapuche coordinators do say Santiago was originally Mapuche land and 
that means it still is in some meaningful sense Mapuche, they do not make any political claims for it. 
A gap of almost three centuries of life south of the Biobío River and not in Santiago and repeated 
treaties with first the Spanish and then the Chilean republic accepted that fact while at the same 
time they would also strengthen their claims for all of the southern lands. 
These Mapuche ruka communities sit in-between the broader Mapuche politics of reclaiming land in 
the south and dominant Chilean territory in Santiago with their own minor politics of reclaiming 
temporary usage of spaces in the capital city. The dynamism of the frontier complicates the political 
calculations of the Mapuche in their efforts for land restitution. José Painequeo explained the 
Mapuche cannot make claims to all their ancestral territories since that territory is most of what is 
now known as Chile. At any rate there is no political activism to reclaim the city of Santiago as 
Mapuche territory. The city is considered the metropole of Chilean colonialism (Claudio Alvarado 
Lincopi, pers. comm. 16 November 2017). More strategically Mapuche politics concentrates on the 
lands the Mapuche lived on immediately before or after the Chilean invasion. These include ‘del 
Biobío hacia el sur, son nueve millones de hectáreas, que el estado tendría que devolverle a los 
mapuche’ (‘from the Biobío to the south, there are nine million hectares, that the state would have 
to return to the Mapuche’, José Painequeo, interview). As José reminded me, the Spanish crown 
made a treaty with the Mapuche at Quilin in 1641 that was never legally revoked. But others prefer 
to insist more pragmatically only on the restitution of the reducciones they were forced onto after 
the invasion of the Chilean army. These are the lands CONADI is buying back for them. This would 
seem more likely to be successful.  
But since the rukas are expressions of Mapuche territoriality, would efforts to protect these spaces 
in the capital city of Santiago divert strength from Mapuche claims in the south by opening up the 
essential link between Mapuche people and (traditional) land? Would territorial claims120 in the city 
of Santiago divert attention from claims in the south? As Mapuche scholar Claudio Alvarado Lincopi 
explains in a recent article: ‘aceptando la categoría mapurbe aceptamos la posibilidad de la 
existencia del mapuche post-tierra, y con ello una delgada línea que podría convertirse en un sólido 
                                                          
119 The walls alluded to here are not physical walls as the Spanish city of Santiago never had medieval walls, 
but the walls between urban and rural spaces. In the Chilean spatio-legal imaginary the urban is the place 
where Indigenous people are not meant to be and the reducciones, embedded within rural space, are the 
place meant for Indigeneity (Ugarte et al. 2017). 
120 In the words of one coordinator, Yazmin Quilaqueo, the rukas are territorial claims: ‘rhukas son 
reivindicación territorial’ (rukas are territorial claims, email communication, 13 Jan. 2018). 
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contraargumento a las reivindicaciones actuales por territorio’ (‘accepting the category of [urban 
mapuche] we are accepting the possibility of the existence of Mapuches without [southern] land, 
and that is a fine line that could become a counter-argument to current claims for territory [in the 
south]’, Alvarado Lincopi 2010). Many Mapuche thinkers similarly view state investments in urban 
Mapuche individuals in the city (but not lands) as an attempt to divide and conquer the Mapuche 
movement by driving a wedge between the Mapuche in Santiago and those south of the Biobío River 
(Millaleo 2006, Alvarado Lincopi 2010). 
 
7.5. Conclusion 
The two property struggles discussed in this thesis work to construct territories by changing internal 
and external territorial relations. This leads almost inevitably to conflictive relation with the local 
state. These are counter-territories constructed by the occupation and by the rukas. They are always 
territorial constructions in relation to the state even though that is a conflictive relation. They are 
then constructions of both autonomy and engagement (Gonick 2016). At both the occupation at 
Prestes Maia and the ruka at Folilche Aflaiai there is evidence of constructions of territory from 
below. Prestes Maia builds on existing Western territory models by reproducing many state 
functions. The coordination performs in lieu of the state the functions of border control, internal 
policing, welfare distribution and receiving asylum seekers. They similarly perpetuate the separation 
of church/state and create a territory made up of individual citizens. Ultimately this is a constructed 
territory, i.e. an imagined community (Anderson 1983). It is a profoundly utopian space, a pragmatic 
socialism in Blomley’s (2004) words, where new citizens are created to flesh out this new territory 
much like the alternative communities of Freetown in Orange County, Virginia and Freetown 
Christiania in Copenhagen, Denmark. But space and property make citizens. Formal property has 
‘value in formation of desirable social and political identities’ making residents into ‘not only 
incomplete citizens, but partial or deformed subjects’ (Blomley 2004). The dominant forms of 
property and space present the occupation’s residents as mobile and transient non-citizens. The 
more relational forms of space and property at the occupation create hope and make residents into 
citizens through their participation at the struggle. Folilche Aflaiai instead builds on existing 
Mapuche territorial models but these are hybridised because of the urban context within which they 
sit. This territorial reconfiguration relies on specific expressions of Mapuche spirituality and religious 
ceremonies. It relies on good neighbourly relations and their contributions to broader society. It also 
is beginning to tentatively demand recognition from the state in the legal right to consultation.  
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Both property struggles resist socio-cultural displacement through reterritorialisation by creating 
qualitatively different counter-territories. This is Kaplan’s (1987, p.197) ‘reterritorialization that has 
passed through several versions of deterritorialization … [and for this reason posits] a powerful 
theory of location based on contingency, history, and change’. They create a terra populi in place of 
the terra nullius of the previous vacancy (Blomley 2004). They create a new link to the land that had 
previously been severed by dominant dynamics. The Mapuche are an expression of 
multiterritoriality as they bring the frontier (back) into the city and thus complicate the apparently 
straightforward relation between Santiago as a Chilean city and the lands south of the Biobío River 
as the only Mapuche homeland. The sem-teto in São Paulo create new citizens through this property 
struggle through what housing activist Benedito Barbosa has termed the pedagogia do confronto. 
They slice the city’s spaces into novel (albeit contingent) territorial jurisdictions, setting themselves 
up as meaningful (temporary) sovereignties.  
Looking back over the thesis, it becomes apparent how the spatial politics at each site shows these 
groups gain access to space and then transform it into differential space ‘rewriting of the 
connections between different parts of the self in order to make a world of possibilities out of the 
experience of displacement’ (Kaplan 1987, p.198). This spatial politics at each site echoes Ananya 
Roy’s (2017) argument about the politics of emplacement as domesticity and as a gun used to resist 
further displacements as they take a space and then transform it through their everday 
engagements. The property politics at each site builds on this and shows they construct forms of 
counter-property. However their immediate political horizons are constrained by the state’s fetish 
for legal formality. And finally the territorial politics at each site shows both property struggles 
stretch property to accommodate territory. They extend the restricted conceptual limits and political 
space afforded by rigidly formal property categories to accommodate novel forms of territory. 
  




Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 
This thesis has analysed the question: How is the politics of marginalised groups enacted through 
emplacement? The enquiry was focussed on the two case studies of the Prestes Maia occupation in 
São Paulo, Brazil, and the ruka Folilche Aflaiai in Santiago, Chile. These communities are subjected 
not only to physical or economic displacement. They face structural and socio-cultural displacements 
in the frontier of urban renewal (a late form of colonial-capitalism) which creates vacancy in the city. 
That vacancy paradoxically creates openings for their spatial politics.  
Through two parallel ethnographically inspired case studies participants’ experiences were collected 
and analysed with an attentiveness to their own politics and to my positionality. In order to more 
thoroughly allow the communities’ politics to emerge, ideas were shared with Mapuche 
coordinators and with local researchers. The analysis focussed on everyday forms of resistance in 
space and how they construct alternative property arrangements in their engagement with state 
formalities. The results these two communities shared with me were analysed here as a politics of 
emplacement in its three moments of gaining access to space in order to transform and politicise it. 
The analysis of the occupation at Prestes Maia highlighted the importance of space for the politics of 
this housing movement in São Paulo. They have made this abandoned building into a different social 
space by imagining and practicing it differently through a hierarchical structure, through the use of 
slogans, through practices of cleaning and protesting organised by the point system and by throwing 
a spotlight on their political message through the materially degraded physical space. The space 
provides temporary housing for the sem-teto. The movement uses space as a lever to demand social 
housing units in the centre and the right to decision-making in the social housing policies of the local 
municipality. 
The analysis of the ruka at Folilche Aflaiai followed the spatial politics of the Mapuche in Santiago. 
The property structure of the city excludes them from the land so they turn to state bureaucracies 
and request a comodato. The ruka community fills this previously vacant space with traditional 
workshops and nguillatunes (rogations). The ruka is creating a novel space of belonging for the 
Mapuche people somewhere between the metropolitan city of Santiago and the Mapuche territorial 
politics in the south.  
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The two cases were not analysed as lacking property but as conforming already existing alternative 
property arrangements. This helped bring to light what is involved in the state’s formalisation 
solution for Prestes Maia and in state formalities for Folilche Aflaiai. Formalisation and formalities 
cannot be considered unambiguously normatively good. There are gains and losses involved in 
increasing security of tenure by exchanging existing alternative property arrangements for any other 
forms or arrangements.  
The thesis has shown how these two property struggles are constructing fragmentary territories in 
the city. These are territories built on strategic control but also built relationally by changing internal 
and external territorial relations. Each group has stretched their existing property arrangements to 
accommodate these forms of relationally constructed territory. At Prestes Maia the pedagogia do 
confronto (pedagogy of confrontation) is leading to the creation of new citizens. At Folilche Aflaiai an 
Indigenous territory is being made in the city in a comodato (free leasehold). 
 
8.1. Engaging in the politics of emplacement 
The emplacement analysed in this thesis is a specific form of resisting displacement pressures where 
gaining access to space is key. It starts either by placing a gun in a position or simply through 
positioning. But that is not the end of this form of politics. This emplacement after having gained 
access to a space then transforms that space into a place from which resistance can take root. Here 
it is the creation of a place in the more phenomenological sense that is important. In other words, 
and similar to some of the most recent literature on displacement (Davidson 2009, Davidson & Lees 
2010, Christensen 2013), emplacement is framed as more than merely physical emplacement. The 
strategic positioning emplacement entails is socio-cultural, collective and phenomenological. And 
this emplacement seeks to make as substantial a contribution as it can to broader structural 
dynamics.  
In this thesis both of the groups struggling at the two case study sites (Prestes Maia and Folilche 
Aflaiai) have been analysed as marginalised groups creating an identity-in-place. This specific way of 
framing these groups helps to focus on their ways of life rather than solely on the injustices they 
have suffered. This avoids presenting the issue as one of power that circulates through language 
rather than as a structural, spatial issue of belonging to place (Coulthard 2014, Moreton-Robinson 
2003). It also avoids limiting the analysis to a study of the subtleties of the structural difficulties 
these marginalised groups face when expressing their struggles to mainstream society. What this 
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thesis has focussed on instead is the cultural and spatial subject positions from which these groups 
are able to resist.  
In this thesis the politics of emplacement was defined through three moments: gaining access to 
space, transforming it and politicising it. The first moment discusses the necessity of physically 
gaining access to a space from which to resist. Marginalised groups subject to physical and socio-
cultural displacement do not have that space a priori, whether that is because sem-teto do not have 
access to secure spaces in the city centre or because the Mapuche do not have access to collective 
spaces in the city of Santiago. They look for openings within the tight property logic of each city and 
what they find are vacant spaces. These might be empty buildings or lots. The second moment of the 
politics of emplacement looks at the need to transform the social space at the sites of resistance. It 
is not enough for these groups to gain physical access to a site. The physical access either receives 
some limited support from the local state or it will not last. And that is what this thesis has noted, 
the need for the postponement of this structural temporariness. This politics of postponement 
includes delaying evictions at the occupation in São Paulo or renewing the comodato contract in 
Santiago. But this postponement only works when new socio-spatial relations are created to give 
these spaces new meanings and uses. The third moment of emplacement is about politicising space. 
In both of the cases this thesis reviewed, the struggles did not stop at gaining access to spaces and 
transforming them, they both politicise those spaces. They push on as best they can towards the 
broader political goals of each community. The transformation of the social relations at these sites 
and thus the transformation of the social spaces leads to the politicisation of these spaces. This is 
because these groups bring in different transgressive or marginalised imaginaries and hold them up 
to the wider society. For the housing movement an imaginary of messianic Marxist squatting, the 
use value of land and the importance of luta (struggle). For the Mapuche a preexisting imaginary of 
the Mapuche as a people, not only an ethnic group. This includes their traditional spatial and 
political repertoires.  
 
8.2. Making space, property and territory 
Throughout the thesis the analysis of the politics of emplacement has been clustered around the 
three themes of space (Chapter 4 and 5), property (Chapter 6) and territory (Chapter 7). The analysis 
in those chapters led to a number of important findings. 
 




The spatial politics of emplacement is first and foremost about gaining access to space. At Prestes 
Maia this meant the obtaining of a physical, concrete space. The housing movement pushes against 
social conventions to find a space because all other spaces have been politically and economically 
denied to them. They then need to re-signify the occupation as a positive social contribution. But 
this seems less essential than the simple entrance to (breaking into) the space and the control of 
that space’s borders. At Folilche Aflaiai the access to space is equally crucial. The rukas would not 
exist without land on which to be built. But this is downplayed by the fact that access is granted in 
an institutionally acceptable manner. The local state already has a practice of granting comodatos on 
its vacant lands to community organisations. What is essential here is the way the community 
infuses that space with meaning. What stands out to all observers are the uniquely Mapuche 
qualities the rukas possess. This includes the wood and straw construction and its dirt floor, but also 
the traditional Mapuche activities that take place at the site that give the site a sense of being a 
specifically Mapuche space.  
In São Paulo the housing movement junta a fome com a vontade de comer (Brazilian expression 
literally meaning to bring together ‘hunger’ and the ‘desire to eat’, it can more accurately be 
translated as the bringing together of two different things in a perfect combination). They bring both 
a) the city’s housing deficit and b) the central area’s vacancy rate into conversation with c) the 
constitutionally enshrined right to housing and d) the social function of property (Earle 2012). The 
emplacement of the occupation at Prestes Maia is important because it forcefully brings this 
conjunction to the wider public’s attention. In the words of the top coordinator at MMLJ, Neti, all 
occupations are ocupação-denúncia (occupation-denouncement), not only ocupação-moradia 
(occupation-dwelling). The first few occupations were extremely unsuccessful at stalling evictions 
and this meant they did not last long enough to be considered dwellings. But this has less to do with 
a goal of denúncia over that of moradia than with a steep initial learning curve. The movement and 
their supporters had not yet refined tactics of stalling evictions to a sufficient degree. Yet they have 
always wanted to (temporarily) solve the housing problem of São Paulo’s poor and highlight the 
city’s appalling housing deficit. 
In the analysis of the ruka the Mapuche community’s space is built by importing their previously 
existing self-understanding as a people from the south replete with practices, rituals, symbols and 
spatial repertoire. Yet the space of the ruka has been socially constructed as well. The expression of 
Mapuche spatiality in the city of Santiago was largely absent for the four centuries between the 
violent arrival of the Spanish conquistadors in the sixteenth century and the construction of the first 
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ruka where the first nguillatun was held in the late 1990s. That first nguillatun was the result of an 
anxious consultation by the younger generation to their elders on the possibility of holding a 
traditional religious ceremony in the city, the space of the winka (the foreigner). And yet that hybrid 
construction of a Mapuche space in the city did not simply appear overnight either. It was developed 
over the years as organisers travelled to the south attempting to ‘be real Mapuche’ but were told 
they could not because they had moved to the city. That specifically Mapuche spatiality developed 
as these organisers participated in local politics, first in the national struggle for democracy and then 
progressively more focussed on Mapuche issues. 
In both of the analyses it was important to see that politics is never finished, it is always contingent. 
This is true for the physical access to these spaces. This is imposed by the property conditions at 
each site. The extension of a contingent temporariness is only possible with constant effort. At any 
moment an eviction might be successful or a comodato might be revoked. But the social space is 
also a fragile achievement. Neither group can rest on past successes believing they have already 
transformed the social space once and for all. The clearest statement of this idea comes from the 
saying at the occupation: quem não luta tá morto (those who don’t struggle are dead). And the 
transformation of the underlying physical space into a social space demands constant efforts of both 
groups. No social space exists indefinitely but each social space must be constantly reproduced. This 
is true of any and all social spaces. The social spaces of dominant groups as well as of marginalised 
groups. But the analysis in this thesis has focussed on two marginalised groups and how they 
construct a (marginalised) social space. Their efforts are all the more ephemerous because they are 
not supported by the local state. They strive all the more constantly to maintain the precarious 
emplacement of their constructions. The residents at the occupation are precariously employed. 
They receive limited state support from the meninos do SUS (boys from the health programme) and 
from doctors (Gonçalves 2012). But that precarity comes also because there are other groups who 
compete for the vacant spaces in the city. This becomes apparent in Neti’s comment on the dangers 
of drug trafficking taking over the occupation. The community at the rukas also live precarious lives 
as they all suffer racial stigmas in the city for being Mapuche. Yet they are also made to compete 
between themselves for state funds for workshops and to build rukas. They too are inserted in 
structural dynamics that compete to break apart the fragile achievement of their social space.  
 
  




The analysis in chapter six indicated the importance of viewing these two cases not as struggles for 
property that they currently lack but as already existing forms of property. To be sure these are not 
mainstream forms of property, or formal property, but rather they are contingent constructions. 
They are fragile property arrangements that depend on a constant politics of postponement and 
active mobilisation. In other words they depend on the spatial politics outlined in chapters four and 
five. This way of describing the property arrangements at each site is important for what it 
illuminates in regards to the stakes involved in any formalisation of those property arrangements or 
in their current engagement with local formalities. 
At Prestes Maia, this way of viewing the occupation as an existing form of property highlights the 
vulnerability of the movement’s collective life in facing the proposed new property arrangements 
that would come with formalisation via the state’s Minha Casa Minha Vida social housing 
programme. Each individual family would be given a remodelled unit under private property 
arrangements, a prohibition of sales for the first five years and a debt. On the one hand the units 
might quickly trade hands due to gentrification pressures. But more importantly the movement will 
lose the carrot and the stick of the point system they currently use to motivate participation in 
collective protests and cleaning activities. Some coordinators insisted the movement will apply to be 
the management of the new remodelled building. But this misses the point that the role of the 
management of private apartments is very different to the role of the coordination of a housing 
movement in a large squat like Prestes Maia. 
At Folilche Aflaiai, the comodato is an actually existing form of property relations. This is not to say a 
free leasehold contract is a secure form of property. Rather this minimal formal relation is supported 
by the intense activities on site. The ruka’s contribution to the surrounding neighbourhood increases 
the perceived tenure security to a certain degree. Yet it is this same property arrangement that is 
used by the state to control the Mapuche communities in two ways. On the one hand the local state 
is able to indirectly manage the kinds of activities that are held at the ruka through the comodato, 
the legal personality of the asociación indígena and the associated stated goal of the asociación. 
Community organisations are bound to only perform activities listed as their stated goals while using 
lands under comodato. The other way the comodato controls the Mapuche communities is by 
keeping land restitution out of Santiago. The groups are given access to use land but they are not 
given longer lasting property arrangements such as formal property titles. This mere formality then 
is used by the local government to neutralise and obfuscate the issues at hand.  
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The analysis in chapter six further described formality as a perpetual motion machine. The logic of 
this concept is that the perpetual motion machine is expected to do work for free, without any 
additional input of effort. The allure of the perpetual motion machine is strong for both local Latin 
American states who see formalisation of occupations as one (expensive) solution. They see this 
solution as one that would quiet the land as it would solve the problems of the groups at the 
occupation. This is not to say that the municipality is necessarily progressive. The administration 
sees eviction as an equally valid route towards formalisation as that would also quiet the land. In this 
case by giving it back to the formal owner. Yet in reality neither version of formalisation does the 
work that is expected of it. All formalisation does is to formalise the property relations. It brings the 
existing property arrangements from outside of compliance with the formal criteria for property and 
into that formal criteria. These criteria are usually simply the fact that the owner has a formal title to 
the property registered in the appropriate property registry. This does very little to bring other 
expected results into being such as housing the sem-teto in the centre of the city or even reducing 
the poverty of this group. For one it is not the formalisation that eliminates the conflict with the 
previous owner but rather the payment of a large sum for these abandoned properties. If this were 
not the case, why would some owners later question the validity of the amount paid to them in the 
expropriation rather than question the fact that the property was expropriated? The other reason is 
that formalisation might not help the movement as much as they would like to believe as it is likely 
to empty the movement of participation (as discussed in relation to their spatial politics above). And 
finally formalisation tends to sneak in a de Soto-like belief in formality as a magical solution to 
poverty. de Soto (2000) is famous for advocating that property titles could be leveraged as collateral 
for loans that would then be used by the poor themselves to improve the physical space of informal 
settlements. Yet it is not property titles that can magically unlock some hidden economic value of 
the land these people sit on but rather their continued political mobilisations. 
This analysis of the construction of these temporary marginalised property arrangements and the 
spatial politics needed to maintain them also reiterates that formality only appears to function 
effortlessly to protect private property. In fact a different kind of spatial politics upholds private 
property. This includes the work done by the local state and strong social norms. The state creates 
and polices the property regime by setting up a property registry system, specifying the enforceable 
bundle of rights and setting up a dispute resolution system to mediate between conflicting claims. 
Society also buttresses those systems through its general compliance to social norms regarding 
respect for private property. As de Soto (2000) insisted, if an entire society were to decide not to 
respect formal property titles, for example, there would be very little the state could do as this 
would over-extend its enforcement capacity. This is hinted at in the housing movement’s strategy of 
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simultaneous occupations. The state is not capable of enforcing the private property rights of 
owners if a large enough number of vacant buildings is under threat at one given moment. But the 
case of the occupations in São Paulo also shows these occupations are not simply the equivalent to a 
breaking down of social norms. The housing movements do not simply disregard private property. 
They insist they respect property but that the owners of vacant buildings were the ones who did not 
respect its social function. Thus occupation can be recast as a morally legitimate action even if a 
legally illegitimate one. In a similar vein comodatos do not simply perform as expected but depend 
on respect for strong social norms. The local state expects community organisations to tread lightly 
on these state-owned properties because ownership is with the state. However for the Mapuche 
ruka communities there are multiple overlapping stories of property. Though they recognise state 
institutions and their claims to the sites, they also insist they have a right to a place in the city that 
was at the very least the lands of their ancestors.  
 
8.2.3. Territory 
The analysis in chapter seven showed territory can be built relationally by changing the territorial 
relations at each site. Territory is not only built by the state. Even when the state is the one building 
its territory it depends to a large degree on the way its local population responds. The actually 
resulting territoriality depends on the way that society adds to the territorial relations the state is 
attempting to build. But in this thesis the analysis focussed on two marginalised groups and the way 
their politics of emplacement has constructed fragmentary territorial arrangements at each site. The 
analysis showed how the groups at the occupation and at the ruka have changed the internal and 
the external territorial relations and how these changes have led to changes in the relations with the 
local states. These constructions of territory from below depend on the first two moments of the 
politics of emplacement (gaining access to a space and transforming it) but speak most profoundly of 
the third moment of politicising the space to which they have gained access.  
The occupation constructs a protected territory. The space of the occupation can be considered a 
micro-territory or the smallest possible level of territory. The building is a collective space 
meaningfully controlled by the movement through the border control at the portaria (reception). It 
is in this micro-territory that new citizens are being created. Barbosa (2014) calls this the pedagogia 
da confrontação (pedagogy of confrontation). People come to the movement in search of a concrete 
housing solution and are politicised into the movement’s broader aims and goals. They participate in 
occupations and evictions and gain a bigger understanding of what a politics of emplacement looks 
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like for the homeless in São Paulo. And the more able and interested become part of the movement 
as floor coordinators or even fulltime staff.  
In this way the occupation contributes by opening up political space for the broader politics of the 
housing movements at large. The goal is not simply to house a few hundred homeless families for a 
few months or, at best, a few years. The goal of the occupation is to corner the local state into 
buying the building (which in the case of Prestes Maia they have already done) and getting them to 
remodel the building as social housing units (the process of which has begun, delayed though it has 
been by changes in federal government). And, especially according to Neti, those housing solutions 
are not the ultimate goal, worthy as that goal is for the homeless, the cortiço and the favela 
dwellers: 
Então, a moradia ela é só... ela é a base, ela é a estrutura. É como se fosse uma árvore 
frutífera, o tronco, a raiz, a moradia e os galhos vêm como... ai vem a educação, vem 
cultura, ai vem saúde, idosos, criança e adolescente, tal, tal. É isso.  
So housing is just ... it’s the base, it’s the structure. It is as if it were a fruit tree, the 
trunk, the root, the dwelling and the branches come as ... out comes education, out 
comes culture, out comes health, elders, child and adolescent, such and such. That’s it. 
The broader political project of the movement is to aim for bigger gains after remodelling. After 
solving the more pressing housing problems of its members, the movement can begin to think of 
making significant and lasting changes to the way society treats those that are sem-teto (roof-less). 
The rukas also construct a fragmented territory by changing the territorial relations on site. They 
create a hybrid Mapuche territory in the city. This is a space where poor residents of the city’s 
peripheral neighbourhoods, mostly atomised social housing units, can gather as Mapuche in the city. 
These are Mapuche lands where Mapuche traditions are upheld and where traditional Mapuche 
ceremonies are held. Yet this territory that is being constructed cannot avoid the strong tension with 
the territorial project of the Mapuche in the south of Chile. The use of the term territory brings to 
mind the uncomfortable tension between the rukas and the lands in the south. There is an inevitable 
tension between the possibility of creating a Mapuche territory in Santiago and of this draining 
strength from the movement for land restitution in the south. The ruka coordinators insist this is not 
their intention. On the contrary, they see themselves as contributing to that same movement by 
reinvigorating the Mapuche heritage of a significant proportion of the more than 560,000 city 
dwellers who considered themselves Mapuche in the latest census (Aravena 2014). Yet the Mapuche 
activists of the south are unsure of the implications of any other significant territorial project that 
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might compete with their attempts to gain some measure of socio-political control over the lands in 
the south (Alvarado Lincopi 2010). 
It is significant that the Mapuche ruka communities in Santiago are using comodatos to create these 
territorial arrangements. In this way they are stretching a very limited property category to 
accommodate their territorial aspirations. The comodato is meant to be a simple contract affirming 
the owning institution and merely formalising an absolutely insecure use right that can be revoked at 
any given moment for any reason whatsoever. Yet the ruka coordinators do not accept the 
narrowness of the contact zone of what the state defines as legally possible. They are pragmatically 
making the most of this limited opportunity, invigorating this insecure tenure with intense spatial 
politics and mobilisation in order to enhance the measure of that security. And they are using it to 
contribute to the broader politics of the Mapuche people.  
But what do these specific lessons learned from the two collective property struggles at Prestes 
Maia and Folilche Aflaiai indicate more broadly about the politics of emplacement? The politics of 
emplacement uses space to anchor resistance. The way the politics of emplacement was framed in 
this thesis in three moments (gaining access to space, transforming it, politicising it) and through 
three conceptual lenses (space, property, territory) has contributed to make this resistance through 
space more visible in all its complexity. The framing of these two collective property struggles as 
examples of politics of emplacement also helps illuminate the stakes in their already existing 
property and territorial arrangements. The use of space to resist is important. It is only by gaining 
access to space that the two groups were able to have a place from which to resist. This is very 
different to a resistance primarily fought in the courts or in the media, for example. There is not only 
one way to resist displacement, but rather this thesis has focussed specifically on cases where the 
resistance is spatially grounded. These spaces had to be transformed both physically through the 
creative adaptations to the Prestes Maia building (building separations to house 10-12 families per 
floor, for example) and through the construction of the ruka at Folilche Aflaiai. But more than this, 
the social space of these sites is also transformed. The sites have gone from being a vacant building 
and a vacant plot of land to being an occupation that houses over 400 families and a ruka that holds 
a series of traditional Mapuche workshops. And as described in this thesis, that transformation of 
the social space at each site is something that needs to be constantly held up. It is not done once 
and for all but is a contingent construction that depends on the spatial politics to continuously make 
these sites differential spaces and avoid them slipping back to what they were before. And these 
spaces are politicised so that they can contribute to the broader political projects of each group, the 
sem-teto in São Paulo and the Mapuche people in Santiago. The politics of emplacement at Prestes 
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Maia is not a goal in and of itself but is part of a broader politics of gaining central social housing 
through the remodelling of the occupied building and even then of contributing to a transformed 
society through the construction of a new kind of citizen. The politics of emplacement at Folilche 
Aflaiai is not simply to house a community centre and provide a series of workshops and even a site 
from which traditional ceremonies can be held. Rather it is to reinvigorate Mapuche culture in the 
city by bringing people of Mapuche heritage to the ruka and helping them get involved at different 
levels and in different ways with the broader politics of the Mapuche people in general. What does 
that then indicate more broadly? 
 
8.3. Negotiating society’s master narratives 
This thesis then has made use of three spatial concepts to explain the profoundly spatial kind of 
politics that goes on at the two sites. For both these struggles space is very concrete. It has almost 
the quality of an object or a weapon at the concrete space of an abandoned building in São Paulo. 
But at the same time space is highly symbolic for both groups. One is a profoundly utopian 
construction that is currently the tallest occupation in the world. The other is a visually very 
Mapuche space in the urban spaces of Santiago. And space is also of a very spiritual quality at the 
ruka where participants poured their collective energies into making the land alive again. The 
engagement with property has shown the very formalistic nature of property in the two contexts. 
Formalisation and formalities abound. Yet also the analysis has shown property’s very utopian 
nature as these groups aspire through property to be included among those who belong in the city. 
And the analysis has highlighted the profoundly conflictive quality of the resistance where struggles 
include the territorial counter-projects of social movements and non-movements alike. 
The analysis of the politics of emplacement has shown that the state has a strong tendency towards 
formality whether that be to include or exclude occupations of vacant buildings from that formality 
or to control Mapuche communities using its vacant lots. Yet this impulse of the state to formality 
threatens these already existing properties as shown in the analysis of this thesis. Formality at times 
makes the existing collective mobilisation and spatial politics more vulnerable to being dismantled 
and thus to gentrification pressures. At times it is a means to manage that spatial politics and keep it 
from entering into contact with explosive political projects such as land restitution in the city. The 
focus in this thesis was on the politics of these two marginalised groups and not on the local states. 
But much more remains to be analysed in relation to this impulse towards formality of the state. 
Further research can help illuminate how state functionaries are seduced by the allure of formality 
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and whether formality is a structural condition of states per se. Lefebvre can be read in such a way 
as to say this. Or if formality is a project that is especially alluring for weak, third world states in 
search of quick fixes for their social woes.  
The focus on the politics of emplacement of the Mapuche in Santiago has shown how an Indigenous 
resistance politics is qualitatively different from non-Indigenous resistance. The Mapuche people’s 
politics is, following Coulthard (2014), of a dual nature. They have an outer core of fluctuating 
politics that seeks to take advantage of contingent current conditions but also an inner core that is 
much more permanent in seeking to reproduce their existing culture, spirituality and values. This is 
made manifest in the urban context of Santiago as the Mapuche have had to find hybrid ways to be 
Mapuche in the city. The urban context has at times limited their possibilities of being Mapuche in 
exactly the same way their relatives are limited in their abilities to be Mapuche on the reducciones 
(reserves) in the south. Yet the ruka coordinators have found creative ways of adapting and finding 
outlets for the expression of their culture in the city. The city is a space of opportunities as the 
state’s funding opportunities are creatively taken advantage of and even the granting of comodatos 
to state-owned land is made to serve the broader politics of these Mapuche groups. 
The analysis of the politics of emplacement has highlighted that marginalised groups can create 
territories. It has also indicated that this is often precisely in spaces that are socially constructed as 
vacant. It is in the cracks of the existing property structures that marginalised groups are able to find 
space for their emplacement. Thus they are emplaced precisely in sites where private owners or the 
local state have not yet found economically or socially productive uses for their properties. To 
paraphrase Smith (1979), these vacant spaces are ideal emplacements for ‘back to the city 
movements of people, not capital’. This shows in what way the city’s property structures are socially 
constructed. They are tightly managed and engineered to facilitate gentrification as local 
governments attempt to take advantage of that frontier of urban renewal that apparently renews 
cities around the world. That renewal is illusory as local states are duped into pouring capital into 
the remodelling of their spaces so that property developers can reap exorbitant rents for their ‘help’ 
in renovating decaying city spaces. But more to the point it does not follow that cities have to submit 
to the frontier of urban renewal in order to improve their lot. There are already movements that are 
taking back the city for the people. A people focussed development is possible and is in the process 
of being created, though it is not depending on the state’s initiative. These movements, the housing 
movements in São Paulo and the rukas in Santiago, are creating a different society by creating a 
more protected space of belonging in the city for the sem-teto and for the Mapuche. The politics of 
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emplacement at these two sites is a prefigurative politics as these two groups practice the society 
they hope to inhabit in the future.  
This thesis with its analysis of the politics of emplacement has brought a clearer focus on the 
conflictive nature of a that politics. By focussing on the political agency of the displaced, the thesis 
has shown that these are not simply passive recipients of the dominant urban politics and that 
politics is a conflictive endeavour, practiced through the spatial narratives created. They resist 
marginalisation by society’s master narratives. They gain access to spaces from which to resist, 
transform those into fundamentally different social spaces and politicise them. They use space 
strategically as well as create resistance identities in these places.  
These resistance groups are creating something truly new in the spaces of the occupation and the 
ruka just like the man in the song El Hombre es un Creador (Man is a Creator).121  
Igualito que otros tantos 
de niño aprendí a sudar, 
no conocí las escuelas 
ni supe lo que es jugar. 
Me sacaban de la cama 
por la mañana temprano 
y al laíto 'e mi papá 
fui creciendo en el trabajo. 
 
Con mi pura habilidad 
me las di de carpintero 
de estucador y albañil 
de gásfiter y tornero, 
puchas que sería güeño 
haber tenío instrucción 
porque de todo elemento 
el hombre es un creador. 
 
Yo le levanto una casa 
o le construyo un camino 
Like lots of other children 
I was taught to sweat, 
I didn't know what school was, 
didn't know how to play. 
They dragged me out of bed 
early every morning, 
and alongside my Dad 
I grew up as a worker. 
 
Because I was pretty handy 
I got by as a carpenter, 
a plasterer and a brick-layer, 
a plumber and a mechanic. 
Hey! It would have been useful 
to have had some sort of schooling. 
That would have been one more thing to use – 
Man as a creator. 
 
I can build you a house, 
I can lay down a road, 
                                                          
121 This song is from Víctor Jara’s 1972 album La población (The shanty town).  
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le pongo sabor al vino 
le saco humito a la fábrica. 
Voy al fondo de la tierra 
y conquisto las alturas, 
camino por las estrellas 
y hago surco a la espesura. 
 
Aprendí el vocabulario 
del amo, dueño y patrón, 
me mataron tantas veces 
por levantarles la voz, 
pero del suelo me paro, 
porque me prestan las manos, 
porque ahora no estoy solo, 
porque ahora somos tantos. 
make wine that tastes good 
and keep a factory smoking, 
I go down to the depths of the earth 
I conquer all the peaks, 
I walk among the stars 
and carve furrows all over the earth. 
 
I learned the language 
of my masters and bosses, 
they killed me over and over 
for daring to raise my voice, 
but I get up off the ground again 
helped by the hands of others. 
For now I'm not alone. 
Now there are so many of us. 
(Translation by Joan Jara and  
Adrian Mitchell,  Espada 2012) 
 
In this song Victor Jara tells the story of a poor boy who is not able to go to school or play. He says 
instead that he grew up at work (fui creciendo en el trabajo). He works at an assortment of odd jobs 
and is able to build a house or a road, to put taste into wine (pongo sabor al vino) and get smoke out 
of a factory (le saco humito a la fábrica). He walks among the stars. He learns the vocabulary of the 
master, owner and employer (el vocabulario del amo, dueño y patrón) and is killed many times over 
for raising his voice to those in power. The song ends with the boy, now a young man like Victor 
Jara,122 standing up to his employer when he learns through his engagement in collective action that 
he is not alone. 
  
                                                          
122 Víctor Jara is famous in Chile for his folk songs and his political activism during Salvador Allende’s 
democratically elected Communist government. He was tortured and killed by at the instalment of the 
Pinochet dictatorship as recounted in the biography written by Víctor’s widow, Joan Jara, Víctor Jara, un canto 
truncado.  
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Appendix 1: Evolution of Research Questions  
 
Question 1: How do marginalised groups create informal properties in their struggles against 
displacement pressures? 
How do these marginalised groups represent their claims to these spaces ... to government officials? 
to society at large through the media? to the group? 
How do they live these claims? through what everyday practices do they make these claims spatial? 
How do they plan ... these claims? the representation of them? the protection? the everyday? the 
organisation of ...? 
 
Question 2: How does the local state construct displacement pressures through its various 
programmes for targeted urban areas? 
How do government officials simplify the complexity of these groups and their claims? standardise 
them? into which categories? which discourses? 
How do they ... represent these groups and their claims? enact their representations of these groups 
and their claims? 
 
Question 3: How does urban redevelopment function to naturalise (or make invisible) displacing 
pressures in planning discourse? 
How do they conceive of sustainability quick fixes for these areas/spaces? 
Or do they consider these un-plan-able areas? 
What redevelopment projects do they have for these areas/spaces? 
And how do these interact with their understandings of these groups and their claims? 
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Appendix 2: Interview schedule, participants at ruka Folilche Aflaiai 
 
Trajectory 
Where do you live? Where were you born?  
If you are from another city, what has it been like living in Santiago?  
If you are from Santiago, what has the experience of getting to know you are mapuche been like? 
When did you firts arrive at the ruka? How did you get here?  
Who invited you? How did you hear about this place?  
What brought you to participate here?  
Have you been participating here for long?  
What made you stay so long? 
What work do you do for a living?  
Where does that lead you on a day to day basis?  
What kind of people visit the ruka?  
What is it like to work with them? 
Relation with the state  
How does the government see your neighbourhood?  
What plans are there to improve it? What is missing here?  
What is the most important thing about your surroundings that you would like to explain to the 
government?  
How important is the concept of property here in Chile? And among the mapuche?  
What rules, rights, and social relations are important to understand this concept? 
Space  
Do you feel you belong here?  
What do you like?  
What do you not like? 
How do you relate to this place?  
How do others (the government, the media, students, neighbours) see this place?  
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How important is the feeling of belonging to this place for what you are doing?  
1. How is the work here at the ruka organised?  
How is the planning here organised? 
How do you participate in what is done here? 
Do you sometimes think about how to improve this place?  
of how to improve your community?  
are you interested in improving this place?  
in what ways?  
2. How is/was the space of the ruka organised? 
What things do you do on a day to day basis that structure this place?  
6. How is your ruka the same/different from those in the south?  
3. Which spaces are open to all? Which are more reserved (sometimes/always)?  
4. What is your relationship with the neighbours of the ruka like? How would you describe them? 
How do they see you?  
5. What is the importance of what you are doing here? 
Do you believe this is a mapuche space?  
What characteristics make it a mapuche space? Is it similar to mapuche spaces down south? 
What meanings do you attribute to this place?  
What images can you use to explain this place? – what is the importance of this space to you – 
Do you believe that terms like “community”, “lonko”, “machi” can apply to the work being done in 
mapuche spaces here in Santiago? 
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Appendix 3: Interview schedule, government officials Santiago 
 
How did you start working at the OAI? 
What has been your work experience before arriving? 
How do you see the groups that manage the rucas? 
What do you know about them? How do they organise themselves?  
How do they orgnanise their claims? How do they relate to the local government? 
What are the people at the ruca doing? 
Who is there? 
What do you think about the group and what they are doing there? 
Is that your office’s official position? 
Are they contributing in a positive or negative way to the área? 
What are some of the most important cultural attributes of Chilean culture that help us understand 
what is happening in that area? 
What is it like to work with/for them? 
How does your office work with/for them? 
Do you have problems working with them? 
What specific policies are there for them and their situation? From your office or from other 
departments that you know? 
What are some of the most important characteristics of your department and of how you usually 
work? 
What plans are there for the area or for the municipality? 
What plans are there for the area where the rucas are located? 
What plans does your office have to improve the sustainability of the area? 
Has it been difficult to improve the area? Why? 
What tools (laws, policies, others) do you think are the most appropriate to improve the area?  
What tools exist in the government today?  
What tools used to exist in Chile? What tools exist in other countries? 
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Which is the most important factor that helps to understand the area where the rucas are located? 
Questions about the concept of property 
What is the concept of property like here in Chile, in Santiago? 
What property relations do you consider important in this case?  
Which property rights? Which rules and regulations? 
How important is belonging? (the feeling of belonging to this place?) 
How do you see the rucas? Are they legal/semi-legal/illegal?  
Have there been negotiations surrounding their informal status?  
How does the informality of the place affect the solutions that are proposed? 
What other spatial/territorial expressions can be observed in Santiago? (butalmapu, aillarehue, lof?, 
etc.) 
How do concession work within the muncipality, for exemple, providing space for the rukas? 
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Appendix 4: Interview schedule, residents at occupation 
Trajectory 
When did you first arrive at the building? How did you get here? Who invited you?  
How did you hear about this place? What brought you here?  
How long have you been here? What made you stay so long? 
What plans do you have?  
Where would you like to live in the future? 
Work relations 
What work do you do for a living?  
Where does that lead you on a day to day basis? 
What is your day to day routine?  
What places do you visit outside the building? 
Relations to the place 
How do you relate to this place?  
How do others (the government, the media) see your belonging to this place? 
Do you feel this is your home? 
What do you like about this place? What is the importance of what you are doing here? 
What meanings do you attribute to this place? What images can you use to explain this place ? 
What things do you do on a day to day basis that show you belong here? 
How do you participate in what is done here? How is your community organised?  
How is the work here at the occupation organised? Who plans what gets done? 
Relation to place of origin 
What was your life like where you were born?  
What relation do you still maintain with that place? 
Tell me about the space where you come from.  
Where is your house? 
Collective spaces 
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Can you draw (or help me draw) your space/apartament? Materials, stories, dimensions, etc. 
How is the space of your apartment organised?  
How is the space of the occupation organised? 
Are there collective spaces? How do they work?  
Are all spaces open to all? Are some only open only to members of the community?  
Are some open only to some members of the community? 
Relations with Neighbours (in lieu of territorial stigmatisation) 
How would you describe your neighbours?  
How do they see the people at the occupation?  
What is your relation with these neighbours like?  
Extras: Who are your friends in the occupation?  
Where do they live? Where do you spend your time in the building?  
How do people on the street treat you? Do they know you live in PM? 
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Appendix 5: Interview schedule, government officials São Paulo 
How do you see these people? 
What do you know about this group?  
How do they organise themselves? How do they organise their claims?  
How do they relate to the local government? 
What are the people at Preste Maia doing? 
Who is there? 
What do you think about the group and what they are doing there? 
Is that your office’s official position? 
Are they contributing in a positive or negative way to the area? 
What are some of the most important cultural attributes of Brazilian culture that these people are 
expressing and that can help understand that area? 
What is it like to work with/for them? 
How does your office work with the municipality and with legal aid NGOs? 
Do you have problems working with them? 
What are some of the most important characteristics of your department and of how you usually 
work? 
What plans are there for the area? 
What plans are there for this area? 
What plans does your office have to improve the sustainability of the area? 
Has it been difficult to improve the area? Why? 
What tools (laws, policies, others) do you think are the most appropriate to improve the area?  
What tools exist in the government today?  
What tools used to exist in Chile? What tools exist in other countries? 
How do you see these places? Are they legal/illegal?  
Have there been negotiations surrounding their informal status?  
How does the informality of the place affect the solutions that are proposed? 
Which is the most important factor that helps understand this area? 
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Questions about the concept of property 
What is the concept of property like here in Brasil, in São Paulo? 
What property relations do you consider important in this case?  
Which property rights?  
Which rules and regulations? 
How important is belonging? (the feeling of belonging to this place?) 
Further information: 
What documents or laws should I look at? 
Who else should I talk to about this?  
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Appendix 6: Ruka Survey Instrument 
(This appendix contains the survey Instrument applied in Santiago to gain a broad understanding of 
different rukas and to seek access for the semi-structured interviews.) 
How many members of the community live in: the same sector/ neighbourhood/ municipality or 
other municipality? 
How many members are there and what is their origin (approx. amount per sector)? 
What is the number of organizations that use this space? 
When was the group formed? 
When was the association formalised? 
When was the ruka built (and when was it rebuilt, if the case be)? 
What is the ruka like: how many m2, what form, what materials, how many rukas? 
How was it built: self-build/construction company? 
How was it financed: funding/own resources/donations/others – how much (a, b, c)? 
 
How did you find the land: indicated by someone else, saw it in the media, found it, or other? 
This land is: private property/ public property (municipal, state, etc.)/ institucional property 
(hospital, university) 
What is the land tenure: concession/occupation/private property on loan/owner? 
Have you had any conflicts surrounding the land tenure of this property? 
What was the tenure at the beginning (same or different), what use did the land have before your 
group arrived? 
 
Do you consider this a mapuche space ? A community? Is there a lonko, machi, etc.? 
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Appendix 7: Quick Reference to Interviews, São Paulo 
 
 
Key to interviews at Prestes Maia 
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Appendix 8: Map of Interviews, São Paulo 
 
 
Map of interview locations: blue dots for numbers, yellow dots for letters, 
 other occupations, small purple dots (GEMU n.d.). 
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Appendix 9: Quick Reference to Interviews, Santiago 
 
 
Key to interviews at rukas 
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Appendix 10: Map of Interviews, Santiago 
 
Rukas in Santiago (yellow interviewed, white abandoned, black others),  
municipal offices interviewed in blue.  
